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All things originate from one another,
and vanish into one another
according to necessity...
in conformity with the order of time.

—ANAXIMANDER, On Nature



Preface

WHAT IS TIME?
This deceptively simple question is the single most important problem facing science as

we probe more deeply into the fundamentals of the universe. All of the mysteries physicists
and cosmologists face—from the Big Bang to the future of the universe, from the puzzles of
quantum physics to the unification of the forces and particles—come down to the nature of
time.

The progress of science has been marked by the dismissal of illusions. Matter appears to
be smooth but turns out to be made of atoms. Atoms seem indivisible but turn out to be built
of protons, neutrons, and electrons, the first two of which are made of still more element-
ary particles called quarks. The sun appears to go around the Earth, but it’s the other way
around—and when you get right down to it, it turns out that everything moves relative to
everything else.

Time is the most pervasive aspect of our everyday experience. Everything we think, feel,
or do reminds us of its existence. We perceive the world as a flow of moments that make
up our life. But physicists and philosophers alike have long told us (and many people think)
that time is the ultimate illusion.

When I ask my nonscientific friends what they think time is, they often answer that
its passage is deceptive and whatever is actually real—truth, justice, the divine, scientific
laws—lies outside it. The idea that time is an illusion is a philosophical and religious com-
monplace. For millennia, people have reconciled themselves to life’s hardships and our mor-
tality by believing in the possibility of an eventual escape to a timeless and more real world.

Some of our most illustrious thinkers assert the unreality of time. Plato, the greatest philo-
sopher of the ancient world, and Einstein, the greatest physicist of the modern world, both
taught a view of nature in which the real is timeless. They saw our experience of time as
an accident of our circumstance as human beings—an accident that hides the truth from us.
Both believed that the illusion of time must be transcended to perceive the real and the true.

I used to believe in the essential unreality of time. Indeed, I went into physics because as
an adolescent I yearned to exchange the time-bound, human world, which I saw as ugly and
inhospitable, for a world of pure, timeless truth. Later in life, I discovered that it was pretty
nice to be human and the need for transcendent escape faded.



More to the point, I no longer believe that time is unreal. In fact, I have swung to the
opposite view: Not only is time real, but nothing we know or experience gets closer to the
heart of nature than the reality of time.

My reasons for this volte-face lie in science—and, in particular, in contemporary devel-
opments in physics and cosmology. I’ve come to believe that time is the key to the meaning
of quantum theory and its eventual unification with space, time, gravity, and cosmology.
Most important, I believe that to make sense of the picture of the universe that cosmologic-
al observations are bringing to us, we must embrace the reality of time in a new way. This
is what I mean by the rebirth of time.

Much of this book sets out the scientific argument for believing in the reality of time. If
you are one of the many who believe that time is an illusion, I aim to change your mind. If
you already believe that time is real, I hope to give you better reasons for your belief.

This is a book for everyone, because there is no one whose thinking about the world
is not shaped by how they see time. Even if you have never pondered its meaning, your
thinking—the very language with which you express your thoughts—is colored by ancient
metaphysical ideas about time.

When we adopt the revolutionary view that time is real, how we think about everything
else will change. In particular, we will tend to see the future in a new way, one that vividly
highlights both the opportunities and the dangers confronting the human species.

A small part of the story of this book is the personal journey that led me to rediscover
time. My initial motivation might best be described in the language not of science but of
fatherhood, through the conversations I have had with my young son, especially when I put
him to bed at the end of the day. “Daddy,” he asked once as I read to him, “did you have my
name when you were my age?” Here was a child awakening to the knowledge that there
was a time before him and seeking to connect the short story of his life so far to a longer
epic.

Every journey has a lesson to teach, and mine has been to realize just how radical an
idea is contained in the simple statement that time is real. Having begun my life in science
searching for the equation beyond time, I now believe that the deepest secret of the uni-
verse is that its essence rests in how it unfolds moment by moment in time.

•

There’s a paradox inherent in how we think about time. We perceive ourselves as living in
time, yet we often imagine that the better aspects of our world and ourselves transcend it.
What makes something really true, we believe, is not that it is true now but that it always
was and always will be true. What makes a principle of morality absolute is that it holds in
every time and every circumstance. We seem to have an ingrained idea that if something
is valuable, it exists outside time. We yearn for “eternal love.” We speak of “truth” and



“justice” as timeless. Whatever we most admire and look up to—God, the truths of math-
ematics, the laws of nature—is endowed with an existence that transcends time. We act
inside time but judge our actions by timeless standards.

As a result of this paradox, we live in a state of alienation from what we most value. This
alienation affects every one of our aspirations. In science, experiments and their analysis
are time-bound, as are all our observations of nature, yet we imagine that we uncover evid-
ence for timeless natural laws. The paradox also affects our actions as individuals, family
members, and citizens, because how we understand time determines how we think about
the future.

In this book, I hope to resolve in a new way the paradox of living in time and believing
in the timeless. I will propose that time and its passage are fundamental and real and the
hopes and beliefs about timeless truths and timeless realms are mythology.

Embracing time means believing that reality consists only of what’s real in each moment
of time. This is a radical idea, for it denies any kind of timeless existence or truth—whether
in the realm of science, morality, mathematics, or government. All those must be reconcep-
tualized, to frame their truths within time.

Embracing time also means that our basic assumptions about how the universe works
at the most fundamental level are incomplete. When, in the pages that follow, I assert that
time is real, what I’m saying is that:

• Whatever is real in our universe is real in a moment of time, which is one of a suc-
cession of moments.

• The past was real but is no longer real. We can, however, interpret and analyze the
past, because we find evidence of past processes in the present.

• The future does not yet exist and is therefore open. We can reasonably infer some
predictions, but we cannot predict the future completely. Indeed, the future can
produce phenomena that are genuinely novel, in the sense that no knowledge of
the past could have anticipated them.

• Nothing transcends time, not even the laws of nature. Laws are not timeless. Like
everything else, they are features of the present, and they can evolve over time.

In the course of this book, we will see that these hypotheses point to a new direction for
fundamental physics—one that I argue is the only way out of the present conundrums of
theoretical physics and cosmology. They also have implications for how we should under-
stand our own lives and deal with the challenges humankind faces.

To explain why the reality of time is so consequential, both for science and for matters
beyond science, I like to contrast thinking in time with thinking outside time. The idea that



truth is timeless and somehow outside the universe is so pervasive that the Brazilian philo-
sopher Roberto Mangabeira Unger refers to it as “the perennial philosophy.” It was the
essence of Plato’s thought, exemplified in the parable, in Meno, of the slave boy and the
geometry of a square, in which Socrates argues that all discovery is merely recollection.

We think outside time when we imagine that the answer to whatever question we’re pon-
dering is out there in some eternal domain of timeless truth. Whether the issue is how to be
a better parent or spouse or citizen, or what the optimal organization of society might be,
we believe there’s something unalterably true out there for us to discover.

Scientists think in time when we conceive of our task as the invention of novel ideas
to describe newly discovered phenomena, and of novel mathematical structures to express
them. If we think outside time, we believe these ideas somehow existed before we invented
them. If we think in time, we see no reason to presume that.

The contrast between thinking in time and outside time is apparent in many arenas of
human thought and action. We are thinking outside time when, faced with a technological
or social problem, we assume that the possible approaches are already determined, as a set
of absolute, pre-existing categories. Anyone who thinks that the correct theory of econom-
ics or politics was written down in the century before last is thinking outside time. When
we instead see the aim of politics as the invention of novel solutions to novel problems that
arise as society evolves, we are thinking in time. We’re also thinking in time when we un-
derstand that progress in technology, society, and science consists in inventing genuinely
new ideas, strategies, and forms of social organization—and trust our ability to do so.

When we unquestioningly accept the strictures, habits, and bureaucracies of our various
communities and organizations as if they had an absolute reason to be there, we’re trapped
outside time. We reenter time when we realize that every feature of a human organization
is a result of a history, so that everything about them is negotiable and subject to improve-
ment by the invention of new ways of doing things.

If we believe that the task of physics is the discovery of a timeless mathematical equation
that captures every aspect of the universe, then we believe that the truth about the universe
lies outside the universe. This is such a familiar habit of thought that we fail to see its ab-
surdity: If the universe is all that exists, then how can something exist outside it for it to be
described by? But if we take the reality of time as evident, then there can be no mathemat-
ical equation that perfectly captures every aspect of the world, because one property of the
real world not shared by any mathematical equation is that it is always some moment.

Darwinian evolutionary biology is the prototype for thinking in time, because at its heart
is the realization that natural processes developing in time can lead to the creation of genu-
inely novel structures. Even novel laws can emerge, when the structures to which they ap-
ply come into existence. The principles of sexual selection, for example, could not have
come to exist before there were sexes. Evolutionary dynamics has no need of vast abstract
spaces, like all the possible viable animals, DNA sequences, sets of proteins, or biological



laws. Better, as the theoretical biologist Stuart A. Kauffman proposes, to think of evolu-
tionary dynamics as the exploration in time by the biosphere of what can happen next: the
“adjacent possible.” The same goes for the evolution of technologies, economies, and soci-
eties.

Thinking in time is not relativism but a form of relationalism—a philosophy that asserts
that the truest description of something consists of specifying its relationships to the other
parts of the system it is part of. Truth can be both time-bound and objective when it’s about
objects that exist once they’ve been invented, either by evolution or human thought.

On a personal level, to think in time is to accept the uncertainty of life as the necessary
price of being alive. To rebel against the precariousness of life, to reject uncertainty, to ad-
opt a zero tolerance to risk, to imagine that life can be organized to completely eliminate
danger, is to think outside time. To be human is to live suspended between danger and op-
portunity.

We try our best to thrive in an uncertain world, to take care of whom and what we love
and now and then enjoy ourselves in the process. We make plans, but we can never anti-
cipate fully either the dangers or the opportunities ahead. The Buddhists say that we live
in a house we haven’t yet noticed is on fire. Danger might arise at any time, and in hunter-
gatherer societies it was ever present, but in modern life we have organized things so that
it’s comparatively rare. The challenge of life is to choose wisely, from the enormous num-
ber of possible dangers, what’s worth worrying about. It is also about choosing, from all
the opportunities that each moment brings, what to do next. We choose where to devote our
energy and attention—always in the face of incomplete knowledge of the consequences.

Could we do better? Could we overcome the capriciousness of life and achieve a state
wherein we knew, if not everything, enough to see all the consequences of our choices—the
dangers and the opportunities alike? That is, could we live a truly rational life, without sur-
prises? If time were an illusion, we could imagine this as possible, because in a world in
which time was dispensable there would be no fundamental difference between knowledge
of the present and knowledge of the future. It would take just a bit more computation to
work out. Some number, some formula, could be computed and decoded to tell us all we
needed to know.

But if time is real, the future is not determinable from knowledge of the present. There
is no escape from our situation, no redemption from the surprises that come from living
in ignorance of most of the consequences of our actions. Surprise is inherent in the struc-
ture of the world. Nature can throw us surprises for which no amount of knowledge would
have prepared us. Novelty is real. We can create, with our imagination, outcomes not com-
putable from knowledge of the present. This is why it matters for each of us whether time
is real or not: The answer can change how we view our situation as seekers of happiness
and meaning in a largely unknown universe. I will return to these themes in the Epilogue,



where I suggest that the reality of time can help us think about such challenges as climate
change and economic crisis.

Before we begin the main argument of the book, a few words of advice.
I have tried to make the arguments of this book accessible for the general reader without

a background in physics or mathematics. There are no equations, and everything you need
to know to follow my arguments is explained. The essential questions are illustrated with
the simplest examples possible. As we move on to more sophisticated subjects, readers are
advised, if confused, to do what scientists learn to do, which is to skim or skip ahead to a
point where the text becomes clearer to them. Readers wanting more background can also
consult the several appendices, which are available on-line at www.timereborn.com. The
reader may also find it helpful to consult the Notes, which contain citations, helpful re-
marks either for laypeople or experts, and further discussions that may interest some read-
ers.

My own journey back to time has taken more than twenty years, from my recognition
that laws are to be explained by their having evolved, through my struggles with relativity,
quantum foundations, and quantum gravity, which finally led me to the view described
here. Collaborations and conversations with several friends and colleagues have been es-
sential to my progress on this road; they are detailed in the Acknowledgments and Notes,
as is my use of the results and ideas of others. None of these interactions was more import-
ant than a fruitful and provocative collaboration with Roberto Mangabeira Unger, during
which we formulated the main argument and many of the key ideas that follow.1

Readers should be aware that there are many points of view about time, quantum theory,
cosmology, and other such topics that are not discussed here. There is a vast literature by
physicists, cosmologists, and philosophers concerning the issues I touch on. This does not
pretend to be an academic book. I have chosen to give readers who may be encountering
this area of discussion for the first time one path through its complex terrain, highlighting
particular arguments that are its focus.2 There are (to take one example) bookshelves full of
writings analyzing Kant’s views on space and time, which are not mentioned here. Nor do I
describe some of the views of contemporary philosophers. I ask forgiveness of my learned
friends for these omissions and direct the interested reader to the Bibliography, which con-
tains suggestions for further reading about time.

LEE SMOLIN
TORONTO, AUGUST 2012
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Introduction

THE SCIENTIFIC CASE for time being an illusion is formidable. That is why the consequences
of adopting the view that time is real are revolutionary.

The core of the physicists’ case against time relies on the way we understand what a law
of physics is. According to this dominant view, everything that happens in the universe is
determined by a law, which dictates precisely how the future evolves out of the present. The
law is absolute and, once present conditions are specified, there is no freedom or uncertainty
in how the future will evolve.

As Thomasina, the precocious heroine of Tom Stoppard’s play Arcadia, explains to her
tutor: “If you could stop every atom in its position and direction, and if your mind could
comprehend all the actions thus suspended, then if you were really, really good at algebra
you could write the formula for all the future; and although nobody can be so clever as to do
it, the formula must exist just as if one could.”

I used to believe that my job as a theoretical physicist was to find that formula; I now see
my faith in its existence as more mysticism than science.

Were he writing lines for a modern character, Stoppard would have had Thomasina say
that the universe is like a computer. The laws of physics are the program. When you give it
an input—the present positions of all the elementary particles in the universe—the computer
runs for an appropriate amount of time and gives you the output, which is all the positions
of the elementary particles at some future time. Within this view of nature, nothing happens
except the rearrangement of particles according to timeless laws, so according to these laws
the future is already completely determined by the present, as the present was by the past.

This view diminishes time in several ways.1 There can be no surprises, no truly novel
phenomena, because all that happens is rearrangement of the atoms. The properties of the
atoms themselves are timeless, as are the laws controlling them; neither ever changes. Any
feature of the world at a future time can be computed from the configuration of the present.
That is, the passage of time can be replaced by a computation, which means that the future
is logically a consequence of the present.

Einstein’s theories of relativity make even stronger arguments that time is inessential to
a fundamental description of the world, as I’ll discuss in chapter 6. Relativity strongly sug-
gests that the whole history of the world is a timeless unity; present, past, and future have
no meaning apart from human subjectivity. Time is just another dimension of space, and the
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sense we have of experiencing moments passing is an illusion behind which is a timeless
reality.

These assertions may seem horrifying to anyone whose worldview includes a place for
free will or human agency. This is not an argument I will engage in here; my case for the
reality of time rests purely on science. My job will be to explain why the usual arguments
for a predetermined future are wrong scientifically.

In Part I, I will present the case from science for believing that time is an illusion. In Part
II, I will demolish those arguments and show why time must be taken to be real if funda-
mental physics and cosmology are to overcome the crises they currently face.

To frame the argument of Part I, I trace the development of the concepts of time used in
physics, from Aristotle and Ptolemy through Galileo, Newton, Einstein, and on to our con-
temporary quantum cosmologists, and show how our concept of time was diminished, step
by step, as physics progressed. Telling the story this way also allows me to gently introduce
the material the lay reader needs for an understanding of the argument. Indeed, key points
can be introduced by ordinary examples of balls falling and planets orbiting. Part II tells a
more contemporary story, since the argument that time must be reinserted into the core of
science arose as a result of recent developments.

My argument starts with a simple observation: The success of scientific theories from
Newton through the present day is based on their use of a particular framework of ex-
planation invented by Newton. This framework views nature as consisting of nothing but
particles with timeless properties, whose motions and interactions are determined by time-
less laws. The properties of the particles, such as their masses and electric charges, never
change, and neither do the laws that act on them. This framework is ideally suited to de-
scribe small parts of the universe, but it falls apart when we attempt to apply it to the uni-
verse as a whole.

All the major theories of physics are about parts of the universe—a radio, a ball in flight,
a biological cell, the Earth, a galaxy. When we describe a part of the universe, we leave
ourselves and our measuring tools outside the system. We leave out our role in selecting or
preparing the system we study. We leave out the references that serve to establish where the
system is. Most crucially for our concern with the nature of time, we leave out the clocks
by which we measure change in the system.

The attempt to extend physics to cosmology brings new challenges that require fresh
thinking. A cosmological theory cannot leave anything out. To be complete, it must take
into account everything in the universe, including ourselves as observers. It must account
for our measuring instruments and clocks. When we do cosmology, we confront a novel
circumstance: It is impossible to get outside the system we’re studying when that system is
the entire universe.

Moreover, a cosmological theory must do without two important aspects of the method-
ology of science. A basic rule of science is that an experiment must be done many times



to be sure of the result. But we cannot do this with the universe as a whole—the universe
only happens once. Nor can we prepare the system in different ways and study the conse-
quences. These are very real handicaps, which make it much harder to do science at the
level of the universe as a whole.

Nonetheless, we want to extend physics to a science of cosmology. Our first instinct is to
take the theories that worked so well when applied to small parts of the universe and scale
them up to describe the universe as a whole. As I’ll show in chapters 8 and 9, this cannot
work. The Newtonian framework of timeless laws acting on particles with timeless proper-
ties is unsuited to the task of describing the entire universe.

Indeed, as I will show in detail, the very features that make these kinds of theories so
successful when applied to small parts of the universe cause them to fail when we attempt
to apply them to the universe as a whole.

I realize that this assertion goes counter to the practice and hopes of many colleagues,
but I ask only that the reader pay close attention to the case I make for it in Part II. There
I will show in general, and illustrate by specific example, that when we attempt to scale up
our standard theories to a cosmological theory, we are rewarded with dilemmas, paradoxes,
and unanswerable questions. Among these are the failure of any standard theory to account
for the choices made in the early universe—choices of initial conditions and choices of the
laws of nature themselves.

Some of the literature of contemporary cosmology consists of the efforts of very smart
people to wrestle with these dilemmas, paradoxes, and unanswerable questions. The notion
that our universe is part of a vast or infinite multiverse is popular—and understandably so,
because it is based on a methodological error that is easy to fall into. Our current theories
can work at the level of the universe only if our universe is a subsystem of a larger sys-
tem. So we invent a fictional environment and fill it with other universes. This cannot lead
to any real scientific progress, because we cannot confirm or falsify any hypothesis about
universes causally disconnected from our own.2

The purpose of this book is to suggest that there is another way. We need to make a clean
break and embark on a search for a new kind of theory that can be applied to the whole
universe—a theory that avoids the confusions and paradoxes, answers the unanswerable
questions, and generates genuine physical predictions for cosmological observations.

I do not have such a theory, but what I can offer is a set of principles to guide the search
for it. These are presented in chapter 10. In the chapters that follow it, I will illustrate how
the principles can inspire new hypotheses and models of the universe that point the way to
a true cosmological theory. The central principle is that time must be real and physical laws
must evolve in that real time.

The idea of evolving laws is not new, nor is the idea that a cosmological science will
require them.3 The American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce wrote in 1891:
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To suppose universal laws of nature capable of being apprehended by the mind
and yet having no reason for their special forms, but standing inexplicable and
irrational, is hardly a justifiable position. Uniformities are precisely the sort of
facts that need to be accounted for. . . . Law is par excellence the thing that wants
a reason.

Now the only possible way of accounting for the laws of nature and for uni-
formity in general is to suppose them results of evolution.”4

The contemporary philosopher Roberto Mangabeira Unger has more recently pro-
claimed:

You can trace the properties of the present universe back to properties it must
have had at its beginning. But you cannot show that these are the only properties
that any universe might have had. . . . Earlier or later universes might have had
entirely different laws. . . . To state the laws of nature is not to describe or to ex-
plain all possible histories of all possible universes. Only a relative distinction
exists between lawlike explanation and the narration of a one-time historical se-
quence.”5

Paul Dirac, who ranks with Einstein and Niels Bohr as one of the most consequential
physicists of the 20th century, speculated: “At the beginning of time the laws of Nature
were probably very different from what they are now. Thus, we should consider the laws of
Nature as continually changing with the epoch, instead of as holding uniformly throughout
space-time.”6 John Archibald Wheeler, one of the great American physicists, also imagined
that laws evolved. He proposed that the Big Bang was one of a series of events within
which the laws of physics were reprocessed. He also wrote, “There is no law except the
law that there is no law.”7 Even Richard Feynman, another of the great American physicists
and Wheeler’s student, once mused in an interview: “The only field which has not admitted
any evolutionary question is physics. Here are the laws, we say, . . . but how did they get
that way, in time? . . . So, it might turn out that they are not the same [laws] all the time and
that there is a historical, evolutionary, question.”8

In my 1997 book, The Life of the Cosmos, I proposed a mechanism for laws to evolve,
which I modeled on biological evolution.9 I imagined that universes could reproduce by
forming baby universes inside black holes, and I posited that whenever this happens, the
laws of physics change slightly. In this theory, the laws played the role of genes in biology;
a universe was seen as an expression of a choice of laws made at its formation, just as an or-
ganism is an expression of its genes. Like the genes, the laws could mutate randomly from
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generation to generation. Inspired by then-recent results of string theory, I imagined that
the search for a fundamental unified theory would lead not to a single Theory of Everything
but to a vast space of possible laws. I called this the landscape of theories, taking the lan-
guage from population genetics, whose practitioners work with fitness landscapes. I will
not say more about this here, as it is the subject of chapter 11, except to say that this theory,
cosmological natural selection, makes several predictions that, remarkably, have held up
despite several opportunities to falsify them in the years since.

Over the last decade, many string theorists have embraced the concept of a landscape of
theories. As a result, the question of how the universe chooses which laws to follow has
become especially urgent. This, I will argue, is one of the questions that can be answered
only within a new framework for cosmology in which time is real and laws evolve.

Laws, then, are not imposed on the universe from outside it. No external entity, whether
divine or mathematical, specifies in advance what the laws of nature are to be. Nor do the
laws of nature wait, mute, outside of time for the universe to begin. Rather the laws of
nature emerge from inside the universe and evolve in time with the universe they describe.
It is even possible that, just as in biology, novel laws of physics may arise as regularities of
new phenomena that emerge during the universe’s history.

Some might see the disavowal of eternal laws as a retreat from the goals of science. But
I see it as the jettisoning of excess metaphysical baggage that weighs down our search for
truth. In the coming chapters, I will provide examples illustrating how the idea of laws
evolving in time leads to a more scientific cosmology—by which I mean one more gener-
ative of predictions subject to experimental test.

•

To my knowledge, the first scientist since the dawn of the Scientific Revolution to think
really hard about how to make a theory of a whole universe was Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz,
who, among other things, was Newton’s rival, famously in the matter of which of them
was the first to invent the calculus. He also anticipated modern logic, developed a system
of binary numbers, and much else. He has been called the smartest person who ever lived.
Leibniz formulated a principle to frame cosmological theories called the principle of suf-
ficient reason, which states that there must be a rational reason for every apparent choice
made in the construction of the universe. Every query of the form, “Why is the universe
like X rather than Y?” must have an answer. So if a God made the world, He could not
have had any choice in the blueprint. Leibniz’s principle has had a profound effect on the
development of physics so far, and, as we will see, it continues to be reliable as a guide in
our efforts to devise a cosmological theory.

Leibniz had a vision of a world in which everything lives not in space but immersed in a
network of relationships. These relationships define space, not the reverse. Today the idea



of a universe of connected, networked entities pervades modern physics, as well as biology
and computer science.

In a relational world (which is what we call a world where relationships precede space),
there are no spaces without things. Newton’s concept of space was the opposite, for he un-
derstood space to be absolute. This means atoms are defined by where they are in space but
space is in no way affected by the motion of atoms. In a relational world, there are no such
asymmetries. Things are defined by their relationships. Individuals exist, and they may be
partly autonomous, but their possibilities are determined by the network of relationships.
Individuals encounter and perceive one another through the links that connect them within
the network, and the networks are dynamic and ever evolving.

As I will explain in chapter 3, it follows from Leibniz’s great principle that there can be
no absolute time that ticks on blindly whatever happens in the world. Time must be a con-
sequence of change; without alteration in the world, there can be no time. Philosophers say
that time is relational—it is an aspect of relations, such as causality, that govern change.
Similarly, space must be relational; indeed, every property of an object in nature must be a
reflection of dynamical10 relations between it and other things in the world.

Leibniz’s principles contradicted the basic ideas of Newtonian physics, so it took some
time for them to be fully appreciated by working scientists. It was Einstein who embraced
Leibniz’s legacy and used his principles as major motivation for his overthrow of Newto-
nian physics and its replacement by general relativity, a theory of space, time, and gravity
that goes far to instantiate Leibniz’s relational view of space and time. Leibniz’s principles
are also realized in a different way in the parallel quantum revolution. I call the 20th-cen-
tury revolution in physics the relational revolution.

The problem of unifying physics and, in particular, bringing together quantum theory
with general relativity into one framework is largely the task of completing the relational
revolution in physics. The main message of this book is that this requires embracing the
ideas that time is real and laws evolve.

The relational revolution is already in full swing in the rest of science. Darwin’s revolu-
tion in biology is one front, manifested both in the notion of a species being defined by
its relation to all the other organisms in its environment and in the concept that a gene’s
action is defined only in the context of the network of genes regulating its action. As we
are quickly coming to realize, biology is about information, and there is no more relational
concept than information, relying as it does on a relationship between the sender and re-
ceiver at each end of a communications channel.

In the social sphere, the liberal concept of a world of autonomous individuals (conceived
by the philosopher John Locke as analogous to the physics of his friend Isaac Newton)
is being challenged by a view of society as composed of interdependent individuals, only
partly autonomous, whose lives are meaningful only within a skein of relationships. The
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new informational halo within which we are so recently enmeshed expresses the relational
idea through the metaphor of the network. As social beings, we see ourselves as nodes in
a network whose connections define us. Today the idea of a social system made up of con-
nected, networked entities increasingly crops up in social theories formulated by everyone
from feminist political philosophers to management gurus. How many users of Facebook
are aware that their social lives are now organized by a potent scientific idea?

The relational revolution is already far along. At the same time, it is clearly in crisis. On
some fronts, it’s stuck. Wherever it is in crisis, we find three kinds of questions under hot
debate. What is an individual? How do novel kinds of systems and entities emerge? How
are we to usefully understand the universe as a whole?

The key to these puzzles is that neither individuals, systems, nor the universe as a whole
can be thought of as things that simply are. They are all compounded by processes that take
place in time. The missing element, without which we cannot answer these questions, is to
see them as processes developing in time. I will argue that to succeed, the relational revolu-
tion must embrace the notion of time and the present moment as a fundamental aspect of
reality.

In the old way of thinking, individuals were just the smallest units in a system, and if
you wanted to understand how a system worked you took it apart and studied how its parts
behaved. But how are we to understand the properties of the most fundamental entities?
They have no parts, so reductionism (as this method is called) gets us no further. The atom-
ic viewpoint has no place to go here; it, too, is truly stuck. This is a great opportunity for the
nascent relational program, for it can—and indeed must—seek the explanation for proper-
ties of elementary particles in the network of their relations.

This is already happening in the unified theories we have so far. In the Standard Model
of Particle Physics, which is the best theory we have so far of the elementary particles,
the properties of an electron, such as its mass, are dynamically determined by the inter-
actions in which it participates. The most basic property a particle can have is its mass,
which determines how much force is needed to change its motion. In the Standard Model,
all the particles’ masses arise from their interactions with other particles and are determ-
ined primarily by one—the Higgs particle. No longer are there absolutely “elementary”
particles; everything that behaves like a particle is, to some extent, an emergent conse-
quence of a network of interactions.

Emergence is an important term in a relational world. A property of something made of
parts is emergent if it would not make sense when attributed to any of the parts. Rocks are
hard, and water flows, but the atoms they’re made of are neither solid nor wet. An emer-
gent property will often hold approximately, because it denotes an averaged or high-level
description that leaves out much detail.

As science progresses, aspects of nature once considered fundamental are revealed as
emergent and approximate. We once thought that solids, liquids, and gases were funda-



mental states; now we know that these are emergent properties, which can be understood
as different ways to arrange the atoms that make up everything. Most of the laws of nature
once thought of as fundamental are now understood as emergent and approximate. Temper-
ature is just the average energy of atoms in random motion, so the laws of thermodynamics
that refer to temperature are emergent and approximate.

I’m inclined to believe that just about everything we now think is fundamental will also
eventually be understood as approximate and emergent: gravity and the laws of Newton
and Einstein that govern it, the laws of quantum mechanics, even space itself.

The fundamental physical theory we seek will not be about things moving in space.
It will not have gravity or electricity or magnetism as fundamental forces. It will not
be quantum mechanics. All these will emerge as approximate notions when our universe
grows large enough.

If space is emergent, does that mean that time is also emergent? If we go deep enough in-
to the fundamentals of nature, does time disappear? In the last century, we have progressed
to the point where many of my colleagues consider time to be emergent from a more fun-
damental description of nature in which time does not appear.

I believe—as strongly as one can believe anything in science—that they’re wrong. Time
will turn out to be the only aspect of our everyday experience that is fundamental. The fact
that it is always some moment in our perception, and that we experience that moment as
one of a flow of moments, is not an illusion. It is the best clue we have to fundamental
reality.



P A R T I



WEIGHT: THE EXPULSION OF TIME



1. Falling

BEFORE STARTING THIS or any other journey of discovery, we should heed the advice of the
Greek philosopher Heraclitus, who, barely a few steps into the epic story that is science,
had the wisdom to warn us that “Nature loves to hide.” And indeed she does; consider that
most of the forces and particles that science now considers fundamental lay hidden with-
in the atom until the last century. Some of Heraclitus’s contemporaries spoke of atoms, but
without really knowing whether or not they existed. And their concept was wrong, for they
imagined atoms as indivisible. It took until Einstein’s papers of 1905 for science to catch up
and form the consensus that matter is made of atoms. And six years later the atom itself was
broken into pieces. Thus began the unraveling of the interior of atoms and the discoveries of
the worlds hidden within.

The largest exception to the modesty of nature is gravity. It is the only one of the fun-
damental forces whose effects everyone observes with no need for special instruments. Our
very first experiences of struggle and failure are against gravity. Consequently, gravity must
have been among the first natural phenomena to be named by our species.

Nonetheless, key aspects of the common experience of falling remained hidden in plain
sight until the dawn of science, and much remains hidden still. As we shall see in later
chapters, one thing that remains hidden about gravity is its relation to time. So we start our
journey toward the discovery of time with falling.

•

“Why can’t I fly, Daddy?”
We were on the top deck, looking down three floors to the back garden.
“I’ll just jump off and fly down to Mommy in the garden, like those birds.”
“Bird” had been his first word, uttered at the sparrows fluttering in the tree outside his

nursery window. Here is the elemental conflict of parenthood: We want our children to feel
free to soar beyond us, but we also fear for their safety in an uncertain world.

I told him sternly that people can’t fly and he was absolutely never to try, and he burst
into tears. To distract him, I took the opportunity to tell him about gravity. Gravity is what
holds us down to Earth. It is why we fall, and why everything else falls.

The next word out of his mouth was, unsurprisingly, “Why?” Even a three-year-old knows
that to name a phenomenon is not to explain it.



But we could play a game to see how things fall. Soon we were throwing all kinds of
toys down into the garden, doing “speriments” to see whether they all fell the same way
or not. I quickly found myself thinking of a question that transcends the powers of a three-
year-old mind. When we throw an object and it falls as it moves away from us, it traces a
curve in space. What sort of curve is it?

It’s not surprising that this question doesn’t occur to a three-year-old. It doesn’t seem to
have occurred to anyone for thousands of years after we regarded ourselves as highly civ-
ilized. It seems that Plato, Aristotle, and the other great philosophers of the ancient world
were content to watch things fall around them without wondering whether falling bodies
travel along a specific kind of curve.

The first person to investigate the paths traced by falling bodies was the Italian Galileo
Galilei, early in the 17th century. He presented his results in Dialogue Concerning Two
New Sciences, which he wrote during his seventies, when he was under house arrest by the
Inquisition. In this book, he reported that falling bodies always travel along the same sort
of curve, which is a parabola.

Galileo not only discovered how objects fall but also explained his discovery. The fact
that falling bodies trace parabolas is a direct consequence of another fact he was the first to
observe, which is that all objects, whether thrown or dropped, fall with a constant acceler-
ation.

Galileo’s observation that all falling objects trace a parabola is one of the most wonderful
discoveries in all of science. Falling is universal, and so is the kind of curve that falling
bodies trace. It doesn’t matter what the object is made of, how it is put together, or what
its function is. Nor does it matter how many times, from what height, or with what forward
speed we drop or throw the object. We can repeat the experiment over and over, and each
time it’s a parabola. The parabola is one of the simplest curves to describe. It is the set of
points equidistant from a point and a line. So one of the most universal phenomena is also
one of the simplest.



Figure 1: Definition of a parabola: the points equidistant from a point and a line.

A parabola is a concept from mathematics—an example of what we call a mathematical
object—that was known to mathematicians well before Galileo’s time. Galileo’s obser-
vation that bodies fall along parabolas is one of the first examples we have of a law of
nature—that is, a regularity in the behavior of some small subsystem of the universe. In
this case, the subsystem is an object falling near the surface of a planet. This has happened
a great number of times and in a great number of places since the universe began; hence
there are many instances to which the law applies.

Here’s a question children may ask when they’re a bit older: What does it say about the
world that falling objects trace such a simple curve? Why should a mathematical concept
like a parabola, an invention of pure thought, have anything to do with nature? And why
should such a universal phenomenon as falling have a mathematical counterpart that is one
of the simplest and most beautiful curves in all of geometry?

•

Since Galileo’s discovery, physicists have profitably used mathematics in the description
of physical phenomena. It may seem obvious to us now that a law must be mathematical,
but for almost 2,000 years after Euclid codified his axioms of geometry no one proposed a
mathematical law applying to the motion of objects on Earth. From the time of the ancient
Greeks to the 17th century, educated people knew what a parabola was, but not a single one
of them seems to have wondered whether the balls, arrows, and other objects they dropped,



flung, or shot fell along any particular sort of curve.1 Any one of them could have made
Galileo’s discovery; the tools he used were available in the Athens of Plato and the Alex-
andria of Hypatia. But nobody did. What changed to make Galileo think that mathematics
had a role in describing something as simple as how things fall?

This question takes us into the heart of some questions easy to state but hard to answer:
What is mathematics about? Why does it come into science?

Mathematical objects are constituted out of pure thought. We don’t discover parabolas
in the world, we invent them. A parabola or a circle or a straight line is an idea. It must be
formulated and then captured in a definition. “A circle is a set of points equidistant from
a single point. . . . A parabola is a set of points equidistant from a point and a line.” Once
we have the concept, we can reason directly from the definition of a curve to its properties.
As we learned in high school geometry class, this reasoning can be formalized in a proof,
each argument of which follows from earlier arguments by simple rules of reasoning. At no
stage in this formal process of reasoning is there a role for observation or measurement.2

A drawing can approximate the properties demonstrated by a proof, but always imper-
fectly. The same is true of curves we find in the world: the curve of a cat’s back when she
stretches or the sweep of the cables of a suspension bridge. They will only approximately
trace a mathematical curve; when we look closer, there’s always some imperfection in the
realization. Thus the basic paradox of mathematics: The things it studies are unreal, yet
they somehow illuminate reality. But how? The relationship between reality and mathem-
atics is far from evident, even in this simple case.

You may wonder what an exploration of mathematics has to do with an exploration of
gravity. But this is a necessary digression, because mathematics is as much at the heart
of the mystery of time as gravity is, and we need to sort out how mathematics relates to
nature in a simple case, such as bodies falling along curves. Otherwise when we get to the
present era and encounter statements like “The universe is a four-dimensional spacetime
manifold,” we will be rudderless. Without having navigated waters shallow enough for us
to see bottom, we’ll be easy prey to mystifiers who want to sell us radical metaphysical
fantasies in the guise of science.

Although perfect circles and parabolas are never to be found in nature, they share one
feature with natural objects: a resistance to manipulation by our fantasy and our will. The
number pi—the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter—is an idea. But once the
concept was invented, its value became an objective property, one that must be discovered
by further reasoning. There have been attempts to legislate the value of pi, and they have
revealed a profound misunderstanding. No amount of wishing will make the value of pi
anything other than it is. The same is true for all the other properties of curves and other
objects in mathematics; these objects are what they are, and we can be right or wrong about
their properties but we can’t change them.
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Most of us get over our inability to fly. We eventually concede that we have no influence
on many of the aspects of nature. But isn’t it a bit unsettling that there are concepts existing
only in our minds whose properties are as objective and immune to our will as things in
nature? We invent the curves and numbers of mathematics, but once we have invented them
we cannot alter them.

But even if curves and numbers resemble objects in the natural world in the stability of
their properties and their resistance to our will, they are not the same as natural objects.
They lack one basic property shared by every single thing in nature. Here in the real world,
it is always some moment of time. Everything we know of in the world participates in
the flow of time. Every observation we make of the world can be dated. Each of us, and
everything we know of in nature, exists for an interval of time; before and after that inter-
val, we and they do not exist.

Curves and other mathematical objects do not live in time. The value of pi does not come
with a date before which it was different or undefined and after which it will change. If it’s
true that two parallel lines never meet in the plane as defined by Euclid, it always was and
always will be true. Statements about mathematical objects like curves and numbers are
true in a way that doesn’t need any qualification with regard to time. Mathematical objects
transcend time. But how can anything exist without existing in time?3

People have been arguing about these issues for millennia, and philosophers have yet to
reach agreement about them. But one proposal has been on the table ever since these ques-
tions were first debated. It holds that curves, numbers, and other mathematical objects exist
just as solidly as what we see in nature—except that they are not in our world but in another
realm, a realm without time. So there are not two kinds of things in our world, time-bound
things and timeless things. There are, rather, two worlds: a world bound in time and a time-
less world.

The idea that mathematical objects exist in a separate, timeless world is often associated
with Plato. He taught that when mathematics speaks of a triangle, it is not any triangle in
the world but an ideal triangle, which is just as real (and even more so) but exists in another
realm, one outside time. The theorem that the angles of a triangle add up to 180 degrees
is not precisely true of any real triangle in our physical world, but it is absolutely and pre-
cisely true of that ideal mathematical triangle existing in the mathematical world. So when
we prove the theorem, we are gaining knowledge of something that exists outside time and
demonstrating a truth that, likewise, is not bounded by present, past, or future.

If Plato is right, then simply by reasoning we human beings can transcend time and learn
timeless truths about a timeless realm of existence. Some mathematicians claim to have de-
duced certain knowledge about the Platonic realm. This claim, if true, gives them a trace of
divinity. How do they imagine they pulled this off? Is their claim credible?
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When I want a dose of Platonism, I ask my friend Jim Brown for lunch. Both of us enjoy
a good meal, during which he will patiently, and not for the first time, explain the case for
belief in the timeless reality of the mathematical world. Jim is unusual among philosophers
in coupling a razor-sharp mind with a sunny disposition. You sense that he’s happy in life,
and it makes you happy to know him. He’s a good philosopher; he knows all the arguments
on each side, and he has no trouble discussing those he can’t refute. But I haven’t found a
way to challenge his confidence in the existence of a timeless realm of mathematical ob-
jects. I sometimes wonder if his belief in truths beyond the ken of humans contributes to
his happiness at being human.

One question that Jim and other Platonists admit is hard for them to answer is how
we human beings, who live bounded in time, in contact only with other things similarly
bounded, can have definite knowledge of the timeless realm of mathematics. We get to the
truths of mathematics by reasoning, but can we really be sure our reasoning is correct?
Indeed, we cannot. Occasionally errors are discovered in the proofs published in textbooks,
so it’s likely that errors remain. You can try to get out of the difficulty by asserting that
mathematical objects don’t exist at all, even outside time. But what sense does it make to
assert that we have reliable knowledge about a domain of nonexistent objects?

Another friend I discuss Platonism with is the English mathematical physicist Roger
Penrose. He holds that the truths of the mathematical world have a reality not captured by
any system of axioms. He follows the great logician Kurt Gödel in arguing that we can
reason directly to truths about the mathematical realm—truths that are beyond formal ax-
iomatic proof. Once, he said something like the following to me: “You’re certainly sure
that one plus one equals two. That’s a fact about the mathematical world that you can grasp
in your intuition and be sure of. So one-plus-one-equals-two is, by itself, evidence enough
that reason can transcend time. How about two plus two equals four? You’re sure of that,
too! Now, how about five plus five equals ten? You have no doubts, do you? So there are
a very large number of facts about the timeless realm of mathematics that you’re confident
you know.” Penrose believes that our minds can transcend the ever changing flow of ex-
perience and reach a timeless eternal reality behind it.4

We discovered the phenomenon of gravity when we realized that our experience of fall-
ing is an encounter with a universal natural occurrence. In our attempts to comprehend this
phenomenon, we discerned an amazing regularity: All objects fall along a simple curve the
ancients invented called parabolas. Thus we can relate a universal phenomenon affecting
time-bound things in the world with an invented concept that, in its perfection, suggests the
possibility of truths—and of existence—outside time. If you’re a Platonist, like Brown and
Penrose, the discovery that bodies universally fall along parabolas is no less than the per-
ception of a relationship between our earthly time-bound world and another, timeless world
of eternal truth and beauty. Galileo’s simple discovery then takes on a transcendental or
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religious significance: It is the discovery of a reflection of timeless divinity acting univer-
sally in our world. The falling of a body in time in our imperfect world reveals a timeless
essence of perfection at nature’s heart.

This vision of transcendence to the timeless via science has drawn many into science,
including myself, but now I’m sure it’s wrong. The dream of transcendence has a fatal flaw
at its core, related to its claim to explain the time-bound by the timeless. Because we have
no physical access to the imagined timeless world, sooner or later we’ll find ourselves just
making stuff up (I’ll present you with examples of this failing in chapters to come). There’s
a cheapness at the core of any claim that our universe is ultimately explained by anoth-
er, more perfect world standing apart from everything we perceive. If we succumb to that
claim, we render the boundary between science and mysticism porous.

Our desire for transcendence is at root a religious aspiration. The yearning to be liberated
from death and from the pains and limitations of our lives is the fuel of religions and of
mysticism. Does the seeking of mathematical knowledge make one a kind of priest, with
special access to an extraordinary form of knowledge? Should we simply recognize math-
ematics for the religious activity it is? Or should we be concerned when the most rational
of our thinkers, the mathematicians, speak of what they do as if it were the route to tran-
scendence from the bounds of human life?

It is far more challenging to accept the discipline of having to explain the universe we
perceive and experience only in terms of itself—to explain the real only by the real, and
the time-bound only by the time-bound. But although it’s more challenging, this restricted,
less romantic route will ultimately be the more successful. The prize that awaits us is to
understand, finally, the meaning of time on its own terms.



2. The Disappearance of Time

GALILEO WAS NOT the first to associate motion with curves. He was just the first to do it for
motion on Earth. One reason it may never have occurred to anyone before Galileo that bod-
ies fall on parabolas is that no one had perceived those parabolas directly. The paths of fall-
ing bodies were simply too fast to see.1 But long before Galileo, people did have examples
of motion slow enough to easily record. These were the motions of the sun, moon, and plan-
ets in the sky. Plato and his students had records of their positions, which the Egyptians and
Babylonians had been keeping for thousands of years.

Such records amazed and delighted those who studied them, because they contained pat-
terns—some obvious, like the annual motion of the sun, and others far from obvious, like
the cycle of eighteen years and eleven days found in records of solar eclipses. These patterns
were clues to the true constitution of the universe the ancients found themselves in. Over
many centuries, scholars worked to decipher them, and it is by these efforts that mathemat-
ics first entered science.

But this isn’t the whole answer. Galileo used no tool not available to the Greeks, so there
must have been some conceptual reason for the lack of progress on earthly motion. Did Ga-
lileo’s predecessors have some blind spot about motion on Earth that Galileo lacked? What
did they believe that he didn’t?

Let’s consider the discovery of one of the simplest and most profound patterns found by
ancient astronomers. The word “planet” comes from the Greek word for wanderer, but the
planets don’t wander all over the sky. They all move along a great circle called the ecliptic,
which is fixed with respect to the stars. The discovery of the ecliptic must have been the first
step in decoding the records of planetary positions.

A circle is a mathematical object, defined by a simple rule. What does it mean if a circle
is seen in the motions in the sky? Is this the visitation of a timeless phenomenon into the
ephemeral, time-bound world? This might be how we would see it, but this is not how the
ancients understood it. The universe, for the ancients, was split into two realms: the earthly
realm, which was the arena of birth and death, of change and decay, and the heavenly realm
above, which was a place of timeless perfection. For them the sky was already a transcend-
ental realm; it was populated by divine objects that neither grew nor decayed. This was, after
all, what they observed. Aristotle himself noted that “in the whole range of time past, so far
as our inherited records reach, no change appears to have taken place either in the whole
scheme of the outermost Heaven or in any of its proper parts.”2
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If the objects in this divine realm were to move, these movements could only be perfect
and thus eternal. To the ancients, it was evident that the planets move along a circle be-
cause, being divine and perfect, they could move only on the curve that was the most per-
fect. But the earthly realm is not perfect, so it might have seemed bizarre to them to de-
scribe motion on Earth in terms of perfect mathematical curves.

The division of the world into an earthly realm and heavenly spheres was codified in
Aristotelian physics. Everything in the earthly realm was composed of mixtures of four ele-
ments: earth, air, fire, and water. Each had a natural motion: The natural motion of earth,
for example, was to seek the center of the universe. Change followed from the mixing of
these four essences. Aether was a fifth element, the quintessence, which made up the heav-
enly realm and the objects that moved across it.

This division was the origin of the connection of elevation with transcendence. God, the
heavens, perfection—these are above us, while we are trapped here below. From this per-
spective, the discovery that mathematical shapes are traced by motions in the sky makes
sense, because both the mathematical and the heavenly are realms that transcend time and
change. To know each of them is to transcend the earthly realm.

Mathematics, then, entered science as an expression of a belief in the timeless perfection
of the heavens. Useful as mathematics has turned out to be, the postulation of timeless
mathematical laws is never completely innocent, for it always carries a trace of the meta-
physical fantasy of transcendence from our earthly world to one of perfect forms.

Long after science has moved on from the cosmos of the ancients, its basic shape influ-
ences everyday speech and metaphor. We speak of rising to the occasion. We look upward
for inspiration. Whereas to fall (as in “falling in love,” for instance) means to surrender to
loss of control. More than that, the opposition of “ascending” and “falling” symbolizes the
conflict between the corporeal and the spiritual. Heaven is above us, Hell is below. When
we degrade ourselves, we sink downward into the earth. God, and everything we ultimately
seek, is above us.

Music was another way the ancients experienced transcendence. Listening to music, we
often experience a profound beauty that takes us “out of the moment.” It’s not surprising
that behind the beauty of music the ancients sensed mathematical mysteries waiting to be
decoded. Among the great discoveries of the school of Pythagoras was the association of
musical harmonies with simple ratios of numbers. For the ancients, this was a second clue
that mathematics captures the patterns in the divine. We know few personal details about
Pythagoras and his followers, but we can imagine that they noticed that an affinity for
mathematics often accompanies a talent for music. We would say that mathematicians and
musicians share an ability to recognize, create, and manipulate abstract patterns. The an-
cients might have talked instead of a shared ability to perceive the divine.



Galileo was exposed to music as a child, before he was a scientist.3 His father, Vincenzo
Galilei, was a composer and an influential music theorist, who is said to have stretched vi-
olin strings across the attic of their house in Pisa so his young son could experience the
relationship between harmony and ratio. Bored during a service in the Pisa cathedral, Ga-
lileo noticed that the time it took a hanging lamp to sway from side to side was independent
of how wide its swing was. This independence of the period (meaning the time it takes to
complete one swing or orbit) from the amplitude of a pendulum was one of his first discov-
eries. How did he manage it? We would use a stopwatch or a clock, but Galileo didn’t have
those available. We can imagine that he simply sang to himself as he watched the lamps
sway over his head, since he later claimed to be able to measure time to within a tenth of a
pulse-beat.

Galileo evinced a musician’s showmanship as well, when he took the case for Copernic-
anism to the people. He wrote his ideas down in Italian instead of Latin, the language of
scholars, vividly conveying them through dialogues in which imagined characters converse
about science as they share a meal or a walk. For this he is praised as a democrat who dis-
dained the hierarchy of church and university to appeal directly to the intelligence of the
common person.

But as brilliant a polemicist and experimenter as he was, what’s stunning about Galileo’s
work are the new questions he asked—thanks in part to the liberation from ancient dogma
that was the legacy of the Italian Renaissance. The ancient distinction between the earthly
and divine realms that had long kept people from thinking seems to have left Galileo un-
impressed. Leonardo had discovered proportion and harmony in static form, but Galileo
looked for mathematical harmony in everyday motions, such as those of pendulums and
balls rolling down inclined planes. Before he was democratic in his strategy of communic-
ation, he was a democrat about the universe.

Galileo destroyed the divinity of the sky when he discovered that heavenly perfection
was a lie. He did not invent the telescope, and he may not have been the only one who used
the new invention to look at the heavens. But his unique perspective and talents led him
to make a fuss about what he saw there, which was imperfection. The sun has spots. The
moon is not a perfect sphere of quintessence; it has mountains, just like Earth. Saturn has a
strange threefold shape. Jupiter has moons, and there are vastly more stars than those seen
with the naked eye.

This decline of divinity had been anticipated a few years earlier, in 1577, when the Dan-
ish astronomer Tycho Brahe watched a comet penetrate the perfect spheres of Heaven. Ty-
cho was the last and greatest of the naked-eye astronomers, and he and his assistants accu-
mulated over his lifetime the best measurements of planetary motions that had ever been
made. These sat in his record books undecoded until 1600, when he employed an irascible
young assistant, Johannes Kepler.
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The planets move along the ecliptic, but they are not seen to move consistently. They all
move in the same direction, but occasionally pause and reverse themselves, moving back-
ward for a while. This retrograde motion was a great mystery to the ancients. Its real mean-
ing is that the Earth is a planet, too, which moves around the sun as the other planets do.
The planets appear to stop and start only from Earth’s perspective. Mars moves eastward
in our sky when it’s ahead of us and reverses direction when Earth catches up. Its retro-
grade motion is simply an effect of Earth’s motion, but the ancients couldn’t see it that
way, because they were stuck with the false idea that the Earth is at rest at the center of
the universe. Since Earth is still, the perceived motion of the planets must be their real mo-
tion; hence the ancient astronomers had to explain the retrograde motions as if they were
caused by the planets’ intrinsic motion. To do so, they imagined an awkward arrangement
involving two kinds of circles, in which each planet was attached to a small circle rotating
around a point that itself moved on a bigger circle around the Earth.

The epicycles, as these mini-circles were called, rotated with a period of one Earth year,
because they were nothing but the shadow of Earth’s motion. Other adjustments required
still more circles; it took fifty-five circles to get it all to work. By assigning the right peri-
ods to each of the big circles, the Alexandrian astronomer Ptolemy calibrated the model to
a remarkable degree of accuracy. A few centuries later, Islamic astronomers fine-tuned the
Ptolemaic model, and in Tycho’s time it predicted the positions of the planets, the sun, and
the moon to an accuracy of 1 part in 1,000—good enough to agree with most of Tycho’s
observations. Ptolemy’s model was beautiful mathematically, and its success convinced as-
tronomers and theologians for more than a millennium that its premises were correct. And
how could they be wrong? After all, the model had been confirmed by observation.



Figure 2: A schematic of the Ptolemaic vision of the universe.4

There’s a lesson here, which is that neither mathematical beauty nor agreement with ex-
periment can guarantee that the ideas a theory is based on bear the slightest relation to real-
ity. Sometimes a decoding of the patterns in nature takes us in the wrong direction. Some-
times we fool ourselves badly, as individuals and as a society. Ptolemy and Aristotle were
no less scientific than today’s scientists. They were just unlucky, in that several false hypo-
theses conspired to work well together. There is no antidote for our ability to fool ourselves
except to keep the process of science moving so that errors are eventually forced into the
light.
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It fell to Copernicus to decipher the meaning of the fact that all the epicycles have the
same period and move in phase with the sun’s orbit. He put Earth in its rightful place, as a
planet, and the sun near the center of the universe. This simplified the model but introduced
a tension the ancient cosmology couldn’t survive. Why should Earth’s sphere be any differ-
ent from those of the heavens, if Earth is just another planet traveling through the heavens?

However, Copernicus was a reluctant revolutionary who missed other clues. A big one
was that even after Earth’s motion was accounted for, the planets’ orbits were not pre-
cisely circles. Unable to escape the idea that motions on the sky must be compounded from
circles, he solved this problem just as Ptolemy had fourteen centuries earlier. He introduced
epicyles as needed to get the theory to fit the data.

The least circular orbit is that of Mars. It was Kepler’s great luck—and science’s
too—that Tycho assigned to him the problem of deciphering the orbit of Mars, and, after
working for many years after he left Tycho’s service, Kepler found that Mars traces an el-
lipse, not a circle, in space.

This was revolutionary in ways that may not be apparent to a modern reader. In an Earth-
centered cosmology, the planets don’t trace a closed path of any sort, because their paths
relative to Earth each combine two circular motions with different periods. It is only when
the orbits are plotted with respect to the sun that they make closed paths. Only then does it
become possible to ask what the shape of an orbit is. So putting the sun at the center deep-
ens the harmony of the world.

Once the planetary orbits were understood to be ellipses, the explanatory power of
Ptolemy’s theory was shattered. A slew of new questions arose: Why do the planets move
in elliptical orbits? And what keeps them from wandering off? What compels them to move
at all, rather than just sitting still in space? Kepler’s answer was a wild guess that turned
out to be half right: What moves the planets around in their orbits is a force from the sun.
Imagine the sun as a rotating octopus, its arms sweeping the planets around as it turns. This
was the first time anyone had suggested the sun as the source of a force that affects the
planets. He just got the direction of the force wrong.

Tycho and Kepler smashed the heavenly spheres and in so doing unified the world.
This unification had grave implications for the understanding of time. In the cosmology of
Aristotle and Ptolemy, a timeless realm of eternal perfection surrounds the earthly realm.
Growth, decay, change, all the evidence of a time-bound world is restricted to the small
domain below the sphere of the moon. Above it is perfect circular motion, unchanging and
eternal. Now that the sphere separating the time-bound and the timeless was smashed, there
could be only one notion of time. Would this new world be time-bound throughout, with
the whole universe subject to growth and decay? Or would timeless perfection be extended
to all of creation, so that change, birth, and death would be seen as mere illusions? We still
struggle with this question.



Kepler and Galileo did not solve the mystery of the relationship between the divine,
timeless realm of mathematics and the real world we live in. They deepened it. They
breached the barrier between sky and Earth, putting Earth in the sky as one of the divine
planets. They found mathematical curves in the motions of bodies on Earth and the planets
around the sun. But they could not heal the fundamental rift between time-bound reality
and timeless mathematics.

By the middle of the 17th century, scientists and philosophers confronted a stark choice.
Either the world is in essence mathematical or it lives in time. Two clues to the nature of
reality hung in the air, expectant and unresolved. Kepler had discovered that the planets
move along ellipses. Galileo had discovered that falling objects move along parabolas.
Each was expressed by a simple mathematical curve and each was a partial decoding of the
secret of motion. Separately they were profound discoveries; together they were the seeds
of the Scientific Revolution, which was about to flower.

This is not unlike the present juncture in theoretical physics. We have two great discov-
eries, quantum theory and general relativity, whose unification we seek. Having worked on
this problem for most of my life, I’m impressed by the progress we’ve made. At the same
time, I’m certain that some simple idea lies hidden in plain sight that will be the key to
its resolution. Admitting that progress can be held up as we await the invention of nothing
more substantial than an idea is humbling, but it’s happened before. The Scientific Revolu-
tion launched by the simple discoveries of Galileo and Kepler was long delayed because
of the idea that the universe was divided into an earthly and a heavenly realm. This idea
prevented the thorough application of mathematics to the lower world, while our under-
standing of the upper world was thwarted by the belief that there was no need to look for
causes of perfect heavenly motions.

It’s thrilling to think about what might have happened had this basic conceptual mistake
not blinded, for more than 1,000 years, the thinking of smart people who had in their hands
the data and mathematics needed to take the steps that Galileo did. A Hellenistic or Islamic
astronomer could well have made some or all of Kepler’s discoveries from data available
1,000 years earlier than Tycho. The idea that Earth orbits the sun did not have to wait for
Copernicus; it was on the table ever since it was proposed by Aristarchus in the 3rd century
BC. His heliocentric cosmology was discussed by Ptolemy and others and would have been
known to such great scholars as Hypatia, a brilliant mathematician and philosopher who
lived in Alexandria from about AD 360 to 415. Suppose she or one of her brighter students
had discovered Galileo’s law of falling bodies, or Kepler’s elliptical orbits?5 There might
have been a Newton by the 6th century, and the Scientific Revolution might have started a
full 1,000 years earlier.

Historians may protest that Copernicus, Galileo, and Kepler could not have made their
discoveries before the Renaissance prepared the way by freeing thinkers from the dogmat-
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ism of the Dark Ages. But in Hypatia’s time, the Dark Ages had not yet descended and the
struggle between the exponents of Greek learning and religious fundamentalism had not
yet killed the spirit of rational inquiry. History may have been quite different if someone
in Roman Alexandria, or, for that matter, the great centers of learning that flourished in the
Islamic world a few centuries later, had done away with the geocentric universe. However,
the brightest scientists in the best conditions could not make the conceptual leap of imagin-
ing mathematical laws governing motion in the earthly sphere or dynamic forces playing a
role in the heavens. It took the shattering of the spheres separating the two realms for Ga-
lileo and Kepler to make their discoveries.

But even they could not take the next step, which was to see the unity lying in the earthly
parabola and the planetary ellipse. That took Isaac Newton.

Because they lived after the shattering of the spheres, Galileo and Kepler could have
asked whether throwing something hard enough leads to orbiting and the slowing of an or-
biting object leads to falling. To us, it’s obvious that these are not two phenomena but one.
But this was not apparent to them. Sometimes it takes a generation or so before the simplest
implications of new discoveries come into focus. Half a century later, Newton understood
that orbiting is a form of falling and completed the unification of the heavens and the Earth.

One clue was a mathematical unity shared by the two curves that code motion. Ellipses
trace the planetary orbits and parabolas trace the paths of falling bodies on Earth. These
two curves are closely related: They both can be made by intersecting a cone with a plane.
Curves that can be so constructed are called conic sections; the other examples are circles
and hyperbolas.

The question for the second half of the 17th century was to discover the physical unity
explaining this mathematical unity. The insight that impelled Newton to embark on the
Scientific Revolution was about nature, not mathematics, and it was not his alone. Several
of his contemporaries had perceived the great secret: The force that impels everything on
Earth to fall toward it is universal and acts also to pull the planets toward the sun and the
moon toward the Earth. Gravity.



Figure 3: Conic sections illustrated with the image made by a flashlight on a wall.

Newton, according to legend, had this epiphany while sitting in his garden noticing
apples falling from a tree as he contemplated the motion of the moon. To complete the
thought, he asked another crucial question: How does that force decrease with the distance
between the objects? For decrease it must, otherwise we would be pulled upward to the sun
rather than downward to Earth. And how does a force produce motion?



Others, such as Newton’s contemporary, Robert Hooke, asked these questions, but the
true accomplishment of Newton was in his answers to them. The effort took him two dec-
ades and resulted in the theory of motion and forces we call Newtonian physics.

For our purposes, the most important thing about these questions is that they’re mathem-
atical. How a force decreases with distance can be specified by giving a simple equation.
The right answer, as every first-year physics student knows, is that the force decreases pro-
portional to the square of the distance. The astounding consequence for our conception
of nature is that such a simple mathematical relation captures a universal phenomenon in
nature. Nature did not have to be so amazingly simple—and, indeed, the ancients had nev-
er contemplated such a simple and universal application of mathematics to the causes of
motion.

To ask how a force causes motion, you have to think of a moving object tracing a curve
in space. The question then is how the curve differs depending on whether there is a force
acting on it or no force. The answer is stated in the first two of Newton’s laws. If there is
no force, the curve along which a body moves is a straight line. If there is a force, the force
acts to cause an acceleration of the body.

It’s impossible to state these laws without mathematics. A straight line is an ideal math-
ematical concept; it lives not in our world but in the Platonic world of ideal curves. And
what is acceleration? It is the rate of change of velocity, which is itself the rate of change
of position. To describe this adequately, Newton needed to invent a whole new branch of
mathematics: the calculus.

Once you have the necessary mathematics, it’s straightforward to work out the conse-
quences. One of the first questions Newton must have answered with his new tools6 was
what path a planet would take under the influence of a force from the sun that decreases
proportionally to the square of the distance. The answer: It can be an ellipse, a parabola, or
a hyperbola, depending on whether the planets travel on a closed orbit or make a one-time
pass by the sun. Newton was also able to subsume Galileo’s laws of falling in his law of
gravitation.7 Galileo and Kepler had thus seen different aspects of a single phenomenon,
which is gravity.

There is little in the history of human thought more profound than the discovery of this
hidden commonality between falling and orbiting. But beneath the enormity of Newton’s
accomplishment is an unintended consequence, which is that his work made our concep-
tion of nature far more mathematical than before. Aristotle and his contemporaries had de-
scribed motion in terms of tendencies: Earthly objects have a tendency to seek Earth’s cen-
ter, air has a tendency to flee the center, and so on. Theirs was an essentially descriptive
science. There is no suggestion that the paths along which objects move have any special
properties, and hence they had no interest in applying mathematics to the description of
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motion on Earth. Mathematics, being timeless, was divine and applicable only to those di-
vine and timeless phenomena we could see, which were only in the heavens.

When Galileo discovered that falling bodies are described by a simple mathematical
curve, he captured an aspect of the divine, brought it down from the sky, and showed that it
could be discovered in the motion of everyday objects on Earth. Newton demonstrated that
the tremendous variety of motions on Earth and in the sky, whether impelled by gravity or
by other forces, are manifestations of a hidden unity. The diverse motions are all conse-
quences of a single law of motion.

By the time Newton had finished joining motion in the sky and on Earth, we lived in
a single, unified world. And it was a world infused with divinity, because timeless math-
ematics was at the heart of everything that moved, on Earth and in the sky. If timelessness
and eternity are aspects of the divine, then our world—that is, the whole history of our
world—can be as eternal and divine as a mathematical curve.



3. A Game of Catch

TO ADDRESS THE ISSUES raised in the first two chapters, we need to know more about how we
define motion. Nothing seems simpler: Motion is change in position over time. But what is
position, and what is time?

There are two answers that physicists have given to the seemingly innocuous question of
defining position. The first is the commonsense idea that the position of an object is defined
relative to a landmark of some sort; the second is that there is something absolute about po-
sition in space, beyond its relation to something else. These are called the relational and the
absolute notions of space.

The relational notion of position is familiar to all of us. I am now three feet from my chair.
The airplane is approaching the airport from the west and is now two kilometers from the
end of runway 1 at a height of 1,000 feet. These are all descriptions of relative position.

But relational position seems to leave something out. Where is the ultimate reference?
You give your coordinates on Earth, but where is Earth? So many miles from the sun, in the
direction of the constellation Aquarius. But where is the sun? So many thousands of light-
years from the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. And so forth.

Proceeding in this way, you can give the position of everything in the universe relative
to everything else. This is a lot of information, but is it enough? Is there not some absolute
notion of position—of where something really is, behind all these relative positions?

This debate between relational and absolute notions of space runs through the whole his-
tory of physics. Roughly speaking, Newton’s physics was a triumph of the absolute picture,
which was overthrown by Einstein’s relativity theory, which established the relational view.
I believe the relational view is correct, and I hope to convince the reader of this. But I would
also like to give the reader a vivid sense of why savants like Newton embraced the absolute
view and what is given up when we reject it in favor of the relational view.

To appreciate how Newton thought about the problem, we have to ask not only about po-
sition but about motion. Let’s leave time aside for a moment and apply what we have just
discussed. If position is relative, then motion is change of relative position—i.e., change of
position relative to some reference body.

All commonplace talk of motion is talk of relative motion. Galileo studied bodies that fall
relative to the surface of the Earth. I throw a ball and see it move away from me. The Earth
moves around the sun. These are all examples of relative motion.



A consequence of relative motion is that who or what is moving is always a matter of
point of view. Earth and the sun move around each other, but which is really moving? Is
the real story that the sun moves around an Earth fixed at the center of the universe? Or is
it rather the sun that is fixed, and Earth that orbits? If motion is only relative, there can be
no right answer to this question.

The fact that anything can be moving or fixed makes it hard to explain the causes of
motion. How could something be the cause of Earth’s motion around the sun if there is a
different and equally valid point of view according to which Earth isn’t moving at all? If
motion is relative, an observer is free to adopt the point of view that all motion is defined
relative to him. To resolve the impasse and be able to speak of causes of motion, Newton
proposed that there must be an absolute meaning to position. This was, for him, position
with respect to what he called “absolute space.” Bodies are moving or not, in an absolute
sense, relative to this absolute space. Newton argued that it was the Earth and not the sun
that moved absolutely.

The postulation of absolute space stops the infinite regression and gives a meaning to
the location of every single thing in the universe, with no need to refer to anything else.
This may be a comforting notion, but there’s one problem. Where is this absolute space,
and how would you measure the position of a body with respect to it?

No one has ever seen or detected absolute space. No one has ever measured a position
that was not a relative position. So to the extent that the equations of physics refer to posi-
tion in absolute space, they cannot be connected to experiment.

Newton knew this and it didn’t bother him. He was a deeply religious thinker, and ab-
solute space had a theological meaning for him. God saw the world in terms of absolute
space, and that was enough for Newton. He would put it even more strongly: Space was
one of God’s senses. Things exist in space because they exist in the mind of God.

This isn’t as strange as it sounds if you’re a master decoder, as Newton was. He devoted
years of work to searching for hidden meaning in the Scriptures, and as an alchemist he
sought the hidden code for virtue and perhaps immortality. As a physicist, he uncovered
universal laws that governed all motion in the universe but had previously been hidden. It
was in character for him to believe that the essence of space was hidden from our senses
yet seen by God.

Besides, he had a physical argument for absolute space. Even if position in absolute
space could not be humanly perceived, some kinds of motion with respect to absolute space
could be.

Children can’t fly, but they can spin. And spin they do. Nothing matches the delight
on the face of a child who has just discovered that she can make herself dizzy. Anytime
she wants, over and over. Again! Newton had no children, but I like to imagine him being
struck silent by the delight of his young niece, Catherine, spinning around in his study.
Newton takes the wobbly, laughing child on his knee and tells her that her dizziness is a



direct perception of absolute space. And absolute space is God. “What you feel when you
feel dizzy is the hand of God upon you,” he offers. She giggles, squirms as he starts to ex-
plain that she’s dizzy not because she’s rotating with respect to the furniture, or the house,
or the cat, but because she spins with respect to space itself. And if space can make her
dizzy, it must be something real. “Why?” she says, jumping off his lap to chase the cat out
of the room. Let’s leave Newton there, pondering gravity and mortality, and return to the
question of how motion is defined.

When we say that something moves, we mean it is changing its position over time. This
is common sense, but to be precise about it we need to be sure we know what we mean by
time. Here we face the same dilemma of the relational versus the absolute.

Human beings perceive time as change. The time an event takes place is measured relat-
ive to other events—for example, the reading of the dial of a clock. All clock and calendar
readings are relative times, just as addresses are relative positions. But Newton believed
there is hidden behind change an absolute time, which God perceives.

Here’s a taste of the debate that has raged over the issue of absolute time ever since.
Newton’s rival Gottfried Leibniz believed in God, too, but his God was not free, as New-
ton’s was, to do as He pleased. Leibniz worshipped a supremely rational God. But if God
is perfectly rational, then everything in nature must have a reason. This is Leibniz’s prin-
ciple of sufficient reason. One way to state it is that every question of the form “Why is the
universe like this rather than like that?” must have a rational answer. There are, of course,
questions for which there cannot possibly be any rational answer. Leibniz’s point was that
to ask a question that cannot have a rationally justified answer is to commit an error of
thinking.

Leibniz illustrated his principle thus: He asked, “Why did the universe start when it did
and not ten minutes later?” He replied that there cannot be any rational reason to prefer the
history of the universe to one in which everything happens ten minutes later. All the relat-
ive times will be the same in both universes; only the absolute times are different. But the
laws of nature speak only about relative times. Consequently, Leibniz argued, if there is no
reason to prefer the universe to start at one absolute time rather than another, there can be
no meaning to absolute time.

I accept Leibniz’s reasoning, so whenever I refer to a time, I will mean a relative time.
Indeed, although we can argue about whether there might be some transcendent sense in
which absolute time exists, one thing that’s certain is that we humans, living in the real
world, have access only to relative times. So for the purpose of describing motions, we will
consider time to be measured by clocks. For our purposes, a clock is any device that reads
out a sequence of increasing numbers.

Now that we’ve defined both time and position, we can go on to measure motion: Motion
is change of position, measured relative to some reference object, during a period of time,
measured relative to the reading of a clock.



This brings us to the next, crucial step in our argument. To do science it is not enough just
to make definitions and argue about concepts. You have to measure motions. This means
using tools like clocks and rulers to associate positions and times with numbers.

Unlike absolute position, which is invisible, relative distances and relative times can be
measured in numbers, which in turn can be recorded on a piece of paper or in a digital
memory. In this way, observations of motion are turned into tables of numbers that can be
studied with methods from mathematics. One such method is to make a graph of the re-
cords, thus turning the tables of numbers into pictures that can spark our understanding and
imagination.

This powerful tool was developed by René Descartes and is taught to every schoolchild.
It is undoubtedly something Kepler would have done as he struggled with Tycho’s data on
the orbit of Mars. In Figure 4 we see a graph of the orbit of the moon with respect to Earth.

In school, we learned a second way to draw a motion, which is to add an axis for time
and graph the position against time. This represents the orbit as a curve in space and time,
as in Figure 5. We see the moon’s orbit now represented by a spiral; once it returns to its
starting position, a month has passed.



Figure 4: Graph of the moon’s orbit around Earth.

Notice that by graphing records of observations, something wonderful has been done.
The curve in Figure 5 represents measurements taken while something evolved in time, but
the measurements themselves are timeless—that is, once taken, they do not change. And
the curve that represents them is also timeless. By this means, we have made motion—that
is, change in the world—into a subject of study by mathematics, which is the study of ob-
jects that don’t change.

The ability to freeze time like this has been a great aid to science, because we don’t have
to watch motion unfold in real time; we can study the records of the past motions whenev-
er we like. But beyond its usefulness, this invention has profound philosophical conse-
quences, because it supports the argument that time is an illusion. The method of freezing
time has worked so well that most physicists are unaware that a trick has been played on
their understanding of nature. This trick was a big step in the expulsion of time from the
description of nature, because it invites us to wonder about the correlation between the real
and the mathematical, the time-bound and the timeless.



Figure 5: Graph of the moon’s orbit as a curve in space and time.

This correlation is so crucial that I want to frame it in an everyday example. All these
weighty issues concern nothing more than what we can know about a game of catch.

•



Around 1:15 P.M. on October 4, 2010, on the east side of High Park in Toronto, a novelist
called Danny threw a tennis ball he had discovered that morning in his sock drawer to a
poet he had just met, Janet.

To study Danny’s throw through the eyes of physics, we do what Tycho and Kepler did
for Mars. We observe the motion and record the ball’s positions at a series of times; then
we graph the results. To accomplish this, we need to give the position of the ball relative to
some object, which we can take to be Danny himself. We also need a clock.

Figure 6: Danny’s throw measured.

The ball moves fast, and this was a challenge for Galileo, but we can simply film
Danny’s throw and measure the position of the ball in each frame, along with the time of



the frame. From the position of the ball in a frame we get two numbers, the ball’s height off
the ground and the horizontal distance the ball has traveled from Danny. (Space of course is
three-dimensional, so we also have to describe the direction of Danny’s throw. Other than
to say he’s throwing south, I’ll ignore this complication here.) When we include the time of
each frame, the record of the ball’s trajectory is a series of triplets of numbers, one triplet
for each frame of the film.

(time 1, height 1, distance 1)
(time 2, height 2, distance 2)
(time 3, height 3, distance 3)

And so on.
These lists of numbers are important tools if we are to study motion scientifically. But

they are not the motion itself. They are just numbers, which are given meaning by the meas-
urements we made of a ball in flight in a particular instance. The real phenomenon differs
in several ways from the list of numbers that is its record. For example, many features of
the ball have been neglected. We recorded only its positions, but the ball also has color,
weight, shape, size, and composition. More important, the phenomenon unfolded in time: It
happened just once and was gone, into the past. What’s left is the record, and that is frozen,
unchanging.

The next step is to graph the information in the record. Figure 7 is a picture of the path
the ball made in space. We see that the ball flew on a parabola, just as Galileo predicted.



Figure 7: Danny’s throw recorded and graphed.

We see again that the process of recording a motion, which takes place in time, results in
a record, which is frozen in time—a record that can be represented by a curve in a graph,
which is also frozen in time.

Some philosophers and physicists see this as a profound insight into the nature of reality.
Some argue to the contrary—that mathematics is only a tool, whose usefulness does not



require us to see the world as essentially mathematical. We can call these competing voices
the mystic and the pragmatist.

The pragmatist will argue that there’s nothing wrong with checking hypotheses about
laws of motion by converting motion into numbers in tables and looking for patterns in
those tables. But the pragmatist will insist that the mathematical representation of a mo-
tion as a curve does not imply that the motion is in any way identical to the representation.
The very fact that the motion takes place in time whereas its mathematical representation
is timeless means they aren’t the same thing.

Some physicists since Newton have embraced the mystic’s view that the mathematical
curve is “more real” than the motion itself. The great attraction of the concept of a deeper,
mathematical reality is that it is timeless, in contrast to a fleeting succession of experiences.
By succumbing to the temptation to conflate the representation with the reality and identify
the graph of the records of the motion with the motion itself, these scientists have taken a
big step toward the expulsion of time from our conception of nature.

The confusion worsens when we represent time as an axis on a graph, as we did in Figure
5. In Figure 8, we see the information about the trajectory of Danny’s ball including clock
readings, displayed as if they were measurements made by a ruler. This can be called spa-
tializing time.

And the mathematical conjunction of the representations of space and time, with each
having its own axis, can be called spacetime. The pragmatist will insist that this spacetime
is not the real world. It’s entirely a human invention, just another representation of the re-
cord we have of the process of Danny throwing the ball to Janet. If we confuse spacetime
with reality, we are committing a fallacy, which can be called the fallacy of the spatializa-
tion of time. It is a consequence of forgetting the distinction between recording motion in
time and time itself.



Figure 8: Danny’s throw graphed as a curve in space and time.

Once you commit this fallacy, you’re free to fantasize about the universe being timeless,
and even being nothing but mathematics. But, the pragmatist says, timelessness and math-
ematics are properties of representations of records of motion—and only that. They are not,
and cannot be, properties of real motions. Indeed, it’s absurd to call motion “timeless,” be-
cause motion is nothing but an expression of time.

There’s a simple reason that no mathematical object will ever provide a complete rep-
resentation of the history of the universe, which is that the universe has one property no
mathematical representation of it can have. Here in the real world, it is always some time,
some present moment. No mathematical object can have this particularity, because, once
constructed, mathematical objects are timeless.1
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Who is right, the pragmatist or the mystic? This is the question on which the future of
physics and cosmology turns.



4. Doing Physics in a Box

IN HIGH SCHOOL, I was cast in Jean-Paul Sartre’s No Exit. I played Joseph Garcin, a man
locked in a small room with two women, all of us deceased. The play was an extreme version
of a society in a box; it enabled the playwright to examine the consequences of our mor-
al choices. In the climactic scene, I was to bang on the classroom door, shouting the fam-
ous line, “Hell is other people!” but the door’s pane shattered, showering me with glass and
bringing my acting career to a close.

Musical performance, like theater, allows a heightened examination of human emotion by
isolating us in a controlled environment. As a teenager, I listened to a terrifying performance
of my cousin’s band, Suicide, in the basement of the Mercer Arts Center in Greenwich Vil-
lage. The singer locked the doors and mesmerized the audience with a long aria of wanton
murder, sung over a numbing repetition of the chords of the garage-rock classic “96 Tears.”
The atmosphere grew claustrophobic as the singer became increasingly menacing, but like
the characters in No Exit, we were stuck. More recently, the insight-through-claustrophobia
method has been adopted by conceptual artists who lock unlikely couples—like an artist and
a scientist—in a room for twenty-four hours at a time and videotape everything that hap-
pens.1

In both play and performance, the isolation is fake. With enough effort, anyone could
simply walk out at any time. We don’t, because there’s much to be learned from subjecting
ourselves to the rigors of a reduced social environment. Less really is, in this sense, more.
Art seeks universals through detailed examination of particulars2, which often requires an
artificially restricted setting to succeed.

It’s the same with physics. Most of what we know about nature has come from experi-
ments in which we artificially mark off and isolate a phenomenon from the continual whirl
of the universe. We seek insight into universals of physics through restricting our attention
to the simplest of phenomena. The method of restricting attention to a small part of the uni-
verse has enabled the success of physics from the time of Galileo. I call it doing physics in a
box. It has great strengths but several weaknesses, and both are essential to our story of the
expulsion of time from physics and its rebirth.

We live in a universe that is always changing, full of matter that is always moving. What
Descartes, Galileo, Kepler, and Newton learned to do was to isolate little pieces of the world,
examine them, and record the changes in them. They showed us how to display the records
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of these motions in simple diagrams whose axes represent the positions and times in a way
that is frozen and hence amenable to being studied at our leisure.

Notice that to apply mathematics to a physical system, we first have to isolate it and,
in our thinking, separate it out from the complexity of motions that is the real universe.
We couldn’t get very far with the study of motion if we worried about how everything in
the universe affects everything else. The pioneers of physics, from Galileo to Einstein and
up to the present day, could make progress because they could isolate a simple subsystem,
like a game of catch, and study how the ball moves. In reality, though, a ball in flight is
influenced in a myriad of ways by things outside the subsystem we defined. The simple
description of a game of catch as an isolated system is a crude approximation of the real
world—although one that has proved fruitful in discovering fundamental principles that ap-
pear to govern all motion in our universe.3

This kind of approximation, in which we restrict our attention to a few variables or a few
objects or particles, is characteristic of doing physics in a box. The key step is the selection,
from the entire universe, of a subsystem to study. The key point is that this is always an
approximation to a richer reality.

It’s easy to generalize our treatment of the game of catch to a large number of systems
we study in physics. To study a system, we need to define what it contains and what is
excluded from it. We treat the system as if it were isolated from the rest of the universe,
and this isolation is itself a drastic approximation. We cannot remove a system from the
universe, so in any experiment we can only decrease, but never eliminate, the outside influ-
ences on our system. In many cases, we can do this accurately enough to make the idealiz-
ation of an isolated system a useful intellectual construct.

Part of the definition of a subsystem is a list of all the variables we need to measure in
order to determine everything we want to know about it at a moment of time. The list of
these variables makes up an abstraction we call the configuration of the system. To repres-
ent the set of all possible configurations, we define an abstract space called the configura-
tion space. Each point of the configuration space represents one possible configuration of
the system.

The process by which the configuration space is defined starts with extracting the sub-
system from the larger universe. Hence, the configuration space is always an approxima-
tion to a deeper and more complete description. The configuration and its representation
in a configuration space are both abstractions—human inventions that are helpful for the
method of doing physics in a box.

To describe a game of pool, we can choose to record the locations of sixteen balls on a
two-dimensional table. It takes two numbers to locate a single ball on the table (its posi-
tion relative to the table’s length and width), so the full configuration will require a list of
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thirty-two numbers. The configuration space has one dimension for each number that must
be measured, so in the case of pool, it’s a thirty-two-dimensional space.

But a real pool ball is an immensely complicated system, so its representation as a single
object with a single position is a drastic approximation. If you want a more precise descrip-
tion of a game of pool, you should record the positions not just of the balls but of every
atom in every ball. This requires at least 1024 numbers, hence a configuration space of that
high dimension. But why stop there? If a description at the level of atoms is what’s wanted,
you should include the positions of all the atoms in the table, all the atoms in the air that
impinge on the balls, all the photons that light up the room—and then why not all the atoms
in the Earth, sun, and moon attracting the balls gravitationally? Anything less than a cos-
mological description will be an approximation.

Something else left outside the subsystem is a clock, which we use to specify the mo-
ment in which an observation is made. The clock is not considered part of the subsystem,
because it’s assumed to tick uniformly despite whatever is going on in the subsystem. The
clock provides us with a standard against which the subsystem’s motion is to be recorded.

The use of an external clock violates the concept that time is relational. Change in the
system is measured by reference to the external clock, but nothing that happens in the
system is meant to influence the external clock. This is convenient, but it’s allowed only
because we’re making a rough approximation, in which we neglect all the interactions
between the system and everything outside it, including the clock.

If we take this method too seriously, we may be tempted to imagine a clock external to
the whole universe, by which we can measure change in the universe. This is the route to
a big conceptual mistake, which is to believe that the universe as a whole evolves with re-
spect to some absolute notion of time coming from outside it. Newton made this mistake
because he was caught in the fantasy that the physics he invented captured God’s view of
the universe as a whole. The mistake persisted until Einstein corrected it—by finding a
way, within relativity theory, to put the clock inside the universe—and we should not make
it again.



Figure 9: Configuration space and a history through it. The X marks a moment of time.

However, as long as we don’t take it too seriously, the picture of a small subsystem of
the universe evolving as measured against the readings of an external clock is a useful ap-
proximation. At each time we measure, we get a list of numbers characterizing the config-
uration at that time, which then defines a point in the configuration space. By imagining the
time measurements as rapid-fire, we can idealize this set of points to a curve through the
configuration space (see Figure 9). This represents a history of the subsystem as captured
by a sequence of measurements of its configurations.

Just as in the case of Danny’s ball in his game of catch with Janet, time has disappeared
from the picture. What’s left is a trajectory through the space of possible configurations.
This trajectory is a curve summarizing information in a set of records of something that
happened in the past. When we’re done, we have a representation of the motion of the
subsystem—motion that unfolded in time, just once—by a timeless mathematical object,
which is a curve in the space of possible configurations of the subsystem.

The configuration space is timeless; it is assumed to just be there, forever. When I refer
to it as “the space of possible configurations,” I mean that if I wished, I could put the sub-
system into any one of those configurations at any time. The history of the system is then
represented by a curve starting at that initial configuration. That curve, once drawn, is time-
less. This brings us back to our key question: Is the disappearance of time in the represent-
ation a deep insight into the nature of reality, or is it a misleading and unintended conse-
quence of a method for approximately describing small parts of the universe?

•



Newton did more than invent a way to describe motion; he invented a way to predict it.
Galileo discovered that in the case of a thrown ball, the curve is a parabola. Newton gave
us a method for determining what the curve would be in an enormous variety of cases. This
is the content of his three laws of motion. His laws can be summarized as follows:

To predict how a ball will travel, three pieces of information are needed:

• The ball’s initial position;
• the ball’s initial velocity (that is, how fast and in which direction it’s moving);
• the forces that will influence the ball as it moves.

Given these three inputs, Newton’s laws of motion can be used to predict the future path
of the ball. We can program a computer to do this for us. Give it the three inputs, and it will
output the path the ball will follow. This is what we mean when we speak of a “solution”
to Newton’s laws. A solution is a curve in configuration space. It represents a history of
the system, from the moment the system is prepared or first observed onward. That first
moment is called the initial condition. You describe the initial condition when you give the
initial position and velocity. The laws then kick in and determine the rest of the history.

One law has an infinite number of solutions, each of which describes a possible history
of the system in which the laws are satisfied. You specify which history describes a partic-
ular experiment when you give the initial conditions. Thus, to predict the future or explain
something, it’s not enough to know the laws; you must also know the initial conditions. In
laboratory experiments this is easy, because the experimenter prepares the system to start
in some particular initial condition.

Galileo’s law of falling bodies says that the ball Danny threw will trace a parabola. But
which parabola? The answer is determined by how fast and at what angle and from what
location he threw the ball—that is, by the initial conditions.

It turns out that this method is general. It can be applied to any system that can be de-
scribed by means of a configuration space. Once the system is specified, the same three
inputs are needed:

• The initial configuration of the system. This gives a point in the configuration
space.

• The initial direction and speed of the changes of the system.
• The forces the system will be subject to as it changes in time.



Newton’s laws then predict the precise curve in configuration space that the system will
follow.

The generality and power of Newton’s method cannot be underestimated. It has been ap-
plied to stars, planets, moons, galaxies, clusters of stars, clusters of galaxies, dark matter,
atoms, electrons, photons, gases, solids, liquids, bridges, skyscrapers, cars, airplanes, satel-
lites, rockets. It has been applied usefully to systems with one, two, or three bodies and sys-
tems with 1023 or 1060 particles. It has been applied to fields—such as the electromagnetic
field—whose definition requires the measurement of an infinite number of variables (the
electric and magnetic fields at each point in space, for example). It has described an enorm-
ous number of possible forces or interactions among the variables that define the system.

The basic method can also be applied in computer science, where it’s called the study of
cellular automata. And with only a little modification, it’s the basis for quantum mechanics.

Because of the power of this method, it can be called a paradigm. We will name it after
its inventor: the Newtonian paradigm. This is a more formal way to talk about the method
of doing physics in a box.

In its essentials, the Newtonian paradigm is constructed from the answers to two basic
questions:

• What are the possible configurations of the system?
• What are the forces that the system is subject to in each configuration?

The possible configurations are also called the initial conditions, because we specify
them to get started. The rules by which the forces and their effects are described are called
the laws of motion. These laws are represented by equations. When you put the initial con-
ditions into the equations, the equations give you the future evolution of the system. This is
called solving the equations. There are an infinite number of such solutions, because there
are an infinite number of possible initial conditions.

We should be aware that this powerful method is based on some powerful assumptions.
The first is that the configuration space is timeless. It’s assumed that some method can give
the whole set of possible configurations ahead of time—that is, before we watch the actu-
al evolution of the system. The possible configurations do not evolve, they simply are. A
second assumption is that the forces, and hence the laws the system is subject to, are time-
less. They don’t change in time, and they also presumably can be specified ahead of the
actual study of the system.

The lesson here is as simple as it is terrifying. To the extent that the assumptions underly-
ing the Newtonian paradigm are realized in nature, time is inessential and can be removed
from the description of the world. If the space of possible configurations can be specified



timelessly, and the laws can as well, then the history of any system need not be seen as
evolving in time. It is sufficient, for answering any question physics can pose, to see the
whole history of any system as a single frozen curve in configuration space. The seemingly
most essential aspect of our experience of the world—its presentation to us as a succession
of present moments—is missing from our most successful paradigm for the description of
nature.

We began by watching a tennis ball, with a phone number on the side in purple ink,
thrown between two writers named Danny and Janet, in the afternoon of October 4, 2010,
in High Park. Our deepest understanding of how it moved amounts to contemplating a
timeless picture containing a colorless curve in an abstract space.



5. The Expulsion of Novelty and Surprise

THE INVENTION OF THE Newtonian paradigm as a general method for doing physics in a box
was a key step in the expulsion of time. One consequence was the argument for determinism
famously articulated by Pierre-Simon Laplace, who claimed that if he were given the precise
positions and motions of all the atoms in the universe, together with a precise description of
the forces they were subject to, he could predict the future of the universe with total accur-
acy. This statement has convinced many since that the future is completely determined by
the present.

But there is one important assumption of the argument that can be questioned, which
is that you can extend the Newtonian method to the universe as a whole, by including
everything in the box. But physics in a box starts by isolating a small subsystem of the uni-
verse. Can Laplace really get away with ignoring that step?

Let’s go back to the game of catch in the park.
It’s now August 14, 2062, at 3:15 in the afternoon. Laura, the granddaughter of Danny

and Janet, will be throwing a Frisbee to Francesca, the daughter of Billy and Roxanne, who
also grew up by the park. As Laura flings the Frisbee, Francesca is distracted by the flash of
a message coming into the microcellphone implanted in her retina. Does she miss the Fris-
bee?

If you believe that the Newtonian paradigm applies exactly to the world, then you believe
that it was already determined in 2010 whom Danny and Janet will marry (each other, as it
happens, but neither would have guessed that at the time), when their son will be conceived,
who he will marry, and when his daughter will be conceived, and whether or not she will
have a predilection for Frisbee. You have to believe that every single motion, thought, idea,
and emotion that these people will ever have is already determined in the present. You have
to believe that the entire list of all those who will ever live is already set down, even if it’s
impossible to imagine the technology to decode it.

You have to believe not just that it is already determined—and, indeed, has been for bil-
lions of years—that there will be a Frisbee game between Laura and Francesca that after-
noon, even though they grew up on opposite sides of the park and met not five minutes be-
fore. And you have to believe that nothing could be done now to prevent the development of
retinal-implantable microcellphones, and that nothing could be done to prevent that fateful
message from being sent at exactly that moment and distracting Francesca. Does she non-
etheless catch the Frisbee? Before her microphone flashes, no one watching could know, but



if the future is determined there is, in principle, already some quantity that could be meas-
ured now that would tell us.

The claim that the laws of physics, plus the initial conditions, determine the future down
to the smallest detail is an astounding claim, because in the long run the smallest details do
matter. In each successful conception, one out of roughly 100 million sperm impregnates
the egg. This has happened roughly 100 billion times since there were humans and trillions
of times before that, during the evolution of our ancestors. Trillions of choices of one out
of 100 million is an awful lot of information, but we have to believe that all this, and much,
much more, was written into the initial conditions of the universe at some much earlier
time. And this is just one small detail of life on one small planet.

This is part of the meaning of the statement that in the Newtonian paradigm time disap-
pears. All the things that have ever happened, that are happening now, and that will ever
happen are just points on a trajectory in the configuration space of the universe, a curve
that is already determined. The passage of time brings no novelty or surprise, for change is
just a rearrangement of the same facts.

If there is to be a space for novelty and surprise, there must be something wrong with
the Newtonian paradigm, or at least with extending it from a method to study small subsys-
tems of the universe to an exact description of the whole universe. One limitation is that if
the future is determined given the initial conditions, you need to know what determines the
initial conditions. As you seek the reasons for things to be as they are and not otherwise,
you are driven deeper and deeper into the past.

As you go further into the past, you have to consider a larger and larger region of space,
containing events that might have influenced any ancestor of Danny or Janet. If you go
back a million years to the chance meeting of two of their Homo erectus ancestors from
different nomadic groups, you have to survey a region 2 million light-years across to assure
yourself that there’s no supernova close enough to do damage to the Earth. If we go all the
way back to the origin of life on Earth, we have to survey a good fraction of the observable
universe.

Thus, if we seek not just necessary but sufficient causes, we cannot avoid the conclusion
that the full set of sufficient causes of Danny’s meeting Janet include conditions at cosmo-
logical distances and times from that happy event. As we keep pushing the chain of causes
back, sooner or later the whole universe is involved. And before we get to the end of the
causes, we find ourselves at the moment of the Big Bang. So the ultimate sufficient causes
of Danny and Janet’s meeting are in the initial conditions of the universe at the Big Bang.
The ultimate applicability of the argument for determinism is thus a question about cosmo-
logy. If we want to understand whether and how their meeting was determined, we need a
theory of the universe as a whole.

The problem of determinism collides with the fact that the method of doing physics in
a box applies to small subsystems of the universe. Before we can answer the question of



whether seemingly chance events in our lives are determined completely by past condi-
tions, we have to know whether our theories can be scaled up to theories of the complete
universe.

We live in a world in which the flap of a butterfly’s wing can influence the weather
oceans away and months later. In general terms, small changes in initial conditions are
amplified exponentially to big changes in outcomes. This is why doing physics in a box ne-
cessarily involves approximations. These include the selection we make of the observable
quantities to model in the configuration space and the neglect of the influence of everything
else in the world on them.

You can easily imagine filling in these details, however. If you know the laws of physics
applicable to the smallest particles that make up the subsystem, then you can at least ima-
gine making an exact description of all the variables needed to describe the subsystem and
all the forces by which these variables interact. The most precise description we have cur-
rently of the laws of nature and the elementary particles is the Standard Model of Particle
Physics, which is easily situated within the Newtonian paradigm. This model contains all
we know of nature, except for gravity, and it has repeatedly survived various experimental
tests.

So, why not put in the rest of the universe? You can imagine treating a larger subsystem
that contains our system—not just Danny’s tennis ball but everything and everyone in the
park that afternoon. Expand that again to include everyone and everything in the city of
Toronto; expand it again to include everything on and inside the Earth and within a million
miles of it. Each time you expand the subsystem, you can still use the same laws of phys-
ics—hence you can employ the Newtonian paradigm. In each case, the approximation gets
better and better and so does the strength of the argument for determinism.

But there’s always something left out. Just beyond the solar system there could be a big
black cloud that will swallow the sun in a year, or a comet that will graze the Earth in ten
years. These events could disrupt the coming marriage of Danny and Janet. The perturba-
tion doesn’t have to be large or involve Earth directly. Danny’s attention could have been
captured by a news story about a comet coming close to Jupiter, and he went to the park a
minute later and never met Janet. Millions of people who would have been their descend-
ants will never live. In our world, the amplification of small events into big consequences
is the normal state of affairs.

A deterministic physical theory can be likened to a computer. The configuration space is
the memory, into which data is put. The law is analogous to the program. You run the pro-
gram and it acts on the input data, which is then overwritten with the output data. Given the
input and the program, the output is completely determined. Every time you run it with the
same input, you get the same output. But here’s something else to think about: The output
is determined from the input and program in two rather different ways.



If we consider the computer as a physical device, then it operates according to the laws
of physics. From this point of view, the output is causally determined by the input. It’s the
result of laws of physics acting on initial conditions. This process requires time, because
the causal process, as directed by the laws of physics, is carried out in time.

But the output is determined in another way, too. The output is logically implied by the
input and the program. The input and output are representatives of mathematical objects.
The program is also a mathematical object. You could prove logically that the output is a
mathematical consequence of the combination of the input and the program. This logical
determination requires no time, because no physical process is involved. The proof that the
output is implied by the input and the program is a mathematical fact, which lives in the
timeless world of true facts about mathematical objects.

This is the sense in which time is removed from the description of physics within the
Newtonian paradigm. It is unnecessary to actually run the computer to know what the out-
put is, because the output can be deduced by a sequence of logical arguments. How the de-
duction is carried out is irrelevant; the computer is just a tool exploiting the laws of physics
to model a logical implication through a causal process. But there are an infinite number of
possible ways the computer might be built and programmed that would lead to exactly the
same outcome.

The point is that there is no information in the output that is not already logically implied
by the input. The output is just a rearrangement of the input according to some logical rule.
This is the sense in which nothing novel or surprising can ever be produced. Nor is there
any need for causal evolution to act out in time just to reproduce the effect of a logical, and
hence timeless, implication.

The same holds for any system described within the framework of the Newtonian
paradigm. In all such cases, the final configuration is just the result of the laws of physics
acting on the initial conditions. The configuration space where the initial configuration and
the final configuration live is a mathematical object, as are those configurations. Once the
laws are expressed as mathematical equations, the evolution of the initial conditions into
the final configuration after a certain amount of time is a mathematical fact. It can be de-
duced mathematically; in fact, it can be proved as a mathematical theorem. What the New-
tonian paradigm does is replace causal processes—processes playing out over time—with
logical implication, which is timeless. This is yet another way that time is eliminated by the
Newtonian paradigm.

•

One way to see that surprise and novelty can play no role is to consider that a law of physics
can often be run in reverse. If you think of a law of physics as a computer or machine that
turns initial conditions into a final configuration, then you can imagine the law as having



a toggle switch that can be flipped to reverse the direction of time. What you do is flip
the switch and insert the final configuration into the input. You run the law for the same
amount of time as before, except that this time the law will run backward to turn the final
configuration back into the initial one. We say that a law that can be run backward to turn
every final configuration into its initial conditions is time-reversible.

Let’s look at a simple example: the motion of Earth as it spins on its axis and orbits the
sun. Reversing the direction of time reverses the direction of the orbit and the spin of the
Earth, but such an orbit is also permitted by Newton’s laws. If you took a movie of the
Earth’s motion and showed it to aliens, they would say (if they had any conception of laws)
that Newton’s laws are governing the motion. But the same would be true if you gave them
a print of the film run backward; they would conclude that this was an orbit allowed by
Newton’s laws. Indeed, if you gave them both films and asked them to say which was the
original and which the reversal, they couldn’t tell. The same would be true of filmed mo-
tions of the whole solar system, with the eight planets and myriads of other bodies.

Of course, many of us have seen films run backward and most look strange or funny.
Often it’s not because the reversed motion would be impossible according to the laws of
physics; rather, the motion is possible but exceedingly improbable. This is generally true of
complex systems involving large numbers of such things as atoms. Here we must deal with
the laws of thermodynamics, which are not reversible in time and which I will discuss in
chapters 16 and 17.1 For the present, let’s consider just two simple examples.

Many laws of physics are time-reversible. One is Newtonian mechanics, another is gen-
eral relativity, still another is quantum mechanics. The Standard Model of Particle Physics
is almost time-reversible but not fully so. (There is one mostly inconsequential aspect of
the weak nuclear interaction that does not reverse.) If you take a history that evolved ac-
cording to the Standard Model, reverse the direction of time and simultaneously make two
other changes, you get another history that the model allows. Those two changes are re-
placement of the particles by their antiparticles and reversing left and right. The operation
is called CPT (for charge, parity, and time reversal), and you can think of it as a different
way of running a film backward. Any theory consistent with quantum mechanics and spe-
cial relativity allows the direction of time to be reversed in this way.

These reversals are another argument for the unreality of time. If the direction of the
laws of nature can be reversed, then there cannot, in principle, be any difference between
the past and the future—and the fact that we have very different relationships with the past
and the future cannot be a fundamental property of the world. The apparent differences
between the future and the past must either be illusions or consequences of special initial
conditions.

Ludwig Boltzmann, who, with his insights into the nature of entropy, did more than any-
one else to connect the atomic world with the macro world we experience, once said, “For
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the universe, the two directions of time are indistinguishable, just as in space there is no
up and down.”2 And if there’s no real distinction between past and future—if they have
exactly the same content, just logically rearranged—then there’s no need to believe in the
reality of the present moment or the reality of the passage of time. The time-reversibility
of the laws of physics is often taken as another step in the removal of time from the physi-
cists’ conception of nature.

We have just a few more steps to take before time is gone completely from physics. The
next step comes from Einsteinian relativity, which will provide us with the strongest argu-
ment of all for the unreality of time.
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6. Relativity and Timelessness

WHEN I WAS NINE YEARS OLD, my father brought a copy of Lincoln Barnett’s The Universe
and Dr. Einstein home to our apartment on Manhattan’s Upper West Side, and we puzzled
together over its explanations of relativity theory. Even now I can recall the diagrams of
speeding trains and bent starlight. This was my first exposure to physics.

Then, around age sixteen, I read Einstein’s first paper on general relativity while riding
the subway downtown to visit my rock-band-member cousin. Einstein’s seminal papers were
available then, as they are now, in a cheap paperback edition.1 Seduced into physics by his
writing, which I was fortunately exposed to before I had the chance to open a textbook, I had
no idea that I’d encountered the best example of how to express in clear ideas the essence
of nature. It was something like being weaned off infant formula in a five-star French res-
taurant, so that later you would have to be coerced, kicking and screaming, into eating your
Cheerios and peanut-butter-and-jelly.

Later I discovered that there’s very little in physics to match the conceptual clarity and el-
egance of Einstein’s theories. Not quantum mechanics, not contemporary quantum field the-
ory, not even Newtonian mechanics, whose textbook presentations are often logical messes,
undermined by confused and circular definitions of basic concepts such as mass and force.
But because I began with Einstein, his work became my scientific standard and his theories
of relativity became my touchstones, their principles as sacred as any text could be to one
schooled in the skepticism of science.

As it happens, Einstein’s theories of relativity are the strongest arguments we have for
time being an illusion masking a truer, timeless universe. Back when I believed that time is
an illusion, my main reasons had to do with relativity theory.

Einstein invented two theories of relativity. The first, special relativity, is a theory about
a world in which gravity does not exist. It was presented in two of the papers Einstein pub-
lished in his “miracle year” of 1905.2 General relativity, invented over the next decade, in-
corporates gravity.

Einstein’s two theories of relativity are, at their most basic, theories of time—or, better,
timelessness. They have an undeserved reputation for being difficult; I find them beautifully
simple and easy to explain. It’s true that relativity seems at first counterintuitive, because
it replaces a wrong intuition by a deeper intuition that experiment tells us is closer to the
truth. To learn relativity is to experience a transition from one way of mentally organizing
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the world to another. You have to give up certain unconscious assumptions about time, but
after that the main ideas follow logically.

In this chapter, I will talk only about the ideas and results of relativity theory that bear on
the nature of time. I will make assertions that I hope are clear, but I won’t do what’s usu-
ally done in popular physics books, which is to give the arguments that connect Einstein’s
simple postulates to their counterintuitive consequences.3

We’ll concern ourselves with two concepts from special relativity. The first is the relativ-
ity of simultaneity. The second, which follows from it, is the block universe. Each was a
major step in the expulsion of time from physics.

In crafting special relativity, Einstein brought two strategies to bear on the question of
the nature of time. First, he embraced the relational side of the debate about whether time
is relational or absolute: Time is about change, which means it’s about perceived relation-
ships. There’s no such thing as an absolute or universal time.

In his early work, Einstein also utilized a strategy called operationalism. According to
this approach, the only meaningful way to define a quantity like time is to stipulate how to
measure it. If you want to talk about time, you must describe what a clock is in your the-
ory, and how the clock works. When you’re approaching science operationally, you ask not
about what is real but about what an observer could observe. The observer’s situation in the
universe must be taken into account, including where she is and how she’s moving. This
enables you to ask whether different observers will agree or disagree about what they’re
seeing. Some of Einstein’s most interesting discoveries are about what observers disagree
about.

But what about reality? Aren’t physicists interested in what is real rather than just what
is observed? Yes, but while most operationalists believe in reality, they also believe that
the only way to get at it is through what is observed. The test of whether something is
real—objectively true—is that all observers will agree on it.

The great discovery about time in Einstein’s theory of special relativity is called the re-
lativity of simultaneity. It has to do with whether two events distant from each other can be
considered as taking place at the same time. What Einstein found was that there’s an ambi-
guity in any definition of distant events as simultaneous. Observers in motion with respect
to each other will reach different conclusions about whether two events are simultaneous
or not when those two events are distant from each other.

It’s perfectly natural for someone waking up in Toronto to wonder what her lover is do-
ing at the same moment in Singapore. If this makes sense, then it also must make sense to
ask what’s happening at that moment on Pluto, on a planet in the Andromeda Galaxy, or,
indeed, throughout the universe. What Einstein showed is that our natural intuition that it’s
meaningful to talk about what’s happening right now far from us is mistaken. Two observ-
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ers who move with respect to each other will disagree about whether two distant events are
simultaneous.

The relativity of simultaneity depends on some assumptions, one of which is that the
speed of light is universal—which means that any two observers who measure a photon’s
speed will agree on their measurements, no matter how they’re moving with respect to each
other or the photon. We also can assume that nothing can travel faster than this universal
speed.4 Given this, an event can influence another event only if a signal traveling at the
speed of light or less leaves the first and arrives at the second. If this could happen, we say
that the two events are causally related, in that the first could be a cause of the second.

But two events can be so far apart in space and take place so close in time that no signal
can reach from one to the other. In such cases, neither of the two events can be the cause
of the other. We say that two such events are not causally related. Einstein showed that in
these cases you can’t state whether they’re simultaneous or one happened before or after
the other. Both answers are possible, depending on the motion of the observers carrying the
clocks by which time is measured.

For physics to make sense, observers have to agree on the order of causally related events
to avoid confusion about the attribution of causes. But there’s no reason for observers to
agree about the order of events that could not possibly affect each other. In Einstein’s the-
ory of special relativity, they don’t agree.

So it makes no sense for our friend in Toronto to wonder what her lover is doing right
now in Singapore.5 But it makes total sense for her to think about what he was doing a few
seconds ago. Those seconds are more than enough time for him to have sent the text she
is reading now; his sending the text and her reading it are causally related events. And all
observers will agree that the text she sends now will change the rest of his life, beginning
with when he reads her news a minute later.

Besides the existence of a universal speed limit that all observers agree on, special re-
lativity depends on one other hypothesis. This is the principle of relativity itself. It holds
that speed, other than the speed of light, is a purely relative quantity—there’s no way to tell
which observer is moving and which is at rest. Suppose two observers approach each other,
each moving at a constant speed. According to the principle of relativity, each can plaus-
ibly declare herself at rest and attribute the approach entirely to the motion of the other.

So there’s no right answer to questions that observers disagree about, such as whether
two events distant from each other happen simultaneously. Thus, there can be nothing ob-
jectively real about simultaneity, nothing real about “now.” The relativity of simultaneity
was a big blow to the notion that time is real.

What observers do agree about can be called the causal structure. Pick any two events
in the history of the universe and call them X and Y. Then one of three things will be true.
Either X could be a cause of Y, or Y could be a cause of X, or neither could be a cause
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of the other. These causal relations are agreed to by all observers. The causal structure is
the list of all these relations, for all events in the universe. Thus you can say that what is
physically real in the history of the universe includes its causal structure.

This is a timeless picture, because it refers to the whole history of the universe at once.
There is no preferred moment of time, no reference to what time it is now, no reference
at all to anything corresponding to our experience of the present moment. No meaning to
“future” or “past” or “present.”

If you remove everything corresponding to the observations of particular observers from
the description of nature given by special relativity, there remains the causal structure.
Since this is all that’s observer-independent, it must—if the theory is true—correspond to
physical reality. Hence, to the extent that special relativity is based on true principles, the
universe is timeless. It is timeless in two senses: There is nothing corresponding to the ex-
perience of the present moment, and the deepest description is of the whole history of caus-
al relations at once.

This picture of the history of the universe given by causal relations realizes Leibniz’s
dream of a universe in which time is defined completely by relations between events. Rela-
tionships are the only reality that corresponds to time—relationships of a causal sort.

Actually, besides the causal structure, there’s another piece of information that observers
agree about. Consider a physical clock, which ticks off seconds, floating freely in space.
It strikes noon, then a minute later it strikes a minute past noon. The first event can be
considered a cause of the second. In between, the clock ticked sixty times. The number of
times it ticked between the two events is something else all observers, regardless of their
relative motion, can agree about. This is called the proper time.6

The picture of the history of the universe, taken as one, as a system of events connected
by causal relations, is called the block universe. The reason for that perhaps peculiar name
is that it suggests that what is real is the whole history at once—the allusion is to a block of
stone, from which something solid and unchanging can be carved.

The block universe is the culmination of the movement begun by Galileo and Descartes
to treat time as if it were another dimension of space. It gives a description of the whole
history of the universe as a mathematical object, which, as we noted in chapter 1, is time-
less. If you believe that it corresponds to what is objectively real in nature, you’re asserting
that the universe is fundamentally timeless. This block-universe picture is the second step
in the expulsion of time implied by Einstein’s theory of special relativity.

The block universe marries space and time. It can be pictured as a kind of spacetime,
with three dimensions for space and a fourth for time (see Figure 10). An event taking place
at a moment of time is represented as a point in spacetime, and the history of a particle
is traced by a curve in spacetime called its world line. Thus, time has been completely
subsumed by geometry; we say that time has been spatialized or geometricized. The phys-
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ical laws are represented geometrically; for example, the world lines of free particles are
straight lines in spacetime. If a particle is a photon, we represent it as moving at a 45-degree
angle (which corresponds to measuring space in units of time, as we do when we speak of
light-years). Any ordinary particle must travel slower than the photon, the bearer of light,
hence its world line will be at a steeper angle.



Figure 10: The block-universe picture of spacetime. A spacetime with one spatial dimension and one time dimension.
We choose the units of time and space so that light rays travel at 45-degree angles. The causal structure is then indicated
geometrically; two events can be causally related if they can be connected by a line at a 45-degree angle or steeper. We



also see the world line of a particle running from the past to the future through the event A. Also drawn are two light
rays passing through A. The shaded regions contain events that are causally unrelated to A.

This elegant geometrical representation of special relativity was invented in 1909 by
Hermann Minkowski, who had been one of Einstein’s mathematics teachers. In it, every
physical fact of motion implied by special relativity is represented as a theorem about the
geometry of spacetime. Minkowski’s invention of what we now call Minkowksi spacetime
was a decisive step to the elimination of time, because it persuasively established that all
talk of motion in time could be translated into mathematical theorems about a timeless geo-
metry. As Hermann Weyl, one of the great mathematicians of the 20th century put it: “The
objective world simply is, it does not happen. Only to the gaze of my consciousness, crawl-
ing upward along the world line of my body, does a section of the world come to life as a
fleeting image in space which continuously changes in time.”7

To illustrate the power of the block-universe picture, here’s a little argument some philo-
sophers have given in support of it. The argument depends only on the relativity of sim-
ultaneity. Let’s begin by agreeing that the present is real. We may not be so sure that the
future or the past are real—indeed, the point of this argument is to find out how real they
are—but we have no doubt that the present is real. The present consists of many events,
none of which is more real than another. We don’t know whether two events in the future
are real, but we will agree that if two events take place at the same time they’re equally
real, whether that time is the present, past, or future.

If we are operationalists, we have to talk about what observers see. So we assert that two
events are equally real if they’re seen by some observer to be simultaneous. We also will
assume that being equally real is what is called a transitive property; that is, if A and B are
equally real, and B and C are equally real, then so are A and C. The argument then exploits
the fact that the present is observer-dependent in special relativity. Pick any two events in
the history of the universe, one of which is a cause of the other. Let’s call them A and B.
Now there will always be some other event X that has the following property: There is
an observer, Maria, who sees A to be simultaneous with X. And there is another observer,
Freddy, who sees X to be simultaneous with B. This is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: The argument for the block universe that follows from simultaneity. For any two causally related events A
and B, there is always an event X such that there is an observer who sees X and A as simultaneous and an observer who

sees X and B as simultaneous.

To understand why X must exist, you need to know not only that simultaneity is relative
but that it is as relative as possible, in the following sense: One consequence of Einstein’s
postulates is that if two events take place simultaneously for some observer, all other ob-
servers will judge them to be not causally related. It’s also true that if two events aren’t
causally related, there will be some observer who sees them as simultaneous, thus simul-
taneity is as relative as it possibly could be, while respecting causality.



If B is far in A’s future, then X must be far enough away from both so that no light signal
could travel from A to X or from X to B. But the universe that Minkwoski describes is in-
finite, so this is no problem.8

Now we can reason as follows: By the criterion I gave, A is as real as X is. But B is
also as real as X is. So A and B are equally real. But A and B are any two causally related
events in the history of the universe. So if there is any sense in which an event in the uni-
verse is real, that reality is shared by every other event. There is thus no difference between
present, past, and future. What is real is all the events of the universe, taken together. So we
conclude that the reality of the world consists in its history taken as one. There is no reality
to moments of time or their flow.

What’s powerful about this block-universe argument is that to entertain it you need only
believe that the present is real; the argument then forces you to believe that the future and
the past are as real as the present. But if there is no distinction between present, past, and
future—if the formation of the Earth or the birth of my great great great granddaughter are
as real as the moment in which I write these words—then the present has no special claim
to reality, and all that’s real is the whole history of the universe.

Hilary Putnam, a leading contemporary philosopher, has reflected on this argument:

I conclude that the problem of the reality and determinateness of future events is
now solved. Moreover, it is solved by physics and not philosophy. . . . Indeed, I
do not believe that there are any longer any philosophical problems about Time;
there is only the physical problem of determining the exact physical geometry of
the four-dimensional continuum that we inhabit.9

Another name for the block-universe view is eternalism. Contemporary philosophersh
ave built up a considerable literature on its ins and outs. One question they discuss is wheth-
er the block-universe view is consistent with the way we talk about time. Ordinary people
and philosophers alike use such words as “now,” “future,” and “past.” Can these words be
meaningful if reality consists of the whole history of the world as one? What do we mean
when we say, “Now I’m on a train under the English Channel,” if now is no more real than
any other moment?

A view called compatibilism holds that there is no problem with ordinary language so
long as one understands words like “now” and “tomorrow” as denoting a point of view that
gives us particularly direct access to some facts about the timeless reality while making
other facts hard to access. We speak easily of “here” and “there” while believing that near
and far objects are equally real. So some philosophers argue that “now” and “the future”
are not really very different from “here” and “there”; they all denote a certain perspective
that influences what you see around you but does not affect what is real. When I use the
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word “now,” I need not imply that now is special; I am only describing my perspective.
There is always an implicit reference to which now I mean, which I assume the person I
am speaking with shares.

This is well and good, but it only matters if the block universe is a correct description
of nature. Other philosophers doubt that it is. John Randolph Lucas writes: “The block uni-
verse gives a deeply inadequate view of time. It fails to account for the passage of time, the
pre-eminence of the present, the directedness of time and the difference between the future
and the past.”10

This is the debate to which the arguments of this book are addressed. I don’t address
them in the terms favored by philosophers, which are often bound up with linguistic analys-
is. Rather, I’m concerned with their presuppositions in physics—among them that special
relativity can be applied to the whole history of the universe. But special relativity cannot
be applied to the whole universe, because it doesn’t contain all of physics; in particular,
it doesn’t contain gravity. It can be, at best, only an approximation to a theory that does
contain gravity. The problem of extending relativity theory to gravity was solved by the in-
vention of a still deeper theory, which is general relativity. This took Einstein ten years of
hard work.

However, the philosophically interesting features of special relativity do extend to Ein-
stein’s theory of general relativity. The relativity of simultaneity remains true—and, indeed,
is extended. So the philosophical argument I just outlined still holds and leads to the same
conclusion: that the only reality is the whole history of the universe taken as one.

It also remains true in general relativity that all the information that’s observer-independ-
ent is captured in causal structure and proper time. If the history of the whole universe is
represented in general relativity, the result remains the block-universe picture.

•
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Figure 12: We contrast the usual notion of time with the more arbitrary notion in general relativity. Normally we think
that time runs at the same rate everywhere, so surfaces of equal time are evenly spaced, as shown in the top image. In

general relativity, time can be measured at each point by a different clock, each running arbitrarily fast compared to the
others, as long as surfaces of equal time are not causally related to each other. We call this the freedom for time to be

“many-fingered,” as illustrated in the bottom image.

General relativity not only preserves the features of special relativity arguing that time is
unreal but also introduces new ones to the same effect. First, there are many more ways of
dividing spacetime up into space and time (see Figure 12). You can define time according
to a network of clocks spread across the universe, but the clocks can be funky—that is,
they can run at different rates in different places, and each can speed up and slow down.
We describe this by saying that in general relativity time can be many-fingered. Second,
the geometry of space and of spacetime is no longer simple or regular. It becomes general:
Think of any curved surface, as opposed to simply a plane or a sphere. And geometry be-
comes dynamical. Waves, which we call gravitational waves, travel through the geometry
of spacetime. Black holes can form, move, orbit each other. A configuration of the world is
no longer given by particles positioned in space; the configuration now involves the geo-
metry of space itself.

But what does the geometry of space and spacetime have to do with gravity? General
relativity is based on the simplest of all scientific ideas, which is that falling is a natural
state.

The great revolutions in physics can be marked by changes in what is considered natural
motion, where by “natural” we mean a motion needing no explanation. For Aristotle, nat-
ural motion was being at rest relative to the center of the Earth. Any motion other than that
was unnatural and required explanation, such as a force acting on a body to move it and
keep it moving. For Galileo and Newton, natural movement was in a straight line at a con-
stant speed, and a force was invoked as explanation only when the speed or direction of
motion changed—which is what we call acceleration. This is why you don’t feel motion in
an airplane or a train as long as they’re moving without accelerating.

You might ask, If all motion is relative, doesn’t it matter whom the airplane or train is
accelerating with respect to? It does, and the answer is, Other observers who are also not
accelerating. Isn’t this circular? It is not if we add that there is a large class of observers
who feel no effect of their motion, and these have in common that they are all moving at a
constant speed and direction with respect to one another. These special observers are called
inertial observers, and Newton’s laws are defined with respect to them. Newton’s first law
then asserts that particles which are free (in the sense that there are no forces imposed on
them) travel, with respect to inertial observers, with a constant speed and direction.

This is, by the way, why it matters whether the sun or the Earth is moving. Earth’s direc-
tion of motion is continually changing—with respect to any of the inertial observers—as it



orbits the sun. This is an acceleration; it requires an explanation, which is provided by the
gravitational influence of the sun.

For Newton, gravity was a force, like other forces. But Einstein realized that there’s
something special about motion impelled by gravity, which is that all bodies fall with the
same acceleration regardless of their mass or any other properties. This is a consequence of
Newton’s laws. The acceleration of a body is inversely proportional to its mass, but New-
ton posits that gravity pulls on a body with a force proportional to its mass. The effects of
the masses cancel, so accelerations caused by gravity do not depend on a body’s mass, and
all bodies fall with the same acceleration.

Einstein captured the naturalness of falling in the most beautiful principle in all of his
work—and in all of physics—which he called the equivalence principle. This asserts that
when you fall, you can’t feel your motion. The experience of someone in a falling elevator
is the same as that of someone free-floating in space. What we experience when we refer
to gravity is the fact that we are not falling. The force we feel when we sit or stand is not
gravity pulling us down, it’s the floor or the chair pushing up on us and preventing us from
falling. While I’m sitting at my desk, I am actually moving unnaturally.

This is why Einstein was a genius of the first order. Not because of the mathematical
complexities of the eventual realization of general relativity—these are details that most
students of mathematics and physics easily master—but because of how he succeeded in
changing our perspective about one of the simplest aspects of our experience. Before Ein-
stein, we thought that what we felt all day, every day, was gravity pulling us down. Einstein
realized we were mistaken. What we feel is the floor pushing up on us.

Einstein took this simplest and most physical of ideas and, with the help of a mathem-
atician friend named Marcel Grossmann, turned it into a hypothesis about the geometry of
the world. This hypothesis was based on a play on the simplest notion of geometry, that of
a straight line.

A straight line is defined in high school geometry as the path that takes the shortest dis-
tance between two points. This definition applies to a plane but can be extended to curved
surfaces. Think of a sphere, like the surface of the Earth. You might think there are no
longer any straight lines, because the surface is curved, but this is not the case if what we
mean by a straight line is the path that takes the shortest distance between two points. We
call curves satisfying this definition geodesics. When the space is a plane, the geodesics are
the straight lines; when the space is a sphere, the geodesics are segments of great circles,
and they are the routes airplanes take as the shortest trip between cities.11

If the paths of objects falling in a gravitational field are the natural motions, they should
generalize the straight lines along which, according to Newton, objects with no forces on
them naturally move. But now we have a choice, because just as free particles move along
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straight lines in space, they move along straight lines in Minkowski spacetime. So do we
want to represent gravity by curving space or by curving spacetime?

From the block-universe perspective, the answer is clear: It must be spacetime that’s
curved. Because of the relativity of simultaneity, different observers differ as to which
events are simultaneous. There is no simple, objective, observer-independent way to de-
scribe how space is curved.

When Einstein chose to realize the equivalence principle by curving spacetime, his idea
was that the curvature would transmit the influence of gravity in such a way that objects
falling in a gravitational field would move along geodesics. Free-falling bodies would fall
toward Earth not because they feel a force but because spacetime has been curved so that
the geodesics arc toward Earth’s center. Planets orbit the sun not because the sun exerts a
force on them but because its enormous mass curves the geometry of spacetime so that the
geodesics curve around it.

This was how Einstein explained gravity as an aspect of the geometry of spacetime. Geo-
metry acts on matter by guiding it along geodesics. But what is wonderful about Einstein’s
theory of general relativity is that this action is reciprocated. Einstein posited that mass
causes geometry to curve so that geodesics accelerate toward massive bodies. To imple-
ment this idea, he proposed equations that direct spacetime to curve in just the right way as
to mimic the effects of gravity.

These equations have many consequences that have been confirmed by observation to
high precision. They cause the universe as a whole to expand. They predict that the orbits
of planets around the sun and the moon around the Earth differ very slightly from those pre-
dicted by Newtonian physics, and these effects have been observed. They cause the space-
time around extremely compact bodies to curve so much that no light can escape; these
are black holes, and there are tremendously massive ones—as massive as many millions of
stars—at the center of most galaxies.

Perhaps the most remarkable consequence of the equations of general relativity is that
the geometry of spacetime is distorted by the passage of waves through it. These are ana-
logous to the distortions in the surface of a pond; it is the geometry of space that oscillates
as the waves travel through. These gravitational waves are caused by rapid changes in the
motions of very massive bodies, such as two neutron stars orbiting each other, and they
carry images of these violent events across the universe. A great effort is currently under
way to detect these images, which will open up a new window into astronomy that will en-
able us to see inside of collapsing supernovas and all the way back to the first moments of
the Big Bang—and possibly before.

The effects of gravity waves have been seen indirectly. When two neutron stars rotate
rapidly around each other, the gravitational waves they produce take energy away, causing
them to spiral toward each other. This spiraling-in has been observed and found to agree to
a high degree of precision with predictions of general relativity.



•

With his invention of general relativity, Einstein instigated a radical transformation in the
conception of space and time.

In Newton’s physics, the geometry of space is fixed once and for all. Space is assumed
to have the geometry of three-dimensional Euclidean space. There is then something wor-
ryingly asymmetric about the relationship between space and matter in Newtonian physics:
Space appears to tell matter how to move, but space itself never changes. There’s no recip-
rocation. Space is never influenced by the motion of matter or even its presence. Space, it
seems, would be exactly the same were there no matter in it at all.

This asymmetry is corrected in general relativity, in which space becomes dynamical.
Matter influences the changes in geometry just as geometry influences the motion of mat-
ter. Geometry becomes fully an aspect of physics, just like the electromagnetic field. The
Einstein equations that spell out the dynamics of spacetime are then like other hypotheses:
They probe the properties of physical phenomena and their relationships with one another.

Were the geometry of spacetime fixed for all time, we would say that space and time are
absolute: Only the details differ from Newton’s conception of the properties of space and
time as timeless and fixed. That geometry is dynamical and influenced by the distribution
of matter realizes Leibniz’s idea that space and time are purely relational.

In his formulation of a relational theory of space and time, Einstein was guided by Ernst
Mach, who introduced a principle we call Mach’s principle. This says that only relative
motion should matter, so that if we get dizzy when we spin, it must be because we are spin-
ning with respect to the distant galaxies. The claim that the effect is one of purely relative
motion implies that we would feel equally dizzy were we to stay still and the whole uni-
verse spin around us.

But while general relativity is radical in these respects, it is conservative in another,
which is that it fits neatly into the Newtonian paradigm. There is a space of possible con-
figurations of the geometry and the matter together. Given the initial conditions, Einstein’s
equations determine the whole future geometry of a particular spacetime and everything it
contains, including matter and radiation.

And the whole history of the world is, in general relativity, still represented by a math-
ematical object. The spacetime of general relativity corresponds to a mathematical object
much more complex than the three-dimensional Euclidean space of Newton’s theory. But
seen as a block universe, it is timeless and pristine, with no distinction of future from past
and no role for or sign of our awareness of the present.

•



General relativity had one more blow to deliver to time’s fundamental role in physics. Im-
plicit in the idea that time is real and fundamental is that time cannot have a beginning. For
if time has a beginning, then that origin of time must be explicable in terms of something
that is not time. And if time is explicable in terms of something timeless, then time is not
fundamental and whatever it is that time emerges from is more fundamental. But in any
plausible model of a universe described by the equations of general relativity, time always
has a beginning.

Within a year of the 1916 publication of his theory of general relativity, Einstein applied
it to the whole universe. He did this by imagining that the universe was finite in extent but
without a boundary—like a sphere. This was a profound step; for the first time, the uni-
verse could be seen as self-contained and finite. There is only so much to it, but there is no
way to get outside it. “Outside the universe” has no meaning at all.

In closing the universe, Einstein had to assume that any clocks used to measure time
were inside the system. He could do this because the equations of his theory had a novel
feature, which is that they made sense no matter what clocks were used to measure time and
what devices were used to measure space. Time and space could be measured as funkily
and messily as possible and the equations still worked. So the theory was no longer tied to
measurements made by special clocks running outside the system.12 By removing the need
for a clock outside the system, general relativity goes some distance toward a relational
theory of physics. But it still is based on the Newtonian paradigm, as it can be formulated
in terms of timeless laws acting on a timeless configuration space.

At first, Einstein sought to model a universe that was not only finite in space but eternal
and unchanging in time. As original in his thinking as any scientist we know of, Einstein’s
imagination failed him here, for it does not seem to have occurred to him to conceive of the
universe as anything but static and eternal. But there was a problem, which is that the grav-
itational force is universally attractive and always acts to bring things together. This means
that gravity acts on the whole universe to cause it to contract. If the universe is expanding,
gravity will slow the expansion. If it is neither expanding nor contracting, gravity will act
to begin a contraction. Einstein thus might have predicted that the universe must be chan-
ging in time, either expanding or contracting. Instead, he changed his theory in an attempt
to keep the universe static and so made a different and unintentional discovery—one that
was not confirmed by experiment until recently.

Einstein modified his equations by adding a term that counters gravity by causing the
universe to expand. This modification came with a new constant of nature, representing an
energy density of empty space. Einstein called it the cosmological constant. There is good
evidence for it in the recently observed acceleration of the expanding universe. A more
general name for the cause of the accelerated expansion is dark energy, but if its density
is constant in space and time it can be described by Einstein’s cosmological constant. So
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far the observations are consistent with this, but several cosmological scenarios require the
dark energy to eventually vary.

I don’t think Einstein ever imagined that this constant would one day be measured, but
it has been. It has an incredibly tiny value—and correspondingly enormous consequences.
Even though it’s tiny, its effects add up across the universe. Thus there are two opposing
forces acting on the universe. Gravity from all the matter causes contraction, while the cos-
mological constant accelerates expansion.

Einstein proposed a static universe, in which these forces were exactly balanced. But
there was a problem with this, too—which is that the balance was unstable. Tweak the uni-
verse just a bit and one tendency would win, so the universe should either expand forever
or contract. The universe is full of moving stars, black holes, and gravitational waves, and
they would provide enough tweaking to guarantee that it couldn’t stay balanced for long.

The astounding conclusion is that the universe must have a history. It can expand and it
can contract, but it cannot stay the same. In the 1920s, several astronomers and physicists
discovered solutions to the equations of general relativity—solutions that describe expand-
ing universes. This was fortunate, because by 1927 the astronomer Edwin Hubble had dis-
covered evidence that the universe was expanding—which implied that it must have had a
beginning. And, indeed, every one of these new solutions that was not unstable had a first
moment of time.

Those solutions are associated with the names of Alexander Friedmann, H. P. Robertson,
Arthur Walker, and Georges Lemaître and are called FRWL universes. They are very
simple models, in that they assume that the universe is the same everywhere in space: That
is, the same density of matter and radiation obtains throughout. At the first moment of time
in a FRWL universe, the density of matter and radiation and the strength of the gravitation-
al field become infinite and constitute an initial singularity. At that point, general relativity
stops working, because the equations no longer describe the evolution of the future out of
the present. The infinite quantities cause them to break down.

The response of most physicists was that the equations broke down because the models
being studied were too simple. They claimed that if you put in more details—so that the
universe could have local features, like stars, galaxies, and gravitational waves—the sin-
gularity would be eliminated and you could continue to extrapolate time back beyond that
point. This hypothesis was hard to confirm, because in the era before supercomputers it
was impossible to fully study general solutions to the equations of Einstein’s theory. So
for several decades the hypothesis survived simply because it was difficult to test. But it
turned out to be wrong. In the 1960s, Stephen Hawking and Roger Penrose proved a theor-
em stating that there are singularities in all solutions to the equations of general relativity
that might describe our universe.

If general relativity is a true description of our universe, it’s hard to escape the conclusion
that time cannot be fundamental. Otherwise we have some embarrassing questions to an-



swer—such as, What happened before time started? And what started the universe? Even
more puzzling are questions about timeless laws: If laws are timeless, then what were they
doing before there was a universe for them to govern? Clearly the answer is that there was
no time before the universe, which means that the laws must be a deeper aspect of the world
than time.

In some of these solutions, time, once started, goes on forever, as the universe forever
expands and dilutes. But in other solutions, the universe reaches a maximal expansion and
then collapses to a Big Crunch, in which many observable quantities become again infinite;
these latter solutions describe universes in which time, too, has an end. Time starting and
stopping is no problem for the block-universe picture, within which what’s real is the his-
tory of the universe taken as a timeless whole. That reality is not compromised if it involves
a world in which time begins or ends. Instead, the discovery that time begins in solutions
to general relativity that describe a whole universe strengthens the block-universe picture
as it weakens any claim that time is more fundamental than law.

We have come a long way in the story of the expulsion of time from the physicists’
conception of nature. We began, as Galileo and Descartes began, by capturing motion and
freezing time through their method of graphing, in which time is represented as if it were
another dimension of space. In relativity theory, these pictures of motion laid out in time
become spacetime, a timeless picture of the history of the universe in which there is noth-
ing real about the present moment. The relativity of simultaneity tells us that we cannot go
back to separate time from space. We can only go ahead to the block-universe picture, in
which the history of the universe is presented as a timeless whole. With special and general
relativity well confirmed by experiment, we physicists have indeed much reason to em-
brace a timeless picture of reality.



7. Quantum Cosmology and the End of Time

OVER CHRISTMAS BREAK at the end of my first semester at Hampshire College, I came down
to New York City to stay in my cousin’s Greenwich Village apartment. In the morning, I
took the subway uptown to my first physics conference, grandly titled the 6th Texas Sym-
posium on Relativistic Astrophysics, which was held at a fancy hotel in midtown Manhattan.
I wasn’t invited and I don’t think I registered, but my physics professor, Herb Bernstein, had
suggested I drop in. I didn’t know a soul there, but somehow I met Kip Thorne, of Caltech,
who told me that to learn general relativity well I should study from the textbook he had just
written with Charles Misner and John Archibald Wheeler.1 I met Lane Hughston, a young
American mathematician studying at Oxford, who took an hour to explain the revolutionary
new twistor theory to me and then introduced me to its inventor, Roger Penrose.

In one session, I had taken a seat on the aisle when a man in a wheelchair motored in next
to me. Stephen Hawking was already famous for his work on general relativity, and this was
a year before his astounding discovery that black holes are hot. A tall bearded man with el-
egant manners stopped to chat with him and then was called to the stage. This was Bryce
DeWitt. I don’t recall what he talked about, but I had heard of him and his equations describ-
ing quantum universes. I didn’t have the courage to speak to either of them, and I certainly
never imagined that when I finished my PhD seven years later, these two giants of modern
physics would invite me to work with them.

Bryce DeWitt, John Wheeler, Charles Misner, and Stephen Hawking were all pioneers
who were then in the midst of creating a new subject: quantum cosmology. The marriage of
general relativity with quantum theory they invented is the summit of our climb up to the
timeless world of contemporary physics. In the quantum universe they described, time is not
just redundant, it disappears completely. The quantum cosmos doesn’t evolve or change, it
doesn’t expand or contract, it simply is.

This subject, it must be stressed, is a highly speculative and poetic domain of theoretical
physics with as yet no solid connection to observation. The conclusions you can draw from
it lack the authority of the picture of nature given by relativity theory, which has triumphed
experimentally over and over again and continues to surprise us with the accuracy of its pre-
dictions.

We begin with quantum mechanics, which is a triumph of the method of doing physics in
a box. I’ll need to explain just a few basic things about how the universe’s subsystems are
modeled in quantum mechanics, to pave the way for a two-step extrapolation of our current
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physics. First, we need to unify quantum mechanics with general relativity to get a quantum
theory of gravity. There are different approaches to this unification, and as yet no experi-
ment to decide among them, but enough is known about how such a theory might be for-
mulated to let us proceed to the second step, which is the inclusion of the whole universe
into quantum theory.

We will see that the result is a timeless picture of nature.
Quantum mechanics offers a very successful description of microscopic systems, such

as atoms and molecules. But it is baffling. As a result of people’s attempts to make sense
of it, several radically different ways of talking about it have been invented. These differ
in their implications concerning time and whether quantum theory can be applied to the
whole universe—both prime topics for our discussion here.2

In my view, the best way to explain quantum mechanics is to start by talking about what
science is for. Many of us think the purpose of science is to describe how nature really
is—to give a picture of the world that we can believe would be true, even were we not here
to see it. If you think of science that way, you’ll be disappointed by quantum mechanics,
because it gives no picture of what is going on in an individual experiment.

Niels Bohr, one of the founders of quantum theory, argued that those who were disap-
pointed in this way had the wrong idea of what science is for. The problem is not the theory
but what we expect a theory to do for us. Bohr proclaimed that the purpose of a scientific
theory is not to describe nature but to give us rules for manipulating objects in the world
and a language we can use to communicate the results.

The language of quantum theory assumes an active intervention in nature, for it speaks
about how an experimenter interrogates a microscopic system. She can prepare the system
so that it’s isolated and ready to be studied. She can transform it by subjecting it to various
outside influences. And then she can measure it by introducing devices that read out the
answers to questions she might like to ask of the system. The mathematical language of
quantum mechanics represents each of the steps in the process of preparation, transforma-
tion, and measurement. Because of the emphasis on what we do to a quantum system, this
can be called an operational approach to quantum physics.

The central mathematical object in the quantum description of a system is called a
quantum state. It contains all the information an observer can know about a quantum sys-
tem as a result of preparing and measuring it. This information is limited, and in most cases
it does not suffice to predict exactly where the particles that make up the system are. In-
stead, a quantum state gives probabilities for where we might find the particles if we were
to measure their positions.

Consider an atom, consisting of a nucleus with some electrons around it. The most pre-
cise description you could give of the atom would be to say where each electron is. Each
arrangement of the electrons is a configuration. Quantum mechanics’ best description is in-
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stead to give a probability for each possible configuration in which the electrons might be
found.3

How do you check the predictions of a theory, when those predictions are only probab-
ilistic? Think of the prediction that a tossed coin lands heads-up 50 percent of the time.
To check this, you cannot just toss a coin once; the result will be either heads or tails, and
either is consistent with the prediction that each occurs half the time. You need to toss a
coin many times and record what proportion of the tosses end up heads. As you toss more
and more times, the proportion of heads will tend toward 50 percent. It’s the same with the
probabilistic predictions of quantum mechanics: To confirm them, you need to do an ex-
periment many times.4 Measuring a single quantum system is like tossing a coin just once:
Whatever random result you get will be consistent with almost any prediction of the theory.

This method makes sense only when applied to a small, isolated system, such as a hy-
drogen atom. To check the predictions, we require a large number of identical copies of the
system; if we have just one, we can’t check the predictions—because they’re probabilistic!
We must also be able to manipulate this collection of systems, preparing them initially in
the quantum state we’re interested in and then measuring something about them. But if we
have many copies of a system in the world, then each copy must be just a small part of what
exists. Among the things that aren’t part of the system are the instruments and coordinate
axes we use to measure the system’s configurations.

So the application of quantum mechanics appears to be limited to isolated systems. It’s
an extension of the Newtonian paradigm—of doing physics in a box. To see how firmly the
method of quantum mechanics is based on the study of isolated systems, let’s look at how
change in time is described.

The laws of Newtonian physics are deterministic, which means that the theory gives def-
inite predictions for how a system evolves in time. Likewise, a law of quantum mechanics
tells us how a system’s quantum state evolves in time. This law is also deterministic, in the
sense that given an initial quantum state, you can predict exactly what the quantum state
will be at a later time.

The law of evolution of quantum states is called the Schrödinger equation. It works just
like Newton’s laws, but it tells how states, rather than the positions of particles, change in
time. If you input an initial quantum state, the Schrödinger equation will tell you what the
quantum state will be at any later time.

As in the case of Newtonian physics, the clock must be outside the system, along with
the observers and their measuring instruments.

But although the evolution of the quantum state is deterministic, the implications for the
precise configurations of the atoms are only probabilistic—because the connection between
the quantum state and the configurations is itself probabilistic.
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The requirement that the clock that measures time in quantum mechanics must be outside
the system has stark consequences when we attempt to apply quantum theory to the uni-
verse as a whole. By definition, nothing can be outside the universe, not even a clock. So
how does the quantum state of the universe change with respect to a clock outside the uni-
verse? Since there is no such clock, the only answer can be that it doesn’t change with re-
spect to an outside clock. As a result, the quantum state of the universe, when viewed from
a mythical standpoint outside the universe, appears frozen in time.

This is an admittedly slick verbal argument that seems as if it could easily result in mis-
leading conclusions. But in this case the math holds up, giving us the same result as when
we apply Schrödinger’s equation to the quantum state of the universe: The state doesn’t
change in time.

In quantum theory, change in time is connected with energy. This is a consequence of a
basic feature of quantum physics called the wave-particle duality.

Newton understood light to be made up of particles. Later, the phenomena of diffraction
and interference were studied, and to explain these it was hypothesized that light is a wave.
In 1905, Einstein resolved the dilemma as to the nature of light by proposing that light has
aspects of waves and aspects of particles. Almost two decades later, Louis de Broglie pro-
posed that this duality of wave and particle is universal: Everything that moves has some
aspects of a wave and some aspects of a particle.

This may seem mysterious. It is surely impossible to visualize something that is both a
wave and a particle. Exactly! As I’ve noted, quantum mechanics describes phenomena that
cannot be visualized. We can manipulate quantum particles in experiments and talk about
how they respond to being measured, but we cannot visualize what goes on in the absence
of our manipulation of nature.

One wave aspect of light is its frequency, the number of times it oscillates per second.
A particle aspect of light is its energy; each particle of light carries a certain amount of en-
ergy. In quantum mechanics the energy in the particle picture is always proportional to the
frequency in the wave picture.5

Armed with this understanding of the wave-particle duality, let’s return to the quantum
state of the universe. Because there is no clock outside the universe, the quantum state of
the universe cannot change in time. So its frequency of oscillation must be zero—if it is
frozen, it cannot oscillate. But since frequency is proportional to energy, this means the en-
ergy of the universe must be zero.

There is a negative amount of energy trapped in any system held together by gravity.
Consider the solar system. If you wanted to pull Venus out of its orbit around the sun, and
remove it from the solar system, it would take energy. Since you have to add energy to
bring Venus into a state where it has no energy, while it remains trapped in its orbit Venus
has negative energy. This negative energy is called the gravitational potential energy.
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The universe can have zero total energy is the total gravitational potential energy holding
all its parts together exactly cancels all the positive energy in the universe, expressed in the
masses and motions of all its matter.

Having zero energy and frequency, the quantum state of the universe is frozen. The
quantum universe does not expand or contract. There are no gravitational waves moving
through it. There is no galaxy formation, no planets orbiting stars. The quantum universe
simply is.6

These consequences of applying quantum mechanics to the whole universe were dis-
covered in the middle 1960s by the pioneers of quantum gravity: DeWitt, Wheeler, and
Peter Bergmann. The modification of the Schrödinger equation we alluded to—with the
condition that the quantum state is frozen—is named after two of them and is called
the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. Pretty quickly, they noticed the disappearance of time and
people began arguing about the implications. We’re still arguing. Every few years, someone
hosts a conference devoted to the Problem of Time in Quantum Cosmology. Human in-
genuity is limitless, so a wide range of responses and proposals have been offered.

The frozen state of the universe is not the only thing that goes wrong when we attempt
to apply quantum theory to cosmology.7

There’s only one universe, so you can’t construct a population of systems in identical
quantum states and compare the measurements made on them with the probabilities pre-
dicted by quantum mechanics. Right away, the scope for comparing theory to experiment
or observation narrows dramatically.

It’s even worse than this, because you cannot prepare the universe in an initial quantum
state, let alone study the consequences of different choices of initial state. The universe
happened just once and had whatever initial state it had. We weren’t there to choose its
initial state, and even if we had been, we couldn’t have manipulated the universe, because
we would have been part of it. The very idea of preparing the universe in an initial state
imagines for us a god-like status of existing outside the universe.

The tragedies of quantum cosmology amount to a formidable list: We cannot prepare
the initial state of a quantum universe and we cannot act on it from outside the universe
to transform it. We don’t have access to a collection of universes to give meaning to the
probabilities the quantum formalism outputs. On top of that, there’s no place outside the
universe to put our measuring instruments. So there’s no notion of measuring change by a
clock external to the quantum system under study.

From an operational point of view, applying quantum mechanics to the universe was
crazy to begin with. It failed because we applied it in a context in which none of the opera-
tional definitions that define the theory make sense. All this is payback for committing the
fallacy of extending a method well adapted to small parts of the universe to the whole of it.
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The problem is even a bit harder than noted here, because the choice of a time coordinate
in general relativity is, as we saw, completely arbitrary. So you have to ask, “If there were
a clock outside the universe, which notion of time within the universe would it correspond
to?” And “If there were a quantum state that was oscillating, which clocks in the universe
would pick that up as a regular oscillation?” The answer is, “Every possible notion of time
and every possible clock.” As a result, there is not one Wheeler-DeWitt equation but an
infinite number of them. They assert that the frequency with which the quantum state os-
cillates is zero for every possible notion of time and every possible clock within the uni-
verse. For every possible clock, carried by every possible observer, nothing happens in the
quantum universe.

All this remained academic for two decades, because no one could actually solve the
Wheeler-DeWitt equations. Not until the invention of the approach to quantum gravity
called loop quantum gravity was there a context in which these equations could be formu-
lated precisely enough to be solved. This revolution was set in motion by Abhay Ashtekar’s
discovery of a new formulation of general relativity in 1985.8 A few months later, I was
fortunate enough to be working at the Institute for Theoretical Physics (now called the
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics) at UC Santa Barbara with Ted Jacobson (now at
the University of Maryland), and we found the first exact solutions to the Wheeler-DeWitt
equations—in fact, an infinite number of them.9 There were other equations needing to be
solved to write a complete quantum state of the gravitational field, and this was accom-
plished two years later with Carlo Rovelli, then at the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare,
University of Rome.10 Matters progressed rapidly, and a much larger set of solutions was
discovered by Thomas Thiemann at Harvard in the early 1990s.11 Since then, even more
powerful techniques for generating solutions, based on what we now call spin-foam mod-
els, have been developed.12 These results increase the urgency to resolve the problem of
time in a timeless universe, in order to give physical meaning to all these mathematical
solutions to a theory of quantum gravity.

The crux of the issue is whether time can be said to “emerge” from the timeless universe
so that the theory is not in blatant conflict with the aspects of time we see acting in the
world. Some of my colleagues suggest that time is part of an approximate description
of the universe—a description that is useful on large scales but dissolves when we look
too closely. Temperature is like this: Macroscopic bodies have temperatures, but single
particles don’t, because the temperature of a body is the average of the energies of the
atoms that make it up. Some physicists have proposed that time, like temperature, is mean-
ingful only in the macro world but not relevant at the Planck scale. Other approaches aim
to discover time in correlations between different subsystems of the universe.

I have spent countless hours pondering these approaches to how time could emerge from
a timeless universe, and I remain unconvinced that any of them work. In some cases the
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reasons are technical and would not be useful to describe here. The deeper reasons for my
skepticism regarding quantum cosmology will be our focus in Part II.

My friends on the other side of this debate argue that the assumptions leading to the
Wheeler-DeWitt equations involve only the principles of quantum mechanics and general
relativity taken together. Given that these principles are each, in their individual domains,
well confirmed experimentally, it is wise to first take all their implications seriously and try
to understand and develop them.

When I was one of his postdocs, Bryce DeWitt used to urge us not to impose our meta-
physical prejudices on a theory but to let the theory dictate its own interpretation. I can still
hear him exhorting us, in his gentle voice, to “let the theory speak.”

The best thought-through approach to making sense of the quantum cosmology framed
by the Wheeler-DeWitt equations has been proposed by the British physicist, philosopher,
and historian of science Julian Barbour, who described it in his 1999 book, The End of
Time. Barbour’s idea is radical but not difficult to explain in words. He asserts that all that
exists, fundamentally, is a vast collection of frozen moments. Each moment has the form
of a configuration of the universe. Each configuration exists—and is experienced by any
beings caught in that configuration—as a moment of time. Barbour calls the collection of
all the moments “the heap of moments.” The moments in the heap don’t follow each other,
one after the other. There’s no order to them. They simply are. In Barbour’s metaphysical
picture, nothing at all exists except these pure moments of time.

You may object, “But I experience time passing.” Barbour says you don’t. All any of us
experience, he insists, is moments—snapshots of experience. Snap your fingers—that was
one snapshot, one moment in the heap. Snap your fingers again—that’s another moment.
You have the impression that the second followed the first, but that’s an illusion. You think
so because in the second moment you have a memory of the first moment. But that memory
is not an experience of time passing (which Barbour says never happens); it’s just that the
memory of the first moment is part of the experience of the second moment. All we exper-
ience—and all that’s real, according to Barbour—are the individual moments in the heap.

However, there’s one bit of structure in the heap. Moments can be represented more
than once. You can then speak of the relative frequency of moments; one moment may be
present a billion times more than another moment.

These relative frequencies of moments are what the probabilities given by the quantum
state refer to. Two configurations have a relative probability to appear in the heap, given by
their relative probability in the quantum state.

That’s all there is. There’s one quantum universe, described by one quantum state. That
universe consists of a very large collection of moments. Some are more common than oth-
ers. Some, indeed, are vastly more common than others.

Some of the common configurations in the heap are boring. They describe a moment of
time in a universe filled with a gas of photons, or a gas of hydrogen atoms. Barbour asserts



that in the actual quantum state of the universe, most of these boring configurations have
small volume. Hence he predicts a correlation between being small and being boring. If
we assumed the existence of time, we would say that the universe was boring when it was
small. Barbour says it is enough to say that being small and being boring are highly correl-
ated properties of moments in the heap.

Other configurations in the heap are interesting—full of complexity, with living beings
like ourselves living on planets orbiting stars in galaxies, which are themselves arranged in
sheets and clusters. Barbour asserts that in the right quantum state, the property of being
full of complexity and life correlates with a large volume. Thus many, and perhaps most,
of the configurations in the heap with large volumes will have living beings in them.

Furthermore, Barbour asserts that in the right quantum state, the most common config-
urations have structures that refer implicitly to other moments. These references are what
Barbour calls “time capsules.” They are memories, books, artifacts, fossils, DNA, and so
on. They tell a story open to interpretation in terms of a sequence of moments in which
things happened that built on each other, leading to complexity. That is, the time capsules
support the illusion that time is passing.

According to Barbour’s theory, causality, too, is an illusion. Nothing can be the cause
of anything, because in actuality nothing is happening in the universe. There’s just a vast
pile of moments, some of which are experienced by beings like ourselves. In reality, each
experience of each moment is only that—unconnected to the rest. There are moments, but
there is no ordering of them, no passage of time.

But the Wheeler-DeWitt equations do allow approximate notions of order and causality
to emerge, so that there are correlations among the most common moments—correlations
that make it appear as if there were a succession of moments in time, between which causal
processes could operate. To a high degree of approximation, the story of a succession of
moments can be helpful for explaining the structures that occur in the moments. But it is
not a fundamental story, and when looked at closely enough, there is no order and no caus-
ality, just a pile of moments.

Barbour’s theory has its elegant features. It neatly solves the problem of what the probab-
ilities in quantum cosmology can refer to. There’s only one universe, but it contains many
moments. The quantum probabilities are real relative-frequency probabilities for moments
to exist as part of reality. To the extent that Barbour’s scheme works in detail, it explains
how the impression emerges that the world has a history during which causal processes
contribute to building complex structures. This proposal also explains the apparent direc-
tionality of time: There is a preferred direction in configuration space, which is away from
the configurations of small volume and toward larger volumes. When time emerges, in-
creasing volume correlates well with increasing time, so this explains why the universe ap-
pears to have an arrow of time.



Barbour’s version of timeless quantum cosmology offers palpable consolation for our
mortality. I can feel it. I wish I could believe it. You experience yourself in a collection of
moments. According to Barbour, that’s all there is. Those moments always are, eternally.
The past is not lost. Past, present, and future are with us, always. Your experience may
figure in a finite set of moments, but those moments never go away or cease. So nothing
comes to an end when you come to your last day. It’s just that now you are experiencing a
moment that has all the memories you will ever have. But nothing ceases, because nothing
ever started. The fear of death is based on an illusion, which in turn is based on an intellec-
tual mistake. There’s no flow of time running out, because there’s no flow of time. There
are just, and always are, and always will be, the moments of your life.

I won’t speculate about what Einstein would have thought of Julian Barbour’s timeless
quantum cosmology. But there’s evidence that he found much satisfaction and solace in the
disappearance of time in the block-universe picture. From his teenage years, he had sought
to transcend the messy human world through the contemplation of the timeless laws of
nature. In a letter of consolation to the widow of his friend Michele Besso, he wrote: “Now
he has departed from this strange world a little ahead of me. That means nothing. People
like us, who believe in physics, know that the distinction between past, present, and future
is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.”



P A R T I I



LIGHT: TIME REBORN



Interlude

Einstein’s Discontent

THE BLOCK UNIVERSE of Einstein’s theories of relativity was the definitive step in the expul-
sion of time from physics. But Einstein himself was ambivalent about the disappearance of
time from the conception of nature he had done so much to build. We saw how he found con-
solation in the block-universe picture of the timeless cosmos—yet it appears that Einstein
was not content with its implications. We know this from the Intellectual Autobiography
of the Viennese philosopher Rudolf Carnap, who reported a conversation with Einstein on
time:

Once Einstein said that the problem of the Now worried him seriously. He ex-
plained that the experience of the Now means something special for man,
something essentially different from the past and the future, but that this important
difference does not and cannot occur within physics. That this experience cannot
be grasped by science seemed to him a matter of painful but inevitable resignation.

If Einstein was reflective, Carnap had no doubt where he himself stood:

I remarked that all that occurs objectively can be described in science; on the one
hand the temporal sequence of events is described in physics; and, on the other
hand, the peculiarities of man’s experiences with respect to time, including his dif-
ferent attitude towards past, present, and future, can be described and (in principle)
explained in psychology.

I cannot imagine what Carnap was thinking. I know of no way in which the sciences of
psychology or biology could account for our experience of time in a timeless world.1 Ein-
stein was not satisfied by Carnap’s reply either, according to Carnap, who writes, “But Ein-
stein thought that these scientific descriptions cannot possibly satisfy our human needs; that
there is something essential about the Now which is just outside the realm of science.”2

Einstein’s discontent comes down to a simple insight. A scientific theory, to be successful,
must explain to us the observations we make of nature. Yet the most elemental observation
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we make is that nature is organized by time. If science must tell a story that encompasses
and explains everything we observe in nature, shouldn’t that include our experience of the
world as a flow of moments? Isn’t the most basic fact about how experience is structured a
part of nature that a fundamental theory of physics should incorporate?

Everything we experience, every thought, impression, action, intention, is part of a mo-
ment. The world is presented to us as a series of moments. We have no choice about this.
No choice about which moment we inhabit now, no choice about whether to go forward or
back in time. No choice to jump ahead. No choice about the rate of flow of the moments. In
this way, time is completely unlike space. One might object by saying that all events also
take place in a particular location. But we have a choice about where we move in space.
This is not a small distinction; it shapes the whole of our experience.

Einstein and Carnap agree about one thing: that experiencing nature as a series of present
moments is not part of the physicists’ conception of nature. The future of physics—and,
one might add, the physics of the future—comes down to a simple choice. Do we agree
with Carnap that the present moment has no place in science, or do we follow the instinct
of the greatest scientific intuition of the 20th century and try to find a way to a new science
in which Einstein’s “painful resignation” will not be necessary?

For Einstein, the present moment is real and should somehow be part of an objective de-
scription of reality. He believes (as Carnap puts it) that “there is something essential about
the Now which is just outside the realm of science.”

At least sixty years have passed since that conversation took place. We have learned a
great deal about physics and cosmology since then. Enough to bring the Now, at last, into
the physicists’ description of nature. In this second part of the book, I will explain why our
current knowledge requires that time be reinserted as a central concept in physics.

In Part I, we traced nine steps in the expulsion of time from the physicists’ conception of
nature, beginning with Galileo’s discoveries about falling bodies and on up to Julian Bar-
bour’s timeless quantum cosmology. Shortly we will see time reborn, but first we have to
deconstruct the apparently strong arguments given in Part I.

The nine arguments fall into three classes:
Newtonian arguments (that is, arguments stemming from Newton’s physics or Newton’s

paradigm for doing physics):

• The freezing of motion by graphing records of past observations
• The invention of the timeless configuration space
• The Newtonian paradigm
• The argument for determinism
• Time-reversibility



Einsteinian arguments, stemming from the theories of special and general relativity:

• The relativity of simultaneity
• The block-universe picture of spacetime
• The beginning of time in the Big Bang

Cosmological arguments, stemming from extending physics to the universe as a whole:

• Quantum cosmology and the end of time

These nine arguments lead to a view of nature that denies the reality of the present mo-
ment and instead speaks of nature in terms of the block universe picture in which what is
real is only the entire history of the world taken as one. In this picture, time is treated as a
dimension of space, so causation within time can be replaced by timeless logical inference.
General relativity and Newtonian mechanics may speak of histories evolving over time, but
this is time in a weak sense of mathematical order only, stripped of the coming into being
of present moments. In these theories, time is not real, in the sense I defined in the preface
when I asserted that all that is real is such in a moment of time. To make the contrast vivid
I will refer to such theories as timeless.

Is this expulsion of time the price that must be paid for the progress of science? The next
step in our journey is to reveal the flaws in these arguments.

All nine arguments labor under a common fallacy: that the Newtonian paradigm—which
assumes that we can predict the future state of any system from its initial conditions and
the laws acting on it—can be extended to make a theory of the universe. But, as I will
shortly show, no extension of the Newtonian paradigm can yield an acceptable theory of
the universe as a whole. Although it’s a powerful method when applied to physics in a box,
it becomes impotent when confronted with cosmological questions.

The strongest arguments for the elimination of time have come from relativity theory. In
chapter 14, we will break these down. Once we have deconstructed the case for the elimin-
ation of time, we will consider what physics and cosmology gain from the hypothesis that
time is real.



8. The Cosmological Fallacy

IN PART I, WE FOLLOWED the path of the mystic, seeking to transcend our time-bound exper-
ience and discover eternal truths. In particular, we traced the great success of physics to its
use of a method, the Newtonian paradigm. We saw that this success came with a price: the
expulsion of time from the physicists’ conception of nature.

In Part II, we will see why the price need not be paid, because the attempt to apply the
Newtonian paradigm to the universe as a whole is an impossible task. To extend science to
an understanding of the universe as a whole, we need a new theory—one in which the reality
of time is a central element.

Let’s go back to the beginnings of science, to the person who has been called the first
scientist, the pre–Socratic philosopher Anaximander (610–546 BC). As described in a recent
book by Carlo Rovelli, Anaximander was the first to seek the causes of natural phenomena
in nature itself rather than in the capricious will of the gods.1

In those days, even the most knowledgeable human beings thought themselves inhabitants
of a universe framed by two flat media. Below our feet was the Earth, stretching out in every
direction around us. Above our heads was the sky. The entire universe, as they understood
it, was organized by the presence of a special direction—down, the direction in which things
fall. The basic law of nature, confirmed by all of their experience, was that things fall down-
ward. The only exception was the sky itself and the heavenly bodies fixed there.

When they attempted to extend this successful law to the universe (Earth and sky), they
encountered a paradox: If everything not fixed to the sky falls down, why doesn’t the Earth
itself fall? Since the tendency to fall down is universal, the Earth must have something under
it, holding it up—one such proposal was that Earth rested on the back of a giant turtle. But
then, what held that turtle up? Might there be an infinite array of “turtles all the way down”?

Anaximander realized that a conceptual revolution was needed to make a successful the-
ory of the universe that avoided the reductio ad absurdum of an infinite tower of turtles. He
proposed an idea obvious to us but shocking in its time—that “down” is not a universal dir-
ection but simply the direction toward the Earth. The right way to state the law is not that
things fall down, it is that things fall toward the Earth. This would enable another revolu-
tion—the discovery that the Earth is not flat but round. Anaximander himself did not take
that breathtaking step, but his redefinition of “down” freed him to see the Earth as a body
afloat in space. Thus he could make the amazing suggestion that the sky extended all around
the Earth—under our feet as well as over our heads.
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This insight greatly simplified the cosmology of the time, because the fact that the sun,
moon, and stars rise in the east and set in the west could be understood as due to a daily
rotation of the sky. It was no longer necessary to make the sun anew each morning in the
east and destroy it each evening after it set in the west; after sunset, the sun returned to its
starting point by taking a path beneath our feet. Imagine the elation of understanding that
for the first time! This removed a great source of ancient anxiety—that whatever spirit was
responsible for making a new sun each morning might oversleep or desert its post. Anax-
imander’s revolution was arguably greater than Copernicus’s, because his redefinition of
“down” rendered moot the need to explain what held the Earth up.

The philosophers who sought to understand what holds the Earth up were making a
simple mistake—taking a law that applies locally and applying it to the whole universe.
Their universe was Earth and sky, and ours is a vast cosmos filled with galaxies, but the
same mistake underlies much of the confusion of current cosmological speculation. And
yet nothing seems more natural, for if a law is universal why shouldn’t it apply to the uni-
verse? It remains a great temptation to take a law or principle we can successfully apply to
all the world’s subsystems and apply it to the universe as a whole. To do so is to commit a
fallacy I will call the cosmological fallacy.

The universe is an entity different in kind from any of its parts. Nor is it simply the sum
of its parts. In physics, all properties of objects in the universe are understood in terms of
relationships or interactions with other objects. But the universe is the sum of all those re-
lations and, as such, cannot have properties defined by relations to another, similar entity.

Thus the Earth is, in Anaximander’s universe, the one thing that doesn’t fall, because it
is the thing that objects fall to. Similarly, our universe is the one thing that cannot be caused
by or explained by something external to it, because it is the sum of all the causes.

If the analogy of the present period to ancient Greek science is apt, there will be para-
doxes and unanswerable questions that follow from the act of extending small-scale laws to
the universe as a whole. There are both. We, in our time, are led by our faith in the Newto-
nian paradigm to two simple questions that no theory based on the that paradigm will ever
be able to answer:

• Why these laws? Why is the universe governed by a particular set of laws? What
selected the actual laws from other laws that might have governed the world?

• The universe starts off at the Big Bang with a particular set of initial conditions.
Why these initial conditions? Once we fix the laws, there are still an infinite num-
ber of initial conditions the universe might have begun with. What mechanism se-
lected the actual initial conditions out of the infinite set of possibilities?



The Newtonian paradigm cannot even begin to answer these two enormous questions,
because the laws and initial conditions are inputs to it. If physics ultimately is formulated
within the Newtonian paradigm, these big questions will remain mysteries forever.

We used to think we knew how the Why these laws? question would be answered. Many
theorists believed that only one mathematically consistent theory could incorporate the four
fundamental forces of nature—electromagnetism, the strong and weak nuclear forces, and
gravity, within quantum theory. Had this been the case, the answer to the Why these laws?
question would have been that only one possible law of physics could give rise to a world
roughly like ours.

But this hope was dashed. By now, we have good evidence that there is no unique theory
incorporating everything we know about nature—in essence, a theory reconciling general
relativity and quantum mechanics. There has been a great deal of progress in the last thirty
years on several different approaches to quantum gravity, and they lead to the conclusion
that to the extent each succeeds, it does so in a way that is not at all unique. The best-stud-
ied approach to quantum gravity is loop quantum gravity, and it appears to allow a wide
range of choices of elementary particles and forces.

The same is true of string theory, which also promises a unification of gravity and
quantum theory. There is evidence for the existence of an infinite number of string theories,
many of which depend on a large set of parameters—numbers that can be tuned by hand
to any values we choose. All these theories appear equally consistent mathematically. A
vast number of them describe worlds with a spectrum of elementary particles and forces
roughly like ours—although, as of now, no string theory has been constructed that precisely
includes the Standard Model of Particle Physics.

The original hope of string theory had been that there would be a unique fundamental
theory that would precisely reproduce the Standard Model and give specific predictions for
observations beyond it. In 1986, Andrew Strominger discovered that string theory comes
in a vast number of versions, killing this hope.2 This is what impelled me to wonder how
the universe might have selected its laws—and led to my eventual embrace of the reality of
time.

So much for unanswerable questions. What about dilemmas?3 As it happens, a big one
lies at the heart of the usual notion of a law of physics as expressed by the Newtonian
paradigm. What we mean when we call something a “law” is that it applies to many cases;
if it applied to just one, it would simply be an observation. But any application of a law
to any part of the universe involves an approximation, as we saw in chapter 4, because we
must neglect all the interactions between that part and the rest of the universe. So the many
applications of a law of nature that are checkable are all approximations.

To apply a law of nature without approximation, we must apply it to the whole universe.
But there is only one universe—and one case does not yield sufficient evidence to justify
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the claim that a particular law of nature applies. This might be called the cosmological di-
lemma.

The cosmological dilemma need not prevent us from applying laws of nature—like gen-
eral relativity, or Newton’s laws of motion—to subsystems of the universe. They work in
virtually all cases, and this is why we call them laws. But each such application is an ap-
proximation based on the fiction of treating a subsystem of the universe as if it were all
there is.4 Nor does it prevent us from imagining that the history of our universe is a solution
to a law like general relativity, with matter described by the Standard Model. But it doesn’t
explain why that solution was picked as the only one to be realized in nature. Nor does one
solution prove that the laws of nature that do exist are a combination of general relativity
and the Standard Model, because that one solution could approximate solutions to many
different laws.5

Here’s an example to illustrate why a law has to be testable in more than one case to
be distinguishable from simple observation. A family has one child, Mira, who loves ice
cream. Her favorite is chocolate—indeed, the first ice cream she ever tasted was chocolate,
and she has preferred it ever since.

Mira’s parents believe there is a general law that all children love ice cream. But without
observing any other children, they have no way to test this, no way to distinguish this from
what they have observed, which is that Mira loves ice cream. Mira’s father also believes
in another law, which is that all children prefer chocolate ice cream. As they relax with a
drink after Mira is in bed, her mother counters with yet another hypothesis: All children
prefer the kind of ice cream they first taste.

Both possibilities are consistent with the evidence they have. They make different pre-
dictions, which could be tested by polling parents in the playground, hence both are pos-
sible laws. But suppose that Mira is the only child that exists. There will be no way to test
whether any of her parents’ hypotheses are general laws or just observations.

Mira’s parents might argue, based on human biology, that children will love anything
made from sugar and milk and this validates at least one of their predictions. They would
be correct, but their reasoning uses knowledge gained from studies of many humans. This
is where the analogy breaks down, because in cosmology there is genuinely only one case.
In a scientific argument, the universe cannot be presumed to be a single case of a more gen-
eral class, because no assertion as to the characteristics of that class are testable.

The point that laws applying to subsystems must be approximate is central to the cos-
mological dilemma, so let me abandon ice cream and give a simple example of this point
from physics. Newton’s first law of motion asserts that all free particles move along straight
lines. It has been tested and confirmed in numerous cases. But each test involves an approx-
imation, because no particle is truly free. Every particle in our universe feels a gravitational
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force from every other. If we wanted to check the law exactly, there would be no cases to
apply it to.

Newton’s first law can, at best, be an approximation to some more exact other law.
Indeed, it approximates Newton’s second law, which describes how a particle’s motion
is influenced by the forces it experiences. Now, here is something very interesting! Each
particle in the universe attracts every other gravitationally. There are also forces between
every pair of charged particles. That’s a whole lot of forces to contend with. To check
whether Newton’s second law holds exactly, you would have to add up more than 1080

forces to predict the motion of only one of the particles in the universe.
In practice, of course, we do nothing of the kind. We take into account just one or a few

forces from nearby bodies and ignore all the rest. In the case of gravity, for example, we
can justify neglecting forces from far-distant bodies because their influences are weaker.
(This is not as obvious as it sounds, because although the forces from faraway particles are
weaker, there are many more faraway particles than nearby ones.) In any event, no one ever
attempts to check whether the second law is exactly true. We check only extreme approx-
imations to it.

Another big problem with extrapolating the Newtonian notion of “law” to the whole
universe is that there is one universe but an infinite choice of initial conditions. These
correspond to an infinite number of solutions to the equations of an alleged cosmological
law—solutions that describe an infinite set of possible universes. But there is only one ac-
tual universe.

The very fact that a law has an infinite number of possible solutions describing an infin-
ite number of possible histories forces us to conclude that it is meant to be applied to sub-
systems of the universe, which come, in nature, in an enormous number of versions. The
plentitude of nature is matched by the plentitude of solutions. So when we apply a law to
a small subsystem of the universe, the freedom to specify initial conditions is a necessary
part of the law’s success.

By the same token, when we apply a law that has an infinite number of solutions to a
unique system, such as the universe, we leave a great deal unexplained. The freedom to
choose the initial conditions turns from an asset into a liability, because it means that there
are essential questions about the one universe that the theory (which that law expresses)
gives no answer to. These include any feature of the universe that depends on the universe’s
initial conditions.

What are we to think about all the other histories that are also solutions of the alleged
cosmological law, but that the universe does not follow? Why the vast extravagance of an
infinite number of solutions, only one of which, at most, could have anything to do with
nature?



These considerations point to one conclusion: We are mistaken about what a law of
nature could be on a cosmological scale. For three reasons:

(1) The assertion that a law applies on a cosmological scale implies a vast
amount of information about predictions concerning nonexistent cases—that
is, other universes. This suggests that something much weaker than a law
might explain the universe. We don’t need an explanation so extravagant that
it makes predictions about an infinite number of cases that never happen. An
explanation that accounts only for what actually happens in our single universe
would suffice.

(2) The usual kind of law cannot explain why the solution that describes our
universe is the one we experience.

(3) The law cannot account for itself. It offers no rationale for why it, rather
than some other law, holds.

So a conventional natural law, applied to the universe, explains at the same time way too
much and not nearly enough.

The only way to escape these dilemmas and paradoxes is to seek a methodology that
goes beyond the Newtonian paradigm—a new paradigm, applicable to physics on the scale
of the universe. Unless we are content to let physics end in irrationality and mysticism, the
method that is the basis of its success so far must be superseded.

But all the arguments set out in Part I for the expulsion of time from physics were based
on the assumption that the Newtonian paradigm can be extended to the universe as a whole.
If it can’t, then those arguments for the elimination of time fail. When we abandon the
Newtonian paradigm, we must abandon those arguments, and it becomes possible to be-
lieve that time is real.

Can we do better at making a true cosmological theory if we embrace the reality of time?
In the following chapters, I will explain why the answer is yes.



9. The Cosmological Challenge

THE GREAT THEORIES of 20th-century physics—relativity, quantum theory, and the Standard
Model—represent the highest achievements of physical science. They have beautiful math-
ematical expressions that result in precise predictions for experiments, which have been con-
firmed in many cases to great accuracy. And yet I have just argued that nothing along the
lines of these theories can serve as a fundamental theory. This is an audacious claim in the
light of their success.

To support this claim, I can point to a feature that all established theories of physics share
and which makes it difficult to extend them to the whole universe: Each divides the world
into two parts, one that changes over time and a second assumed to be fixed and unchanging.
The first part is the system being studied, whose degrees of freedom change with time. The
second part is the rest of the universe; we can call it the background.

That second part may not be described explicitly, but it is implicitly there in the terms that
give meaning to the motion described in the first part. A distance measurement implicitly
refers to the fixed points and rulers needed to measure that distance; a specified time implies
the existence of a clock outside the system measuring the time.

As we saw in the game of catch in chapter 3, the position of the ball is made meaningful
by reference to where Danny is standing. The motion is defined using a clock, which is as-
sumed to tick at a constant rate. Both Danny and the clock are outside the system described
by the configuration space and are assumed to be static. Without these fixed reference points,
we would not know how to connect predictions of the theory with records of experiments.

This division of the world into a dynamical and a static part is a fiction, but it is an ex-
tremely useful one when it comes to describing small parts of the universe. The second part,
assumed to be static, in reality consists of other dynamical entities outside the system being
analyzed. By ignoring their dynamics and evolution, we create a framework within which
we discover simple laws.

For most theories except general relativity, the fixed background includes the geometry
of space and time. It also includes the choice of laws, as these are assumed to be changeless.
Even general relativity, which describes a dynamical geometry, assumes other fixed struc-
tures, such as the topology and dimension of space.1

This division of the world—into a dynamical part and a background that surrounds it and
defines the terms with which we describe it—contributes to the genius of the Newtonian
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paradigm. But it is also what renders the paradigm unfit for application to the whole uni-
verse.

The challenge we face when extending science to a theory of the whole universe is that
there can be no static part, because everything in the universe changes, and there is nothing
outside of it—nothing that can serve as a background against which to measure the motion
of the rest. The invention of a way to surmount this barrier might be called the cosmologic-
al challenge.

The cosmological challenge requires us to formulate a theory that can be applied mean-
ingfully to the whole universe. It must be a theory in which every dynamical actor is
defined in terms only of other dynamical actors. Such a theory has no need of, and no place
for, a fixed background; we call such theories background-independent.2

We can see now that the cosmological dilemma is built into the structure of the New-
tonian paradigm, because the very features responsible for success on smaller
scales—including the dependence on fixed backgrounds and the fact that one law has an
infinite number of solutions—turns into the reason for the paradigm’s failure as the basis
for a theory of cosmology.

We are fortunate to live in a time when the success of physics has led to the first attempts
to study cosmology scientifically. It’s not surprising that one response to the cosmological
dilemma is to posit that the universe is one of a vast collection, because all our theories can
be applied only to a part of a vastly larger system. This, at any rate, is how I understand the
attraction of the various multiverse scenarios.

•

When we do an experiment in a laboratory, we control the initial conditions. We vary them
to test hypotheses about laws. But when it comes to cosmological observations, the ini-
tial conditions were set in the early universe, so we must make hypotheses as to what
those were. Thus, to explain the result of a cosmological observation using the Newtonian
paradigm, we make two hypotheses: We hypothesize what the initial conditions were and
what laws operated on them. This puts us in a much more challenging situation than the
usual context of physics in a box, in which we use the control we have over the initial con-
ditions to test hypotheses as to the laws.

The fact that we must simultaneously test hypotheses about the laws and the initial con-
ditions greatly weakens how well we can test either. If we make a prediction and obser-
vation disagrees, there are two ways to correct the theory: We can modify our hypothesis
about the laws, or we can modify our hypothesis about the initial conditions. Each can af-
fect the results of the experiment.
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This raises a new problem, for how do we know which of the two hypotheses needs to
be corrected? If the observation is of a small part of the universe, like a star or a galaxy,
we base our testing of the law on an analysis of many cases. They were all subject to the
same law, so any differences between them have to be attributed to differences in their ini-
tial conditions. But where the universe is concerned, we cannot distinguish the effects of
changing the hypothesis about a law from the effects of changing the hypothesis about the
initial conditions.

This problem occasionally intrudes on cosmological research. A major test of theories of
the early universe is to account for the patterns seen in the cosmic microwave background
(CMB). This is radiation left over from the early universe which gives us a snapshot of con-
ditions about 400,000 years after the Big Bang. One much studied proposal is cosmological
inflation, which posits that very early in its history the universe underwent a tremendous
and rapid expansion. This stretched out and reduced whatever its initial features were and
led to the big, relatively featureless universe we observe. Inflation also predicts patterns in
the CMB very similar to what has been seen.

A few years ago, observers reported evidence for a new feature in the microwave back-
ground, non–Gaussianity, that is not predicted by the usual theory of inflation.3 (It doesn’t
matter what non–Gaussianity is; all we need to know for this story is that it’s a pattern
that may have been observed in the CMB and that the standard theory of inflation predicts
should not occur.) We have two options to explain the new observation: We can modify the
theory or we can modify the initial conditions.

The theory of inflation falls into the Newtonian paradigm, so its predictions depend on
the initial conditions that the laws act on. Within days of the first paper presenting evidence
for non–Gaussianity, papers appeared attempting to explain the observation. Some mod-
ified the laws, others modified the initial conditions. Both strategies succeeded in retro-
dicting the claimed observations—indeed, that either strategy would work was already
known.4 As is typical on the frontier of observational science, further observations have
failed to support the initial claim. As of this writing, we still don’t know if there really is
non–Gaussianity in the CMB.5

This is an example of a case in which there are two different ways to fit a theory to the
data. If we consider that the laws and initial conditions are described by some parameters,
there are two distinct parameter fits to the observed data. Observers call this kind of situ-
ation a degeneracy. Usually when there is a degeneracy, we make additional observations
to distinguish which fit is correct. But in a case like the CMB, which is the remnant of an
event that happened only once, we may never be able to resolve the degeneracy. Given es-
pecially the limits to how well we can measure the CMB, it’s possible that we may not be
able to disentangle an explanation based on modifying the laws from one based on modify-
ing the initial conditions.6 But without the ability to disentangle the role of laws and initial
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conditions, the Newtonian paradigm loses its power to explain the causes of physical phe-
nomena.

•

We are ready to reverse the expectations that have guided physics from the time of Newton
until very recently. Formerly, we thought of theories like Newtonian mechanics or quantum
mechanics as candidates for fundamental theories that—if they succeeded—would be per-
fect mirrors of the natural world, in the sense that everything true about nature would be
echoed by a mathematical fact that was true of the theory. The very structure of the New-
tonian paradigm, based on timeless laws acting on a timeless space of configurations, was
thought to be essential to this mirroring. I am proposing that this aspiration was a meta-
physical fantasy guaranteed to lead to the aforementioned dilemmas and confusions as soon
as we tried applying that paradigm to the whole universe. This stance requires a re-eval-
uation of the status of theories within the Newtonian paradigm—from candidates for fun-
damental theories to approximate descriptions of small subsystems of the universe. It is
a re-evaluation that has already taken place among physicists and consists of two related
changes of perspective:

(1) All the theories we work with, including the Standard Model of Particle
Physics and general relativity, are approximate theories, applying to trunca-
tions of nature that include only a subset of the degrees of freedom in the uni-
verse. We call such an approximate theory an effective theory.

(2) In all our experiments and observations involving truncations of nature, we
record the values of a subset of degrees of freedom and ignore the rest. The
resulting records are compared with the predictions of effective theories.

So the success of physics to this day is entirely based on the study of truncations of
nature, which are modeled by effective theories. The art of doing physics at the experiment-
al level is all about designing experiments to isolate and study a few degrees of freedom,
ignoring the rest of the universe. The methodologies of theorists are aimed at inventing ef-
fective theories to model the truncations of nature that the experimentalists study. Never in
the history of physics have we been able to compare the predictions of a candidate for a
truly fundamental theory—by which I mean one that cannot be understood as an effective
theory—with experiment.

Let me explain a bit more about these points:

Experimental physics is the study of truncations of nature.



A subsystem of the universe modeled as if it were the only thing in the universe, neg-
lecting everything outside it, is called an isolated system. But we should never forget that
isolation from the whole is never complete. As noted, in the real world there are always
interactions between any subsystem we may define and things outside it. To one extent or
another, subsystems of the universe are always what physicists call open systems. These are
bounded systems that interact with things beyond those boundaries. So when we do phys-
ics in a box, we are approximating an open system by an isolated system.

A great deal of the craft of experimental physics consists of turning open systems into
(approximately) isolated systems. We can never do this perfectly. For one thing, the meas-
urements we make on the system intrude upon it. (This is a big issue in the interpretation
of quantum mechanics; but for now let’s stick to the macro world.) Every experiment is
a fight to extract the data you want from the unavoidable presence of noise coming from
outside your imperfectly isolated system. Experimenters spend a lot of effort convincing
themselves and their peers that they are seeing a real signal standing out from the noise,
and we do what we can to reduce its effect.

We shield our experiments from contamination from outside vibrations, fields, and radi-
ation. For many experiments, this suffices, but some experiments are so delicate that they
are affected by noise from cosmic rays hitting the detectors. To do a good job of isolating
a laboratory from cosmic rays, you can put it in a mine several miles underground; this is
what we do to detect neutrinos from the sun. It reduces the random background noise from
other radiation to manageable numbers, while the neutrinos still get through. But there’s no
practical way to isolate a laboratory from neutrinos. Neutrino detectors buried deep in the
ice at the South Pole record neutrinos that have entered at the North Pole and traveled all
the way through the Earth.

Even if you could build walls astronomically thick of dense lead to screen out neutrinos,
there’s something that still would get through, and that is gravity. In principle, nothing can
screen out the force of gravity or stop the propagation of gravitational waves, so nothing
can be perfectly isolated. I discovered this important point during my PhD studies. I wanted
to model a box that contained gravitational waves bouncing back and forth inside, but my
models kept failing, because the gravitational waves passed right through the walls. I ima-
gined increasing the density of the walls of a box higher and higher, to the point where
they would reflect gravitational radiation, but before I reached that point the model showed
the material in the walls collapsing into black holes. After banging my head against this
for some time, trying one way and then another to avoid it, I eventually realized that the
obstacle I couldn’t overcome was itself a much more interesting discovery than the one I
was trying to make work. With some further thought, I was able to show that given only a
few assumptions, no wall can screen out gravitational waves.7 No matter what the wall is
made of or how thick or dense it is. To reach this conclusion, I had to assume only the laws
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of general relativity, that the energy contained in matter is positive, and that sound cannot
travel faster than light.

This means—not just in practice but also in principle—that there’s no such thing as a
system in nature that is isolated from influence by the rest of the universe. It’s worth elev-
ating this conclusion to a principle, which I will call the principle of no isolated systems.

There’s another reason a model of an open system as an isolated system is always an ap-
proximation, which is that we can’t anticipate random disruptive incursions. We can meas-
ure, anticipate, and deal with the noise. But the outside world can do far worse to our at-
tempts to isolate our system. A plane may crash into the building housing our laboratory,
or an earthquake may topple it. An asteroid may collide with Earth. A cloud of dark matter
may pass through the solar system, perturbing Earth’s orbit and plunging us into the sun.8

Or maybe someone will turn off the power in the lab by pulling a switch in the basement.
The list of things that might happen in this big universe of ours to disrupt an experiment in
progress is virtually endless. When we model an experiment as if it were an isolated sys-
tem, we are excluding all these possibilities from our model.

To incorporate everything that might impinge on our laboratory from the outside would
require a model of the whole universe. We can’t do physics without excluding all these pos-
sibilities from our models and calculations. Yet to exclude them is, in principle, to base our
physics on approximations.

Effective but approximate theories.

All the major theories of physics are models of the truncations of nature produced by
experimenters. They may have been imagined as fundamental theories when they were in-
vented, but over time theorists have come to understand them as effective descriptions of a
limited number of degrees of freedom.

Particle physics provides a good example of the role of effective theories. Experiments
up to now have probed fundamental physics only down to a certain length scale. Currently
this is about 10-17 of a centimeter, which is probed by the Large Hadron Collider at CERN.
This means that the Standard Model of Particle Physics, which agrees with all known ex-
periments so far, must be considered an approximation (besides the fact that it has nothing
to say about gravity). It ignores currently unknown phenomena that might appear were we
able to probe to shorter distances.

There is an inverse relationship between length scale and energy in quantum physics,
due to the uncertainty principle. To probe down to a certain length scale, we need particles
or radiation of at least a certain energy. To go to shorter distances, we need higher-energy
particles. So the lower limit on length scales we have reached is based on an upper limit
on the energies of processes we have observed. But since energy and mass are the same
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thing (according to special relativity), this means that if we have probed only up to a cer-
tain energy scale, we could be ignorant of particles too massive to have been created by our
collider experiments thus far. The missing phenomena could include not only new kinds of
elementary particles but also heretofore unknown forces. Or it could turn out that the ba-
sic principles of quantum mechanics are wrong and need modification to correctly describe
phenomena lurking at shorter lengths and higher energies.

Because of these concerns, we speak of the Standard Model as an effective theory, one
compatible with experiment but reliable only within a certain domain.

The notion of effective theories subverts some well-worn notions, such as the platitude
that simplicity and beauty are hallmarks of truth. Since we don’t know what could be lurk-
ing at higher energies, many hypotheses of physics beyond its specified domain are con-
sistent with one or another effective theory. So these effective theories have an intrinsic
simplicity, because they have to be consistent with the simplest and most elegant way they
could be extended into unknown domains. A large part of the elegance of general relativ-
ity and the Standard Model is explained by understanding them as effective theories. Their
beauty is a consequence of their being effective and approximate. Simplicity and beauty,
then, are the signs not of truth but of a well-constructed approximate model of a limited
domain of phenomena9.

The notion of an effective theory represents a maturing of the profession of elementary-
particle theory. Our young, romantic selves dreamed we had the fundamental laws of nature
in our hands. After working with the Standard Model for several decades, we are now sim-
ultaneously more confident that it’s correct within the limited domain in which it has been
tested and less confident of its extendability outside that domain. Isn’t this a lot like real
life? As we grow older, we gain confidence about what we really know and simultaneously
find it easier to admit ignorance about what we don’t.

This may seem disappointing. Physics is supposed to be about discovering the funda-
mental laws of nature. An effective theory is by definition not that. If you have too naïve
a view of science, you might think that a theory could not both agree with all experiments
yet carried out and be considered at best only an approximation to the truth. The concept of
an effective theory is important, because it expresses this subtle distinction.

It also exemplifies how we understand progress in elementary-particle physics. It tells us
that physics is a process of constructing better and better approximate theories. As we push
our experiments to shorter distances and larger energies, we may discover new phenomena,
and if we do, we’ll need a new model to accommodate them. Just like the Standard Model,
it will be an effective theory, albeit one applicable in a wider domain.

The notion of an effective theory implies that progress in physics entails revolutions that
completely change the conceptual basis of our understanding of nature while preserving
the successes of earlier theories. Newtonian physics can be considered an effective theory,
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applying to a domain in which speeds are much lower than that of light and quantum ef-
fects can be ignored. Within that domain, it remains as successful as it ever was.

General relativity is another example of a theory that was once a candidate for a fun-
damental description of nature but which is now understood to be an effective theory. For
one thing, it leaves out the domain of quantum phenomena. General relativity is, at best, an
approximation to a unified quantum theory of nature, and may be arrived at by truncating
that more fundamental theory.

Quantum mechanics, too, is likely an approximation to a more fundamental theory. One
sign of this is the fact that its equations are linear—meaning that the effects are always dir-
ectly proportional to their causes. In every other example in which a linear equation is used
in physics, the theory is known to arise as an approximation to a more fundamental (but
still effective) theory that is nonlinear (in the sense that the effects may be proportional to
a higher power of the cause), and the best bet is that this will turn out to be true of quantum
mechanics as well.

The fact is that every theory we have so far used in physics has been an effective theory.
It is sobering to realize that part of the cost of their success was the realization that they are
approximations.

We still may harbor the ambition to invent a fundamental theory that describes nature
without approximation. Both logic and history tell us this is impossible as long as we stay
within the Newtonian paradigm. So as admirable as Newtonian physics, general relativity,
quantum mechanics, and the Standard Model are, they cannot be the template for a fun-
damental cosmological theory. The only possible path to such a theory is to take up the
cosmological challenge and devise a theory not patterned on the Newtonian paradigm that
can be applied to the whole universe without approximation.



10. Principles for a New Cosmology

WE NOW BEGIN OUR SEARCH for a theory that can truly be a theory of the whole universe.
Such a theory must avoid the cosmological dilemma, and it must also be background-inde-
pendent—not presuming a division of the world into two parts, one containing dynamical
variables that evolve, the other containing fixed structures providing a background to give
meaning to the evolving parts. Everything that the theory asserts is part of reality must be
defined by its relationships to the rest of reality, in a way that renders it subject to change.

What must we require of a true cosmological theory?

• Any new theory must contain what we already know about nature. We need the
current theories—the Standard Model of Particle Physics, general relativity, and
quantum mechanics—to emerge as approximations to the unknown cosmological
theory whenever we restrict our attention to scales of distance and time smaller than
the cosmos.

• The new theory must be scientific. Genuine explanations show their validity by hav-
ing myriads of unanticipated consequences. There can be no just making things up
because it makes a nice story. A real theory must imply specific testable predictions.

• The new theory should answer the “Why these laws?” question. It must give us
substantial insight into how and why the particular elementary particles and forces
described in the Standard Model were selected. In particular, it must explain the
special and improbable values of the fundamental constants that obtain in our uni-
verse—the parameters, like the masses of the elementary particles and the strengths
of the various forces, that are specified by the Standard Model.

• The new theory should answer the “Why these initial conditions?” question, ex-
plaining why our universe has properties that seem unusual when compared to the
possible universes that might be described by the same laws.

These are minimal requirements. Given that we are speaking of a theory of the whole uni-
verse, the collective wisdom of physics—contained in the writings of the great minds that
have struggled to invent theories of the natural world, among them Kepler, Galileo, Newton,
Leibniz, Ernst Mach, and Einstein—dictates that we can specify a few more.1 Here’s my in-
terpretation of what these sages have taught us:
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The explanations such a theory gives of features of our universe must depend only on
things that exist or occur within the universe. No chains of explanation can point outside
the universe. So we must demand a principle of explanatory closure.

To be scientific, a theory needn’t give the precise answer to any question you can con-
ceive of, but there should be a great number of questions we believe we could answer if
we knew more details about the universe. Leibniz’s principle of sufficient reason postulates
that there should be an answer to any reasonable question we might ask about why the uni-
verse has some particular feature. An important test of a new scientific theory is whether it
increases the number of questions we can answer. Progress occurs when we discover reas-
ons for aspects of the universe that were unexplained by earlier theories.

Leibniz’s principle has some consequences that should constrain a cosmological theory.
One is that there should be nothing in the universe that acts on other things without itself
being acted upon. All influences or forces should be mutual. We can call this the principle
of no unreciprocated actions. Einstein invoked this principle to justify his replacement of
Newton’s theory of gravity by general relativity. His point was that Newton’s absolute
space tells bodies how to move, but nothing is reciprocated; the bodies in the universe do
not influence absolute space. Absolute space just is. In Einstein’s theory of general relativ-
ity, the relationship between matter and geometry is reciprocal: Geometry tells matter how
to move and, in turn, matter influences the curvature of spacetime. Nor can anything affect
the flow of Newton’s absolute time. Newton hypothesizes that it flows the same whether
the universe is empty or full of matter. In general relativity, the presence of matter affects
the behavior of clocks.

This principle, then, forbids any reference to fixed-background structures—entities
whose properties are fixed for all time, regardless of the motion of matter.

These background structures are the unconscious of physics, silently shaping our think-
ing to give meaning to the basic concepts we use to imagine the world. We think we know
what “position” means because we are making unconscious assumptions about the exist-
ence of an absolute reference. Several of the fundamental steps in the evolution of physics
have consisted of recognizing the existence of a fixed-background structure, removing it,
and replacing it with a dynamical cause within the universe. This was what Ernst Mach did
when he refuted Newton by suggesting that we feel dizzy when we spin because we move
relative to the matter in the universe rather than to absolute space.

If we insist on reciprocal action and rule out fixed-background structures, what we
are saying is that every entity in the universe evolves dynamically, in interaction with
everything else. This is the essence of the philosophy of relationalism, which is usually at-
tributed to Leibniz (recall our discussion of the meaning of “position” in chapter 3). We can
extend this idea to assert that all properties in a cosmological theory should reflect evolving
relationships among dynamical entities.



But if the properties of a body—the properties by which we identify it and distinguish
it from other bodies—are relationships with other bodies, then there cannot be two bodies
that have the same set of relationships to the rest of the universe. Two things that have the
same relationships with everything else in the universe must actually be the same thing.
This is another of Leibniz’s principles, called the identity of the indiscernibles. It too is a
consequence of the principle of sufficient reason, for if there are two distinct entities with
the same relationships to the rest of the world, there is no reason they should be as they
are and not exchanged. This would amount to a fact about the world that had no rational
explanation.

So there can be no fundamental symmetries in nature. A symmetry is a transformation of
a physical system that exchanges its parts while leaving all its physically observable quant-
ities the same.2 An example of a symmetry of Newtonian physics is translation of a subsys-
tem from one place in space to another. Since the laws of physics don’t depend on where
a system is in space, the predictions are unchanged if the laboratory—and everything that
may affect the experimental results—is moved six feet to the left. We state the independen-
ce of experimental results from location in space by saying that physics is invariant under
translating systems in space.

Symmetries are common in all the physical theories we know. Several of the most useful
tools in the physicist’s toolbox exploit the presence of symmetries. Yet if Leibniz’s prin-
ciples are right, they must not be fundamental.

Symmetries arise from the act of treating a subsystem of the universe as if it were the
only thing that existed. It is only because we ignore the interactions between the rest of the
universe and the atoms in our laboratory that it doesn’t matter if we move the laboratory in
space. This also explains why it doesn’t matter if we rotate the subsystem we’re studying.
It doesn’t matter because we ignore the interactions between that subsystem and the rest
of the universe. If we took those interactions into account, it certainly would matter if the
subsystem were rotated.

But what if the universe itself is translated or rotated? Isn’t that a symmetry? It is not, be-
cause no relative position within the universe is altered. In the relational perspective, there
is no meaning to translating or rotating the universe. Symmetries, such as translations and
rotations, are then not fundamental; they arise from the division of the world into two parts,
as described in the preceding chapter. These and other symmetries are features only of ap-
proximate laws applying to subsystems of the universe.

This has a stunning consequence: If these symmetries are approximate, then so are the
laws of conservation of energy, momentum, and angular momentum. These basic conser-
vation laws depend on the assumption that space and time are symmetric under translations
in time, translations in space, and rotations. The connection between symmetries and con-
servation laws is the content of a basic theorem proved early in the 20th century by the
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mathematician Emmy Noether.3 I won’t try explaining her reasoning here, but her theorem
is one of the pillars of physics and deserves to be better known.

So the unknown cosmological theory will have neither symmetries nor conservation
laws.4 Some particle physicists, impressed by the success of the Standard Model, like to
say that the more fundamental a theory is, the more symmetries it should have. This is pre-
cisely the wrong lesson to draw.5

•

We now come to the most important question about the unknown cosmological theory:
What will it have to say about the nature of time? Will time be dissolved, as in Einstein’s
theory of general relativity? Will time disappear and emerge only when needed, as in Bar-
bour’s quantum cosmology? Or will time play an essential role, unlike any of the theories
since Newton?

I believe that time is needed for any theory that answers the Why these laws? question.
If laws are to be explained, they must evolve. This was argued by Charles Sanders Peirce,
whom I quoted in the Introduction. Let’s look at that quote again, to untangle the argument
he’s making. He begins, “To suppose universal laws of nature capable of being apprehen-
ded by the mind and yet having no reason for their special forms, but standing inexplicable
and irrational, is hardly a justifiable position.”

We can understand this as a statement of Leibniz’s principle of sufficient reason: We
should be able to say why the laws of nature we have discovered, rather than others, are the
laws. Peirce re-emphasizes this in the following two sentences: “Uniformities are precisely
the sort of facts that need to be accounted for. . . . Law is par excellence the thing that wants
a reason.”

This is a statement of the Why these laws? question. Facts about the world need to be
explained, and a fact most in need of explanation is why particular laws are observed to
hold in our universe.

Then he asserts that “the only possible way of accounting for the laws of nature and for
uniformity in general is to suppose them results of evolution.” This is a strong statement.
Peirce makes no argument for his conclusion that laws must evolve; he simply claims that
it is the “only possible” solution to the Why these laws? question. I don’t know whether,
anywhere in his voluminous writings and notebooks, he ever provided an argument for that
conclusion. But here’s one he might have made.

Our task is to explain why an object—in this case, the universe—has a particular prop-
erty: namely, that the elementary particles and forces interact through processes described
by the Standard Model of Particle Physics. The problem is challenging, because we know
that the Standard Model, with its particular parameters, is just one of a huge number of pos-
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sible choices for the laws of nature. So how do we explain why an entity has a particular
property out of a vast set of possible alternatives?

Since there are many alternatives, no principle specifies the precise laws we see. If
there’s no necessary reason for the choice, then there must be some reason that falls short of
logical necessity. There could be, or could have been, cases in which the choice was made
differently. How do we explain how the choice was made in our universe’s case?

If there really is just the one case, there will never be a sufficient explanation, because,
ipso facto, there’s no logical principle that determines the choice. A sufficient explanation
requires there to have been other universes initially endowed with laws. That is, there must
have been more than one event like our Big Bang in which laws of nature were chosen.
(For simplicity’s sake, we’re assuming that laws are chosen at dramatic events like our Big
Bang; we certainly have no evidence that the laws of nature have changed since then.)

The question then is how the Big Bangs—the law-choosing events —are arranged. We
can now invoke the principle that the universe must be explanatorily and causally closed.
That is, we assume that the universe contains all the chains of causes necessary to explain
anything within it. If we want to explain how the effective laws were chosen at our Big
Bang, we can invoke only events in the past of the Big Bang. And we can apply the same
logic to the causes of the choices of laws made at Bangs prior to ours. There must thus be
a sequence of Bangs extending endlessly back into the past. Let’s pick an arbitrary start-
ing point many Bangs ago and follow the choices of laws forward. We will see the laws
evolving as our present universe is approached. So we reach Peirce’s conclusion that if we
hope to explain laws, those laws must have evolved.6

The Bangs may be purely sequential or they may branch—into the future or the past or
both. We can construct different hypotheses as to whether there’s a branching and as to
what exactly takes place at these events to modify the laws of nature. In all these cases, we
will be explaining the choice of laws made in the most recent Big Bang in terms only of
events in its causal past. A scenario of this kind might well be checked experimentally; the
events before our Big Bang might be observable through information left in remnants (if
any) that survived the birth of our universe. In chapters 11 and 18, we’ll see examples of
predictions made by theories that allow the laws of nature to evolve before our Big Bang.

However, if the Big Bang has no past, the choice of laws and initial conditions is ar-
bitrary and there will be no such tests. Nor will there be any tests of scenarios in which a
vast or infinite population of universes exist whose Big Bangs are all causally disconnected
from ours. In a scientific cosmology, the postulation of parallel universes, universes that
are causally unconnected to ours, cannot help us explain any property of our own universe.
We conclude that the only way to have a scientific cosmological theory that can make
falsifiable predictions is if the laws evolved in time. (A prediction of a theory is falsifiable
if it could be contradicted by a doable experiment.)
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Roberto Mangabeira Unger puts this more elegantly.7 Either time is real or it is not. If
time is not real, then laws are timeless—but then the choice of laws is inexplicable, for
reasons we have already discussed. If, on the other hand, time is truly real, then nothing,
not even the laws, can last forever. If the laws of nature act forever, we are in the Newtoni-
an paradigm, and you could use them to reduce any property of the world at a later time to a
property at an earlier time. Or, equivalently, you could replace any physical causation with
logical implication. So time being real means laws don’t last forever. They must evolve.

The notion of timeless laws also violates the relational principle that nothing in the uni-
verse acts without being acted on. If you choose to except the laws of nature from this
principle, seeing them as something outside the universe, you put them outside the realm
of rational explanation. To make laws explicable, we must consider them as much a part
of the world as the particles they act on. This brings them into the purview of change and
causality. They become explicable only when they participate in the dance of change and
mutual influence that makes the world a whole.

Although we don’t yet have the cosmological theory, we already know something about
it, if the principles I’ve put forward are sound:

• It should contain what we already know about nature, but as approximations.
• It should be scientific; that is, it has to make testable predictions for doable exper-

iments.
• It should solve the Why these laws? problem.
• It should solve the initial-conditions problem.
• It will posit neither symmetries nor conservation laws.
• It should be causally and explanatorily closed. Nothing outside the universe should

be required to explain anything inside the universe.
• It should satisfy the principle of sufficient reason, the principle of no unreciproc-

ated action, and the principle of the identity of the indiscernibles.
• Its physical variables should describe evolving relationships between dynamical

entities. There should be no fixed-background structures, including fixed laws of
nature. Hence the laws of nature evolve, which implies that time is real.

Principles are well and good, but what we really need are hypotheses that lead to theories
that make testable predictions. In the next several chapters, I will describe several examples
of hypotheses and theories that realize these principles, and we will see that they do indeed
make testable hypotheses.
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11. The Evolution of Laws

THE MAIN MESSAGE OF Part II so far has been that for cosmology to progress, physics must
abandon the idea that laws are timeless and eternal and embrace instead the idea that they
evolve in a real time. This transition is necessary so that we can arrive at a cosmological the-
ory—one that explains the choices of laws and initial conditions—that is testable and even
vulnerable to falsification by doable experiments. Having (I hope) made the case for this in
principle, I’ll demonstrate it in this chapter, by comparing the ability of two theories, one
timeless and one with evolving laws, to explain and predict observational results.

The theory in which laws evolve is called cosmological natural selection, which I de-
veloped in the late 1980s and published in 1992.1 In that paper, I made a few predictions,
which could have been falsified in the two decades since but have not been. This of course
doesn’t prove the theory is correct, but at least I showed that a theory of evolving laws can
explain and predict real features of our world.

For an example of a timeless theory, I will take a version of the multiverse scenario called
eternal inflation, proposed in the 1980s by Alexander Vilenkin and Andrei Linde and widely
studied since.2 Eternal inflation comes in different forms, reflecting the fact that some of its
hypotheses are adjustable. To make my point, I’ve chosen one simple form that best fits the
“eternal” because it gives a timeless picture of the multiverse. There are other versions of in-
flationary multiverses in which time plays a more essential role, and to the extent that these
involve a genuine notion of evolving laws they share some aspects of cosmological natural
selection.

One reason that cosmological scenarios with evolving laws succeed in making real pre-
dictions is that they don’t rely on the anthropic principle—which states that we can live only
in a universe whose laws and initial conditions create a universe hospitable to life—to con-
nect the multiverse with the universe we observe. One of the tasks of this chapter is to refute
the claim that the anthropic principle can play a role in making a theory predictive.

Cosmological natural selection was the subject of my first book, The Life of the Cosmos,
so I will describe it in just enough detail to make clear why evolution of the laws in time
leads to a falsifiable explanation of them.3

The basic hypothesis of cosmological natural selection is that universes reproduce by the
creation of new universes inside black holes. Our universe is thus a descendant of another
universe, born in one of its black holes, and every black hole in our universe is the seed of a
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new universe. This is a scenario within which we can apply the principles of natural selec-
tion.

The mechanism of natural selection I use is based on the methods of population biology
that serve to explain how some parameters governing a system can be selected that make it
more complex than it would otherwise be. Applying natural selection to a system to explain
its complexity requires the following:

• A space for parameters that vary among a population. In biology, these parameters
are the genes. In physics, they are the constants of the Standard Model, including
the masses of the various elementary particles and the strengths of the basic forces.
These parameters form a kind of configuration space for the laws of nature—a
space called the landscape of theories (a term borrowed from population biology,
where the space of genes is called the fitness landscape).

• A mechanism of reproduction. I adopt an old idea proposed to me by my postdoc-
toral mentor, Bryce DeWitt, which is that black holes lead to the births of new uni-
verses. This is a consequence of the hypothesis that quantum gravity does away
with the singularities where time begins and ends—a hypothesis for which there is
good theoretical evidence. Our universe has a lot of black holes, at least a billion
billion of them, which suggests a very large population of progeny. We can sup-
pose that our universe is itself part of a line of descent stretching far into the past.

• Variation. Natural selection works in part because genes mutate or recombine at
random during reproduction, so that the genomes of offspring differ from that of
either parent. Analogously, we can hypothesize that each time a new universe is
created there is a small random change in the parameters of the laws. Thus we can
mark on the landscape the point corresponding to the values of the parameters for
that universe. The result is a vast and growing collection of points on the land-
scape, representing variations in the parameters of the laws across the multiverse.

• Differences in fitness. In population biology, the fitness of an individual is a meas-
ure of its reproductive success—that is, how many offspring it produces who thrive
long enough to have children of their own. The fitness of a universe is then a meas-
ure of how many black holes it spawns. The number turns out to depend sensitively
on the parameters. It’s not easy to make a black hole; therefore many parameters
lead to universes that have no black holes at all. A few parameters lead to universes
that have lots of black holes. These universes occupy a very small region of the
parameter space. We will assume that these highly fertile regions in the parameter
space are islands surrounded by regions of much lower fertility.



• Typicality. We also assume that our own universe is a typical member of the popu-
lation of universes, as that population is after many generations. Thus we can pre-
dict that any properties shared by most universes are properties of our own.4

The power of natural selection as a methodology is such that strong conclusions can be
drawn from these minimal assumptions. The basic consequence is that after many genera-
tions most universes have parameters within the highly fertile regions. It follows that if we
change the parameters of a typical universe, the result will most likely be a universe that
forms many fewer black holes. Since our universe is typical, this must be true of our uni-
verse as well.

This is a prediction that can be checked indirectly. We already know that many ways of
changing the parameters of the Standard Model result in universes without the long-lived
stars needed to produce carbon and oxygen. And, remarkably, carbon and oxygen are ne-
cessary to cool the gas clouds in which the massive stars that give rise to black holes are
formed. Other ways to change the parameters weaken the supernovas that not only lead to
black holes but inject energy into the interstellar medium—energy that drives the collapse
of the clouds, thus forming new massive stars. We already know of at least eight ways to
slightly change the parameters of the Standard Model that would lead to universes with
fewer black holes.5

Cosmological natural selection thus offers a genuine explanation for why the parameters
of the Standard Model appear to be tuned for a universe that is filled with long-lived stars
that over time have enriched the universe with carbon, oxygen, and other elements needed
for the chemical complexity our universe is blessed with. The parameters whose values are
thus to a greater or lesser extent explained include the masses of the proton, neutron, elec-
tron, and electron neutrino, and the strengths of the four forces. There’s a bonus: While the
explanation involves maximizing the production of black holes, a consequence is to make
the universe hospitable to life.

Moreover, the hypothesis of cosmological natural selection makes several genuine pre-
dictions, which are falsifiable by currently doable observations. One is that the most
massive neutron stars cannot be heavier than a certain limit. The idea here is that a super-
nova leaves behind the exploded star’s central region. This core will collapse to either a
neutron star or a black hole. Which of the two is produced depends on how much mass the
core has; a neutron star can exist only if its mass is below a certain critical value. If cos-
mological natural selection is right, that critical value should be tuned as low as possible,
because the lower it is, the more black holes are made.

It turns out that there are several possibilities for what neutron stars are made of. One
possibility is just neutrons, in which case the critical mass would be rather high, between
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2.5 and 2.9 times the mass of the sun. But another possibility is that a neutron star’s center
contains exotic particles called kaons. This would lower the critical mass compared with
the neutrons-only model. The extent of that lowering, though, depends on the details of
theoretical modeling; the various models give a critical mass somewhere between 1.6 and
2 times the solar mass.

If cosmological natural selection is right, we would expect that nature has taken advant-
age of the possibility of making kaons in the center of neutron stars to lower the critical
mass. This could have been accomplished, it turns out, by tuning the mass of the kaon to
be light enough; this can be done without affecting the rates of star formation by tuning
the mass of the strange quark. When cosmological natural selection was first proposed, the
heaviest neutron stars known had masses of less than 1.5 times that of the sun. But recently
a neutron star has been observed that has a mass just under twice that of the sun. This would
refute cosmological natural selection if the mass of the kaon-neutron stars is at the lower
end of the theoretical range, but the theory just manages to fit if the right answer is the up-
per theoretical estimate, which is also twice the mass of the sun.

However, there is a less accurately measured neutron star whose mass is estimated to be
as much as two and a half times that of the sun.6 If that finding holds up under more precise
measurements, cosmological natural selection will be falsified.7

Another prediction comes from thinking about a surprising feature of the early universe,
which is its extreme regularity. The distribution of matter in the early universe is known,
from observations of the CMB, to have varied only slightly from place to place. Why was
this? Why did the universe not begin with large variations in density? If there were large
variations in density, the highly dense regions would have collapsed right away to black
holes. If the variations in density were large enough, these so-called primordial black holes
would have filled the early universe, leading to a world with many more black holes than
our own. This seems to falsify the prediction of cosmological natural selection, which is
that there be no way to make a small change in the parameters of the laws of physics to
make a universe with more black holes than our own.

Cosmologists describe the variations in the density of matter by a parameter called the
scale of density fluctuations. This is not a parameter of the Standard Model of Particle
Physics, but there are models of the early universe that do have adjustable parameters that
can increase the density fluctuations, and it’s fair to ask whether these are incompatible
with cosmological natural selection. In most versions of inflation, there is a parameter that
can be increased to raise the level of density fluctuations and thus flood the universe with
primordial black holes. But in some of the simplest inflation models, raising this paramet-
er shrinks the universe by sharply limiting the time over which the universe can inflate.
The result is a much smaller universe, which, though filled with primordial black holes,
has overall many fewer black holes than our own.8 This means that cosmological natur-
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al selection is compatible only with a simple theory of inflation that cannot overproduce
primordial black holes. If evidence is found that inflation happened in a way requiring a
more complex theory, cosmological natural selection would be ruled out.9 That there be no
such evidence is hence a prediction of cosmological natural selection.

Of course the right theory of the very early universe may not be inflation, but this ex-
ample serves to show that cosmological natural selection is vulnerable to disproof by any
discovery of a mechanism acting in the early universe that might have produced many
primordial black holes.10

Cosmological natural selection is inconceivable outside the context in which time is real.
One reason is that all that need be claimed is that our universe has only a relative fitness
advantage over universes differing by small changes in the parameters. This is a very weak
condition. We needn’t assume that the parameters of our universe are the largest possible;
there very well might be other parameter choices leading to an even more fertile universe.
All the scenario predicts is that they can’t be reached by making a small change from the
present values.

Thus the population of universes may be diverse, consisting of a variety of species, each
relatively fertile compared with those that are slightly different. The mix of kinds of uni-
verses will continually change over time, as new ways to be fertile are discovered by trial
and error. This is the way biology works. There are no maximally fit species that persist
forever; rather, every era in the history of life is characterized by a different mix of species,
all relatively fit. Life never reaches an equilibrium, or ideal state; it is ever evolving. Sim-
ilarly, whatever laws are typical in the population of universes will change in time, as the
population evolves. Were there a final state—in which, once reached, the mix of universes
would stay the same—time would cease to matter, and we could say that a timeless equi-
librium had been reached. But the natural-selection scenario does not assume or imply that.
Time is always present in the scenario of cosmological natural selection.

Moreover, the scenario requires that time be universal as well as real. The population of
universes evolves rapidly, growing each time each universe makes a black hole. If we are to
deduce predictions from the theory, it must establish how many universes have such-and-
such properties at each moment of time. This time must be meaningful not only throughout
each universe but across the whole population. So we need a notion of time that gives us a
picture of simultaneity within each universe and across that population.11

•

Let’s contrast this with the case of eternal inflation. The early universe is posited to inflate
because the quantum fields accounting for its particles and forces are in a phase that pro-
duces a very large dark energy. This makes the universe expand exponentially fast. Infla-
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tion typically stops when a bubble forms as a result of a phase transition. This is analog-
ous to a bubble of water vapor appearing in a heated pot of water; the bubble contains the
gas phase of water, which forms out of the liquid phase. In the cosmological scenario, the
bubble contains a phase of the quantum fields that lacks the large dark energy, so its expan-
sion slows and it becomes our universe.

What Vilenken and Linde noticed is that the surrounding medium, still containing the
large dark energy, will continue to inflate rapidly. More bubbles form, which then become
more universes, as our own did. They found that under certain conditions the process can
go on forever, because the inflating medium never goes away, even as it produces an in-
finite number of bubble universes. If this scenario is correct, then our universe is one of an
infinite number formed as bubbles in the eternally inflating medium.

In the simplest version, which I will presume for the purposes of our discussion, the laws
that govern each bubble are chosen randomly from a landscape of possible laws.12 In many
discussions, this landscape is presumed to be given by various string theories, but any the-
ory with variable parameters, including the Standard Model itself, will do.

In the simplest case, the proportions of bubbles that choose each law are constant, so as
more and more bubble universes are produced, the probabilities for different laws to hold
in the overall population remain the same. In such a simple scenario, time and dynamics
play no role in how our universe’s laws are specified among all the other (perhaps infinite)
possibilities. The distribution of universes (that is, the probabilities for universes to have
different laws or properties) thus reaches a kind of equilibrium and stays there forever. The
scenario is in this sense timeless, which makes it a good case to contrast with cosmological
natural selection.

Since the laws in each bubble are chosen randomly, universes with the finely tuned laws
needed for life are exceedingly rare. So our universe is an atypical universe in the popula-
tion of bubble universes.

To connect this scenario to observations of our universe, cosmologists must resort to the
anthropic principle, which, as noted, states that we can live only in a universe whose laws
and initial conditions create a world hospitable to life. The anthropic principle directs us to
select the tiny fraction of hospitable universes from the vastly greater collection of lifeless
worlds because we could find ourselves only in one of the former.

Remarkably, there are many commonalities in the lists of features that make a world
hospitable to life and highly productive of black holes. So the two theories—cosmological
natural selection and the anthropic principle—appear to explain some of the same fine-tun-
ings of parameters of the Standard Model. But notice how different the explanations are. In
cosmological natural selection, our world is a typical universe and most of the population
will share the features that give a universe high fitness, whereas in the multiverse of eternal
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inflation, worlds like ours are extremely rare. In the first case we have a genuine explana-
tion; in the latter, only a selection principle.

These different kinds of explanation differ in their ability to make genuine predictions
for features of the universe not yet observed. As we saw, cosmological natural selection
has already implied a few genuine predictions. But the scenarios invoking the anthropic
principle as an explanation for our universe’s laws and initial conditions have yet to yield a
single falsifiable prediction for a currently doable experiment. I doubt they ever will.

Here’s why. Consider any property of our universe you might want to explain. Either this
property is necessary for intelligent life or it is not. If the former, that property is already
explained by our existence, as it must hold in any of the very small fraction of universes
with intelligent life. Now consider a second class of properties, those not necessary for in-
telligent life. Since the laws are chosen randomly in each bubble, these properties are ran-
domly distributed in the population of universes. But since these properties have nothing
to do with life, they will also be randomly distributed in the collection of living universes.
So the theory makes no prediction for what we in our universe should observe about these
properties.

The mass of the electron is a good example of the first kind of property; there’s good
evidence that conditions for life would deteriorate if the electron’s mass differed much from
its observed value.13 A good example of the second kind of property is the mass of the top
quark; as far as we know, it could vary within a large range without affecting the biofriend-
liness of our universe. Hence the anthropic principle cannot help us explain the observed
value of its mass.

Eternal inflation does make one potentially testable prediction, which is that the
curvature of space in every bubble universe is slightly negative. (A negative curvature
space is warped like a saddle—in contrast to a positive curvature space, like a sphere.) If
our universe was created in a bubble in an inflating multiverse, this must be true of it as
well. That’s a genuine prediction, but there are several problems regarding its testability.
First, the negative curvature is very close to zero, and zero is hard to distinguish from a
very small number, positive or negative. Indeed, the curvature vanishes within experiment-
al error. Even with the better data expected from experiments in progress, it will be very
hard to tell whether the curvature is exactly zero, slightly negative, or slightly positive. As
in any scientific experiment, there will always be some uncertainty in the measurements.
Given this uncertainty, it’s unlikely that any observation will soon falsify the prediction.

Even if we did manage to verify that the spatial curvature of our universe is slightly neg-
ative, this does not provide evidence that our universe is one of a vast multiverse. There are
lots of cosmological models and scenarios consistent with the curvature being slightly neg-
ative; one of them is that our universe is unique and is simply a solution of Einstein’s equa-
tions with negative curvature. Such solutions exist and do not require inflation to justify
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them. Another is that inflation produced just one universe. And no observation can confirm
a hypothesis about the properties of an alleged collection of other universes that do not in
any way affect our own.

•

The eternal-inflation scenario requires a set of possible theories, and this can be supplied
by the huge number of possible string theories. That there was a large landscape of possible
string theories was evident from Strominger’s aforementioned 1986 paper, but the situation
became a crisis impossible to ignore when, in 2003, evidence was discovered for the ex-
istence of an astronomical number of string theories with small positive values of the cos-
mological constant.14 The number was roughly estimated at 10500. However, at least so far,
the number, though enormously large, is still finite. Then in 2005, MIT physicist Washing-
ton Taylor and colleagues were able to construct evidence for an infinite number of string
theories with small negative cosmological constants.15

This has an interesting consequence, which was pointed out by the South African physi-
cist George F. R. Ellis.16 If there really are an infinite number of string theories with small
negative values of the cosmological constant but only a finite number with a small posit-
ive cosmological constant, then we should predict the cosmological constant to be small
and negative. If the actual value is randomly distributed among universes in the multiverse,
then we are infinitely more likely to be living in a universe with a negative value than in
one with a positive value, because there are infinitely more of the former than the latter.
This would be a genuine prediction of string theory, and such things are rare. Taken at face
value, it indicates that the theory is wrong, since the measured value of the cosmological
constant is positive.

Some string theorists have cautioned that there is still much to be discovered about con-
structing string theories, so evidence may yet be discovered for an infinite number of string
theories with positive values of the cosmological constant. Another response has been to
invoke the anthropic principle to argue that the universes with negative cosmological con-
stant values described by Taylor and his colleagues should be ruled out because they are
inhospitable to life.17 However, all we need for the infinitude of negative cosmological
constant universes to dominate over the finite number of universes with a positive cosmo-
logical constant is that any finite fraction of the former contain life.

The problem with anthropic cosmology is that you can always manipulate the assump-
tions when you’re dealing with theoretical entities such as other universes that are in prin-
ciple unobservable.18 We cannot verify the hypothesis that there are a vast or infinite num-
ber of other universes, nor can we count how various properties are distributed among
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them. We can argue about whether universes different from ours might or might not have
life, but we cannot check our arguments with observations.

A telling difference between anthropic theories and cosmological natural selection is
how the two address the puzzling problem of the cosmological constant. As noted, this im-
portant constant of physics has been measured and has a tiny but positive value: in units
of the Planck scale, 10-120. The mystery is why it is so tiny. One relevant fact is that if we
increase the cosmological constant from its observed value, keeping all the other constants
in physics and cosmology fixed, we soon reach a value where the universe expands so fast
that galaxies never form. Let’s call this the critical value. It is around twenty times the ob-
served value.

Why is this relevant? I’ll start with a fallacious argument that goes like this:

(1) Galaxies are necessary for life. Otherwise stars would not form, and without
stars there is no carbon and no energy to promote the emergence of complex
structures, including life, on the surfaces of planets.

(2) The universe is full of galaxies.
(3) But the cosmological constant has to be smaller than the critical value if

galaxies are to form.
(4) Hence, the anthropic principle predicts that the cosmological constant must

be smaller than the critical value.

Can you see the fallacy? Point no. 1 is true, but it plays no role in the logic of the ar-
gument. The real argument starts with point no. 2. The fact that the universe is filled with
galaxies is evident from observations; it is irrelevant whether or not life would be possible
without them. So the first point can be dropped from the argument without weakening the
conclusion. But point no. 1 is the only place life is mentioned, so once it’s dropped, the
anthropic principle plays no role. The correct conclusion is:

One way to tell that the argument is fallacious is to ask how we would respond if the
cosmological constant turned out to be above the critical value. We would not challenge
assertion no. 1, which is in any case irrelevant. We would not challenge no. 2, which is a
statement of fact. We could challenge only no. 3, which is a theoretical statement. Maybe
our computation of the critical value is wrong.

In 1987, Steven Weinberg proposed an ingenious explanation for the small value of the
cosmological constant which is not subject to this fallacy but still uses the anthropic prin-
ciple.19 It goes like this: Hypothesize that our universe is one of a vast multiverse in which
the values of the cosmological constant are randomly distributed between zero and one.20

Since we require galaxies to live, we must live in one of the universes with a cosmologic-
al constant below the critical value. But we could live in any one of those. Therefore our
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situation is as if the cosmological constant were pulled out of a hat, randomly chosen to be
some number between zero and the critical value. This implies that it is improbable that the
value of our cosmological constant is a lot smaller than the critical value, because only a
tiny fraction of the numbers in the proverbial hat will be that small. We should expect the
cosmological constant in our universe to be of the same order of magnitude as the critical
value, because there are many more numbers roughly that size than there are numbers that
are much smaller.

On this basis, Weinberg predicted that the cosmological constant should be below, but
within an order of magnitude of, the critical value. And remarkably, when the cosmological
constant was measured ten years later,21 it was found to be about 5 percent of the critical
value. By the reasoning just given, that would happen about one in twenty times we picked
a number from a hat. This is not so unlikely, lots of things happen in the world that have a
one-in-twenty chance. So some cosmologists argue that the success of Weinberg’s predic-
tion can be taken as evidence in favor of the hypothesis it was based on—that we live in a
multiverse.

One problem with that conclusion is that the critical value referred to is the one above
which galaxies would not form if the cosmological constant were the only parameter that
varied. But theories of the early universe have other parameters that can vary. If we vary
some of those while we vary the cosmological constant, the argument loses its force.22

Let’s look at one case, in which we vary the size of the density fluctuations, which, as
we discussed earlier in this chapter, determine how evenly the matter in the early universe
was distributed. These are relevant because if they were bigger, the cosmological constant
could be far above the critical value and galaxies would still form in the very dense regions
created by the fluctuations. There is still a critical value for the cosmological constant, but
it goes up as the size of the density fluctuations goes up.

So you can rerun the argument, letting the cosmological constant and the fluctuation size
both vary over the population of universes. Now you pull two numbers out of the hat for
each universe, one for the cosmological constant, the second for the size of the density fluc-
tuations. We choose these numbers randomly, within the range in which galaxies form.23 It
turns out that the probability of randomly getting both numbers to be as small as they are
observed to be is now down from 1 chance in 20 to a few parts in 100,000.24

The problem is that because we don’t observe any other universes, it is impossible to
know which constants vary over the hypothetical multiverse. If we assume that the right
story is that only the cosmological constant can vary over the multiverse, Weinberg’s ar-
gument does well. If we assume that the right story is instead that both the cosmological
constant and the fluctuation size vary, the argument does less well. In the absence of any
independent evidence as to which, if any, of these hypotheses are true, the argument leads
to no conclusion.
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So the claim that Weinberg’s argument correctly predicted the rough value of the cos-
mological constant fails, because of a subtler fallacy than the one discussed above. This
fallacy, which is known to specialists in probability theory, arises whenever you take ad-
vantage of the freedom to arbitrarily choose a probability distribution that describes un-
observable entities and so cannot be checked independently. Weinberg’s original argument
has no logical force, because you could reach a different conclusion by making a different
assumption about unobservable entities.25

Cosmological natural selection does better at explaining the same evidence, because it
provides a reason to fix both the fluctuation size and the cosmological constant. Recall that
in some simple models of inflation, the fluctuation size is strongly anticorrelated with the
size of the universe; that is, the smaller the fluctuation size, the bigger the universe, and
hence (everything else being equal) the more black holes. So the fluctuation size should be
near the lower limit of the range required for galaxies to form. This in turn implies a small
value for the critical value of the cosmological constant consistent with galaxy formation.
Cosmological natural selection, together with the simple model of inflation, predicts that
both the fluctuation size and the cosmological constant should be small. This prediction is
not arbitrary, and it fits the evidence well.

The anthropic principle, however, is compatible with a much smaller universe, because
a single galaxy is probably enough to give rise to intelligent life. Observations suggest that
a high proportion of stars have planets, so a galaxy’s worth of planets should be enough to
ensure that at least one of them has life. Adding more galaxies will not increase the prob-
ability that life will arise

An anthropic enthusiast might counter that the anthropic principle can be saved by modi-
fying it to say that we are more likely to inhabit a universe with a high number of planets
that harbor life. This gives a reason to prefer universes as large as possible, and this implies
a low value for both the density fluctuations and the cosmological constant.

Something funny must be going on, because we are apparently altering the prediction of
a theory without actually changing any facts. The two versions of the anthropic principle
do not differ in any assertion about the actual multiverse but only in how we select the
universes we feel we ought to consider from a much larger population of inhospitable uni-
verses.

“Wait a minute,” the anthropic enthusiast might reply. “A civilization in a multiverse is
more likely to find itself in a universe with many civilizations and hence many galaxies
than a universe with just one galaxy.” This seems at first to be a plausible argument, but
we have to counter, “How do you know?” There could be many more small universes in
the multiverse than large universes, so that a randomly chosen civilization is more likely
to be in a small universe. Which scenario is correct depends on the relative distribution of
large and small universes in the multiverse, but this feature cannot be independently veri-
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fied. Theorists could probably produce different models, favoring different distributions of
sizes of universes, but the fact that you can adjust unobservable features of your scenario
to enable you to pick one that fits your hypothesis better does not constitute evidence for
that scenario.

In cosmological natural selection, however, our universe is a typical member of the pop-
ulation of universes, and there is no room to insert an adjustable principle to select out
atypical cases.

Notice that the argument is not about creating universes in black holes versus creating
them as bubbles during inflation. It is about the role of time and dynamics in the logic by
which the scenarios explain known features of the universe and predict new ones. An in-
flationary model could employ time and long chains of descent—bubbles within bubbles
within bubbles—in such a way as to avoid dependence on the anthropic principle and enjoy
the advantages of cosmological natural selection.

The point is not only that the theory that posits continual evolution over time does better
than the timeless theory in fitting the observational evidence. The point is also that the the-
ory calling for evolution makes a clean prediction, whereas the predictions of the anthropic
argument are adjustable depending on how we want the argument to run. Contrary to what
we might first have thought, hypotheses based on the idea that the laws of nature evolve
over time are more vulnerable to falsification than are timeless cosmological scenarios.
And if an idea is not vulnerable to falsification, it is not science.



12. Quantum Mechanics and the Liberation of the Atom

WE HAVE SEEN THAT the reality of time is the key to addressing the mystery of what selects
the laws of physics. It does so by supporting the hypothesis that those laws evolve. Taking
time as fundamental may also help resolve another great puzzle of physics—that of making
sense of quantum mechanics. Time’s reality allows a new formulation of quantum theory
that can also illuminate how laws evolve in time.

Quantum mechanics is the most successful physical theory yet invented. Almost none
of the digital, chemical, and medical technologies we rely on would exist were it not for
quantum physics. Yet there is strong reason to believe that the theory is incomplete.

Certainly quantum mechanics is a challenge to our attempts to comprehend the world.
Since its invention in the 1920s, physicists have concocted bizarre scenarios to make sense
of the puzzles of quantum theory. Cats that are both alive and dead, an infinitude of simul-
taneously existing universes, reality that depends on what’s measured or who’s observing,
particles that signal each other across vast distances at speeds exceeding that of light—these
are some of the imaginative ideas proposed as resolutions of the mysteries of the subatomic
world.

All these strategies arise as a response to the fact that quantum mechanics gives no phys-
ical picture of what’s going on in an individual experiment. This is not disputed. The axioms
of quantum mechanics include the statement that it gives only statistical predictions of the
outcomes of experiments.

Einstein made the case long ago that quantum mechanics is incomplete because it fails
to give a precise description of what goes on in an individual experiment. What exactly is
the electron doing when it jumps from one energy state to another? How do particles too far
away from each other to instantaneously communicate do so? How do they appear to be in
two places at once? Quantum mechanics gives no answers. Nevertheless it is extraordinarily
useful, in part because it provides physics with a language and a framework for organizing
vast amounts of empirical data. If it fails to show us what actually happens at the subatomic
level, it does give us an algorithm for predicting the probabilities for different experimental
outcomes. And so far, the algorithm works.

Can a theory be successful as a generator of predictions and still be off the mark, in the
sense that future theories may overturn the assumptions it makes about the world? This has
happened several times in the history of science. The assumptions underlying Newton’s laws
of motion were overturned by relativity and quantum theory. Ptolemy’s model of the solar



system served us well for more than a millennium, yet it was based on ideas that are wildly
wrong. It would seem that effectiveness is no guarantee of truth.

I have come to believe that quantum mechanics will suffer the same fate as the great
theories of Ptolemy and Newton. Perhaps we can’t make sense of it simply because it isn’t
true. It is instead likely to be an approximation to a deeper theory that will be easier to
make sense of. That deeper theory is the unknown cosmological theory all the arguments
of this book point toward. The key is, again, the reality of time.

Quantum mechanics is a problematic theory for three closely related reasons. The first is
its failure to give a physical picture of what goes on in an individual process or experiment;
unlike previous physical theories, the formalism we use in quantum mechanics cannot be
read as showing us what’s happening moment by moment in time. Second, in most cases it
fails to predict the precise outcome of an experiment; rather than telling us what will hap-
pen, it gives only probabilities for the various things that might happen.

The third and most problematic feature of quantum mechanics is that notions of meas-
urement, observation, or information are necessary to express the theory. These must be
regarded as primitive notions; they cannot be explained in terms of fundamental quantum
processes. Quantum mechanics is not a theory so much as a method for coding how ex-
perimenters interrogate microscopic systems. Neither the measuring instruments we use to
interact with a quantum system nor the clock we use to measure time can be described in
the language of quantum mechanics—nor can we, as observers, be so described. This sug-
gests that to make a valid cosmological theory we will have to give up quantum mechanics
and replace it with a theory that can be extended to the whole universe, including ourselves
as observers and our measuring instruments and clocks.1

As we seek that theory, we must keep in mind three clues about nature that experiment
has revealed are integral to quantum physics: incompatible questions, entanglement, and
nonlocality.

Any system will have a list of properties, such as position and momentum2 for particles
or color and heel height for shoes. Associated with each property is a question that can be
asked: Where is the particle now? What color is her shoe? It is the role of experiment to
interrogate the system to get answers to these questions. If you want to describe a system in
classical physics completely, you answer all the questions, and this gives you all the prop-
erties. But in quantum physics, the set-up you need for asking one question may render
other questions unanswerable.

For example, you can ask what a particle’s position is, or you can ask what its mo-
mentum is, but you cannot ask for both at once. This is what Niels Bohr called complement-
arity, and it is also what physicists mean when we talk of noncommuting variables. If there
is quantum fashion, then shoe color and heel height might be incompatible properties. This
is very different from classical physics, where you don’t have to choose what property to
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measure and what to leave out. The crucial question is whether the choice the experimenter
must make influences the reality of the system she’s studying.

Entanglement, too, is a purely quantum phenomenon, according to which pairs of
quantum systems can share properties while each system remains individually indefinite.
That is, you can ask a question about a relationship between the pair that has a definite an-
swer, whereas the answer to any related question about the individuals does not. Consider
a pair of quantum shoes. They can have a property called contrary, according to which
any question asked of both of them will give opposite answers. If you ask both of them
what color they are and the left shoe answers “white,” then the right shoe will answer
“black,” and vice versa. If you ask about heel height, then if the left shoe’s heel is high,
the right shoe’s heel will be low, and vice versa. If you ask only about the height of the left
shoe’s heel, the answer will be either “high” or “low” with a 50-percent probability. Sim-
ilarly, with regard to one shoe’s color, the answer will be either “black” or “white” with a
50-percent probability. In fact, if the pair of quantum shoes has the property contrary, then
any question addressed to one shoe alone will evoke random answers and any question ad-
dressed to both will evoke contrary answers.

In classical physics, any property of a pair of particles is reducible to a description of
properties of each. Entanglement shows that this is not true for quantum systems. The im-
portance for our discussion is that you can create, through entanglement, novel properties
in nature. If you entangle two quantum systems of a kind that have never before interacted
with each other, by preparing them with a property like contrary you create a property that
has never before existed in nature.

Entangled pairs are created by bringing two subatomic particles together and having
them interact. Once entangled, they stay entangled, even if they separate and move a great
distance away from each other. As long as neither one interacts with another system, they
continue to share entangled properties, such as contrary. This gives rise to the third and
most startling clue about nature at the quantum level, which is nonlocality.

Let’s entangle a pair of shoes with the property contrary in Montreal and send the left
shoe to Barcelona and the right shoe to Tokyo. Experimenters in Barcelona choose to meas-
ure the left shoe’s color. This choice appears to instantaneously affect the color of the right
shoe in Tokyo. This is because once the Barcelona lab has observed the color of their shoe,
they can correctly predict that the Tokyo shoe has the opposite color.

In the 20th century, we became accustomed to physical interactions having a property
called locality, which meant that if information was to be transferred from one place to an-
other, it had to travel by means of a particle or a wave. Because of special relativity, any
influence was presumed to travel at the speed of light or slower. Quantum physics appears
to violate this central tenet of special relativity.

The nonlocal effects in quantum theory are real, but they are subtle and cannot be used
to send information between Barcelona and Tokyo. The reason is that whatever property



the experimenters in Tokyo choose to measure, the result will appear to them to be ran-
dom. They will see their shoe to be black or white equally often. It is only when they learn
what color was seen in Barcelona that they will realize that the pairs are opposite in col-
or. But to understand this requires that information be transmitted between Barcelona and
Tokyo—i.e., at the speed of light or less.

The question that remains, however, is how the correlations are established between
the shoes in Tokyo and Barcelona, so that when the experimenters there each open their
box and take out their shoe, the colors are always opposite. One might think that whoever
packed the boxes in Montreal made sure to put one color in the box headed to Tokyo and
the opposite color in the box headed to Barcelona. However, it can be proved by a com-
bination of theoretical arguments and experimental results that this is exactly what does
not happen. Instead, the correlations are established somehow at the moment the boxes are
opened in Tokyo and Barcelona.

Let’s suppose we have a big box full of pairs of shoes and we’ve entangled each pair
with the property contrary. We ship all the left shoes to Barcelona and all the right shoes
to Tokyo. Let the experimenters in each city choose randomly what property of each indi-
vidual shoe they measure and keep track of the results. They send their choices and results
back to the factory in Montreal, where they are compared. It turns out that the only way
to make sense of the joint results is to assume that there are nonlocal effects, by which the
properties of one shoe of each pair are influenced by the choices made about what to meas-
ure on the other shoe. This is the content of a theorem proved in 1964 by Irish physicist
John Stewart Bell and demonstrated by a related set of clever experiments.

These features and issues have been the focus of a great deal of attention in the nine
decades since quantum mechanics was formulated. Many approaches to a greater under-
standing of it have been proposed. I believe now that they all miss the mark, and that the
strange features of quantum theory arise because it is a truncation of a cosmological the-
ory—a truncation applicable to small subsystems of the universe. By embracing the reality
of time, we open a path to understanding quantum theory that illuminates its mysteries and
may well resolve them.

•

I further believe that the reality of time makes a new formulation of quantum mechanics
possible.3 This formulation is new and speculative. It has not yet led to any precise exper-
imental predictions, let alone experimental tests, so I cannot claim that it’s correct. What it
does do is offer a radically different perspective on the nature of physical laws, realizing in
a new and surprising way the idea of laws evolving in time. And it will likely be testable,
as we will see shortly.
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But can we really give up the idea of timeless laws of nature without losing the power
of physics to explain so much of the world around us? We’re used to thinking that the laws
are deterministic. Among other consequences of determinism is that there cannot be any-
thing genuinely new in the universe—that everything that happens is the rearrangement of
elementary particles with unchanging properties by unchanging laws.

There are certainly countless situations in which the future can reliably be expected to
mirror the past. When we do an experiment that we have carried out many times before and
in which we have always gotten the same result, we can reliably expect that result in the
future. (Even if the results are sometimes one thing and sometimes another, the proportions
of each outcome will hold in future measurements.) We can expect that the next time we
throw a ball, it will travel along a parabola, which is what has happened every time we’ve
done this in the past. Usually we say that this is because the motion is determined by a
timeless law of nature, which, being timeless, will act in the future just as it has acted in the
past. So timeless law precludes genuine novelty.

But is the assumption that a timeless law acts really necessary to explain that the present
mirrors the past? We need the notion of a law only in cases in which a process or experi-
ment has been repeated many times. But to explain these cases, we actually need a lot less
than a timeless law. We could get by with something much weaker—say, a principle stat-
ing that repeated measurements yield the same outcomes. Not because they are following a
law but because the only law is a principle of precedence. Such a principle would explain
all the instances in which determinism by laws work but without forbidding new measure-
ments to yield new outcomes, not predictable from knowledge of the past. There could be
at least a small degree of freedom in the evolution of novel states without contradicting the
application of laws to circumstances that were repeatedly produced in the past. Common
law in the Anglo-Saxon tradition operates by a principle of precedence, whereby judges are
constrained to rule as judges have in the past, when presented with similar cases. What I
want to suggest is that something like this might well be operating in nature.

Once I formulated this idea, I was astonished to learn that here, as well, I have been pre-
ceded by Charles Sanders Peirce, who spoke of the laws of nature as habits developed over
time:

[A]ll things have a tendency to take habits. For atoms and their parts, molec-
ules and groups of molecules, and in short every conceivable real object, there is
a greater probability of acting as on a former like occasion than otherwise. This
tendency itself constitutes a regularity, and is continually on the increase. In look-
ing back into the past we are looking toward periods when it was a less and less
decided tendency.4
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This principle would become crucial in genuinely novel cases. For if nature is really op-
erating according to a principle of precedence rather than timeless law, then when there are
no precedents there will be no prediction for how a system will behave. If we produce a
truly novel system, its response to measurement will not be predictable from any inform-
ation we already have. Only once we have produced many copies of that system does the
principle of precedence take over. From then on, the system’s behavior is predictable.

If nature is like this, then the future is genuinely open. We would still have the benefit of
reliable laws in cases with ample precedent, but without the stranglehold of determinism.

It is fair to say that classical mechanics precludes the existence of genuine novelty, be-
cause all that happens is the motion of particles according to fixed laws. But quantum phys-
ics is different, in two ways that enable us to replace timeless laws by a principle of pre-
cedence.

First, as we have seen, entanglement can produce genuinely novel properties. You can
test a pair of particles for an entangled property like contrary that is a property of neither
particle separately. Second, there appears to be an element of genuine randomness in the
response of quantum systems to their environments. Even if you know everything about
the past of a quantum system, you cannot reliably predict what it will do when one of its
properties is measured.

These two features of quantum systems let us replace the postulation of timeless laws
with the hypothesis that a principle of precedence acts in nature to ensure that the future
resembles the past. This principle is sufficient to uphold determinism where it’s needed but
implies that nature, when faced with new properties, can evolve new laws to apply to them.

Here’s a simple illustration of the operation of the principle of precedence in quantum
physics: Consider a quantum process in which a system is prepared and then measured, and
assume that this process has occurred many times in the past. This gives you a collection
of past outcomes of the measurement: X many times the system said yes to a question, and
Y many times it said no. The outcome of any future instance of that process is then picked
randomly from the collection of the outcomes of past cases. Now suppose that there’s no
precedent, because this system has been prepared with a definite value of a genuinely nov-
el property. Then the outcome of the measurement will be free, in the sense that it is not
determined by anything in the past.

Does this idea mean that nature is really free to choose the outcome of an experiment?
There’s a certain sense in which quantum systems are already known to have an element of
freedom—a sense illuminated by a recent theorem invented and proved by John Conway
and Simon Kochen, two Princeton mathematicians. I don’t much like the name they gave
their result, but it’s catchy and has duly caught on: the free-will theorem.5 The theorem ap-
plies to the case of two atoms (or other quantum systems) that become entangled and then
separate, after which a property of each is measured. The theorem says: Suppose there is a
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sense in which the two experimenters are free to choose which measurement they make on
their atoms. Then the response of the atoms to the measurement is free in the same sense.

This need have nothing to do with the slippery concept of free will. If we assert that the
experimenters are free to choose what measurement they make, we mean that their choice
is not determined by their past history. No amount of knowledge about the past of the ex-
perimenters and their world will let us predict their choice. Then the atoms are also free, in
the sense that no amount of information about the past enables us to predict the outcome of
a measurement of one of their properties.6

I find it marvelous to imagine that an elementary particle is truly free, even in this narrow
sense. It implies that there’s no reason for what an electron chooses to do when we measure
it—and thus that there’s more to how any small system unfolds than could be captured in
any deterministic or algorithmic framework. This is both thrilling and scary, because the
idea that choices atoms make are truly free (i.e., uncaused) fails to satisfy the demand for
sufficient reason—for an answer to every question we might ask of nature.

Can we quantify how much freedom nature has if quantum mechanics is correct? We
know that classical mechanics has no such freedom, because it describes a deterministic
world whose future can be completely predicted from knowledge of the past. Statistics and
probabilities can play a role in the description of the classical world, but they only reflect
our ignorance. No freedom is granted, because we can always learn enough to make defin-
ite predictions.

Conway and Kochen’s theorem suggests that quantum systems have a degree of real
freedom, but could there be a kind of physics according to which nature has even more
freedom? I asked myself this question, and it was not too hard to answer. To do so, I relied
on recent work in quantum foundations that gave me a precise definition of how much free-
dom a quantum system may have.

Around 2000, Lucien Hardy, then at Oxford University but shortly to move to the Peri-
meter Institute for Theoretical Physics, conceived of a general class of theories that predict
probabilities for outcomes of measurement. These included not just classical and quantum
mechanics but many other theories as well. Hardy required only that the theories make
consistent use of the notion of probability and behave reasonably when applied either to
an isolated system or to two or more systems in combination. These requirements are ex-
pressed in a short list of assumptions, or axioms, which Hardy calls “reasonable axioms.”7

They have been developed and modified by subsequent theorists. I was able to use an elab-
oration of Hardy’s axioms invented by Lluís Masanes and Markus Müller8 to make a pre-
cise statement about how much freedom a theory has.

The amount of freedom is expressed by how much information you need about a system
to be able to make predictions about its future. This information can be gained by prepar-
ing many identical copies of the system and asking different questions of each. The predic-
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tions this interrogation enables us to make may still be probabilistic, but they are the best
possible predictions, in the sense that no further observations of the system would improve
their precision. For each system Hardy studied, there’s a certain finite amount of informa-
tion you need in order to best ascertain what the system will do when faced with any pos-
sible measurement. The more things you need to measure about a system before you can
make the best possible predictions, the more freedom it has.

To see how much freedom this implies, we should compare the amount of information
needed to make predictions to some measure of the size of the system. One useful measure
is the number of answers the system can give to an answer posed in an experiment. In the
simplest case, there are only two choices: If you ask about the color of a quantum shoe, it
can be either white or black. If you ask about heel height, it can be either high or low.

What I showed is that quantum mechanics maximizes the amount of information you
need per choice. That is, quantum mechanics describes a universe in which you can make
probabilistic predictions of how systems behave, but in which those systems have as much
freedom from determinism as any physical system described by probabilities can have. So
in the sense that quantum systems are free, they are maximally free. Combining the prin-
ciple of precedence with this principle of maximal freedom, you get a new formulation of
quantum physics. This formulation cannot be expressed outside a framework in which time
is real, because it makes essential use of the distinction between past and future. So we can
abandon the idea that there are timeless and deterministic laws of nature without losing any
of the explanatory power of physics.

The result that quantum systems maximize their freedom was an almost trivial step, giv-
en the previous work of Hardy, Masanes, and Müller. The new perspective I brought to the
problem was the reality of time.

The first reaction of some friends and colleagues when I explained this idea was laughter.
Certainly there are details that remain to be filled in, such as how precedence builds up
from the freedom of the first case, through the next few cases, and on to established cases
with many precedents.9 But beyond the details, the proposal for a principle of precedence
does have an element of implausibility about it. How does a system recognize all its pre-
cedents? By what mechanism does a system pick out a random element in the collection of
its precedents? This would seem to require a new kind of interaction, whereby a physical
system can interact with copies of itself in the past.

The principle doesn’t say how this takes place; in this respect it’s no better than the usual
formulation of quantum mechanics. In the older formulation, measurement is a primitive
notion; in the present formulation, being a quantum system of the same kind (that is, pre-
pared and transformed the same way) is a primitive notion. But one might have asked sim-
ilar questions about the idea of a timeless law of nature acting to cause motion and change.
How does an electron “know” it is an electron, so that the Dirac equation rather than anoth-
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er equation applies to it? How does a quark “know” which kind of quark it is and what its
mass should be? How does a timeless entity, such as a law of nature, reach somehow inside
time to act on every single electron?

We’re accustomed to the idea of timeless laws of nature acting inside time, and we no
longer find it strange. But step back far enough, and you can see that it rests on some big
metaphysical presumptions that are far from obvious. The principle of precedence also re-
lies on metaphysical presumptions, but these are less familiar to us than those that allow us
to believe in timeless laws of nature.

If the metaphysics implied by the principle of precedence is novel, in my view it is far
more parsimonious than some of the current fantastic approaches to quantum theory—such
as that our reality is one of an infinite set of simultaneously existing worlds. When it comes
to quantum theory, you have to embrace some very strange notions. But we’re free to pick
our own strange notions—at least until experiment tells us one approach to quantum theory
is superior to the rest. I’m willing to bet that the principle of precedence will generate new
ideas for experiments whose results might point us to a physics beyond quantum mechan-
ics.

You might object that quantum mechanics already provides predictions for how a novel
property will behave. Does this new idea contradict those predictions? It does, and this is
the most likely reason it might fail. Suppose we produce, in a quantum computer, a new
kind of entangled state never before produced in nature. In conventional quantum theory,
you could compute how this entangled system will behave when it’s measured. The prin-
ciple of precedence that I’m proposing suggests that these predictions might not be borne
out by experiment. This is equivalent to suggesting that new kinds of entangled states give
rise to new interactions in nature, or to context-dependent changes in existing interactions.
Such novel interactions have never been observed, nor has a context dependence of inter-
actions, and skepticism is in order.

But seldom in our history has human ingenuity led to the creation of new kinds of en-
tangled states. We’re just learning to do this, and if this new hypothesis is right, the out-
comes of experiments with quantum computers may be surprising. At the least, it’s prob-
ably vulnerable to falsification by experiments with quantum devices that produce novel
entangled states. It contradicts a fundamental tenet of reductionism, according to which
the future of compound systems, no matter how complex, can be predicted given only a
knowledge of the forces existing between pairs of elementary particles. But the violations
of reductionism involved are rare and mild, so I would urge that it is reasonable to let ex-
periment decide.

This new understanding of quantum physics realizes two of the criteria for a cosmologic-
al theory. It satisfies the demand for explanatory closure (albeit in a restricted form, which
allows for genuine freedom in novel cases). The principle of precedence says that what de-
termines the outcome of future measurements is the collection of past cases. These cases



were real, so we have only an effect of things that were real in the past on things that will
be real in the future. Clearly, it also satisfies the criterion that laws evolve, and it does so
provocatively, by proposing that unprecedented measurements are not governed by any pri-
or law. As outcomes accumulate, precedent is established; only when sufficient precedence
has been established are future outcomes law-like.

As new states arise in nature, new laws evolve to guide them—which suggests that the
fundamental interactions we observe and describe with the Standard Model of Particle
Physics resulted from the “locking in” of new laws when the states corresponding to elec-
trons, quarks, and their relatives first emerged as the universe cooled shortly after the Big
Bang.

Something this new proposal does not do is satisfy the principle of sufficient reason. To
the extent that quantum systems really are free—in the sense that individual outcomes are
undetermined—the principle of sufficient reason is thwarted, for then there’s no rational
reason for the outcome of an individual experiment. There simply is no reason for when
a radioactive nuclei decays, or for the exact outcomes of any of the other cases for which
quantum mechanics gives only probabilistic predictions.

Whatever the fate of this new idea—and, as with any speculative new idea, we must ex-
pect that it may fail—we can see the fruitfulness of the hypothesis of the reality of time.
The reality of time is not just a metaphysical speculation; it is a hypothesis capable of in-
spiring new ideas and driving a robust research program.



13. The Battle Between Relativity and the Quantum

THE PRINCIPLE OF SUFFICIENT reason is central to the program of extending physics to the
scale of the universe as a whole, because it sets a goal of discovering a rational reason
for every choice that nature makes. The apparently free, uncaused behavior of individual
quantum systems presents a formidable challenge to that principle.

Can the demand for sufficient reason be satisfied even in quantum physics? This depends
on whether quantum mechanics can be extended to the universe as a whole and give the
most fundamental description of nature possible or is only an approximation to a very differ-
ent cosmological theory. If we can extend quantum theory to the universe as a whole, then
the free-will theorem applies at the cosmological scale. Since we assume there is no theory
more fundamental, it implies that nature is truly free. The freedom of quantum systems at
the cosmological scale would imply a limit to the principle of sufficient reason, because no
rational or sufficient reason could be given for the myriad of free choices quantum systems
make.

But in proposing this extension of quantum mechanics, we commit the cosmological fal-
lacy, wrenching a theory beyond the limited domain where it can be compared to experi-
ment. A more cautious response would be to explore the hypothesis that quantum physics is
an approximation, valid only for small subsystems. The missing information needed to de-
termine what a quantum system will do might still be present somewhere out in the universe,
so that it comes into play when we embed a quantum description of a small subsystem into
a theory of the universe as a whole.

Could there be a deterministic cosmological theory that gives rise to quantum physics
whenever we isolate a subsystem and ignore the rest? The answer is yes, but, as we are about
to see, it comes at a high cost.

According to such a theory, the probabilities of quantum theory are due only to our ignor-
ance of the whole universe, and the probabilities give way to definite outcomes at the level
of the universe as a whole. The quantum uncertainties originate when the cosmological the-
ory is truncated to describe a small part of the universe.

Such a theory has been called a hidden variables theory, because the quantum uncer-
tainties are resolved by information about the universe which is hidden to the experimenter
working on an isolated quantum system. Theories of this kind have been proposed and give
predictions for quantum phenomena which agree with those of quantum physics. So we
know that, at least in principle, this kind of resolution of the problems of quantum mechanics



is possible. Moreover, if determinism is restored by extending quantum theory to a theory
of the whole universe, then the hidden variables have to do not with a more precise descrip-
tion of the individual quantum system but with the relationship of that system to the rest of
the universe. We can then call them relational hidden variables.

According to the principle of maximal freedom, described in the last chapter, quantum
theory is the probabilistic theory in which intrinsic uncertainties are as large as possible.
Another way to put this is that the information we would need about an atom to restore
determinism, which is coded in relations of that atom to the universe as a whole, is maxim-
al. That is, the properties of each particle in the universe are maximally tied up in hidden
relations to the universe as a whole. Thus the problem of making sense of quantum theory
is central to the search for the new cosmological theory the other arguments of this book
point to.

Here’s the price of admission: It means giving up the relativity of simultaneity and
going back to a picture of the world in which an absolute definition of simultaneity holds
throughout the universe.

We have to proceed cautiously here—we don’t want to contradict the successes of re-
lativity theory. Among these are a successful marriage of special relativity with quantum
theory called quantum field theory. It is the basis of the Standard Model of Particle Physics
and makes a great many precise predictions, which have been upheld by the results of many
experiments.

Quantum field theory is, however, not without its problems. Among them are that a
tricky game must be played with infinite quantities before any predictions can be extracted.
Moreover, quantum field theory inherits all the conceptual problems of quantum theory and
offers nothing new toward their resolution. These old problems of quantum theory, together
with the new issues of infinities, suggest that quantum field theory, too, is an approxima-
tion to a deeper, more unified theory.

Thus, despite the successes of quantum field theory, many physicists, beginning with
Einstein, have wanted to go beyond it to a deeper theory that gives a complete description
of each individual experiment—which, as we have seen, no quantum theory does. Their
searches have consistently found an irreconcilable conflict between quantum physics and
special relativity. This conflict is something we need to understand as we contemplate the
rebirth of time in physics.

•

There is a tradition—starting with Niels Bohr—of claiming that quantum theory’s failure
to give a picture of what goes on in an individual experiment is one of its virtues rather
than a defect. As noted in chapter 7, Bohr argued skillfully that the goal of physics is not



to give such a picture but instead to create a language in which we can talk to each other
about how we set up experiments on atomic systems and what the results are.

I find Bohr’s writings fascinating but unconvincing. I feel the same way about some con-
temporary theorists, who argue that quantum mechanics is not “about” the physical world
but about the information we have about the physical world. These theorists argue that the
quantum state does not correspond to any physical reality; rather, it just codes the inform-
ation we observers can have about a system. These are smart people, and I enjoy arguing
with them, but I fear they’re selling science short. If quantum mechanics is only an al-
gorithm for predicting probabilities, can’t we do better? After all, something is going on
in an individual experiment. Something, and only that something, is the reality we call an
electron or a photon. Shouldn’t we be able to capture the essence of the individual elec-
tron in a conceptual language and a mathematical framework? Perhaps there is no principle
guaranteeing that the reality of each subatomic process in nature should be comprehens-
ible to human beings and expressible by us in language or mathematics. But shouldn’t we
at least make the attempt? So I side with Einstein. I believe there is an objective physical
reality and that something describable happens as an electron jumps from one energy level
of an atom into another. I then seek a theory to give this description.

The first hidden-variables theory was presented by Prince Louis de Broglie in 1927 at
an iconic gathering of quantum physicists called the Fifth Solvay Conference, shortly after
quantum mechanics was put in final form.1 It was inspired by the duality between wave and
particle that Einstein had suggested, which we discussed in chapter 7. De Broglie’s theory
resolved the conundrum of wave and particle in a way that is simplicity itself. He posited
that there is a real particle and a real wave. Both have material existence. Earlier, in his
1924 PhD thesis, he had posited that the wave/particle duality is universal, so that particles,
such as electrons, are also waves. In de Broglie’s 1927 paper, these waves propagate like
water waves, interfering and diffracting. The particle follows the wave. In addition to the
usual forces—electricity, magnetism, and gravity—the particle is pulled by a force called
the quantum force. This force pulls the particle toward the wave crest; hence, on average,
the particle is more likely to be found there, but the connection is probabilistic. Why? Be-
cause we don’t know where the particle started out. Since we are ignorant of the particle’s
initial position, we cannot predict exactly where it will be. The hidden variable we’re ig-
norant of is the exact position of the particle.

John Bell later proposed that de Broglie’s theory should be called a theory of beables, as
opposed to quantum theory, which is a theory of observables.2 A beable is something that
exists at all times, unlike an observable, which is a quantity evoked into existence by an
experiment. In de Broglie’s theory, both the particle and the wave are beables. In particular,
a particle always has a position, even if quantum theory cannot predict it precisely.
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Nonetheless, de Broglie’s picture of a quantum world where particles and waves are both
real did not catch on. In 1932, the great mathematician John von Neumann published a
book in which he proved that hidden variables were impossible.3 A few years later, a young
German mathematician named Grete Hermann pointed out that von Neumann’s proof had
a big hole in it.4 He had apparently committed the fallacy of assuming what he wanted to
prove and had fooled himself and others by cloaking the assumption in a technical axiom.
But her paper was ignored.

It took two decades for the error to be rediscovered. The American quantum physicist
David Bohm wrote a textbook on quantum mechanics in the early 1950s.5 Ruminating on
the mysteries of quantum theory, he reinvented de Broglie’s hidden variables theory—of
which he had been ignorant. He wrote a paper describing the new quantum theory, but
when he submitted it to a journal he received a referee report rejecting the paper because it
disagreed with von Neumann’s well-known proof of the impossibility of hidden variables.
Bohm quickly found the error in the proof and wrote a paper pointing it out.6 Since then,
the de Broglie–Bohm approach to quantum mechanics—as it is now called—has been pur-
sued by a small number of specialists; it is one of the approaches to the foundations of
quantum theory still actively pursued today.

With the de Broglie–Bohm theory, we understand that hidden-variables theories are a
possible option for the solution of the puzzles of quantum theory. Its study has proved use-
ful, because many of its features have been shown to apply to any possible hidden-variables
theory.

The de Broglie–Bohm theory has an ambivalent relationship to relativity theory. The
statistical predictions it makes agree with quantum mechanics and can be made compatible
with special relativity—and, in particular, with the relativity of simultaneity. But unlike
quantum mechanics, the theory does more than make statistical predictions; it gives a de-
tailed physical picture of what goes on in each individual experiment. The wave, which
evolves in time, influences where the particle travels; in so doing, it violates the relativity
of simultaneity, because the law by which the wave influences the particle’s motion can
be true only in one observer’s frame of reference. Thus, to the extent that we take the
deBroglie–Bohm hidden-variables theory as an explanation for quantum phenomena, we
have to believe that there is a preferred observer, whose clocks measure a preferred notion
of physical time.

This ambiguous relationship with relativity turns out to extend to any possible hidden
variables theory.7 Such a theory’s statistical predictions, which agree with quantum mech-
anics, will agree with relativity theory. But any more detailed picture of individual events
will violate the relativity principle and be interpretable only within a single observer’s
viewpoint.
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The de Broglie–Bohm theory has one big flaw, which is that it fails to satisfy one of our
criteria for a cosmological theory—the requirement that all actions be reciprocal. The wave
influences where the particle goes, but the particle has no influence on the wave. Because
of this, the theory is unsatisfactory as a cosmological theory. There is, however, an altern-
ative hidden-variables theory that eliminates this problem.

•

As a believer in Einstein’s view that there must be a deeper theory behind quantum theory,
I have since my student days tried to invent hidden-variables theories. Every few years, I
put my other research aside and attempt to solve this crucial problem. For many years, I
worked on an approach based on a hidden-variables theory written down by the Princeton
mathematician Edward Nelson. These attempts worked, but they all had an element of arti-
ficiality, in that certain forces had to be exquisitely balanced to reproduce the predictions of
quantum mechanics. In 2006, I wrote a paper explaining the technical reasons behind this
artificiality8 and then abandoned the approach.

One afternoon in early fall of 2010, I went to a cafe, opened a notebook to a blank page,
and thought about my many failed attempts to go beyond quantum mechanics. I began by
thinking about a version of quantum mechanics called the ensemble interpretation. This in-
terpretation ignores the futile hope of describing what goes on in an individual experiment
and instead describes an imaginary collection of all the things that might be going on in the
experiment. Einstein put it nicely: “The attempt to conceive the quantum-theoretical de-
scription as the complete description of the individual systems leads to unnatural theoretic-
al interpretations, which become immediately unnecessary if one accepts the interpretation
that the description refers to ensembles (or collections) of systems and not to individual
systems.”9

Consider the lone electron orbiting a proton in a hydrogen atom. According to the pro-
ponents of the ensemble interpretation, the wave is associated not with the individual atom
but with the imaginary collection of copies of the atom. In different members of this col-
lection, the electrons have different positions. Thus, if you were to observe the hydrogen
atom, the result would be as if you had picked out an atom at random from this imagin-
ary collection. The wave gives the probabilities of finding the electron in all those different
places.

I had liked this idea for a long time, but all of a sudden it seemed totally crazy. How
could an imaginary collection of atoms influence a measurement made on one real atom?
This would contradict the principle that nothing outside the universe can act on something
inside the universe. So I asked myself whether I could replace that imaginary collection
with a collection of real atoms. Being real, they would have to exist somewhere in the uni-
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verse. Well, there are in fact a great many hydrogen atoms in the universe. Could they be
the “collection” that the ensemble interpretation of quantum mechanics refers to?

Imagine that all the hydrogen atoms in the universe play a game together. In this game,
each atom recognizes which other atoms are in a similar situation with a similar history. By
“similar,” I mean that they would be described probabilistically by the same quantum state.
Two particles in the quantum world can have identical histories, and so be described by the
same quantum state, but differ in the precise values of their beables, such as position. When
an atom does recognize another atom as having a similar history, it copies its properties,
including the exact values of its beables. There’s no need for the two atoms to be close to
each other for one to copy the other’s properties; they just both have to exist somewhere in
the universe.

This is a highly nonlocal game, but we know that any hidden-variables theory has to ex-
press the fact that quantum physics is nonlocal. Although the idea may sound crazy, it may
be less crazy than having imaginary collections of atoms influence the real atoms in the
world. So I decided to play the idea out and see where it went.

One of the properties that gets copied is where the electron is, relative to the proton. So
the position of an electron in a particular atom will be jumping around as it copies the posi-
tions of electrons in other atoms in the universe. As a result of all this jumping, if I measure
where the electron is in a particular atom, it will be as if I had picked an atom randomly
from the collection of all similar atoms. So the quantum state is replaced by the collec-
tion of similar atoms. To make this work, I invented rules for the copying game that led to
the probabilities for the atom to respond to measurement exactly as it would according to
quantum mechanics.10

And I realized something that pleased me immensely: What if a system has no copies
in the universe? Then the copy game cannot go on, and quantum mechanics will not be
reproduced. This would explain why quantum mechanics does not apply to big complex
systems, such as cats and you and me: We are unique. It resolves the longstanding para-
doxes that arise if you apply quantum mechanics to big things like cats and observers. The
strange properties of quantum systems are restricted to atomic systems because those come
in a great many copies in the universe. The quantum uncertainties arise because these sys-
tems are continually copying one another’s properties.

I call this the real-ensemble interpretation of quantum mechanics, but in my notes it’s
the “White Squirrel” interpretation, named for a lone albino squirrel that has been sighted
in some of Toronto’s parks. You can imagine that all the gray squirrels are identical enough
that quantum mechanics applies to them—look to see where one is, and you might see an-
other and another. But the white squirrel perched momentarily on a tree branch seems to
have no copies and hence is not quantum mechanical. Like you or me, it may be seen as
having unique properties not shared with or copied from anything else in the universe.
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The game of jumping electrons violates special relativity. The jumps cross arbitrarily
large distances instantaneously, hence they require a notion of simultaneous events separ-
ated by large distances. This in turn requires faster-than-light transmission of information.
Nonetheless, the statistical predictions reproduce those of quantum theory and so can be
made consistent with relativity. But when you look behind the scenes, there is a preferred
simultaneity and hence a preferred time, just as in the de Broglie–Bohm theory.

In both hidden-variables theories I have described, the principle of sufficient reason is
satisfied. There is a detailed picture of what happens in individual events which explains
what quantum mechanics views as uncertain. But the price—the violation of the principles
of relativity theory—is high.

•

Could there be a hidden-variables theory compatible with the principles of relativity the-
ory? We know that the answer is no. If there were such a theory, it would violate the free-
will theorem—a theorem implying that there’s no way to determine what a quantum system
will do (hence no hidden-variables theory) as long as the theorem’s assumptions are satis-
fied. One of those assumptions is the relativity of simultaneity.

The aforementioned theorem of John Bell also rules out local hidden-variable theor-
ies—local in the sense that they involve only communication at less than the speed of light.

But a hidden-variables theory is possible, if it violates relativity.
As long as we’re just checking the predictions of quantum mechanics at the level of stat-

istics, we don’t have to ask how the correlations were actually established. It is only when
we seek to describe how information is transmitted within each entangled pair that we need
a notion of instantaneous communication. It’s only when we seek to go beyond the statist-
ical predictions of quantum theory to a hidden-variables theory that we come into conflict
with the relativity of simultaneity.

To describe how the correlations are established, a hidden-variables theory must embrace
one observer’s definition of simultaneity. This means, in turn, that there is a preferred notion
of rest. And that, in turn, implies that motion is absolute. Motion is absolutely meaning-
ful, because you can talk absolutely about who is moving with respect to that one observ-
er—call him Aristotle. Aristotle is at rest. Anything he sees as moving is really moving.
End of story.

In other words, Einstein was wrong. Newton was wrong. Galileo was wrong. There is no
relativity of motion.

This is our choice. Either quantum mechanics is the final theory and there is no penetrat-
ing its statistical veil to reach a deeper level of description, or Aristotle was right and there
is a preferred version of motion and rest.



14. Time Reborn from Relativity

WE HAVE SEEN THAT the reality of time opens up new approaches to understanding how
the universe chooses its laws while making possible a new resolution of the mysteries of
quantum mechanics. But we still have to surmount a big obstacle, which is the formidable
argument from special and general relativity in favor of the block-universe picture. This ar-
gument concludes that what is real is only the history of the universe as a timeless whole.1

The argument for the block universe rests on the relativity of simultaneity, which is an
aspect of the theory of special relativity (see chapter 6). But if time is real, in the sense of a
real present moment, there is a boundary all observers can agree on between the real present
and the not yet real future. This implies a universal, physical notion of simultaneity that in-
cludes distant events and, indeed, the whole universe. This can be called a preferred global
time (“global” here meaning that the definition of time extends throughout the universe). We
have a direct confrontation between an argument that there should be a preferred global time
and an argument that the principles of relativity theory preclude this. Also, as we saw in the
last chapter, a preferred global time is a necessary ingredient of any hidden-variables theory,
which would explain the choices made by individual quantum systems. Thus, as we also saw
in the last chapter, there is a conflict between the relativity of simultaneity and the principle
of sufficient reason.

The purpose of this chapter is to resolve the conflict in favor of the principle of sufficient
reason. This means giving up the relativity of simultaneity and embracing its opposite: that
there is a preferred global notion of time. Remarkably, this does not require overthrowing
relativity theory; it turns out that a reformulation of it is enough. The heart of the resolution
is a new and deeper way of understanding general relativity theory which reveals a new con-
ception of real time.

A preferred notion of global time picks out a family of observers, spread though the uni-
verse, whose clocks measure it. This implies a preferred state of rest, reminiscent of the
Aristotelian notion of rest, or the aether of 19th-century physics, both of which Einstein
punctured with his invention of special relativity. For physicists before Einstein, this aether
was necessary, because light waves needed a medium within which to propagate. Einstein
demolished it, because his principle of the relativity of simultaneity implies that there is no
aether, no state of being at rest.2

There is not only a contradiction here but also cause for depression. The elimination of the
aether was a great triumph of focused reasoning over lazy habits of thought. It was so easy
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to think of the world in Aristotle’s terms. Galileo and Newton established the relativity of
inertial frames, which made it impossible to detect a preferred state of rest by watching how
bodies move. But the idea of rest as natural still lurked silently in the minds of physicists,
giving a place for the aether to roost when theorists needed a medium for light to propag-
ate in. Only Einstein had the insight needed to demolish it altogether. And yet it seems we
have reasons to go back to the idea of a preferred global notion of time. The fact that this
contradicts the triumph of Einstein over the aether is a psychological barrier to taking the
arguments for the reality of time seriously—or at least it was in my case.

Before discussing how theory might resolve this contradiction, let’s look at what experi-
ment has to say. A preferred global notion of time implies a preferred observer, whose clock
measures that preferred time. This contradicts the relativity of inertial frames, according to
which there is no experimental or observational way to distinguish an observer supposedly
at rest from those moving with a constant but arbitrary velocity.

The first thing to note is that the universe is arranged in a way that does indeed pick out
a preferred state of rest. We know this because when we look around with our telescopes
we see the great majority of galaxies moving away from us at roughly the same speed in
every direction. But this can only be true of one observer, because someone moving rapidly
away from us and into space would see those galaxies ahead of her, which she is catching
up with, moving slower than those behind her. Moreover, we have good evidence that the
galaxies are uniformly distributed in space, at least when their positions are averaged over
a sufficiently large scale—that is, the universe seems to be the same when looked at in any
direction. From these facts, we can deduce that at each point in space there will be one
special observer who sees the galaxies moving away from her at the same speed in every
direction.3 So the motions of the galaxies pick out a preferred observer, and hence a pre-
ferred state of rest, at each point in space.

Another way to fix a preferred family of observers is to use the cosmic microwave back-
ground. These preferred observers see the CMB coming at them at the same temperature
from all directions in the sky.4

Happily, the two families of preferred observers coincide. The galaxies appear, on aver-
age, to be at rest in the same reference system in which the CMB comes at us at the same
temperature from all directions. So the universe is organized in a way that picks out a pre-
ferred state of rest. But this fact need not contradict the principle of the relativity of mo-
tion. A theory can have a symmetry that is not respected by its solutions. To the contrary:
Solutions of theories often break the theories’ symmetries. The fact that there is fundament-
ally no preferred direction in space does not prevent the wind from blowing from the north
today. Our universe represents just one solution to the equations of general relativity. That
one solution can be asymmetric—that is, it can include a preferred state of rest—without
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contradicting the principle that the theory has a symmetry. The universe might have started
off in a way that broke the symmetry.

On the other hand, we do want to ask why the universe is in a special state such that it
clearly picks out a preferred family of observers. This is another question about why the
initial conditions of the universe were so special. It’s a question that general relativity by
itself cannot answer—another clue that there’s something about the universe that isn’t cap-
tured by general relativity. So it’s worth considering the possibility that the preferred state
of rest in the universe represents something deeper. Perhaps it tells us something about a
level of physics below that of general relativity.

If the existence of a preferred state of rest in the universe represents something deeper,
then that state should show up in other kinds of experiments. But on scales smaller than
the cosmological, the principle of the relativity of inertial frames is pretty well tested. A
formidable amount of experimental evidence confirms the predictions of Einstein’s theory
of special relativity, much of which can be understood as testing whether or not there is a
preferred state of rest in nature.5

So the observations give us a mixed message. On the largest scale, there is evidence for
a preferred state of rest, which must be explained by something special in the initial con-
ditions of the universe. But on every smaller scale, the evidence is that the principle of
relativity rules. An ingenious solution to this conundrum has only recently been devised.
General relativity, it turns out, can be reformulated in a beautiful way as a theory with a
preferred notion of time. This reformulation is just another way to understand general re-
lativity, but it reveals a physically preferred synchronization of clocks throughout the uni-
verse. Furthermore, the choice of that preferred synchronization depends on the distribu-
tion of matter and gravitational radiation throughout the universe, so it is not a throwback
to Newton’s absolute time. Nor can it be discovered by any local measurements, so it is
completely compatible with the relativity principle for small subsystems of the universe.

The theory that enables this reversal of perspective is called shape dynamics.6 Its main
principle is that all that is real in physics is connected with the shapes of objects, and all
real change is simply changes in those shapes. Size means nothing, fundamentally, and the
fact that objects seem to us to have an intrinsic size is an illusion.

Shape dynamics was created by following a chain of thought proposed by Julian Bar-
bour, whose timeless quantum cosmology was discussed in chapter 7. Barbour is a great
advocate of the relational philosophy, and the road to shape dynamics began with his insist-
ence on making physics as relational as possible. Many of the key steps were taken by him
over the last decade, with Niall Ó Murchadha and several young collaborators, but the final
pieces were put in place in the summer and fall of 2010 by a trio of young people working
at Perimeter Institute: graduate students Sean Gryb and Henrique Gomes and a postdoc,
Tim Koslowski.7
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Once you know the basic ideas of relativity theory, it’s easy to understand shape dynam-
ics, because that theory is a natural next step. Let’s recall some aspects of simultaneity: It’s
meaningful to talk about two adjacent events occurring simultaneously. We can also order
them in time, and it makes sense to do so, because one event could be the cause of the oth-
er. But when we try to order events that are far from each other, we find there is no absolute
ordering that all observers can agree on. For some observers, the two events may be simul-
taneous; for other observers, one event may appear to be in the past of the other.

Barbour tells us that size behaves the same way. If we have two adjacent objects, it
makes sense to order them by size: If you can put a mouse into a box, it makes sense to say
that the mouse is smaller than the box. If you have two soccer balls, it makes sense to say
they have the same diameter. These comparisons make physical sense, and all observers
will agree about them.

But now let’s ask if the mouse here is smaller than a box in the next galaxy. Does this
question still make sense? Does it have an answer all observers will agree on? The problem
is that because they’re far away from each other, you cannot put the mouse into the box to
see whether it fits.

To answer the question, you can move the box to where the mouse is and see if the mouse
fits inside. But this answers a different question, because now the box and the mouse are
in the same place. How do we know there’s not some physical effect expanding everything
we move into our galaxy, so that a box the size of a mouse’s eye becomes, en route, large
enough to enclose the mouse? We might leave the box where it is and instead send a ruler
to it. But how do we know that the ruler doesn’t suffer the reverse effect, shrinking as it
travels from mouse to faraway box?

This is one line of thought that led Barbour and friends to propose that it’s not sensible to
compare the sizes of objects distant from one another. What you can do is compare shapes,
because shapes are not subject to the same kind of arbitrary modification. The one excep-
tion to the relativity of size is that the volume of the whole universe at each moment of
time must remain unchanged. It’s not easy to explain this in nontechnical language, but
what it means is that if you shrink everything at one place, there must at the same time be
somewhere else where you compensate by enlarging everything by the same amount, so
the overall volume of the universe doesn’t change. The volume can still of course change
in time as the universe expands.

Although shape dynamics is radical when it comes to sizes, it’s conservative when it
comes to time. There’s a single rate at which time flows. It’s the same throughout the uni-
verse, and you aren’t allowed to alter it.

General relativity is more or less the opposite. Sizes of objects are fixed and remain fixed
when you move them around, so it’s meaningful to compare the sizes of distant things.
What general relativity is flexible about is the rate of time. It is not meaningful to ask
whether a clock distant from us is running fast or slow with respect to a clock near us, be-



cause the speeding-up and slowing-down of distant clocks are among the funhouse changes
that observers will disagree about. Even if you synchronize your watch with a distant clock,
they can go out of sync, because there’s no physical meaning to their rates staying the same.

In a word, in general relativity size is universal and time is relative, whereas in shape
dynamics time is universal and size is relative. Remarkably, though, these two theories are
equivalent to each other, because you can—by a clever mathematical trick that isn’t ne-
cessary to go into here—trade the relativity of time for the relativity of size. So you can
describe the history of the universe in two ways, in the language of general relativity or the
language of shape dynamics. The physical content of the two descriptions will be the same,
and any question about an observable quantity will have the same answer.

When that history is described in the language of general relativity, the definition of time
is arbitrary. Time is relative and there’s no meaning to what it is at distant locations. But
when the history is described in the language of shape dynamics, a universal notion of time
is revealed. The price you pay is that size becomes relative and it becomes meaningless to
compare the sizes of objects far from one another.

Like the wave/particle picture of quantum theory, this is an example of what physicists
call a duality—two descriptions of a single phenomenon, each of which is complete yet
incompatible with the other. This particular duality is one of the deepest discoveries of con-
temporary theoretical physics. It was proposed in a different form8 in 1995 by Juan Malda-
cena in the context of string theory and has since become the most influential idea in that
field. As of this writing, the exact relationship between shape dynamics and Maldacena’s
duality is unclear, but it seems likely that there’s a correspondence.9

Whereas there’s no preferred time in general relativity, there is one in the dual theory.
We can use the fact that the two theories are interchangeable to translate time in the shape
dynamics world to the general relativity world. There it reveals itself as a preferred time,
hidden in the equations.10

This global notion of time implies that at each event in space and time there is a preferred
observer whose clock measures its passage. But there is no way to pick out that special ob-
server by any measurements made in a small region. The choice of the special global time
is determined by how matter is distributed across the universe. This coincides with the fact
that experiments agree with the principle of relativity on scales smaller than that of the uni-
verse. Thus, shape dynamics achieves an accord between the experimental success of the
principle of relativity and the need for a global time demanded by theories of evolving laws
and hidden-variable explanations of quantum phenomena.

As noted, one quantity not allowed to change when you expand and shrink scales is the
overall volume of the universe at each time. This makes the overall size of the universe and
its expansion meaningful, and this can be taken for a universal physical clock. Time has
been rediscovered.
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15. The Emergence of Space

THE MOST MYSTERIOUS aspect of the world is right in front of us. Nothing is more common-
place than space, yet when we examine it closely, nothing is more mysterious. I believe that
time is real and is essential for a fundamental description of nature. But I think it likely that
space will turn out to be an illusion of the sort that temperature and pressure are—a useful
way to organize our impressions of things on a large scale but only a rough and emergent
way to see the world as a whole.

Relativity theory merged space with time, leading to the block-universe picture, in which
both space and time are understood to be subjective ways of dividing up a four-dimensional
reality. The hypothesis of the reality of time frees time from the false constraints of this uni-
fication. We can develop our ideas of time with the understanding that time is very differ-
ent from space. This separation of time from space liberates space, too, opening a door to a
greater understanding of its nature. As we’ll see in this chapter, it leads to the revolutionary
insight that space, at the quantum-mechanical level, is not fundamental at all but emergent
from a deeper order.

The simple fact that the world of everyday objects is organized in terms of “near” and
“far” is a consequence of two basic features of reality: the existence of space and the fact that
things have to be in our neighborhood to affect us (the property that physicists call locality).
The world is full of things that represent either danger or opportunity, yet at any one time
you aren’t concerned with most of them. Why? Because they’re far away from you. The ti-
gers in countries across the ocean would eat you in a minute if they could, but you needn’t
worry, because they’re nowhere near you. This is the gift of space; almost everything is far
away from us and can be ignored for the time being.

Imagine a world containing an enormous variety of objects without the organization of
space. Anything might impinge on anything else at any time. There would be no distance to
keep things separated.

We are acutely aware, through our senses, of what’s close to us. But not much is. It is a
feature of space that not many things can occupy the spaces closest to you. This is a con-
sequence of space’s low dimensionality. Think of how many neighbors live directly next to
you. Just two families, one on each side. Now, how many neighbors could be directly ad-
jacent to you? Four—two families next door, one across the street, and one in back. If you
live in an apartment building, the number of neighbors closest to you grows to six, because
there are also the people underneath you and the college kids who listen to television until



three in the morning just above. The number of neighbors nearest you grows proportionally
to the number of dimensions—two in one dimension, four in two dimensions, six in three
dimensions. The relation is simple: The number of neighbors is twice the dimension.

So if we lived in a fifty-dimensional space, we could have a hundred nearest neighbors.
As it is, stuck in three dimensions, if we want to live in a building with a hundred other
families, it has to be a big apartment building, and most of them will not be close neigh-
bors. In three dimensions, we have neighbors we never meet.

This is, by the way, a problem in planning a scientific institute, where we want to max-
imize the chances for serendipitous interaction between people with different ideas and
interests. When Perimeter Institute first opened, with seven scientists, this was no prob-
lem; now that we have more than a hundred, it’s a challenge. As theoretical physicists, we
did contemplate increasing the number of dimensions in the building as we grew, but we
couldn’t get the architects to go for it.1

The fact is, we’re stuck in a low-dimensional world. This, more than anything else, keeps
us safe from tigers, insomniac neighbors with TV sets, and other beasts, but it’s also the
primary obstacle we face in attempting to increase our opportunities.

Before technology, the fact that the Earth’s surface is two-dimensional kept people re-
latively isolated. Most people met only a few hundred others in a lifetime—those within
walking distance. They did their best, arranging feasts and festivals to increase interaction
(just as scientists do) with neighboring villages, and a few intrepid traders ventured abroad.
But space made strangers of almost all of us.

Now we live in a world in which technology has trumped the limitations inherent in liv-
ing in a low-dimensional space. Consider just the effect of cell phones. I can pick up mine
and instantly be talking to almost anyone else, because 5 billion of the 7 billion people
on the planet have a mobile. This technology has effectively dissolved space. From a cell-
phone perspective, we live in a 2.5-billion-dimensional space, in which very nearly all our
fellow humans are our nearest neighbors.

The Internet, of course, has done the same thing. The space separating us has been dis-
solved by a network of connections that essentially brings everyone closer. In effect, we
live together in a higher-dimensional space. We’re fast becoming a world in which many
people may choose to live almost exclusively in that higher-dimensional space. All that’s
needed is a bit more virtual reality—so that, say, a cell-phone call will summon up a holo-
gram of the person you’re calling and project your hologram wherever they are.

In a high-dimensional world with unlimited potential for connection, you’re faced with
many more choices than in the physical world of three dimensions. Many of the challenges
facing our wired world are due to this vastly enlarged sea of possibilities, and many of the
social media that have proliferated are designed to exploit and manage them.
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Imagine a child brought up in that high-dimensional world, where space plays no role.
They will think of their world as a vast network in which a fluid and dynamic system
of connections keeps everyone one step away from everyone else. Imagine, now, that
someone pulls the plug. The power fails, and the citizens of the network fall into a more
constrained and less stimulating world. They discover that they really live in three dimen-
sions and that space separates most people. The number of neighbors shrinks from 5 billion
to a handful, and almost everyone is suddenly very far away.

This image is a metaphor for how some physicists are now thinking about space. We
(yes, I am among them) believe that space is an illusion and that the real relationships that
form the world are a dynamical network a bit like the Internet or cell-phone networks. We
experience the illusion of space because most of the possible connections are off, pushing
everything far away.

This picture emerges from a class of approaches to quantum gravity in which space is
not taken to be fundamental, but time is. These approaches posit a fundamental quantum
structure—one that doesn’t need space to define it. The idea is that space emerges, just
as thermodynamics emerges from the physics of atoms. Such approaches are background-
independent, because they do not assume the existence of a fixed-background geometry.
Rather, the primitive notion is of a graph or network, defined intrinsically, without referen-
ce to space.

The first of these approaches to be developed is called causal dynamical triangulations,
invented by Jan Ambjørn and Renate Loll and refined with their collaborators.2 This ap-
proach was followed by quantum graphity (so called because it proposes that the funda-
mental entities in nature are graphs), invented by Fotini Markopoulou3 and explored with
her collaborators.4 The intuitive picture I have just given, of space emerging from turning
off connections in a network, fits most closely into it. A third approach—in which there
is a global time, which is taken as fundamental but in which space is not emergent—was
introduced by Petr Horava.5 Certain approaches to string theory, called matrix-model ap-
proaches, also can be described this way.6

By taking time as fundamental, these approaches differ from older background-inde-
pendent approaches positing that spacetime—all together, as in the block universe—must
emerge from a more fundamental description in which neither space nor time is primitive.
These include loop quantum gravity, causal sets, and some other approaches to string the-
ory.

There are lessons to be learned from the successes and failures of each set of approaches.
These constitute the story to be told in this chapter.

A useful metaphor arising in several approaches to quantum gravity is to imagine that
space is not continuous but a lattice of discrete points (see Figure 13). Particles live on
the sites of the lattice and move by hopping to the nearest neighbors. Two particles exert a
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force or influence on each other only if they are neighbors. If the lattice is low-dimension-
al, the number of particles available for interaction is small; it goes up, as in our discussion
of human neighbors, with the dimensionality.

We can imagine light as photons that travel by hopping, neighbor by neighbor, along the
lattice. To send a photon to a faraway particle involves many hops and hence takes time.

Figure 13: Space as a lattice of points. A particle can only be at one of the nodes, and motion consists of jumping from
node to node.

Now think of a world on a network that has many more connections. Things are closer
to one another, in the sense that it takes fewer steps to connect through the network, so it
takes less time to send a signal between any two nodes of the network.

One of our principles for a new cosmology stipulates that nothing should act without be-
ing acted on. So if the network tells the particles how to move, shouldn’t the network also
change because of where the particles are? This would constitute an image of a physical
world not so different from our interconnected human world. The world is a dynamical net-
work of relationships; whatever lives on the network and the structure of the network itself
are both subject to evolution. This is how the world is envisioned in background-independ-
ent approaches to quantum gravity.



The theory of loop quantum gravity is the oldest and best developed of the background-
independent approaches to quantum gravity, so let’s start the story with it. Loop quantum
gravity describes space as a dynamical network of relationships. A typical quantum state of
the geometry of space can be depicted as a graph—that is, a figure containing many edges,
which join nodes, or vertices (see Figure 14). The edges (which indicate some kind of prim-
itive relationships among nodes) all have labels on them specifying the relations between
the nodes they connect. These labels can be taken as ordinary integers, one integer labeling
each edge. (The nodes have labels, too, but these have a more complicated description, and
I won’t trouble the reader with that here.)

Recall that in quantum physics, the energy of an atom is quantized and only certain states
with certain discrete energies have definite energy values. According to loop quantum
gravity, the volumes of regions of space are also quantized; they can have only certain dis-
crete values of the volume. The areas of surfaces are also quantized.7 Loop quantum grav-
ity gives precise predictions for the spectra of volume and area. These have potentially ob-
servable consequences—for example, they imply precise predictions for the spectra of ra-
diation that might be observed emanating from small black holes.8

Consider a piece of steel—say, a sewing needle. It looks smooth enough, but we know
that it’s made of atoms in a regular arrangement. If we peer down to the scale of the
atoms themselves, the smoothness of the metal gives way to a picture made up of discrete
units—atoms—connected to one another in a regular way. Space also appears “smooth,” or
continuous, but if loop quantum gravity is right, then space, too, is made of discrete units,
which can be thought of as “atoms” of space. If we could observe at the Planck scale, we
would see the smoothness of space transformed into this picture.
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Figure 14: A typical quantum state of the geometry of space, depicted as a graph.

In general relativity, as we have seen, the geometry of space turns out to be dynamical.
It evolves in time, in response to matter moving or gravitational waves propagating. But if
geometry is really quantum at the Planck scale, the changes in the geometry of space must
come from changes occurring at that scale. There must, for example, be oscillations in the
quantum geometry of space corresponding to the passage of a gravitational wave. A tri-
umph of loop quantum gravity is that the dynamics of spacetime, which is given in general
relativity by Einstein’s equations, can indeed be coded in simple rules for how the graphs
evolve in time9. These are illustrated in Figure 15.
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This coding of the Einstein equations into rules for graphs to change works both ways.
You can start with Einstein’s theory and follow a procedure for turning a classical theory
into a quantum theory. This procedure has been developed and tested on many different
theories. Applying it to general relativity is a technically challenging exercise, but when
carried out correctly it leads to the picture we have been describing here, with precise rules
for the graphs to change in time. In this way, we call loop quantum gravity the “quantiza-
tion” of general relativity.10

Figure 15: Rules for how graphs evolve in time in loop quantum gravity. Each move can act on a small part of the graph,
as shown.

Alternatively, you can start with the quantum rules for the graphs to change and ask if
the rules for classical general relativity can be derived as an approximation to them. This
is analogous to deriving the equations that describe the flowing of water from the funda-
mental laws followed by the atoms making up the water. This exercise is called deriving
the classical theory from the classical limit of the quantum theory. It’s a challenging one,
but recently there are positive results in loop quantum gravity.11 These employ a spacetime
approach to quantum spacetime called a spin-foam model, in which the network underly-
ing the geometry of space is taken to be a part of a bigger network encompassing space
and time. Hence the spin foam gives a quantum version of the block-universe picture, in
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which space and time are unified in a single structure. What is especially impressive is that
there are several independent results showing general relativity emerging from spin-foam
models.

It’s even easy to add matter to the quantum geometric picture. The story is the same as
the lattice model, only now the lattice can change. We can put particles on the nodes, or
vertices. They move by jumping from node to node, along the edges, just as in the lattice
model. If you look from far enough away, you don’t see nodes or graphs, you just see the
smooth geometry they approximate. The particle then looks as if it is traveling through
space. So perhaps when we throw a ball, what’s really happening is that the atoms in the
ball are hopping from atom of space to atom of space to atom of space.

However, the results that show general relativity emerging from loop quantum gravity,
as important as they are, come with some limitations. In some cases, the description is lim-
ited to a small region of spacetime surrounded by a boundary. The presence of the bound-
ary tells us that loop quantum gravity is best conceived as a description of a small region
of spacetime and hence fits into the Newtonian paradigm.

There are also results in string theory suggesting that spacetime can emerge in a bounded
region—at least when the cosmological constant takes on a negative value. These arise in
the context of the duality between general relativity and the scale-invariant theory conjec-
tured by Juan Maldacena that I mentioned in chapter 14. If his conjecture is correct—and
many results support it—then classical spacetime may emerge in the interior of a region
whose boundary has a fixed classical geometry.

Thus both loop quantum gravity and string theory suggest that quantum gravity can be
understood as describing regions of spacetime with boundaries, hence fitting within the
Newtonian paradigm. Their strongest results are achieved in the context of physics in a
box, without addressing the issue of whether or not the description can be scaled up to a
theory of the whole, closed universe.

Another assumption of the loop-quantum-gravity results on the emergence of spacetime
is that the graphs describing the quantum geometry of space are limited to those that
already look like a discrete picture of a low-dimensional space.12 In these cases, the locality
of space is captured by having each vertex, or node, in the graph connected to only a small
number of other vertices. Just as in a suburban neighborhood, each node has only a few
nearest neighbors. To travel between two widely separated nodes, a particle has to make
many hops. It takes time for a particle, or a quantum carrying information, to go a long way.
Hence there emerges a description of the world with a finite speed of light. However, there
are many states of quantum geometry in which there is no nice version of locality. There
are graphs in which every node is connected to every other node in just a few steps. So far,
loop-quantum-gravity methods do not illuminate how these quantum geometries evolve.
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Consider an example in two spatial dimensions—just a large region of a plane, as pic-
tured in Figure 13. This plane can have a quantum-geometric description, described in the
figure in terms of a graph. Now, consider two nodes that are many steps away from each
other in the graph; we’ll call these Ted and Mary. We can make a new graph from the old
one by adding another edge, which connects Ted directly to Mary (see Figure 16). This de-
picts a quantum geometry in which Mary and Ted are neighbors. It’s as if they had both
just bought cell phones; the space separating them has dissolved.

Figure 16: The addition of a nonlocal link disorders locality, bringing two faraway points close to each other.

If geometry really is quantum, then there are perhaps 10180 nodes within our observable
universe—that is, one node per Planck length cubed. If each is connected only to a few
nearby neighbors, then the quantum geometry can look, at large scales, just like a classic-
al geometry. The locality of space then emerges from the particular design of the quantum
geometry reproducing it. In this case, there are roughly the same number of edges as nodes,
because each node is connected to just a few neighbors. But by adding just one more edge
to the vast number of edges making up the quantum geometry, we violate the locality of
space in a drastic way, making it possible for widely separated nodes like Ted and Mary to



communicate essentially instantaneously. We call this disordering locality, and we call the
edge that was added a nonlocal link.13

It’s remarkably easy to disorder locality by adding just one nonlocal link. A single non-
local link would be one out of 10180 edges within the observable universe, but there are
10360 possible places to insert it. If you add it randomly to a graph with 10180 nodes, you’re
much more likely to be adding a nonlocal link than a local link, because the number of
ways to add a nonlocal one is so much greater than the number of ways to add it locally.
The node at one end can be connected to a small number of other nodes, if you want to
make a local connection. But if you don’t care about locality, the other end could hitch up
to any node in the universe. We see, again, what an enormous constraint locality is.

You might wonder how many nonlocal links could be added to the quantum geometry of
space before we take notice in the macro world. Because ordinary particles have quantum
wavelengths many orders of magnitude larger than the Planck scale, the probability of a
photon of visible light finding itself at the end of a nonlocal link so that it can hop directly
from Ted to Mary is very small. Rough estimates suggest that as many as 10100 such non-
local links can be added before experiments will easily detect a faster-than-light commu-
nication. This is a huge number (but nowhere near as large as 10180). Still, nodes connected
nonlocally to somewhere across the universe would be fairly common; there would be, on
average, more than one per cubic nanometer of space.

Once we allow nonlocal links, there are a vast number of ways that locality can be dis-
ordered. You could also have a few nodes that connected to many other nodes. These very
social nodes would act as gossips do in a social network, channeling a lot of information
throughout the universe, acting as shortcuts.

Might the universe be full of such nonlocal connections? How might their presence be
detected?

An obvious idea is that entanglement and other manifestations of nonlocality in quantum
theory are instances of disordered locality. Perhaps the fundamental level of descrip-
tion—in which there is no space, just a network of interactions, with everything potentially
connected to everything else—is the hidden-variables theory whose existence I argued for
in chapter 14. If so, then quantum theory and space would emerge together.14
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Figure 17: A long-distance link as a wormhole trapping a line of electric flux. Around one mouth of the wormhole is an
electric field appearing to originate at a point, which looks like a charged particle.

Another (and only mildly crazy) hypothesis is that the nonlocal links explain the mys-
terious dark energy that is causing an increase in the rate at which our universe is expand-
ing.15 An even bolder and less likely hypothesis is that they might explain the dark matter.16

And a still wilder hypothesis is that charged particles are nothing but the ends of nonlocal
links.17 This is reminiscent of an old idea of John Wheeler’s that charged particles might
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well be the mouths of wormholes in space, since wormholes are small (hypothetical) tun-
nels that connect widely separated locations in space. The field lines of an electric field end
on charged particles, but they also appear to end at wormholes, where they (presumably)
jump through the tunnel and come out the other end. One end would act like a particle with
positive charge, the other like a particle with negative charge.18 A nonlocal link could do
the same thing. It would trap a line of electric field and look like a particle and a faraway
antiparticle (see Figure 17).

•

A small number of nonlocal connections might be tolerated and even advantageous if one
of the aforementioned ideas turns out to work. But if there are too many of them, you run
into problems getting space to emerge. This is called the inverse problem.

It’s easy to approximate a particular smooth two-dimensional surface—let’s say the sur-
face of a sphere—by a network of triangles (see Figure 18). Such a graph is called the tri-
angulation of a surface. This is what Buckminster Fuller did when he invented the geodes-
ic dome, and there was a short period when they dotted the landscape, until people re-
membered the advantages of square rooms. But now let’s consider the inverse problem.
Suppose I give you a large number of triangles and tell you to construct a structure by glu-
ing them together, edge to edge. I don’t give you any guidance; I just tell you to assemble
the surface randomly from the triangles. It’s extremely unlikely that you’re going to pro-
duce a sphere. You’re probably going to get a crazy shape like those illustrated in Figure
19—a shape with spikes on it or some other complicated mess.
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Figure 18: Triangulating smooth two-dimensional surfaces.

The problem is that there are many more ways to put triangles together to make crazy
shapes than there are to make a nice two-dimensional spherical surface. In all these rogue
shapes, the atomic structure sticks out, because there’s a lot of complexity at the scale of
the individual triangles. So nothing like a nice space emerges.

The results showing general relativity emerging from loop quantum gravity evade the
inverse problem, because they’re based on a particular choice of graphs which can be con-



structed by triangulating space. These results are, within their context, impressive, but they
don’t tell us how to describe the evolution of more general graphs that would have lots of
nonlocal connections.

This, again, emphasizes how constraining and special is the locality of space. And it
teaches an important lesson. If space emerges from a quantum structure, then there must be
some principle or force that drives the “atoms” of space to assemble in a way that limits the
possible arrangements to those that “look like” space. In particular, the fact that each space
atom has only a few other space atoms in its neighborhood must be forced—because that
doesn’t happen in a random assembly of atoms of space.

Figure 19: Crazy geometries made by randomly gluing triangles together at their edges.

I have been talking about quantum general relativity as constructed via loop quantum
gravity, but the issue of the inverse problem afflicts other approaches to quantum gravity
involving the idea of space or spacetime having what amounts to an atomic structure. These
include the approaches called causal set theory, matrix models of string theory, and dynam-



ical triangulations. Each has attractive features that have motivated people to study it, and
each has run into the inverse problem.

The main question these approaches pose is why the real world looks like three-dimen-
sional space rather than a highly interconnected network.

To appreciate the difficulty, imagine that we live in the network of cell-phone users.
Space is nonexistent, and the only notion of distance, or of who is a neighbor and who is
not, is defined by who calls whom. If you talk with someone at least once a day, we’ll con-
sider the two of you to be nearest neighbors. The less often you call someone, the farther
away from that individual you will be. Now, notice how different and more flexible this
notion of distance is than distance in space. In space, as we saw, everyone has the same
number of potential nearest neighbors; in three-dimensional space, unlike in a cell-phone
network, no one can have more than six.

In a cell-phone network, you are also free to be as near or as far as you like from any
other user in the network. If I know how far you are from, say, 50,000 other users, that tells
me nothing about how far you might be from the 50,001st. The next user added might be a
stranger or might be your mother. But in space, proximities are rigid. Once you tell me who
your nearest neighbors are, I know where you live. I can tell how far away you are from
everybody else.

Consequently, it takes much more information to specify how a network is connected up
than it does to specify how objects are arranged in a two- or three-dimensional space. To
specify how connected the 5 billion cell-phone users are, I need to give a separate bit of
information for every potential pair of users. That’s roughly the square of 5 billion, which
is written as 2.5 x 1019. But to specify where every user is on the surface of the Earth, I
need only two numbers for each: their longitude and latitude—that is, a paltry 12 billion
numbers. So if space arises from turning off connections in a network, then there are a huge
number of potential connections that must be shut down.

How are these connections to be turned off?
The quantum-graphity approach to quantum gravity addresses this issue by supposing

that creating and maintaining connections in a network requires energy. Then it takes much
less energy to form a two- or three-dimensional lattice, like Figure 13, than it does to form
higher-dimensional lattices. This suggests a simple picture of the very early universe: At
the beginning, it was very hot, so there was enough energy to turn most connections on.
The early universe was therefore a world in which everything was connected to everything
else, in at most a few steps. As the universe cooled, the connections began to fail, until
only the few needed to make a three-dimensional lattice remained. This is a scenario for
the emergence of space (some of my colleagues talk about the Big Freeze rather than the
Big Bang). The process has also been called geometrogenesis.19
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Geometrogenesis can explain some puzzling features of the initial conditions of the uni-
verse, such as why the CMB radiation comes at us from all directions with the same tem-
perature and the same spectrum of fluctuations: It is because initially the universe was a
highly interconnected system. Geometrogenesis thus provides an alternative to the hypo-
thesis that the universe underwent a tremendous inflation early in its life.

Of course, the devil is in the details, and exactly how and why the Big Freeze should
result in a three-dimensional structure that looks regular, like the two-dimensional lattice
shown in Figure 13, rather than a more chaotic structure, is a question that is the subject of
current research.20

•

Solving the inverse problem turns out to teach us two important lessons about the nature of
time.

The first is that space is more likely to emerge in models of quantum universes that as-
sume the existence of a global time variable. This is illustrated by the dynamical-triangula-
tion models.

A triangulation is, as noted, a surface built from joining lots of triangles together, as in
a geodesic dome (see Figure 18). A three-dimensional curved space can be constructed in
an analogous way, by joining tetrahedrons, which are the three-dimensional analogues of
triangles. A dynamical-triangulation model uses these tetrahedrons as the atoms of space.
A quantum geometry is described not by a graph but by an arrangement of tetrahedrons
glued face to face.21 Such a configuration of space evolves in time, through a set of rules,
to build a discrete triangulated version of a four-dimensional spacetime (see Figure 20).

There are two kinds of dynamical-triangulation approaches: those in which spacetime is
atomized and meant to be emergent, as in the block-universe picture, and those in which
a universal notion of time is assumed and only space is asked to emerge. Otherwise the
constructions are very similar. The result is that a coherent spacetime emerges only in the
models in which time is assumed to be real. The other models—the ones without a global
time—fall victim to the inverse problem: that is, they are overwhelmed by an infection of
rogue geometries that look nothing like space (see Figure 19).
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Figure 20: Evolutionary rules for triangulations of surfaces.

The models that resolve the inverse problem are the ones known as causal dynamical tri-
angulations, invented by Ambjørn and Loll. These emergent spacetimes are partly realistic,
in that they have three dimensions of space and one of time; some of them are shown in
Figure 21. They are the first examples of quantum universes that look, on large scales, like
solutions of Einstein’s theory of general relativity. They even demonstrate that the volume
of space grows in time in the way the Einstein equations require.

There remain some issues to be resolved—for instance, whether these emergent space-
times resemble solutions of general relativity in sufficient detail to reproduce phenomena
such as gravitational waves and black holes. Another challenge is to understand the fate of
the global notion of time built into the models. An old question is whether the presence of
the global time violates the many-fingered-time symmetry of general relativity (see chapter
6). A newer way to ask this question is whether general relativity is—or can, by some ad-
justment of the model—be recovered in the form of shape dynamics, which, as we saw in
chapter 14, is a theory with a global time equivalent to general relativity.







Figure 21: A typical spacetime geometry emerging from a causal-dynamical-triangulation model.22

The second lesson is that if space is emergent, then there cannot be a relativity of simul-
taneity at the deepest level, because everything is connected to everything else. Since you
can send a signal between any two nodes in one or a few steps, there is no problem syn-
chronizing clocks. Hence, at that level, time must be global.

This lesson is illustrated by the results from quantum-graphity models. Here the setting
is a graph with a large number of nodes, any two of which are either connected or not. The
quantum geometries then include any graph that can be drawn connecting all the nodes.
A dynamical law turns connections on or off. Several models have been studied in which
different laws are assumed to turn the edges on and off. These models appear to have two
phases, analogous to two phases of water. There’s a high-temperature phase, in which al-
most all the edges are on, so every node is closely connected to every other node in one
or a very few steps. There’s no locality, because information can hop easily and quickly
between any two nodes. In this phase of the model, there’s nothing like space. But if you
cool the model, there appears to be a phase transition to a frozen phase, in which almost all
the edges turn off. As in a low-dimensional space, each node has just a few nearest neigh-
bors, and there are many hops between most pairs of nodes.

You can also put matter into a quantum-graphity model. Particles live on the nodes and
can hop from one node to another only when the edge connecting them is on. A dynamics
can be hypothesized that captures the principle of reciprocal action also realized in gener-
al relativity—the principle that geometry tells matter where it can move and matter tells
geometry how it can evolve. These models show some features of the emergence of space
and also have gravitational-type phenomena, such as analogues of quantum black holes,
where particles can be trapped for long periods of time. These black-hole regions are not
permanent; they slowly evaporate in a way that reminds us of Stephen Hawking’s process
of black-hole evaporation.

There’s much work yet to be done on these models before we can conclude that they
may be realistic—but already, simply as toy models, they have been of enormous heurist-
ic benefit. They show that if everything is potentially connected to everything else, then
there must be a global time. The relativity of simultaneity in special relativity is a conse-
quence of locality. Determining whether distant events are simultaneous is impossible be-
cause the speed of light imposes an upper limit on the transmission of signals. In special
relativity, you can determine simultaneity only when two events are at the same place. But
in a quantum universe where every particle is potentially one step away from every other
particle, everything is essentially “at the same place.” In such a model, there’s no problem
synchronizing clocks, so there is a universal time.
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When space emerges in such a model, so does locality. So, also, does the existence of a
speed limit for transmission of signals. (This has been shown in some detail in quantum-
graphity models.23) As long as you look only at phenomena in the emergent spacetime and
don’t probe down to the scale of the spacetime atoms, special relativity will seem approx-
imately true—which reinforces the main lesson the models and theories described in this
chapter teach us: Space may be an illusion, but time must be real.

The development of our understanding of quantum gravity continues. There is much
value in all the approaches discussed here. They each teach us something important about
potential quantum-gravitational phenomena that might be observed in nature; they also
teach us about the consequences of different hypotheses, the challenges each faces, and
possible strategies to overcome them. The more successful approaches either fit into the
Newtonian paradigm and teach us about quantum spacetimes in a box or, if they rise to the
cosmological challenge, point us toward the reality of time.
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16. The Life and Death of the Universe

WE NOW TURN TO THE most important and puzzling question we can ask about the universe:
Why is it hospitable to life? We’ll see that a big part of the answer is that time is real.

If time is truly real, then there should be features of the universe that are explicable only if
we assume that time is fundamental. These features should appear mysterious and accident-
al on the contrary assumption—that time is emergent. There are indeed such features; they
are captured by the observation that our universe has a history of evolving from the simple
to the complex. This gives time a strong directionality—we speak of the universe having an
arrow of time. Directionality is highly unlikely in a world in which time is inessential and
emergent.

Look around. Either with the naked eye or through the most powerful telescope, we see a
universe that is highly structured and complex.

Complexity is improbable. It requires explanation. Nothing can jump immediately from
a simple to a very complex organization. Great complexity requires a series of small steps.
These occur in a sequence, which implies a strong ordering of events in time.

All scientific explanations of complexity require a history, during which the levels of
complexity rachet up slowly and incrementally. This is climbing Richard Dawkins’s Mount
Improbable.1 So the universe must have a history, which played out in time. There’s a causal
order required to explain how the universe came to its present state.

According to 19th-century physicists and some of our contemporary speculative cosmo-
logists who embrace the timeless picture, the complexity we see around us is accidental and
necessarily temporary. In their view, the universe is fated to end in a state of equilibrium.
This is a state, called the heat death of the universe, in which matter and energy are uni-
formly distributed throughout the universe and nothing ever happens except rare random
fluctuations.2 Most of the time these random fluctuations dissipate as soon as they appear,
constructing nothing. But, as I will explain in this and the next chapters, the principles set
down in chapter 10 for a new cosmological theory will help us understand why a universe
with increasing complexity is natural and necessary.

So two different roads lie before us, leading to starkly different versions of the future of
the universe. In the first picture, there is no future, because there is no time. Time is an illu-
sion that is at best a measure of change, an illusion that will end when change ceases.
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In the time-bound picture I propose, the universe is a process for breeding novel phe-
nomena and states of organization, which will forever renew itself as it evolves to states of
ever higher complexity and organization.

The observational record tells us unambiguously that the universe is getting more in-
teresting as time goes on. Early on it was filled with a plasma in equilibrium; from that
simplest of beginnings, it has evolved enormous complexity over a wide range of scales,
from clusters of galaxies to biological molecules.3

The persistence and growth of all this structure and complexity is perplexing, because it
rules out the simplest explanation for the structure we see—which is that it’s an accidental
arrangement. An accident wouldn’t result in structures that persisted for billions of years
whose complexity continually increased over time. As I will shortly explain, if the com-
plexity we see around us were accidental, it would almost certainly be decreasing rather
than increasing over time.

The prediction that the universe will end in a heat death is yet another step in the ex-
pulsion of time from physics and cosmology, and akin to the ancient idea that the natural
state of the universe is one without change. The oldest impulse in cosmological thinking is
that the world’s natural state is an equilibrium—that is, a state in which, since everything is
in its natural place, there is no impulse toward organization. This was the essence of Aris-
totelian cosmology, which, as I described in chapter 2, was based on a physics within which
every essence has a natural motion: For example, earth seeks the center, whereas air’s nat-
ural motion is upward.

The only reason there is still change in the earthly realm, according to Aristotle, is that
there are other causes of motion, classed as imposed motions, which can move something
out of its natural state. Humans and animals are sources of imposed motions, but there are
others. Hot water admits air into it, and so partly takes on the natural upward motion of air
and rises until it cools, at which point it expels the air and falls as rain. The ultimate source
of this imposed motion is heating from the sun, which is a part of the heavenly realm. One
way or another, the source of all imposed motion is the sun. Were the earthly sphere dis-
connected from the heavens and left to itself, everything would come to equilibrium, at rest
in its natural place, and change would cease.

Modern physics has its own notion of equilibrium, which is characterized by the laws
of thermodynamics. These apply to physics in a box. The context for the laws of thermo-
dynamics is an isolated system, which exchanges neither energy nor material with its sur-
roundings.

We have to be careful, though, not to confuse notions of equilibrium in Aristotle or New-
ton from the modern notion of thermodynamic equilibrium. Equilibrium in Aristotle and
Newton arises from balances of forces. A bridge stands up because the forces on each
girder and rivet are balanced. The notion of equilibrium in modern thermodynamics is com-
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pletely different. It applies to systems with a very large number of particles and refers in an
essential way to notions of probabilities.

Before we talk about the heat death of the universe, we’d better be sure to understand
our terms. This means, most of all, understanding the meaning of entropy and the second
law of thermodynamics.

•

The key to understanding modern thermodynamics is that it involves two levels of descrip-
tion. There’s the microscopic level, which is a precise description of the positions and mo-
tions of all the atoms in any particular system. This is called the microstate. Then there’s
the macroscopic level, or macrostate of the system, which is a broad-brush approximate
description in terms of a few variables, such as the temperature and pressure of a gas.
Studying a system’s thermodynamics involves assessing the relationship between these two
levels of description.

A simple example is a standard brick building. The macrostate in this case is the archi-
tectural drawing; the microstate is exactly where each brick goes. The architect needs to
specify only that brick walls of such-and-such dimensions are built, with openings for win-
dows and doors. He doesn’t need to say which bricks go where. Most bricks are identical,
so it doesn’t affect the structure if two identical bricks are swapped. Thus there are a huge
number of different microstates that give the same macrostate.

Let’s contrast this with a building by Frank Gehry, like the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao,
whose outer surface is made up of individually crafted metal sheets. To make the curved
surfaces of Gehry’s designs, each sheet must be different, and it matters where each one
goes. The building will take the form intended by the architect only if each and every met-
al sheet goes in its precise place. In this case, the architectural drawing again specifies the
macrostate, and where each sheet goes is the microstate. But unlike the traditional brick
building, there is no freedom to tamper with the microstate. There is only one microstate
that gives the intended macrostate.

The concept of how many microstates could give the same macrostate thus gives us a
way to explain how Gehry’s buildings are so revolutionary. This concept has a name, which
is entropy. The entropy of a building is a measure of the number of different ways to put
the parts together to realize the drawing of the architect. A standard brick building has a
very high entropy. A building by Frank Gehry can have an entropy of zero, corresponding
to its unique microstate.4

We can see from this example that entropy is inverse to information. It takes a lot more
information to specify the design for a Gehry building because you need to tell exactly how
to fabricate each piece and exactly where every piece goes. It takes much less information
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to specify the design of a normal brick building because all you need to know are the di-
mensions of its walls.

Let’s see how this method works in a more typical example from physics. Consider a
container full of gas consisting of a very large number of molecules. The fundamental de-
scription is microscopic: It tells where each molecule is and how it’s moving. This is a
huge amount of information. Then there is a macroscopic description, in which the gas is
described in terms of its density, temperature, and pressure.

Specifying the density and temperature requires much less information than is needed
to say where each atom is. Consequently, there’s an easy way to translate from the micro-
scopic description to the macroscopic, but not vice versa. If you know where each molec-
ule is, you know the density and the temperature, which is the average energy of motion.
But going the other way is impossible, because there are a great many different ways the
individual atoms can be arranged microscopically that will result in the same density and
temperature.

To translate from the microstate to the macrostate, it is useful to count how many mi-
crostates are consistent with a given macrostate. As in the examples of the buildings, this
number is given by the entropy of the macroscopic configuration. Note that entropy defined
this way is a property only of the macroscopic description. Entropy is hence an emergent
property; it makes no sense to attribute an entropy to the precise microstate of a system.

The next step is to relate the entropy to probability. You do this by making an assump-
tion, which is that all microstates are equally probable. This is a physical postulate, justi-
fied by the fact that the atoms in a gas are in chaotic motion, which tends to shuffle and
hence randomize their motions. The more ways there are to make a macrostate from micro-
states—that is, the higher the entropy of a macrostate—the more likely it is to be realized.
The most probable macrostate, given that the microstate is random, is called the state of
equilibrium. Equilibrium is also the state with the highest entropy.

Take a cat apart into its constituent atoms and mix those atoms randomly in with the air
in a room. There are many more microstates in which the cat’s atoms are randomly mixed
in the air then there are microstates where the cat is reassembled and sitting on the couch,
licking its fur and purring. The cat is a highly improbable way for the atoms to be arranged,
hence it has low entropy and high information, compared to a random mixing of the same
atoms into the air.

Atoms in a gas move about chaotically, colliding often. When they collide, they send
one another off, moving in more-or-less random directions. So time tends to shuffle the
microstate. If the microstate doesn’t start out random, it will be random pretty soon. This
suggests that if we start from a state other than the equilibrium state, with a low entropy, the
most likely thing to happen as time goes on is that the microstate becomes more random,
increasing the entropy. This is the statement of the second law of thermodynamics.



To see how this works, we next consider a simple experiment. We need a deck of cards
and a card shuffler. Let’s assume that when the experiment begins, the cards are in order.
After that, all that happens is that once every second the cards get shuffled by the shuffler.
The experiment is to observe what happens to the order of the cards as they are repeatedly
shuffled.

The cards start out ordered, but each shuffle makes the order more and more random.
The entropy tends to go up. After enough shuffles, it’s impossible to tell the order apart
from a purely random order; consequently any memory of the initial ordering has been es-
sentially lost.

This tendency for order to dissipate into disorder is captured by the second law of ther-
modynamics. In this context, the law says that shuffling a deck of cards will tend to destroy
any special ordering the cards may have had initially, replacing it with random ordering.

Entropy doesn’t always go up. Every once in a while, a shuffle will take the entropy
down—for example, by returning the cards to the original order. It’s just much more prob-
able for a shuffle of an ordered deck to increase the entropy than decrease it. The more
cards there are in a deck, the less likely it will be that a shuffle produces a complete re-
ordering. Hence, the longer will be the intervals between shuffles that completely order the
deck. Nonetheless, as long as there is a finite number of cards in the deck, there is a time by
which the shuffles, taking place at one per second, are likely to have produced a complete
reordering. This is called the Poincaré recurrence time. If you watch a system over much
shorter times, you will likely only see entropy go up. But watch the system for longer than
the Poincaré recurrence time and you will likely see entropy go down as well.

The story of the role of randomness in the ordering of the cards can be transferred to the
gas. Ordered configurations of the atoms in the gas exist, such as configurations in which
all the atoms are on one side of the box and are all moving in the same direction. These
configurations are analogous to those in which all the cards are ordered. But although these
ordered configurations of the atoms exist, they are much rarer than configurations in which
the atoms are randomly placed throughout the box and moving in random directions.

If we start with the atoms all in one corner of the box, all moving the same way, we will
see that as they move and scatter off one another, they spread across the box, filling it en-
tirely. After some time, the positions of the atoms will be completely shuffled, so that the
density of atoms in the box becomes uniform.

At roughly the same rate, the directions the atoms move in and their energies will be
randomized as they collide. Eventually, most of the atoms will have close to the average
energy, which is the temperature.

No matter how ordered and unusual is the configuration you start with, after a while the
density and temperature of the atoms in the box will be uniform and randomized. This is
the state of equilibrium. Once the gas reaches equilibrium, most likely it will stay there.



The second law of thermodynamics, in this context, says that over short times the most
likely change in entropy is a positive number, or at least zero. If you start with a config-
uration out of equilibrium, you are starting with a configuration of lower probability and
thus lower entropy. The most probable thing to happen is that the configuration is further
randomized by the collisions of the atoms, hence increasing the probability of the configur-
ation. So the entropy goes up. If you start in equilibrium, where the entropy is maximized
because the configuration is already randomized, the most likely thing to happen is for the
configuration to stay randomized. But if you watch the atoms over a very long period, there
will, as noted, be improbable fluctuations that lead the gas to a more ordered state. The
most probable of these fluctuations are subtle: just a bit more density at one place and a bit
less elsewhere. Much less probable will be fluctuations that take all the atoms back to one
corner of the box. But given enough time, these will occur. As long as the number of atoms
is finite, there will be fluctuations leading to any configuration, no matter how rare.

But you don’t have to wait to see physical effects of such fluctuations. Einstein famously
used a study of the fluctuations of the molecules in a liquid to demonstrate the existence
of atoms. He hypothesized that a liquid, such as water, is made of molecules in random
motion, and he pondered the effect of these motions on a tiny particle, like a pollen grain,
suspended in the water. The water molecules are too small too see, but their influence can
be seen in the motion of the grain, which is just big enough to be seen in a microscope. The
grain is knocked around by collisions with the molecules, causing it to go into a kind of
random dance.

By measuring how energetically the pollen grain dances, you can deduce how many mo-
lecules impact it per second and with what force. In one of his 1905 papers, Einstein made
testable predictions, later borne out, about the properties of atoms, including the number
of atoms in a gram of water.5 From this and many similar experiments, we know that such
fluctuations are real and a part of the story of thermodynamics.

The fluctuations resolve a major paradox that bedeviled early studies of thermodynam-
ics. Originally, the laws of thermodynamics were introduced without the notion of atoms
or probability. Gases and liquids were treated as continuous substances, and entropy and
temperature were defined without the notion of probability, as if they had a fundamental
meaning. In this original formulation, the second law said simply that in any process en-
tropy either went up or remained the same. Another law said that when entropy is maxim-
ized, a system has the same temperature everywhere.

In the middle of the 19th century, James Clerk Maxwell and Ludwig Boltzmann deve-
loped the hypothesis that matter was made of atoms moving randomly, and they attempted
to derive the laws of thermodynamics from applying statistics to the motions of large num-
bers of atoms. For example, they proposed that temperature was just the average energy of
random atomic motion. They introduced entropy and the second law much as I have here.
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But most physicists back then didn’t believe in atoms. Consequently, they rejected these
efforts to ground the laws of thermodynamics in atomic motion and invented powerful ar-
guments to show that the laws of thermodynamics couldn’t be derived from that motion.
One such argument went as follows: The laws of motion that atoms (if they exist) must
obey are reversible in time (as I discussed in chapter 5). If you take a movie of a bunch of
atoms moving according to Newton’s laws and run the movie backward, you also have a
possible history consistent with Newton’s laws. But the second law of thermodynamics is
not reversible, because it says that entropy always increases or stays the same but never de-
creases. It is impossible, the skeptics argued, that a law that is not reversible in time could
be derived from laws that are—i.e., those governing the motions of the putative atoms.

The right answer to this was given by Paul and Tatiana Ehrenfest, a young couple who
were protégés of Boltzmann and later became friends of Einstein.6 They showed that the
second law as formulated in pre-atomic physics was wrong. Entropy does indeed decrease
sometimes, it is just not probable that it will. If you wait long enough, fluctuations will
occasionally reduce a system’s entropy. So fluctuations are a necessary part of the story
of how thermodynamics was reconciled with the existence of atoms obeying fundamental
time-reversible laws.

Nonetheless, even the correct picture seems devoid of hope for the future, because any
isolated system will, on these principles, eventually come to equilibrium—after which
there is no meaningful cumulative change, no growth of structure or complexity, but only
an infinite equilibrium in which nothing happens but random fluctuations.

A universe in equilibrium cannot be complex, because the random processes that bring
it to equilibrium destroy organization. But this does not mean that complexity itself can
be measured by the absence of entropy. To fully characterize complexity we need notions
beyond the thermodynamics of systems in equilibrium; these are the subject of the next
chapter.

•

When we view cosmology from the perspective of thermodynamics, the question of why
the universe is interesting becomes even more puzzling. From the point of view of the
Newtonian paradigm, the universe is governed by a solution to the equations of some law.
That law may be approximated by some combination of general relativity and the Standard
Model of Particle Physics, but the details don’t matter. The solution that governs the uni-
verse is picked out from an infinite set of possible solutions and can be specified by picking
initial conditions at or near the time of the Big Bang.

What we learn from thermodynamics is that almost every solution to the laws of physics
describes a universe in equilibrium, because the definition of equilibrium is that it is com-
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posed of the most probable configurations. Another implication of equilibrium is that a
typical solution to the laws is time-symmetric—in that local fluctuations to a more ordered
state are just as probable as fluctuations to a less ordered state. Running the movie back-
ward results in a history equally probable and on average equally time-symmetric. We can
say that there is no overall global arrow of time.

Our universe looks nothing at all like these typical solutions to the laws. Even now, more
than 13 billion years after the Big Bang, our universe is not in equilibrium. And the solu-
tion that describes our universe is time-asymmetric. These properties are extraordinarily
unlikely, were the solution that describes our universe to be picked randomly.

The question of why the universe is interesting and appears to be getting more so is akin
to the question of why the second law of thermodynamics has yet to act to randomize the
universe into thermal equilibrium, in spite of billions of years of apparent opportunity to do
just that.

•

The simplest sign that our universe is not in thermal equilibrium is that there is an arrow
of time. The flow of time is marked by a strong asymmetry: We feel and observe ourselves
moving from the past into the future.

Countless phenomena attest to the directionality of time. Many things are irreversible
(a car accident, a badly chosen phrase spoken to an insecure friend, a spilt glass of milk).
Hot cups of coffee cool down rather than the reverse; sugar mixes into them, not out; and
dropped cups shatter into pieces that, left to themselves, will never reassemble. We all age
in the same direction; books and movies in which someone goes from moribund old age to
infanthood are fantasies, never to be realized in life.7

In equilibrium there is no such arrow of time. In equilibrium, order can increase only
temporarily, through a random fluctuation. These excursions from equilibrium look, on av-
erage, the same when run forward or backward. If you took a movie of the motions of
atoms in a gas in equilibrium and ran it backward, you wouldn’t be able to tell which was
the original version and which was reversed. Our universe is not like this.

The strong arrow of time we see in our universe requires explanation, because the fun-
damental laws of physics are time-symmetric. Any solution to their equations has a ghost-
companion solution, which behaves just like the first but with the film run backward (with
the added subtlety that left and right are switched and particles are replaced by their anti-
particles). Thus the fundamental laws would not be violated if some people did age back-
ward, or certain cups of coffee left on the counter got hotter, or shattered cups reassembled
themselves spontaneously.
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Why do these things never happen? And why do all these different asymmetries in time
point the same way—toward increasing disorder? This is sometimes called the problem of
the arrow of time.

There are actually several different arrows of time in our universe.
The universe is expanding and not contracting. We call this the cosmological arrow of

time.
Small bits of the universe, left to themselves, tend to become more disordered in time

(the spilt milk, the air equilibriating, and so on). This is called the thermodynamic arrow of
time.

People, animals, and plants are born as infants, grow up, age, then die. This can be called
the biological arrow of time.

We experience time flowing from the past into the future. We remember the past but not
the future. This is the experiential arrow of time.

There is another—less apparent than the preceding arrows but nonetheless a major clue.
Light moves from the past into the future. Hence, the light that reaches our eyes gives us
a view of the world in the past, not the future. This is called the electromagnetic arrow of
time.

Light waves are produced by the motion of electric charges. Wiggle a charge and light
spreads out, always moving outward into the future, never into the past. This seems to ap-
ply to gravitational waves as well. So there is a gravitational-wave arrow of time.

Our universe apparently contains many black holes. A black hole is highly asymmetric
in time. Anything can fall in, but all that comes out is Hawking thermal radiation. A black
hole is a device for taking anything and turning it into a gas of photons in equilibrium. This
irreversible process produces a lot of entropy.

But what about white holes? These hypothetical objects are solutions of general relativ-
ity gotten by reversing the direction of time in black holes. White holes behave in the op-
posite way from black holes. Nothing can fall into a white hole, but anything might come
out of one. A white hole could look like the spontaneous appearance of a star, which is what
you get if you take a movie of the collapse of a star into a black hole and run it backward.
Astronomers have not seen anything that could be interpreted as a white hole.

Even if you consider just black holes, there is something strange about our universe. Ac-
cording to the equations of general relativity, it could well have started out filled with black
holes. But, as noted in chapter 11, it seems there were none at all in the early universe. All
the black holes we know about seem to have formed long after that, from the collapse of
massive stars.

Why are there only black holes and no white holes? And why did the universe not start
off filled with black holes? There seems to be a black-hole arrow of time, indicated by the
absence of black holes in the universe’s early history.



Could there be a galaxy on the other side of the universe where some of these arrows of
time run backward? There’s no evidence of this. We might live in a universe where some of
the arrows of time are reversed from place to place, but apparently we don’t. Why is this?

These distinct arrows of time are facts about our universe that require explanation. Any
explanation offered for them rests on assumptions about the nature of time. The explana-
tion offered by someone who believes time is emergent from a timeless world will differ
from one offered by someone who believes time is fundamental and real.

Related to this is the question of whether or not the laws of physics are reversible. As
noted in chapter 5, the fact that the laws of nature are time-reversible can be taken as evid-
ence in favor of the view that time is not fundamental. How are we to explain the arrows
of time if the laws of nature are reversible in time? The arrows of time each represent an
asymmetry in time; how could they arise from time-symmetric laws?

The answer is that the laws act on initial conditions. The laws may be symmetric with
regard to reversing the direction of time, but the initial conditions need not be. Initial con-
ditions can evolve to final conditions that are easily distinguished from them. In fact this is
the case: The initial conditions of our universe appear to have been finely tuned to produce
a universe that is asymmetric in time.

Here’s an example. The initial expansion rate of the universe, which is set by the initial
conditions, seems to have maximized the production of galaxies and stars. Had it been
much faster, the universe would have diluted too quickly for galaxies and stars to form.
Had it been too slow, the universe might have collapsed directly to a final singularity be-
fore stars got a chance to form. The expansion rate was ideal for the production of lots of
stars, and it is the stars that, by pouring hot photons into cold space for billions of years,
keep the universe away from equilibrium and so explain the thermodynamic arrow of time.

The electromagnetic arrow of time can also be explained by time-asymmetric initial con-
ditions.8At the universe’s beginning, there were no electromagnetic waves. Light was pro-
duced only later, by the motion of matter. This explains why, when we look around, the im-
ages the light carries gives us information about the matter in the universe. If we just went
by the laws of electromagnetism, it could be otherwise. The equations of electromagnetism
allow the universe to begin with light traveling freely. That is, light would have formed dir-
ectly in the Big Bang rather than being emitted from matter later on. In a universe like that,
any images of objects that light carried away from matter would be swamped by the light
coming straight from the Big Bang.

In such a world, we would not see stars and galaxies when we looked back with our tele-
scopes. We might just see a random mess. Or, for that matter, the light formed in the Big
Bang might carry images of things that were never there, like images of a garden with ele-
phants munching on giant asparagus.
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This is what the universe would look like if we took a movie of it at a time far in
the future and ran it backward. In the far future, there will be lots of images traveling
around—images of things that once existed. But if we run the movie backward in time, we
see a universe filled with images of things that have yet to happen. Indeed, light carrying
an image would flow into the event that the image represented and end there. The light we
would see would tell us only about things yet to happen.

We don’t live in such a universe, but if possible universes correspond to solutions of
the laws of physics, we might. To explain why we see only things that happen or have
happened and never anything yet to happen or that will never happen, we have to impose
strict initial conditions. These forbid the universe to start with any light carrying images
and flying freely about. This is a severely asymmetric condition to impose, but it is needed
to explain the electromagnetic arrow of time.

A similar story holds for the gravitational-wave and black-hole arrows of time. If the
fundamental laws are time-symmetric, then the whole burden of explaining why our uni-
verse is time-asymmetric falls on the choice of initial conditions. So you have to impose
the condition that initially in the universe there are no gravitational waves moving freely,
no initial or early black holes, and no white holes.

This point has been emphasized by Roger Penrose, and he has proposed a principle to
explain it, which he calls the Weyl curvature hypothesis.9 The Weyl curvature is a mathem-
atical quantity that is non-zero whenever there is gravitational radiation or black or white
holes. Penrose’s principle is that at the initial singularity this quantity vanishes. He notes
that this agrees with what we know about the early universe. It’s a time-asymmetric condi-
tion, because it is certainly not true at late times in the universe. At late times, the universe
has lots of gravitational waves and lots of black holes. Hence, Penrose argues, to explain
the universe we see, this time-asymmetric condition has to be imposed on the choice of
solution of the (time-symmetric) laws of general relativity.

That explaining our universe requires time-asymmetric initial conditions greatly weak-
ens the argument that time is unreal because the laws of nature are time-symmetric. You
cannot ignore the role of the initial conditions and declare that the past is like the future
when, to agree even roughly with our universe, initial conditions have to be chosen that are
very unlike those conditions that have evolved.10

The burden of explanation then falls on the question of how the initial conditions were
chosen. But we know of no rational explanation for how they were chosen, so we reach a
dead end, leaving a critical question about our universe unanswered.

There’s another and much simpler option. We believe that our laws are approximations
to some deeper law. What if that deeper law were time-asymmetric?

If the fundamental law is time-asymmetric, then so are most of its solutions.11 There
need then be no problem explaining why we never observe crazy things that would arise
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from running natural processes backward, because the time-reversal of a solution to the law
will no longer be a solution. The mystery of why we see only images from the past and not
the future is solved. The fact that the universe is highly time-asymmetric would be direc-
tly explained by the time asymmetry of the fundamental law. A time-asymmetric universe
would no longer be improbable, it would be necessary.

This is what I understand Penrose had in mind when he proposed his Weyl curvature hy-
pothesis. The difference between a physics near the initial singularity and a physics late in
the universe would be forced on us by a quantum theory of gravity, which in Penrose’s view
should be a highly time-asymmetric theory. But a time-asymmetric theory is unnatural if
time is emergent. If the fundamental theory contains no notion of time, we have no way to
distinguish the past from the future. The extreme improbability of our universe would still
require explanation.

A time-asymmetric theory is far more natural if time is fundamental. Indeed, nothing
would be more natural than having a fundamental theory that distinguishes the past from
the future, because the past and future are very different. Within a metaphysical framework
in which time and the flow of moments from the past to the future are real, it is perfectly
natural to have time-asymmetric laws governing a time-asymmetric universe. So the reality
of time gains credence from these considerations, because it lets us avoid having to leave
a vast improbability—the strong time-asymmetry of our universe—without explanation.
Let’s count this as another step in the discovery of time.

•

Can we speak of the universe as being improbable?
Several times in this chapter I have referred to our universe or its initial conditions as

improbable—for example, when I argued that it is improbable that a universe governed by
time-symmetric laws have an arrow of time. But just what does it mean to assert that the
universe is improbable? The universe is unique and happens just once. It is the only thing
of its kind. Mustn’t any property of it have probability?

To sort out this confusion, we need to know what we mean when we speak of some
system being in an improbable configuration. Within the Newtonian paradigm, this makes
sense, because the description refers to a subsystem of the universe, which can be one of
many of its kind. But it clearly doesn’t apply to the universe as a whole.

You might attempt to define the probability of our universe’s having a particular property
by supposing that the initial conditions were picked randomly from the configuration space.
But we know that this supposition is false: We know that our universe wasn’t produced by
random choice, because of the many properties it has that would be extraordinarily unlikely
to result from such a choice.



You could avoid this conundrum by imagining that there are a large number of universes.
However, as we saw in Chapter 11, there are two kinds of multiverse theories: those in
which our universe is atypical and hence improbable, like those generated by eternal in-
flation; and those exemplified by cosmological natural selection, which generates an en-
semble of universes in which universes like ours are probable. As I explained in Chapter
11, only in the latter kind are falsifiable predictions for doable observations possible; in
the first class the anthropic principle must be used to select out our kinds of improbable
universes and no predictions are possible by which the hypotheses underlying the scenario
could be independently tested. We must conclude that whether there are many universes or
just one, there is no empirical content to the statement that our universe is improbable.

But the whole science of thermodynamics is based on applying notions of probability to
the microstate of a system. So it follows that we are committing the cosmological fallacy
whenever we apply thermodynamics to discuss a property of the universe as a whole.12 The
only way to avoid the fallacy and the paradox of an improbable universe is to base our ex-
planation for why the universe is complex and interesting on a time-asymmetric physics—a
physics that makes a universe like ours inevitable rather than improbable.

This isn’t the only instance of physicists reaching paradoxical conclusions by com-
mitting the fallacy of applying thermodynamics to the universe as a whole. Ludwig
Boltzmann, who invented the statistical explanation for entropy and the second law of ther-
modynamics, seems to have been the first to propose an answer for why the universe is
not in equilibrium. He didn’t know about the expanding universe or the Big Bang; his con-
ception of cosmology was of a universe that was eternal and static. The eternality of the
universe was a great puzzle for him, because that meant it should already have reached
equilibrium, since it had had an infinite amount of time to do so.

One reason he could think of for the universe not to be in equilibrium was that our solar
system and the region surrounding it had relatively recently been the site of a very large
fluctuation, in which the sun, planets, and surrounding stars formed spontaneously out of a
gas in equilibrium. The entropy in our region was now increasing, as it found its way back
to equilibrium. This was probably the best answer consistent with the picture of cosmology
Boltzmann had near the end of the 19th century. But it is wrong. We know that now because
we can see almost back to the Big Bang and out a corresponding 13 billion light-years, and
we see no evidence for our region of the universe being a low-entropy fluctuation in a static
world in equilibrium. We see instead a universe evolving in time, with structure on every
scale developing as the universe expands.

Boltzmann could not have known this, but there’s an argument he or his contemporaries
might have used to put his explanation in doubt—stemming from the observation that the
smaller the fluctuation, the more often it occurs in equilibrium. Hence the smaller the spa-
tial region departing from equilibrium, the more probable it is.
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Astronomers at the time of Boltzmann knew that the universe was at least tens of thou-
sands of light-years across and contained many millions of stars. So if our region of space
was the result of a fluctuation, it would have to be an extremely rare one—much rarer than
other, smaller fluctuations that might have contained us. Consider a fluctuation that consists
just of our solar system. We know we’re not in one like that, because we would see nothing
at night but infrared radiation coming from the gas in equilibrium surrounding us. But ac-
cording to Boltzmann’s assumptions, fluctuations like that should occur much more often
in the equilibrium universe than is indicated by what we see—which is billions of stars,
each as much out of equilibrium as our own solar system. It’s considerably more likely that
we would find ourselves in a solar-system-sized fluctuation than in a galaxy-sized one.13

We can go on from there. Most of the solar system is extraneous to our existence, so it’s
even more likely that we would find ourselves on Earth, with a hot spot in the sky, than in a
solar system with the sun, seven other planets, comets, and the whole show. But this is only
the beginning. All we really know is that we are thinking beings, perceiving ourselves to
be in a world. But to produce a brain with memories and images would require much less
of a fluctuation than one that produced a whole planet of living creatures orbiting a huge
star. We can call a fluctuation that produces just one brain, complete with memories and
experience of an imaginary world, a Boltzmann brain.

So there are a range of possibilities to explain our improbable existence as a fluctuation
in Boltzmann’s eternal equilibrium universe. We could be in a solar-system- or galaxy-
sized fluctuation, one of trillions of living creatures on a planet, or we could be just a brain-
sized fluctuation complete with images and memories. The latter takes much less informa-
tion—that is, less negative entropy—so fluctuations of single brains occur much more often
in the eternal universe than solar–system- or galaxy-sized fluctuations that contain whole
populations of brains.

This is called the Boltzmann brain paradox: It implies that over an eternity of time there
are vastly more brains in the universe which are formed from small fluctuations than brains
arising in the slow process of evolution, requiring a fluctuation that lasts billions of years.
So, as conscious beings, it is overwhelmingly probable that we are Boltzmann brains. But
we know we are not such spontaneous brains—because if we were, it’s more likely that
our experience and memories would be incoherent than coherent. Nor is it likely that our
brain would hold images of a vast universe of galaxies and stars around us. So Boltzmann’s
scenario turns out to be a classic reductio ad absurdum.

We should not be surprised, for we have committed the cosmological fallacy and it has
led us to a paradoxical conclusion. The timeless view of physics based on the Newtonian
paradigm has shown its impotence in the face of the most basic questions about the uni-
verse: Why is it interesting and why, indeed, is it so interesting that creatures like us can be
here to marvel at it?
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But if we embrace the reality of time, we make possible a time-asymmetric physics with-
in which the universe can naturally evolve complexity and structure. And thus we avoid the
paradox of an improbable universe.



17. Time Reborn from Heat and Light

IN THE LAST CHAPTER, we considered one of the greatest cosmological puzzles of all: why the
universe is interesting and appears to be getting more and more interesting as time goes on.
We saw that attempts to come to grips with this based on the timeless picture implied by the
Newtonian paradigm led to two paradoxes: the claim that the unique universe is improbable
and the Boltzmann brain paradox. In this chapter, I will explain how the principles of a new
cosmological theory, enunciated in chapter 10, can lead to an understanding of why the uni-
verse is interesting while avoiding the paradoxes encountered in the last chapter.

We’ll start with a simple question: Can the universe contain two identical moments of
time?

The fact that there is an arrow of time means that every moment is unique. At least so far,
the universe is different at different moments of time; these differences show in the prop-
erties of galaxies, say, or the relative abundances of the elements. The question is whether
the progression of moments is accidental or reflects a deeper principle. In theories described
within the Newtonian paradigm, the existence of an arrow of time appears accidental. In an
eternal universe in equilibrium, we expect lots of pairs of identical or very similar moments.

But there is a deeper principle holding that no two moments of time can be identical. This
is Leibniz’s principle of the identity of the indiscernibles, which I described in chapter 10
as a consequence of his principle of sufficient reason. This principle holds that there cannot
be two objects in the universe that are indistinguishable but distinct. This is just common
sense. If objects are distinguished only by their observable properties, there cannot be two
distinguishable objects that have exactly the same properties.

Leibniz’s principle follows from the basic idea that physical properties of bodies are re-
lational. What about two electrons, one of which is in an atom in the bedspread, the other
on top of a mountain on the dark side of the moon? These are not identical particles, be-
cause their location is one of their properties. From a relational point of view, we can say
that they’re distinguishable by having distinguishable surroundings.1

There is no absolute space, so there’s no way to ask what’s happening at a particular point
without giving instructions for how to recognize that point. So we cannot locate an object at
a point unless we have some way to specify that place. One way to recognize where you are
is by noting what’s unique about the view from there. Suppose someone were to claim that
two objects in space have exactly the same properties and exactly the same surroundings.
This means that no matter how far from the two objects you explored, you would discover
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the same organization of everything else in space. If this weird situation existed, there
would be no way to tell an observer how to distinguish one object from another.

So to ask the world to contain two identical objects is to demand the impossible. It means
that there must be two identical places in the universe—locations from which the view of
the universe is exactly the same. The universe as a whole is then greatly shaped by the
seemingly simple request that it not contain two identical objects.2

The same argument applies to events in spacetime. The principle of the identity of the
indiscernibles requires that there cannot be two events in spacetime that have exactly the
same observable properties. Nor can there be two moments of time that are identical.

When we look out at the night sky, we see the universe from the vantage point of a par-
ticular place at a particular moment of time. The view includes all the photons arriving to
us from near and far. If physics is relational, then these photons make up the intrinsic real-
ity of that particular event—that is, your looking up at the night sky at that particular place
and time. The principle of the identity of the indiscernibles then says that the view of the
universe an observer could see from each event in the history of the universe is unique.
Suppose aliens kidnapped you while you slept and took you on a trip in their time machine.
In principle, if you were to awaken and find yourself in some distant galaxy far from home,
you could tell exactly where you were in the universe by making a map of what you see
when you look around. You could further tell exactly when in the universe you had been
transported to.

This implies that our universe can have no exact symmetries. In fact it doesn’t, as dis-
cussed in chapter 10. Whereas symmetries are helpful for the analysis of models of small
parts of the universe, all the symmetries so far posited by physicists have turned out to be
approximate or broken.

According to the principle of the identity of the indiscernibles, our universe is one where
every moment of time, and every place at every moment, is uniquely distinguishable from
any other. No moment ever repeats. Looked at in enough detail, every event in the universe
is unique. In such a universe, there is never a complete realization of the conditions needed
to make sense of the Newtonian paradigm. That method, as noted, requires that we can re-
peat experiments many times to check their replicability as well as to distinguish the effect
of a general law from effects of changing the initial conditions. This can be achieved ap-
proximately but never exactly, because the more detail we note, the more apparent it is that
no event or experiment can be an exact copy of another.

It will help to have a name for hypothetical universes in which every moment of time
and each and every event is unique. We’ll call a universe that satisfies the principle of the
identity of the indiscernibles a Leibnizian universe.

This is in stark contrast to the universe envisioned by Ludwig Boltzmann. In that vision
of cosmology, most of the universe’s history is dominated by periods of thermal equilib-
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rium, where entropy is maximized and there is no structure or organization. These long
deathlike periods are punctuated by relatively short periods in which structure and organ-
ization arise due to a statistical fluctuation—and then dissipate, due to the tendency of en-
tropy to increase. We can call such a world a Boltzmannian universe.

The question on which the future depends is, Do we live in a Boltzmannian universe or
a Leibnizian universe? In a Leibnizian universe, time is real, in the sense that no moment
of time is like any other. In a Boltzmannian universe, there are lots of moments that re-
cur—if not precisely, then to any degree of precision you might want. In an approximate
sense, most moments of a Boltzmannian universe are like all the others, because all mo-
ments in equilibrium are roughly the same. The bulk quantities, such as temperature and
density, that measure averages are uniform. True, the atoms fluctuate around those averages
but almost never enough to amount to macroscopic levels of structure and organization. In
a Boltzmannian universe, if you wait long enough the universe will come as close as you
like to repeating any configuration. On average, these near recurrences are separated by the
Poincaré recurrence time. But if time is eternal, each moment repeats an infinite number of
times.

A Leibnizian universe is just the opposite: By definition, no moment ever recurs in a
Leibnizian universe. A universe cannot be both Boltzmannian and Leibnizian. So which is
ours?

If time is real, it should be impossible to have two different but identical moments of
time. Time is fully real only in a Leibnizian universe. A Leibnizian universe will be full of
complexity that generates a bountiful array of unique patterns and structures. And it will be
ever changing, to ensure that every moment can be distinguished from every other by the
structures and patterns present then. As indeed is our universe.

•

It is good to know that our universe appears to satisfy a grand principle such as the principle
of the identity of the indiscernibles, but this does not take away all the mystery. For prin-
ciples do not act on matter, laws do. We need to know how the principle acts through the
laws to ensure its satisfaction. To some extent, we know the answer—which has to do with
gravity’s twisted relation to thermodynamics.

One component of our present Leibnizian universe is nearly in thermal equilibrium; this
is the cosmic microwave background—but the CMB, we know, is a relic of the early uni-
verse, having arisen about 400,000 years after the Big Bang. Certainly equilibrium rules
in the vast regions of interstellar and intergalactic space. Much of the universe, though, is
far from equilibrium. The most common objects in our universe are stars, and these are not
in equilibrium with their surroundings. A star is always in a dynamical balance between
the energy generated by nuclear reactions in its core, which would blow it up, and gravity,



which would collapse it. It will reach what Boltzmann would call equilibrium only when
its nuclear fuel runs out and it settles down as a white dwarf, a neutron star, or a black hole
(except that if it’s a black hole, it may become the engine of a system that accretes matter
and then accelerates it outward). Such systems are not in equilibrium, however; they are
dynamical steady states.

A star can be characterized as a system driven far from equilibrium by a steady flow of
energy through it. The energy comes from both nuclear and gravitational potential energy,
which is slowly converted into starlight in a range of frequencies. The starlight then illu-
minates the surfaces of planets, like ours, driving them into far-from-equilibrium states of
their own.

This is an example of a general principle3: Flows of energy through open systems tend to
drive them to states of higher organization. (“Open systems,” recall, are any bounded sys-
tems that can exchange energy with their surroundings.) We can call this the principle of
driven self-organization. If the principle of sufficient reason is the paramount explanatory
principle in nature and the identity of the indiscernibles her prince, the principle of driv-
en self-organization is the good angel who does the detailed work in myriads of stars and
galaxies to ensure a diverse, complex universe.

Fill a pot with water and put it on the stove. The system (the pot and the water in it) is an
open one, because energy is being slowly introduced at the bottom, which heats the water
before passing out through the surface and into the air. To make the point simplest, let’s
put a lid on the pot, to prevent the water from escaping even when it turns to steam. After
a while, the water comes to a steady state in which neither its temperature nor its density
is uniform. The temperature of the water is hottest at the bottom and decreases toward the
surface; the density behaves in the opposite manner. The energy passing through the wa-
ter has displaced the water from equilibrium. Soon a structure starts to appear: convection
cycles, in which the water moves in an ordered way in columns. The cycles are driven by
the heat input from the bottom. The water is heated, expands, and hence moves upward as
a column of rising water. At the surface, it gives up some of its heat, becomes denser than
its surroundings, and sinks, creating a column of falling water. Because water cannot rise
and fall in the same space, structure is created, as the rising and falling columns segregate
themselves.

The steady flow of energy through a system can result in complex patterns and struc-
tures, evidence that these systems are far from thermodynamic equilibrium. Another ex-
ample is the wind-created rippling on sand dunes. At the other end of the spectrum of com-
plexity is life. Both, and many things in between, are the result of the steady energy flow
through a system. This means, among other things, that complex self-organized systems
are never isolated.
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These flows produce systems that are robustly Leibnizian. Living things tend to come
in many copies, but each is distinguishable from the others. And the further you go up the
ladder of complexity, the more distinguishable individuals are from one another.

There is much beautiful science down that road. The point is that, as noted in the preced-
ing chapter, you cannot apply the second law of thermodynamics except to an isolated sys-
tem, enclosed in a box that prevents matter and energy from being exchanged with the out-
side. No living system is an isolated system. We all ride flows of matter and energy—flows
driven ultimately by the energy from the sun. Once enclosed in a box (in a prefiguration of
our eventual interment), we die.

Thus Aristotle was right when he understood that the earthly realm is kept from equilib-
rium by the flow of energy through it. Insufficient appreciation of this idea has led some
scientists and philosophers to see a conflict between the second law of thermodynamics
and the fact that natural selection produces increasingly improbable structures. There is no
contradiction, because the law of increasing entropy does not apply to the biosphere, which
is not an isolated system. Indeed, natural selection is a mechanism of self-organization that
may spontaneously arise as a consequence of the tendency of externally driven systems to
organize themselves.

Within the context of self-organizing systems we can understand better what features
make a system complex. Highly complex systems cannot be in equilibrium, because order
is not random, so high entropy and high complexity cannot coexist. Describing a system as
complex does not just mean that it has low entropy. A row of atoms sitting in a line has low
entropy but is hardly complex. A better characterization of complexity, invented by Julian
Barbour and myself, is what we call variety: a system has high variety if every pair of its
subsystems can be distinguished from each other by giving a minimal amount of informa-
tion about how they are connected or related to the whole.4 A city has high variety because
you can easily tell from looking around which corner you are on. Such conditions arise in
nature in systems far from equilibrium as a result of processes of self-organization.

A ubiquitous feature of such self-organizing systems is that they are stabilized by feed-
back mechanisms. Any living thing is an intricate network of feedback processes that reg-
ulate, channel, and stabilize the flows of energy and material through it. Feedback can be
positive, which means that it accelerates the production of something (like the screeching
of a microphone when it gets too close to a speaker). Negative feedback acts to damp a
signal, as in the thermostat that turns on your furnace when the house is too cold and turns
it off when it’s too warm.

Patterns in space and time are formed when different feedback mechanisms compete to
control a system. When a positive-feedback mechanism competes with a negative-feed-
back mechanism but they act on different scales, you may get patterns in space. This basic
mechanism of biological self-organization, discovered by Alan Turing,5 acts to produce the
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patterns in an embryo that mark out the parts of the body it will become. Later on it may
act again, to produce patterns on the skin of a cat, for instance, or the wings of a butterfly.

What do we see when we look beyond the scale of stars and solar systems? Stars are or-
ganized into galaxies, because that’s where they’re made. Galaxies are themselves far from
thermodynamic equilibrium. Our own Milky Way is a typical spiral galaxy. It contains not
only stars but also vast interstellar clouds of gas and dust, out of which stars form. The gas
slowly accretes onto the disk of the galaxy from outside; this is one of the drivers of change
in a galaxy. The dust is produced by stars and injected into the galactic disk when stars
blow up at the end of their lives as supernovas. The gas and dust exist in different phases;
some is very hot, and some is condensed in very cold clouds. The processes of self-organiz-
ation in a galaxy are driven by starlight—energy flows coming from the stars. From time to
time, a massive star explodes in a supernova, and that also pours a lot of energy and matter
into the galaxy. We also see structure above the scale of galaxies, which are organized into
clusters and sheets separated by voids. These patterns are believed to be formed by dark
matter and held together by its interactions.

So our present universe is characterized by structure and complexity on a wide range
of scales, from the organization of molecules in living cells to the organization of galaxies
into clusters. There is a hierarchy of self-organizing systems, driven by energy flows and
stabilized and shaped by feedback processes. This is a universe that is far more Leibnizian
than Boltzmannian.

What do we see when we look back? We see a universe evolving from less to more struc-
tured, from equilibrium to complexity.

There is good reason to believe that the matter and radiation in the early universe was
nearly in thermal equilibrium. The matter and radiation were in a hot state, with a remark-
ably uniform temperature, which increases as we go further back in time. Before the era of
decoupling (the separation of photons from matter 400,000 years after the Big Bang), the
matter was in equilibrium with the radiation—an equilibrium that was, as far as we know,
disturbed only by random density fluctuations. All the structure and complexity we see
today formed after matter and radiation decoupled. The initial structures were seeded by
the small random density fluctuations, and these structures grew as the universe expanded.
Galaxies formed, then stars, then life.

This is certainly not the picture a naïve application of the second law of thermodynamics
would suggest. The second law says that isolated systems increase their randomness, be-
coming more disordered and less complex and structured as time moves forward. This is
the opposite of what we see happening in the history of our universe, in which complex-
ity increases as structures form on many scales, with the most intricate structures being the
most recent.

Evolving complexity means time. There has never been a static complex system. The big
lesson is that our universe has a history, and it is a history of increasing complexity with



time. The universe is not only not Boltzmannian, it is becoming less and less Boltzmannian
as time goes on.

This doesn’t abrogate the second law of thermodynamics. The second law applies to isol-
ated systems, and these come to equilibrium over time. Moreover, the formation of com-
plexity is actually compatible with an increase in entropy, as long as the entropy increase
and the growing complexity are occurring in different places. The Earth’s biosphere has
been organizing itself for nearly 4 billion years, ever since the origins of life on our plan-
et. This increasing organization is driven by the flow of energy from the sun, arriving as
photons of mostly visible light, which is captured by photosynthesis in plants. Photosyn-
thesis captures the photons’ energy in chemical bonds. In this form, the energy can catalyze
chemical reactions that might, for example, form a protein molecule. The energy eventu-
ally passes through the biosphere, escapes as heat, and ultimately is radiated as infrared
photons into the sky and beyond. A photon’s next stop might be to heat a grain of dust in
orbit around the sun.

A single quantum of energy may have catalyzed the formation of a complex molecule
and hence lowered the entropy of the biosphere, but when it is radiated as infrared light out
into space, that increases the entropy of the solar system as a whole. As long as the increase
in entropy caused by heating a dust grain somewhere in space is greater than the decrease
of entropy caused by forming a molecular bond, the long-term outcome is in agreement
with the second law.

So if we consider the solar system as an isolated system, the fact that parts of it are un-
dergoing self-organization is compatible with an overall increase of its entropy. The system
as a whole is trying to come to equilibrium and will increase its entropy where it can. The
second law is doing its best to drive the solar system to equilibrium, but as long as there’s
a big star radiating hot photons into cold space, that equilibrium is postponed. While it’s
postponed, molecules can ride the energy flow to greater and greater states of organization
and complexity. And stars burn for billions of years, so there’s lots of time for complexity
to proliferate. The existence of stars has much to do with why the universe is far from equi-
librium almost 14 billion years after its formation.

•

But why are there stars? If the universe must tend toward entropy and disorder, how is it
that stars, which drive the universe away from equilibrium, are ubiquitous? To put this an-
other way: If the universe is to be Leibnizian, something like stars must exist. What fea-
tures of the laws of nature guarantee that they do?

The physics of stars relies on two unusual features of the laws of nature. The first is in-
credibly fine tuning in the parameters that govern physics. These fine tunings include the
masses of the elementary particles and the strengths of the four forces. They make nuclear



fusion possible, so the hydrogen gas comprising a star does not behave as it would in the
absence of nuclear forces. Rather than just moving around randomly, the hydrogen atoms
jammed together at the center of a star can interact in a new way. They fuse to make helium
and a few other light elements. It’s as if you were trapped in a cell, day after day, in the
same boring equilibrium. Every hour is like every other. Then all of a sudden a door opens
where there was none before, and you escape into a whole new world. The laws of thermo-
dynamics applied to generic atoms would never predict nuclear fusion and the possibilities
it gives rise to.

The second unusual feature has to do with the behavior of systems held together by the
force of gravity. Very simply, gravity subverts our naïve ideas about thermodynamics.

An everyday observation, which is also a consequence of the second law of thermody-
namics, is that heat flows from hotter bodies to colder bodies. Ice melts. Water on the stove
boils. Heat stops flowing when the temperature of the two bodies is the same; they have
reached the state of equilibrium. Normally when we take energy out of a body, its temper-
ature goes down, and when we put energy into a body, it heats up. So when heat flows from
a hotter body to a colder body, the latter heats up and the former cools down. This goes on
until they’re at the same temperature. This is why the air in a room is at a single temperat-
ure. If it weren’t, energy would flow from the warmer side to the cooler until they reached
a common temperature.

This behavior makes the system in equilibrium stable against the effects of small fluctu-
ations. Suppose, by a small fluctuation, one side of a room became a bit warmer than the
other. Energy would flow from the warm side, cooling it, to the cooler side, warming it, so
that soon the temperature is uniform again. Most systems work in this intuitive way. But
not all.

Imagine there’s a gas that works the other way, cooling down when you add energy to
it and heating up when you take energy away. This may seem counterintuitive, but there
are such gases. They have to be unstable. Suppose you start off with all of this kind of gas
in a room at the same temperature. A little fluctuation moves a bit of energy from the left
side to the right. Then the left side heats up, while the right side cools down. This causes
more energy to flow from the left side, the hot side, to the cold side. As it does, the left side
won’t cool down; rather, it gets even hotter. And as more energy flows into the cool right
side, that side gets even cooler. Soon you have a runaway instability, in which the two sides
of the room are driven to continually increase their temperature difference.

Now let’s look at just the hot side and repeat the scenario. Suppose another fluctuation
appears, cooling the center of the hot side a bit. The same phenomenon acts as positive
feedback to further cool the center and further heat the region around it. As time goes on,
the little fluctuation grows into a feature. This can happen again and again. Soon you have
a complex pattern of cold and hot regions.



A system that works this way naturally drives itself to form complex patterns. It’s hard
to predict where such systems will end up, because there are a huge number of heterogen-
eous, patterned configurations it might evolve toward. We call these anti-thermodynamic
systems. The second law still operates in them, but because putting energy into a region
cools it down, the state in which the gas is uniformly distributed is highly unstable.

Systems held together by gravity behave in this crazy way. Stars, solar systems, galaxies,
and black holes are all anti-thermodynamic. They cool down when you put energy into
them. This means that all these systems are unstable. The instabilities drive them away
from uniformity and stimulate the formation of patterns in space and time.

This has a lot to do with why the universe is not in equilibrium 13.7 billion years after its
origin. The increasing structure and complexity that characterize the universe’s history are
largely explained by the fact that the gravitationally-bound systems filling it, from clusters
of galaxies to stars, are anti-thermodynamic.

It’s easy to understand why such systems are anti-thermodynamic. Two basic features
differentiate gravity from the other forces: The gravitational force is (1) long-range and
(2) universally attractive. Consider a planet in orbit around a star. If you put energy in, it
will move to an orbit farther from the star, where it moves slower. So putting energy in
decreases the speed of the planet, and this lowers the system’s temperature—because tem-
perature is just the average speed of things in the system. Conversely, if you take energy
out of the solar system, the planet must respond by falling closer to the star, where it moves
faster. Hence, taking energy out heats up the system.

We can compare this with the behavior of an atom, which is held together by the electric
force between charges. Like gravity, the electric force acts over long distances, but it differs
by being attractive only between opposite charges. A positively-charged proton will attract
a negatively-charged electron, but once the electron is bound to the proton the resulting
atom has no net charge. The force is said to saturate, and the atom does not attract any other
particles to it. A solar system works the opposite way, because when a star attracts some
planets, the resulting system is even more attractive to passing bodies than the star alone
would have been. So here’s another instability—a gravitationally-bound system will attract
still more bodies to it.

This anti-thermodynamic behavior manifests itself in the devolution of star clusters. If
a star cluster were to act thermodynamically, it would reach equilibrium—in this case, a
state in which all its stars had the same average speed and stayed clustered forever. Instead,
what happens is that a star cluster slowly dissipates. This happens in an interesting way.
Every once in a while a star comes close to a double star—that is, two stars in orbit around
each other. A close approach can result in a narrower orbit for the double star. This orbital
shrinking releases energy, which is imparted to the third star. The third star now has enough
energy to escape the cluster, and it begins a journey off into space. After a long time, little



is left of the star cluster except some double stars in close orbits and a cloud of fast-moving
stars streaming away from the cluster.

This does not contradict the second law, only a naïve interpretation of it. The law that
entropy should usually increase just codifies the truism that the more ways there are for
something to happen, the more likely it is that it will. Normal thermodynamic systems end
up in the single, boring state of uniform equilibrium; gravitationally-bound, anti-thermody-
namic systems end up in one of a large number of highly heterogeneous states.

So the fact that our universe is interesting has a threefold explanation: The principle of
driven self-organization acts over a myriad of subsystems and scales, from the molecular
to the galactic, evolving them to states of ever increasing complexity. The engines driving
that process are the stars, which exist because of a combination of the fine tuning of the
fundamental laws and the anti-thermodynamic nature of gravity. But these forces can pro-
duce a universe filled with stars and galaxies only if the initial conditions of the universe
are strongly time-asymmetric.

All this can be framed and to some extent understood within the Newtonian paradigm.
But if we continue to think within that paradigm, the world’s organization seems to rest on
vast improbabilities—the extreme specialness of the choices of laws and initial conditions.
The sad conclusion is that the only kind of universe that appears natural from the timeless
perspective of the Newtonian paradigm is a dead universe in equilibrium, obviously not the
kind we live in. But from the perspective of the reality of time, it is entirely natural that the
universe and its fundamental laws be asymmetric in time, with a strong arrow of time that
encompasses increases of entropy for isolated systems together with continual growth of
structure and complexity.



18. Infinite Space or Infinite Time?

WE HAVE SEEN THAT by embracing the reality of time we can comprehend why the universe
is full of structure and complexity. But how long can it stay complex and structured? Can
equilibrium be held off forever? Maybe we’re just in a bubble of complexity in a much lar-
ger equilibrium universe.

This brings us to the most speculative subjects in modern cosmology: the very far away
and the far future.

There is no more romantic notion than infinity, but in science the concept can easily lead
to confusion. Imagine that the universe is infinite in spatial extent. Imagine also that the
same laws hold throughout but that the initial conditions were chosen randomly. This is a
picture of the ultimate Boltzmannian universe. Almost all of the infinite universe is in ther-
modynamic equilibrium; anything interesting that happens is a consequence of a fluctuation.
But anything that can happen in a fluctuation will happen somewhere, and if there is an in-
finite quantity of “somewheres” available, each fluctuation, no matter how improbable, will
happen an infinite number of times.1

So our observable universe could be just a big statistical fluctuation. If the universe really
is infinite, then our observable universe, which is a region about 93 billion light-years across,
will be repeated an infinite number of times throughout the infinity of space. So if the uni-
verse is infinite and Boltzmannian, we exist, just as we are, and act, just as we are acting, an
infinite number of times.

This certainly violates the Leibnizian principle that there can be no two places in the uni-
verse that are identical.

But not only that. Imagine, any way you like, that today could have been different. I might
not have been born. Or you married your first boyfriend. Someone got drunk a year ago,
didn’t heed my friends’ advice, drove home, and struck and killed a child on the way. Your
cousin was accidentally switched at birth, brought up by an abusive family, and became a
mass murderer. A race of intelligent dinosaurs evolved, solved their climate-change prob-
lem, and still dominate the planet, so that mammals never took over. All these are things that
might have happened, bringing us to a different present configuration of the universe. Each
such present configuration is a possible way that the atoms in our neighborhood might be
arranged. So each occurs an infinite number of times in the infinity of space.

This to me is a horrifying prospect. It raises ethical issues, for why should I care about the
consequences of the choices I make, if all the other choices are made by other versions of
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me in other regions of the infinite universe? I can choose to nurture my child in this world,
but shouldn’t I care also for the children in other worlds who suffer because of the bad de-
cisions made by my other selves?

In addition to the these ethical issues, there are issues pertaining to the usefulness of sci-
ence. If the real fact of the world is that anything that might happen does, then the scope for
explanation is much reduced. Leibniz’s principle of sufficient reason demands that there
be a rational reason for every case where the universe is one way but might have been an-
other. But if the universe is every possible way, there is nothing to explain. Science may
give us insight into local conditions, but ultimately it is a fruitless exercise, because the
true law will simply be that anything that might happen is happening an infinite number of
times, right now. This is a kind of reductio ad absurdum of the Newtonian paradigm ex-
tended to cosmology—and another instance of the cosmological fallacy. I call it the infinite
Boltzmannian tragedy.

One reason it’s a tragedy is that the predictive power of physics is greatly reduced, be-
cause probabilities don’t mean what you think they mean. Suppose you’re doing an exper-
iment for which quantum mechanics predicts that outcome A is 99-percent probable and
outcome B is 1-percent probable. Suppose you do the experiment 1,000 times. Then you
can expect that roughly 990 of those times A will result. You would feel safe betting on
A, because you can reasonably expect roughly 99 outcomes of A for every 1 of B. You’d
have a good chance of confirming the prediction of quantum mechanics. But in an infinite
universe there are an infinite number of copies of you doing the experiment. An infinite
number of these copies have you observe outcome A. But there are also an infinite number
of copies of you observing outcome B. So the prediction of quantum mechanics that one
outcome is 99 times more frequent than the other is not verifiable in an infinite universe.

This is called the measure problem in quantum cosmology. After having read and
listened to the bright people working on it, my view is that it’s not solvable. I prefer to take
the fact that quantum mechanics works as evidence that we live in a finite universe con-
taining only a single copy of me.

We can avoid the implications of the tragedy of an infinite universe by denying that the
universe is infinite in space. Whereas, of course, we can’t see past a certain distance, it
seems plausible and sensible to me to hypothesize that the universe is finite in spatial ex-
tent—as in Einstein’s proposal that it is finite but unbounded. This means that the universe
has an overall topology of a closed surface, like a sphere or a doughnut (that is, a torus).

This proposal does not contradict our observations. Which topology is correct depends
on the average curvature of space. If the curvature is positive, like a sphere, then there is
only one possibility, which is the three-dimensional analogue of a sphere’s two-dimension-
al topology. If the average curvature of space is flat, like a plane, then there is also one
choice for a finite universe, which is the three-dimensional analogue of a doughnut’s two-
dimensional topology. If the curvature is negative, like a saddle, then there are an infinite



number of possibilities for its topology. These are too complex to be described here, and
cataloguing them was a triumph of late-20th-century mathematics.

Einstein’s proposal is a hypothesis that could be confirmed. If the universe is closed, and
small enough, then light should go all the way around, and we should see faraway galaxies
in multiple images. This has been looked for and, so far, hasn’t been found.

There is, however, a strong reason to prefer that a cosmological theory be modeled by
a spacetime that is spatially closed. If the universe is not spatially closed, then it must
be infinite in spatial extent. This means, counterintuitively, that there is a boundary to
space. This boundary is infinitely far away, but nonetheless it’s a boundary, which inform-
ation could pass through.2 Consequently, a universe that is spatially infinite cannot be con-
sidered a self-contained system. It must be considered a part of a larger system that includes
whatever information is coming in from the boundary.

If the boundary were a finite distance away, you could imagine that there was still more
space outside it. The information about the boundary would be explicable in terms of what
is coming in from the world beyond the boundary.3

But the boundary at infinity does not allow us to imagine a world beyond. We are simply
required to specify information about what is coming in and going out there, but the choice
is entirely arbitrary. There can be no further explanation for the information coming into
the universe from the infinite boundary: A choice must be made, and the choice is arbitrary.
Hence, we have to concede that nothing can be explained in any model of a universe that
has an infinite boundary. The principle of explanatory closure is violated and with it the
principle of sufficient reason.

There are technical subtleties in this argument that I won’t mention here. But the argu-
ment is a crucial one, which, as far as I can tell, is ignored by cosmologists who speculate
that the universe is spatially infinite. I see no way to escape the conclusion that any model
of a universe must be spatially closed, without boundary.

So there is nothing infinitely far away and no infinite spaces to contend with. Now let’s
turn our attention from infinite distance to the infinite future.

•

The literature of cosmologists is filled with an anxiety about the future. If the universe is,
so far, more Leibnizian than Boltzmannian, might this be so only temporarily? Perhaps in
the long term not only will we all die but so will the universe.

The restriction to spatially finite universes gets us out of many of the tragedies and para-
doxes of an infinite Boltzmannian universe. However, it does not get us out of all of them.
The spatially finite and closed universe still may live for an infinite time, and if it never
contracts it will expand forever. There is then an infinite amount of time available for it to
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reach thermal equilibrium. If it does, and no matter how long that takes, there will remain
an infinite amount of time as well as a continually growing amount of space for fluctu-
ations to create improbable structures. Consequently we can argue here, too, that anything
that can happen will eventually happen an infinite number of times. This leads again to the
Boltzmann brain paradox. If the principles of sufficient reason and the identity of the indis-
cernibles are to be satisfied, the universe must by some means avoid ending up in such a
paradoxical state. These principles limit the options for the possible future fate of the uni-
verse.

There’s a small scientific literature attempting to chart what will happen far in the uni-
verse’s future. It’s all speculative, because to reason about the far future, you have to make
some big assumptions. One is that the laws of nature must never change, for if they did
our predictive ability would be stymied. And no undiscovered phenomena must exist that
could change the course of the universe’s history. There might, for example, be some force
so weak it has yet to be detected but nonetheless comes into play over vast distances and
over times much longer than the universe’s present age. This is possible and has been con-
templated. But it hampers any prediction from current knowledge. There must also be no
other surprises in store, such as walls of cosmic bubbles coming at us at the speed of light
from beyond our present horizon.

Assuming that the well-established laws and phenomena are all there is, we can reliably
deduce the following:

Eventually the galaxies will stop making stars. Galaxies are giant systems for turning
hydrogen into stars. They’re not very efficient; a typical spiral galaxy makes around a star
a year. After almost 14 billion years, most of the universe is still primordial hydrogen and
helium. Yet there is only so much hydrogen, so at the very least there can be only a finite
number of stars. Even if all the hydrogen is eventually processed into stars, there will be
a last star made. And this is just an upper limit; most likely the non-equilibrium processes
that drive star formation will peter out long before all the hydrogen has been made into
stars.

The last stars will burn out. Stars have a finite lifetime. The massive ones live a few
million years and die dramatically as supernovas. Most live many billions of years and end
with a fizzle as white dwarfs. There will be a time after the last star has died.

Then what?
Once the last stars have died, the universe is filled with matter, dark matter, radiation,

and dark energy. What happens to the universe in the long term depends mostly on the com-
ponent we know the least about: dark energy.

Dark energy is energy associated with empty space. It has been observed to make up
about 73 percent of the mass-energy of the universe. Its nature is so far unknown, but its
effect on the motion of distant galaxies has been observed. In particular, dark energy is in-
voked to explain the recently discovered acceleration of the universal expansion.



Apart from that, we know nothing about it. It could simply be a cosmological constant or
it could be some exotic form of energy with a constant density. Although the density of the
dark energy appears to be roughly constant, we don’t know if that’s really so or if it’s just
changing more slowly than observations have so far detected. The universe’s future will be
very different depending on whether the density of dark energy remains constant or not.

Let’s look first at the scenario in which the dark energy retains its density as the universe
expands. If it has a constant density, it behaves just like Einstein’s cosmological constant.
It does not decrease as the universe continues to expand. Everything else—all the matter
and all the radiation—is diluted as the universe expands, and the total energy density from
those sources decreases steadily. After a few tens of billions of years, everything is negli-
gible except for the energy density associated with the cosmological constant.

Because this is such a simple case, we have a pretty good idea of what happens. A con-
sequence of the exponential expansion is that galaxy clusters separate so quickly that soon
they can no longer see one another. Photons leaving one cluster and going at the speed of
light do not move fast enough to catch up with other clusters. Observers in each cluster are
surrounded by a horizon beyond which their neighbors have vanished. Each cluster is then
an isolated system. The interior of each horizon is thus a kind of box, delimiting a subsys-
tem from the rest of the universe. So the methods of physics in a box apply to each—which
means we can employ the methods of thermodynamics to reason about them.

At this point in the story, a new effect of quantum mechanics enters, causing the interior
of each horizon to fill with a gas of photons in thermal equilibrium—a kind of fog created
by processes analogous to those that create the Hawking black-hole radiation. It’s called the
horizon radiation. Its temperature is extremely low, and so is its density, but they remain
constant as the universe expands. Meanwhile, everything else, including the matter and the
CMB is becoming more and more dilute, so after enough time has passed, what fills the
universe is this horizon radiation. The universe has come to equilibrium.

This state of equilibrium persists forever. There is no avoiding ending as an eternal
Boltzmannian universe. There will be fluctuations and recurrences, of course, and occa-
sionally one or another of a configuration of the universe will exactly recur—including that
of the Boltzmann brain paradox I described in chapter 16 as the final reductio ad absurdum
of the Newtonian paradigm. According to this scenario, the apparent complexity of our uni-
verse until now is just the briefest flash before the universe settles down into its eternal
equilibrium.

We know with near certainty that we are not Boltzmann brains, because (as noted in
chapter 16) if we were, we would probably not see a vast and ordered universe around us.
The fact that we are not Boltzmann brains means that this scenario for the future of our uni-
verse is false. The principle of sufficient reason, acting through its surrogate, the principle
of the identity of the indiscernibles, also requires the scenario to be false. The question is,
How is it to be avoided?



The simplest way to avoid the eternal dead universe would be if the universe had enough
density of matter to stop the expansion and cause it to collapse. Matter attracts matter
gravitationally, and this slows the expansion, so if there is enough matter the universe
will collapse to a final singularity. Or perhaps quantum effects will stop the collapse and
“bounce” the universe, turning contraction into expansion leading to a new universe. But
there doesn’t seem to be enough matter to reverse the expansion, let alone counteract the
tendency of dark energy to accelerate it.

The next simplest way to avoid an infinite dead future is if the cosmological constant is
not actually a constant. While we have evidence that the dark energy—which is for all in-
tents and purposes the cosmological constant—is not changing on scales of the present age
of the universe, we have no evidence that it will not change in the long run. This change
could be due to a deeper law, one that acts so slowly that its effects are perceptible only
on long time scales. Or the change could just be an effect of the general tendency for laws
to evolve. Indeed, the principle of no unreciprocated action suggests that the cosmological
constant should be influenced by the universe on which it acts so decisively.

The cosmological constant could decay to zero. If it does, the expansion slows but most
likely doesn’t reverse. The universe might be eternal but static; this at least avoids the
Boltzmann brain paradox.

Whether the universe with no cosmological constant expands forever or collapses de-
pends ultimately on the initial conditions. If the energy in the expansion is ultimately suf-
ficient to overcome the mutual gravitational attraction of everything in the universe, it will
never collapse. But even if the universe is eternal, there’s ample opportunity for rebirth,
since each black hole, as a result of the elimination of its singularity, may lead to the birth
of a baby universe. As noted in chapter 11, there is good theoretical evidence that this must
happen.

If this is the case, then our universe, which is still far from dead, has already had at least
a billion billion progeny. These new universes will each give birth to further progeny. The
fact that each universe may die at some point, after having spawned so many others, thus
seems inconsequential.

There are also possibilities for rebirth that involve the entire universe instead of just its
black holes. This is the hypothesis investigated in a class of cosmological models called
cyclic models. One species of cyclic models, invented by Paul Steinhardt of Princeton
University and Neil Turok of Perimeter Institute, accomplishes this by presuming that the
cosmological constant decreases to zero and then keeps going to strongly negative values.4

For reasons I won’t explain here, this causes a dramatic collapse of the entire universe.
However, they argue that this collapse is followed by a bounce and a re-expansion. This
bounce could be due to the effects of quantum gravity, or the ultimate singularity might be
evaded by the dark energy’s extreme value.
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The theoretical evidence that cosmological final singularities bounce due to quantum ef-
fects, leading to a re-expansion of the universe, is even stronger than in the case of black-
hole singularities.5 Within loop quantum gravity, several models of quantum effects near
cosmological singularities have been studied, and the result is that the bounce is a universal
phenomenon. It must, however, be cautioned that these are only models, and so far they
make drastic assumptions. The key assumption is that the universe is spatially homogen-
eous. What we are surest of is that highly uniform regions of universes—regions without
gravitational waves or black holes—bounce to give rise to new universes.

In the worst case, regions that are highly inhomogeneous will not bounce. They just col-
lapse to singularities, where time stops. However, even this bad case has a silver lining, for
it would provide a selection principle to determine which regions of the universe bounce
and reproduce themselves. If only the more homogeneous regions bounce, then the begin-
nings of new universes, just after the bounce, will also be highly homogeneous.6 This gives
a prediction: At very early times, just after the bounce, the universe is highly homogen-
eous—there are no black or white holes and no gravitational waves, just as we see in our
universe.

But for the bouncing-universe scenario to be science, there must be at least one more
prediction by means of which the hypothesis could be tested. There are at least two, which
have to do with the spectrum of fluctuations in the CMB. The cyclic scenario offers an ex-
planation for those fluctuations that does not require the short period of extreme inflation
that has often been taken as their cause. The spectrum of fluctuations we have so far seen
is reproduced, but there are two differences between the predictions of the cyclic models
and those of inflation, and these predictions can be tested in present and near-future experi-
ments. One test is whether gravitational waves will be observed in the CMB; inflation says
yes and the cyclic models say no. The cyclic models also predict that the CMB radiation is
not completely random—in technical language, they predict non-Gaussianity.

The cyclic models are examples of how considering time as fundamental—in the sense
that time did not begin at the Big Bang but existed before it—leads to a cosmology that
is more predictive. Another example is that of theories in which the speed of light is hy-
pothesized to have been different—in fact, much faster—in the very early universe. These
so-called variable-speed-of-light theories pick out a preferred notion of time in a way that
violates the principles of relativity theory. Consequently they’re not popular, but they do
hold promise for explaining the CMB fluctuations without inflation.

Roger Penrose has proposed another scenario for getting the universe to give rise to
a new universe.7 Roughly speaking, he accepts the scenario of an eternal Boltzmannian
universe with a fixed cosmological constant and then asks what happens after an infinite
amount of time has passed. (Only Penrose could ask such a question.) He speculates that
after some point all the elementary particles with mass, including protons, quarks, and elec-
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trons, would decay and only photons and other massless particles would be left. If so, there
would be nothing to detect the infinite passage of eternity, because photons, since they
travel at the speed of light, don’t experience time at all. To a photon, the eternity of the very
late universe would be indistinguishable from the very early universe. The only difference
would be the temperature. Admittedly, the temperature difference is enormous, but this is
just a single scale. Penrose argues that a single scale doesn’t matter. In a gas of photons de-
scribed relationally, all that matters is the comparisons, or ratios, between things that exist
at the time; the overall scale cannot be detected. So the late universe, filled with a gas of
cold photons and other massless particles, becomes indistinguishable from the hot gas of
the same particles filling the early universe. According to the principle of the identity of
the indiscernibles, the late universe is also the birth of another universe.

This scenario of Penrose’s unfolds only after an infinite time and so does not resolve the
Boltzmann brain paradox. But it does predict that there would be fossils of the past uni-
verse in remnants of the Big Bang, from which we could glean information about it. While
much information is wiped out by the eternity spent in thermal equilibrium, one carrier of
information that never is disordered is gravitational radiation. The information carried by
gravitational waves also makes it across the bounce in the cyclic models and into the new
universe.

The loudest signals carried by gravitational waves are images of collisions between the
great black holes that once lurked in the centers of the long-gone galaxies. These ripple
outward, making great circles in the sky. They travel forever and survive the transition to
the new universe. Consequently, Penrose predicts, these great circles should be visible in
the cosmic microwave background, whose structure was locked in early in our universe.
These are shadows of events in the former universe.

Moreover, Penrose predicts that there should be lots of concentric circles. These come
from clusters of galaxies in which, over time, more than one pair of galactic black holes
collided. This is a striking prediction, quite different from the kinds of patterns predicted
by most cosmological scenarios for the CMB. If something this unlikely is confirmed, it
would have to count as evidence for the scenario that produced the prediction.

As of this writing, there is a controversy over whether Penrose’s concentric circles can
be seen in the CMB.8 However this turns out, we see, once again, that cosmological scen-
arios in which our universe evolved from a pre–Big Bang universe make predictions that
can be verified or falsified by observation. This is in contrast to scenarios in which the uni-
verse is one of a simultaneous plurality of worlds—scenarios that do not, and most likely
cannot, make any real predictions.

In chapter 10, I argued that a rational explanation of why particular laws and initial con-
ditions obtained in our universe required the selection to have happened more than once,
because otherwise we could not know why the choice was made as it was—whereas if the
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same initial conditions and laws occurred many times, there could be reasons for that. I
considered two ways in which the many Big Bangs could be arranged—simultaneously or
sequentially—and I argued that only in the latter case could we expect to develop a cos-
mology that could answer the Why these laws? question while remaining scientific, in the
sense of yielding falsifiable predictions. In this chapter, I have returned to contrast the two
alternatives, and we have seen in detail that only in the case of sequential universes are
there real predictions for doable experiments.

Thus we see that cosmology becomes more scientific, and our ideas more vulnerable to
test, when we work in a framework in which time is real and fundamental and the history
of the universe is a necessary part of understanding its present state. Those burdened by the
metaphysical presupposition that the purpose of science is to discover timeless truths rep-
resented by timeless mathematical objects might think that eliminating time, and so making
the universe akin to a mathematical object, is a route to a scientific cosmology. But it turns
out to be the opposite. As Charles Sanders Peirce understood more than a century ago, laws
must evolve to be explained.



19. The Future of Time

IN PART II, WE HAVE climbed back up from timelessness to establish time in its rightful place
at the core of our conception of the world. The arguments presented in Part I for the unreal-
ity of time appeared strong, but they all depend on extending the Newtonian paradigm to a
complete theory of the universe as a whole. As we have seen, the very features that make
that paradigm a successful method for describing the physics of small parts of the universe
undermine its application to the universe as a whole. To make further progress in cosmology
(and in fundamental physics as well), we need a new conception of a law of nature, valid
on the cosmological scale, which avoids the fallacies, dilemmas, and paradoxes and answers
the questions that the old framework cannot address. Moreover, it must be a scientific the-
ory—that is, it must make falsifiable predictions for new, but doable, experiments.

In chapter 10, I began the search for such a new framework by putting forward basic prin-
ciples to guide our search. Paramount among them is Leibniz’s principle of sufficient reason,
which compels us to seek a rational reason for every choice the universe has made to be one
way rather than another. This implies further principles: of the identity of the indiscernibles,
explanatory closure, and no unreciprocated action. These principles frame a thoroughgoing
relational approach to all the properties of things in nature.

I then argued that the only way to realize these principles and discover a workable cosmo-
logical theory is to hypothesize that the laws of nature evolve over time. This requires that
time be real, and global. One promising development is shape dynamics which, as described
in chapter 14, evokes a preferred global notion of time from within general relativity.

The notion of a real time, within which laws of nature evolve, together with our principles,
gives us a foundation for a new cosmological theory. The developments described in Part II
in chapters 11 through 18 are not yet fact and do not yet amount to a coherent theory. They
are instead a vision of how we might reconceive both the universe and the task of cosmo-
logy. Each is speculative, but several make genuinely testable predictions for doable exper-
iments. Whether any are confirmed by experiment or not, they at least demonstrate that the
hypothesis of the reality of time leads to a more scientific cosmology.

The notion of a real and global time is also helpful in resolving other unsolved problems
in physics. For example, we need to go beyond the statistical prediction of quantum mech-
anics to describe and explain what happens in individual events. In chapters 12 and 13, I
described two new approaches to a deeper theory of quantum phenomena, both of which re-



quire time to be fundamental. These approaches appear to differ from quantum mechanics
sufficiently that they could be distinguished from it experimentally.

Another arena where real time operates is in the description of behavior in the macro
world, where thermodynamics emerges along with such concepts as temperature, pressure,
density, and entropy. At this non-quantum level, time appears to be strongly directional, and
we can discern several arrows of time that distinguish the past strongly from the future. In
a theory where time is inessential or emergent, this fact of the universe’s time-asymmetry
is baffling. It forces us to attribute the most obvious and apparent features of the world to
an extremely improbable choice of initial conditions. The difficulty can be avoided by pre-
suming that time is real and that the fundamental theory is as asymmetric in time as the
universe reveals itself to be.

However, it’s one thing to say that time is real but another to say that it makes sense to
talk about what’s happening “right now” throughout the universe—that is, simultaneously
with our experience of time passing. The idea of a global time means that our experience
of time passing is shared across the universe, but of course it conflicts directly with the
relativity of simultaneity of special and general relativity. This conflict must be faced, be-
cause the relativity of simultaneity, along with the idea that reality is a shared notion, leads,
as we saw in chapter 6, to the block-universe picture, within which the most basic aspect
of our experience—the passage of time—is not real.

One might try to imagine a sense in which time is real that doesn’t conflict with the re-
lativity of simultaneity—but it would require either a solipsistic or an observer-dependent
notion of reality, in which the distinction between the real present and the yet-to-be-real
future is not an objective property shared by all observers. And, as I have emphasized, the
global-time hypothesis helps a great deal in going beyond quantum theory and understand-
ing space as emergent. It’s also important to note that the global-time hypothesis need not
conflict with the experimental confirmations of special relativity, as we saw was true in
shape dynamics. In the end, the hypothesis that there is a preferred global time in nature is
one to be settled by experiment, which is why I have espoused hypotheses that can lead to
new predictions by which they can be checked.

•

The idea that laws evolve has the promise of making fundamental physics more predictive.
But it brings with it one final dilemma. It is natural to ask whether there is a law that gov-
erns how the laws evolve. We can call such a law, which acts on laws rather than directly
on elementary particles, a meta-law. It might be hard to observe the action of this meta-law,
as it may act only during violent episodes such as the Big Bang. However, if we want a
complete explanation for our universe, one that fully realizes the ambition of the principle
of sufficient reason, shouldn’t there be such a meta-law?



But suppose there is a meta-law. Shouldn’t we want to know why this meta-law, rather
than a different one, governs the evolution of laws in our universe? And if a meta-law may
act on past laws to produce laws in the future, part of the explanation for what the laws
are presently will depend on what those past laws were, so we can’t avoid the Why these
initial conditions? question. The meta-law hypothesis could lead to an infinite regression
(Why this meta-law? might be answered by meta-meta-laws, and so on). This is one horn of
the dilemma. The other is the possibility that there is no meta-law. There would then be an
element of randomness in the evolution of laws, the result again being that not everything
is explainable and the principle of sufficient reason is flouted at the very foundations of
science. Roberto Mangabeira Unger and I call this the meta-laws dilemma.

It might look at first like a dead end, but after living with it for several years I have come
to believe that it is, instead, a great scientific opportunity, a provocation to invent a new
kind of theory that will resolve it. I’m convinced that the meta-laws dilemma is solvable
and that how it is solved will be the key to the breakthroughs that will enable cosmology
and fundamental physics to progress in this century.

The meta-laws dilemma is temporarily circumvented by cosmological natural selection
(see chapter 11) when a limited and statistical meta-law is hypothesized. When I postulated
that the parameters of the Standard Model change by small random amounts at each
bounce, I described a kind of meta-law that partly circumvents the dilemma. Certainly we
want to know more about how this happens and be able to describe the mechanism generat-
ing the random parameter changes. More insight into this might be provided by a quantum
theory of gravity, such as loop quantum gravity or string theory (the latter being the context
within which this idea was first conceived). But even without further insight, the hypothes-
is of cosmological natural selection is both explanatory and falsifiable.

The principle of precedence is another approach to a meta-law. By being partly statistic-
al, it, too, circumvents—or at least postpones—the meta-laws dilemma. Even the postpone-
ment of a dilemma can be fruitful, opening a space for hypotheses that can be investigated
experimentally and, in turn, suggest new questions and approaches. But to ultimately solve
the meta-laws dilemma, the dynamics by which laws evolve must be sufficiently different
from the laws we’re familiar with so that the Why this meta-law? and Why these initial con-
ditions? questions do not arise.

Here’s one approach that solves the dilemma in a surprising way: Suppose that any two
proposals for a meta-law would be equivalent to each other—that is, have identical effects
on how the laws evolve.1 There might be a principle of the universality of meta-law, just as
there’s universality in computation. In that sphere, “universality” means that any function
that can be computed by one computer can be computed by any other computer, no mat-
ter what operating system it’s running. The idea of universality for meta-laws is analogous,
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holding that there is no meaning to which meta-law is operating, since all the experimental
predictions will be the same regardless.

Still another approach to a science of cosmology that goes beyond the Newtonian
paradigm is to imagine a marriage of law and configuration. There would not be two things
to know—the law and the state—but only one, which unifies them into a meta-configur-
ation that contains information about both. This idea accords with the hypothesis that all
that’s real is real in the present moment. To the extent that a law is acting, its specification
is part of the present moment. The specification of a law and of a configuration cannot be
too different, so we unify them into a single meta-configuration. Just as Galileo unified the
heavenly and earthly domains, it may be time to unify their shadow, which is the distinc-
tion between timeless law and timebound configuration.

Evolution of the meta-configuration would be driven by a rule so simple that it is ex-
plained by a principle of universality. The choice of initial configuration would specify the
initial law as well as the initial conditions. There would be aspects of the configuration
that evolve quickly and aspects that evolve much more slowly. The former aspects would
count as the configuration, which would evolve via what we might call laws, specified by
the slower-moving aspects. But over longer time scales, the distinction between laws and
configurations would break down. I have developed a simple model of this idea that is not,
so far, very realistic.2

These two ideas, together with the principle of precedence and cosmological natural se-
lection, already give us four ways to address the meta-laws dilemma. They are admittedly
first steps. It is not an exaggeration to say that the direction of 21st-century cosmology will
be determined by how the meta-laws dilemma is resolved.

•

In the opening chapter, I raised some questions about the role that mathematics plays in
science. Before we close, I want to briefly come back to this subject, because it should be
clear that the reality of time has important implications for the role of mathematics in phys-
ics.

Within the Newtonian paradigm, a timeless configuration space can be described as a
mathematical object. The laws can also be represented by mathematical objects, as can their
solutions, which are possible histories of the system. What the mathematics corresponds to
are not the actual physical processes but only records of them once completed—which are
also, by definition, timeless. Yet the world remains, always, a bundle of processes evolving
in time, and only small parts of it are representable by timeless mathematical objects.

Because the Newtonian paradigm cannot be scaled up to include the universe as a whole,
there need be no mathematical object corresponding to the exact history of the entire uni-
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verse. Nor, for the universe as a whole, need there be a timeless configuration space and
timeless laws represented as timeless universal mathematical objects.

John Archibald Wheeler used to write physics equations on the blackboard, stand back,
and say, “Now I’ll clap my hands and a universe will spring into existence.” Of course, it
didn’t.3 Stephen Hawking asked, in A Brief History of Time, “What is it that breathes fire
into the equations and makes a universe for them to describe?” Such utterances reveal the
absurdity of the view that mathematics is prior to nature. Math in reality comes after nature.
It has no generative power. Another way to say this is that in mathematics conclusions are
forced by logical implication, whereas in nature events are generated by causal processes
acting in time. This is not the same thing; logical implications can model aspects of causal
processes, but they’re not identical to causal processes. Logic is not the mirror of causality.

Logic and mathematics capture aspects of nature, but never the whole of nature. There
are aspects of the real universe that will never be representable in mathematics. One of
them is that in the real world it is always some particular moment.

So one of the most important lessons that follow once we grasp the reality of time is
that nature cannot be captured in any single logical or mathematical system. The universe
simply is—or better yet, happens. It is unique. It happens once, as does each event—each
unique event—that nature comprises. Why it is, why there is something rather than nothing,
is probably not a question that has an answer—save that, perhaps, to exist is to be in rela-
tion to other things that exist and the universe is simply the set of all those relations. The
universe itself has no relation to anything outside it. The question of why it exists rather
than not is beyond the scope of the principle of sufficient reason.

What form are the discoveries of cosmology to be expressed in, if not in a single timeless
mathematical law acting on a timeless space of initial conditions? This is a question on
which the future of cosmology depends. With a little thought, some possible answers
emerge.

The examples I have given, such as cosmological natural selection and the principle of
precedence, demonstrate that we can conceive of testable scientific theories that go beyond
the Newtonian paradigm. It is good to reflect on the fact that in the history of science there
are many hypotheses that don’t need to be stated mathematically. And in some cases math-
ematics is not needed to work out their consequences. An example is the theory of natural
selection; aspects of it have been captured in simple mathematical models, but no single
model captures the whole variety of mechanisms by which natural selection acts in nature.
Indeed, new mechanisms of evolution may emerge at any time, as new species are born.

To be scientific, hypotheses must suggest observations by which they could be verified
or falsified. Sometimes this requires expression in mathematics; sometimes it doesn’t.
Mathematics is one language of science, and it is a powerful and important method. But its
application to science is based on an identification between results of mathematical calcu-
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lations and experimental results, and since the experiments take place outside mathematics,
in the real world, the link between the two must be stated in ordinary language. Mathemat-
ics is a great tool, but the ultimate governing language of science is language.

•

The challenge facing us should not be underestimated. Cosmological science is in a crisis,
and the only sure bet is that proceeding on the basis of the methodologies that have served
us so well until now will not get us anywhere. We can see from the paradoxes that ensue
what happens if we try to take the standard Newtonian paradigm as the basis of cosmology.
So we have to go forward into the unknown. We face a choice among radical programs.
Which one turns out to be correct can only be decided once we see which direction leads
to testable predictions for new observations and those observations are made. We will also
expect any new theory to provide robust explanations of known, if presently mysterious,
facts. We should encourage diverse approaches to these hard questions.

But the choices are nonetheless stark. To contrast the choices before us, on the next two
pages I list pairs of contrary assertions that we have encountered in this book. These frame
the implications of taking time as an illusion or as the core of reality.



Nothing in science is certain. What we can do, however, in the face of uncertainty is try
to construct reasoned arguments for diverse hypotheses. This is what I have done here. And
while the ultimate test is experiment, we can draw some conclusions from how generative
a research program is of new hypotheses and of predictions by means of which they can be
checked.

The research program based on the timeless universe that embraces quantum mechanics
and the multiverse as the final theory has been around for more than two decades. It has not
yet produced a single falsifiable prediction for a currently doable experiment. At best, it has
produced speculations about a novel phenomenon, collisions of bubble universes, remnants
of which might be observed if we’re lucky. However, these speculations are not falsifiable
predictions, because failure to verify the predictions can be easily explained away at no cost
to the speculation. Nor have the basic difficulties this program faces been resolved, despite
many years of work by smart and determined scientists. These difficulties have to do with
making predictions when the universe is one of infinitely many universes, all but one of
them unobservable; with the definition of probabilities when there are an infinite number
of copies of every event; and with the basic fact that neither theory nor observation much
constrains the invention of scenarios about things that might be true beyond the range of
our observations.

It’s impossible to be sure that nothing important will come from the investigations of
these ideas, but it seems likely that history will describe them as failures—failures due to
a misconceived approach to a foundational problem in science. The failure arises from tak-
ing a method suitable for studying small parts of the universe and applying it to the whole
of existence.

If I have characterized it correctly, the failure is not superficial and cannot be fixed just
by inventing another scenario of the same kind. Cosmological questions such as Why these
laws? and Why these initial conditions? cannot be answered by a method that takes the
laws and initial conditions as input. The remedy must be radical, involving not just the in-
vention of a new theory but a new method and hence a new kind of theory.

While the task is daunting, we do have several things on our side. The first, and most
likely primitive, attempts to frame hypotheses about the evolution of laws—hypotheses
that involve a possible history of the universe before the Big Bang—have led to falsifiable
predictions for doable observations. These include the predictions of cosmological natural
selection and the predictions of cyclic cosmologies. It’s too early to tell whether any of
these ideas are true, but it’s encouraging to know that present and near-future observations
could lead us to reject them as false. These simple examples suggest that scenarios in which
the universe is a stage in a succession of universes are testable and hence scientific.

The other thing we have going for us is the wisdom of the deepest cosmological thinkers
in history, particularly Leibniz, Mach, and Einstein. From them, we get several principles
that have served so far as excellent guides to the development of physics.



The most radical suggestion arising from this direction of thought is the insistence on
the reality of the present moment and, beyond that, the principle that all that is real is so
in a present moment. To the extent that this is a fruitful idea, physics can no longer be un-
derstood as the search for a precisely identical mathematical double of the universe. That
dream must be seen now as a metaphysical fantasy that may have inspired generations of
theorists but is now blocking the path to further progress. Mathematics will continue to be
a handmaiden to science, but she can no longer be the Queen.

The reward we get for sacrificing a queen is a more democratic vision of the furniture
of physical theories. Just as the distinction between royalty and commoners was discarded
long ago, so must we reject and go beyond an absolute distinction between the states of
affairs in the world and the laws by which they evolve in time. No longer can absolute,
timeless laws be seen to dictate the evolution of the time-bound configuration of the world.
If everything that is real is real in a moment, then the distinction between laws and states
must be a relative one, which arises and is discernible in relatively cold and calm cosmolo-
gical eras like our own. But in other, more violent eras, the distinction must dissolve into a
new, fully dynamic description of the world which is rational and answers to the principle
of sufficient reason.

By allowing laws to evolve in time, we increase our chances of explaining them by hy-
potheses that have testable consequences. It might seem that having laws evolve weakens
their power, but in fact it increases the overall power of science, whereas extending ideas
that work in the Newtonian paradigm to the domain of cosmology weakens the power of
science. If we admit into our conception of nature evolution and time at the deepest levels,
we are more apt to comprehend this mysterious universe in which we find ourselves.

Will this new path succeed? Only time will tell.



Epilogue: Thinking in Time

ALL THE PROGRESS of human civilization, from the invention of the first tools to our nascent
quantum technologies, is the result of the disciplined application of the imagination.

Imagination is the organ that allows us to thrive on the cusp between danger and oppor-
tunity; it is an adaptation to the reality of time. We are superb hunters and gatherers and
processors of information, but we are far more than that: We have a capacity for imagin-
ing situations that are not implied by the data we have. Our imagination lets us anticipate
dangers before they’re imminent, which means we can plan to meet them. We’re no match
for the tiger in the night, and there’s nothing we can do to keep her from making a meal of
our children once she’s pounced. But because we imagined it, we built a fire that kept her
away.

To know that we can build a fire to keep the tigers away may not seem impressive, but
think back a few hundred thousand years to the person who first did it. At the time, it must
have seemed insane to use one deadly menace to keep another away. Just the idea that fire
could be controlled must have taken tremendous imagination and courage. In the modern
world, we live with fire hidden throughout our homes, in the wires in the walls, in the stove,
in the furnace in the basement. We don’t even think of it—or at least not until we’re in the
car on our way somewhere and wondering whether we turned the oven off. But if we hadn’t
descended from people who, hundreds of thousands of years ago, imagined ways to harness
fire, we would still be prey.

This is the grand bargain of human life: to thrive on the cusp of uncertainty. We thrive
on the boundary between opportunity and danger and live with the knowledge that we can’t
control everything or keep bad stuff from happening every now and then.

The other animals evolved to be in sync with their environments. For them, surprise is
nearly always bad news, for it signals a change in the environment that exposes them to
danger for which they’re not adapted. At some point in our evolution, our ancestors evolved
the organ of imagination, which let us adapt to novel environments. Imagination enabled us
to turn change and surprise into opportunities to extend our domain across the planet.

Some 12,000 years ago, we adapted our environments to ourselves, becoming farmers
rather than opportunistic hunter-gatherers. Since then, our footprint has extended to the point
where our impositions on the Earth’s natural systems threaten to cause us great harm. Be-
cause imagination is our game, and imagination got us here, only imagination can provide
the new ideas that will take us safely through the surprises to come.



The same imagination that drove our adaptation led to the essentially tragic aspect of hu-
man life, which is that we can imagine our own inevitable death. Wanting, needing, to sur-
vive as long as possible, we push back against the inevitable, and because we’re human we
overshoot, and not just by a little. One result is the flowering of civilizations, science, the
arts, the wonderful technologies we take almost for granted. Another is all the waste that
our overshooting produces, because the most reliable safeguard against exponential decline
is exponential growth. So a species that evolved to fit a relatively narrow and rare niche
has conquered the entire surface of the planet. Our closest relatives are nearly endangered
species living in a few forests in Africa, but there are billions of us. The speciation that di-
vided us from the other primates is often attributed to “culture,” but isn’t that just another
word for our incessant imagining and striving for better ways to live?

We can envision beings who don’t ask for much, who take minimally from their envir-
onments and societies, who instinctively live in balance with their worlds. Some of us wish
to become like that, and to live more simply is indeed good advice, but on the whole that’s
not the way of human beings. Our way is to aspire always to more than and other than what
we have. To be human is to imagine what is not, to seek beyond the limits, to test the con-
straints, to explore and rush and tumble across the intimidating boundaries of our known
world.

There’s a romantic idea that the breaching of boundaries and living out of balance with
our environment is a pathology of capitalism and modern technological society. But it’s just
not so. As Stone Age conquerors of North America, we surged across the continent, wiping
out most of the large mammals as we went. A much larger proportion of hunter-gatherers
died in tribal warfare than the proportion of Europeans slain in the two world wars of the
20th century.

As a species, we seem to be at the peak of our dominance of the planet’s ecosystems
and resources. We all know that the present situation is unsustainable. Unsustainability was
bound to happen; it is always the result of exponential growth. We’re just the fortunate ones
who live within a lifetime of the peak and the crisis that will follow if we don’t learn fast
to act more wisely than in the past. If we persist in thinking outside time, we will not sur-
mount the unprecedented problems raised by climate change. We cannot rely on the stand-
ard menu of political solutions, because those problems are defined by the failure of our
present political systems. Only by thinking in time do we have a chance to thrive for cen-
turies more.

There was someone who for the first time had the courage to make her children safe by
harnessing fire. Who will have the courage to realize that the safety of our children may
depend on our learning to steer the climate?

•



Let’s imagine it’s 2080 and the problems of climate change have been faced and amelior-
ated. Our children will be elderly—or perhaps, due to medical advances, still in the prime
of life. How will their thinking have changed because of their avoidance of catastrophe?

It’s easier to imagine what their perspective will be if we do nothing to bring carbon-
dioxide emissions under control. As they face rising temperatures and sea levels, drought
and failing crops, as the northern cities crowd with refugees, you can well enough imagine
what they’ll wish they could say to us.

But suppose we’ve found the wisdom to avoid all this. What will we have learned along
the way that made success possible? And what positive good (as opposed to the avoid-
ance of disaster) will society have achieved by solving this crisis? The literature on climate
change is typically couched in negatives. Over and over, we read about the dreadful con-
sequences of inaction, but nowhere can we find a discussion of the ancillary benefits that
accrue when we solve this problem. People who exercise and eat well find positive effects
in being healthy that outweigh the motives of avoiding illness and early death. Might there
likewise be positive benefits of living within an economy that fosters a healthy planet?

The consequences of overcoming the climate crisis are difficult to predict, because to
succeed we have to do more than solve a global engineering problem. Even among those
who appreciate the seriousness of the crisis, adherence to one or another of two oppos-
ing viewpoints, both false, delays real progress. For those who see the world in economic
terms, nature is a resource to be exploited and transcended—and climate change is just an
agricultural problem on a larger scale, to be managed by cost-benefit analysis. For envir-
onmental activists, nature is paramount and pristine, and can only be diminished by the
encroachments of civilization; climate change, for them, is just another issue of preserva-
tion. Both miss the point, because both assume that nature and technology are mutually
exclusive categories, so that when they clash a choice must be made between them. But an
adequate solution to the crisis requires muddying the distinction between the natural and
the artificial. It requires not a choice between nature and technology, but a reorientation of
their relationship to each other.

The overwhelming scientific consensus tells us that it is we who are now destabilizing
the climate, but it is also true that the climate has fluctuated suddenly in the past between
very different states. If this happens again—whether triggered by our doings or not—it will
have dire consequences for us. Because we’re able to prevent or moderate major changes
in the climate, we must do so—for the same reason that we must look out for and destroy
asteroids that might collide with Earth. After we have resolved this emergency, we will
be committed to a continuing regulation of the climate, to keep it in a range within which
humanity can thrive. This means melding our technologies with the natural cycles and sys-
tems that already regulate the climate.

Once we understand how the natural systems regulating the climate react to our tech-
nologies, and we begin to operate our technologies and economies so that they work in



harmony with the climate, we will have transcended the divide between the natural and
the artificial on a planetary scale. The economy and the climate will be aspects of a single
system. To survive the climate crisis, we have to conceive of and establish a new kind of
system, a symbiosis of the natural processes determining the climate with our technologic-
al civilization.

We’re accustomed to seeing ourselves as apart from nature and our technologies as im-
positions on the natural world. But whether we fantasize about our conquering nature or
nature surviving us, we have reached the limits of the usefulness of the idea that we’re
separate from nature. If we want to survive as a species, we need a new way of seeing
ourselves, in which we and everything we make and do are as natural as the cycles of car-
bon and oxygen we emerged from and in which we participate with every breath.

To begin this task, we have to understand the roots of the distinction between the artifi-
cial and the natural. These have a great deal to do with time. The false idea we have to put
behind us is the idea that what is bound in time is an illusion and what is timeless is real.

Early expressions of this perennial philosophy are found in Christian interpretations of
Aristotelian and Ptolemaic cosmology, in which, as I described in chapter 1, the earthly
sphere is the unique abode of life but also of death and decay, surrounded by perfect spheres
of unchanging crystalline construction that rotate eternally around the Earth, carrying the
moon, the sun, and the planets. The stars are fixed to the outermost sphere, above which
live God and His angels. From this scenario springs the prevailing notion that goodness and
truth are to be found above us, evil and falseness below. To learn to live with our planet,
we have to rid ourselves of the vestiges of this old yearning for elevation from it.

The same hierarchy applies to the natural/artificial divide, although different people
see it differently. Some value the artificial over the natural world of living things be-
cause—being the product of minds rather than of mindless, messy evolution—it is closer to
absolute perfection and therefore closer to timelessness. Others esteem the natural as hav-
ing a purity lacking in artificial constructions.

How can we get rid of the conceptual structure of a divided and hierarchical world sep-
arating the natural and artificial? To escape this conceptual trap, we need to eliminate the
idea that anything is, or can be, timeless. We need to see everything in nature, including
ourselves and our technologies, as time-bound and part of a larger, ever evolving system.
A world without time is a world with a fixed set of possibilities that cannot be transcended.
If, on the other hand, time is real and everything is subject to it, then there is no fixed set
of possibilities and no obstacle to the invention of genuinely novel ideas and solutions to
problems. So to move beyond the distinction between the natural and artificial and to es-
tablish systems that are both, we have to situate ourselves in time.

We need a new philosophy, one that anticipates the merging of the natural and the artifi-
cial by achieving a consilience of the natural and social sciences, in which human agency
has a rightful place in nature. This is not relativism, in which anything we want to be true



can be. To survive the challenge of climate change, it matters a great deal what is true. We
must also reject both the modernist notion that truth and beauty are determined by formal
criteria and the postmodern rebellion from that, according to which reality and ethics are
mere social constructions. What is needed is a relationalism, according to which the future
is restricted by, but not determined by, the present, so that novelty and invention are pos-
sible. This will replace the false hope of transcendence to a timeless, absolute perfection
with a genuinely hopeful view of an ever expanding realm for human agency, within a cos-
mos with an open future.

Part of the program of the new philosophy is to save cosmology from an unscientific ex-
cursion by recognizing the central role time plays on a cosmological scale. That scientific
task has been the focus of this book. But equally important, a civilization whose scientists
and philosophers teach that time is an illusion and the future is fixed is unlikely to summon
the imaginative power to invent the communion of political organizations, technology, and
natural processes—a communion essential if we are to thrive sustainably beyond this cen-
tury.

•

Probably the greatest harm done by the metaphysical view that reality is timeless is through
its influence on economics.1 The basic flaw in the thinking of many economists is that a
market is a system with a single equilibrium state. This is a state where the prices have
adjusted so that the supply of each good exactly meets the demand for it, according to the
law of supply and demand. Further, such a state is said to optimize everyone’s satisfaction.
There’s even a mathematical theorem holding that in equilibrium no one can be made hap-
pier without making someone else less happy.2

If each market has one and only one such equilibrium point, then the wise and ethical
thing to do is leave the market alone so it can settle at that point. Market forces (i.e., the
way producers and consumers respond to changes in prices) should be sufficient to do this.
A recent version of this idea is the efficient-market hypothesis, which holds that prices re-
flect all the information relevant to the market. In a market with many players contributing
their knowledge and views by means of their bids and asks, it is impossible that any asset
is mispriced for long. Remarkably, this line of reasoning is supported by elegant mathem-
atical models within which are formal proofs that equilibrium points always exist; that is,
there are always choices of prices such that supply exactly balances demand.

This simple picture, in which the market always acts to restore conditions to equilibrium,
depends on the assumption that there’s only one equilibrium. But this isn’t the case.
Economists have known since the 1970s that their mathematical models of markets have
typically many equilibrium points where supply balances demand. How many? The num-
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ber is hard to estimate but certainly grows at least proportionally to the numbers of com-
panies and consumers, if not faster. In a complex modern economy, with many goods made
by many firms and bought by many consumers, there are a lot of ways to set the prices of
goods so that supply and demand are in balance.3

Because there are many equilibria where market forces balance, they cannot all be com-
pletely stable. The question is, then, how a society chooses which equilibrium to be in. The
choice cannot be explained solely by market forces, because supply and demand are bal-
anced in each of the many possible equilibria. Regulations, laws, culture, ethics, and polit-
ics then play a necessary role in determining the evolution of a market economy.

How is it possible that influential economists have argued for decades from the premise
of a single, unique equilibrium, when results in their own literature by prominent col-
leagues showed this to be incorrect? I believe the reason is the pull of the timeless over
the time-bound. For if there is only a single stable equilibrium, the dynamics by which the
market evolves over time is not of much interest. Whatever happens, the market will find
the equilibrium, and if the market is perturbed, it will oscillate around that equilibrium and
settle back down into it. You don’t need to know anything else.

If there is a unique and stable equilibrium, there’s not much scope for human agency
(apart from each firm maximizing its profits and each consumer maximizing his pleasure)
and the best thing to do is to leave the market alone to achieve that equilibrium. But if
there are many possible equilibria, and none is completely stable, then human agency has
to participate in and steer the dynamics by which one equilibrium is chosen out of many
possibilities. In the thinking of the economic gurus who won the day for deregulation, the
role of human agency was neglected, in deference to an imagined mythical timeless state
of nature. This was the profound conceptual mistake that opened the way for the errors of
policy that led to the recent economic crisis and recession.

Another way to speak about this mistake is in terms of path dependence and path in-
dependence. A system is path-dependent if it matters how the system evolved from one
configuration to another—that is, our present circumstances depend not just on where we
are but on how we got here. A system is path-independent if everything depends only on
its current configuration and nothing depends on how it got here. In a path-independent
system, time and dynamics play little role, because at any time the system is either in its
unique state or fluctuating slightly around it. In a path-dependent system, time plays an im-
portant role.

Neoclassical economics conceptualizes economics as path-independent. An efficient
market is path-independent, as is a market with a single, stable equilibrium. In a path-in-
dependent system, it should be impossible to make money purely by trading, without pro-
ducing anything of value. This sort of activity is called arbitrage, and basic financial the-
ory holds that in an efficient market arbitrage is impossible, because everything is already
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priced in such a way that there are no inconsistencies. You cannot trade dollars for yen,
trade those for euros, and trade euros back for dollars and make a profit. Nonetheless, hedge
funds and investment banks have made fortunes trading in currency markets. Their success
should be impossible in an efficient market, but this does not seem to have bothered eco-
nomic theorists.

Decades ago, the economist Brian Arthur, at the time the youngest holder of an endowed
chair at Stanford University, began to argue that economics was path-dependent.4 His evid-
ence for this was that the economic dictum known as the law of decreasing returns is
not always correct. This law says that the more of something you produce, the less profit
you make from each item you sell. This is not necessarily true, for example, in the soft-
ware business, where it costs almost nothing to make and distribute additional copies of a
program, so all the costs are up front. Arthur’s work was treated as heresy—and indeed,
without the assumption of decreasing returns, some of the mathematical proofs in neoclas-
sical economic models fall apart.

In the mid-1990s, an economics graduate student at Harvard, Pia Malaney, working with
the mathematician Eric Weinstein, found a mathematical representation of the path-depend-
ence of economics. In geometry and physics, there’s a well-understood technique for study-
ing path-dependent systems which is called gauge fields; these provide the mathematic-
al foundations for our understanding of all the forces in nature. Malaney and Weinstein
applied this method to economics and found that it is path-dependent. Indeed, there’s an
easily computable quantity called the curvature that measures path-dependence, and they
found it was not zero in typical models of markets where prices and consumer preferences
change. Hence, like the Earth and the geometry of spacetime, the mathematical spaces that
model markets are curved. In her PhD thesis, Malaney applied their model to increases in
the Consumer Price Index and found it had been miscomputed by economists who did not
take path dependence into account in their economic models.5

The work of Malaney and Weinstein was ignored by academic economists, but the path
dependence of markets has since been rediscovered by a number of physicists who found it
natural to apply gauge theories to them.6 There’s no way to know how many hedge funds
are making money discovering arbitrage opportunities by measuring curvature—that is,
path dependence that’s not supposed to exist in neoclassical economics—but this is doubt-
less going on.

A path-dependent market is one where time really matters. How does neoclassical eco-
nomic theory deal with the fact that in reality markets do evolve in time, in response
to changing technologies and preferences, continually opening up opportunities to make
money that are not supposed to exist in their models? Neoclassical economics treats time
by abstracting it away. In a neoclassical model, you as a consumer are modeled by a utility
function. This is a mathematical function that gives a number to every possible combina-
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tion of goods and services that might be purchased in the economy you live in. This is a
huge set, but, hey, this is math, so let’s continue. The idea is that the more utility a collec-
tion of goods and services has for you, the more of them you’ll want to buy. The models
then assume that you buy the collection of goods and services that maximizes your desires
as measured by your utility function, given the constraint of how much you can afford.

What about time? The idea is that the lists of goods and services includes all the goods
and services you might want to buy over your entire lifetime. So the budget constraint im-
posed is over your lifetime income. Now, this is clearly absurd; how can people know what
they’ll want or need decades from now, or what their lifetime income will be? The mod-
els deal with such contingencies—the fact that over a lifetime one confronts a myriad of
unpredictable circumstances—by lumping them into the lists of goods and services. That
is, they assume there’s a definite price for every possible collection of goods and services
at every time and in every situation that might arise—even decades into the future. There
is a price, say, not just for a Ford Mustang but for a Ford Mustang in 2020 under every
possible contingency. The models also assume not just that all the goods and services we
might buy now have been perfectly priced in equilibrium but that every future price of any
collection of goods and services under every possible contingency is also perfectly priced.
Moreover, they assume that there are so many investors with such a variety of views that
the bets cover the whole space of possible contingencies and positions—whereas investig-
ations of real markets have found that a small number of positions are occupied by most of
the traders.7

That the neoclassical economic models go to such absurd lengths to abstract time and
contingency only shows how central the issue of time is. There is a powerful, if unacknow-
ledged, attraction to theories in which time plays no role—perhaps because they give the
theorists a sense of inhabiting a timeless realm of pure truth, against which the time and
contingency of the real world pale.

We live in a world in which it is impossible to anticipate most of the contingencies that
will arise. Neither the political context, nor the inventions, nor the fashions, nor the weath-
er, nor the climate are precisely specifiable in advance. There is, in the real world, no pos-
sibility of working with an abstract space of all the contingencies that may evolve. To do
real economics, without mythological elements, we need a theoretical framework in which
time is real and the future is not specifiable in advance, even in principle. It is only in such
a theoretical context that the full scope of our power to construct our future can make sense.

Furthermore, to meld an economy and an ecology, we need to conceive of them in com-
mon terms—as open complex systems evolving in time, with path dependence and many
equilibria, governed by feedback. This fits the description briefly given here of economics,
and it fits the theoretical framework of ecology as well, with the climate as the sum and
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expression of a network of chemical reactions driving and regulated by the basic cycles of
the biosphere.8

•

One of the difficulties we face when we attempt to have a constructive conversation about
the future is that our present culture is characterized by incoherence. People on one frontier
of knowledge hardly know what seekers on the other frontiers are talking about. Our con-
versations are siloed. Most physical scientists don’t know much about the breakthroughs in
biology, let alone what’s happening on the forefront of social theory, and don’t have a clue
about what questions influential artists ask each other.

If our civilization is to thrive, it would be helpful to base our decision making on a co-
herent view of the world, in which, to begin with, there is consilience between the natural
and social sciences. The reality of time can be the foundation for this new consilience, in
which the future is open and novelty is possible on every scale from the fundamental laws
of physics to the organization of economies and ecologies.

In the past, great conceptual steps in physical science have been echoed in social science.
Newton’s idea of absolute time and space is said to have greatly influenced the political
theory of his contemporary, John Locke. The notion that the positions of particles were
defined with respect not to each other but to absolute space was mirrored in the notion of
rights defined for each citizen with respect to an unchanging absolute background of the
principles of justice.

General relativity moved physics to a relational theory of space and time, in which all
properties are defined in terms of relationships. Is this mirrored in an analogous movement
in social theory? I believe that it is and that it can be found in the writings of Unger and
a number of other social theorists. These explore, in the context of social theory, the im-
plications of a relational philosophy according to which all properties ascribed to agents
in a social system arise from their relationships and interactions with one another. As in a
Leibnizian cosmology, there are no external timeless categories or laws. The future is open,
because there is no end to the novel modes of organization that may be invented by a soci-
ety as it continually confronts unprecedented problems and opportunities.

This new social theory attempts to refashion democracy into a global form of political
organization able to guide the evolution of the burgeoning multiethnic and multicultural
societies. This refashioned democracy must also be up to the task of making the necessary
decisions to survive the global crises posed by climate change.

Here’s my understanding of what democracy looks like from the relational perspective of
the new philosophy. Remarkably, the same ideas provide an understanding of how science
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works. This is important, because the challenge of climate change requires the interaction
of science and politics.

Both democratic governance and the workings of the scientific community have evolved
to manage several basic facts about human beings. We’re smart, but we’re flawed in char-
acteristic ways. We’re able to study our situation in nature over a single lifetime and accu-
mulate knowledge over many lifetimes. But we have also evolved a capacity for thinking
and acting at the snap of a twig. This means we often make mistakes and fool ourselves. To
combat our propensity for error, we have evolved societies that embrace the contradiction
between the conservative and the rebel in the service of future generations. The future is
genuinely unknowable, but one thing we can be fairly sure of is that our descendants will
know a lot more than we do. By working within communities and societies, we can achieve
much more than we can as individuals, yet progress requires individuals to take great risks
to invent and test new ideas.

Scientific communities, and the larger democratic societies from which they evolved,
progress because their work is governed by two basic principles.9

(1) When rational argument from public evidence suffices to decide a question,
it must be considered to be so decided.

(2) When rational argument from public evidence does not suffice to decide a
question, the community must encourage a diverse range of viewpoints and
hypotheses consistent with a good-faith attempt to develop convincing public
evidence.

I call these the principles of the open future. They underlie a new, pluralistic stage of the
Enlightenment—a stage now arising. We respect the power of reasoning when it’s decis-
ive, and when it isn’t we respect those who in good faith disagree with us. The limitation
to people of good faith means people within the community who accept these principles.
Within such communities, knowledge can progress, and we can strive to make wise de-
cisions about a future that is not completely knowable.

•

Even given perfect adherence to the principles of the open future, science is unlikely ever
to solve some of the questions we’d most like the answers to.

Why is there something rather than nothing? I can’t imagine anything that would serve
as an answer to this question, let alone an answer supported by evidence. Even religion fails
here, for if the answer is “God,” there was something—God, that is—to begin with. Or, If
time has no beginning, do all causes recede into the infinite past? Is there no final reason
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for things? These are real questions, but if they have answers, those are likely to forever
remain outside science. Then there are questions that science cannot answer now but that
are so clearly meaningful that sometime in the future, it is hoped, science will evolve lan-
guage, concepts, and experimental techniques to address them.

I have argued that everything that is real and true is such in a moment that is one of a
succession of moments. But what is it that’s real? What is the substance of these moments
and the processes that connect them?

We can agree that the universe is not identical or isomorphic to a mathematical object,
and I’ve argued that there is no copy of the universe, so there is nothing that the universe is
“like.” What, then, is the universe? Although any metaphor will fail us, and every mathem-
atical model will be incomplete, nonetheless we want to know what the world consists of.
Not What is it like? but What is it? What is the substance of the world? We think of matter
as simple and inert, but we don’t know anything about what matter really is. We know only
how matter interacts. What is the essence of the existence of a rock? We don’t know; it’s a
mystery that each discovery about atoms, nuclei, quarks, and so on only deepens.

I would dearly love to know the answer to this question. Sometimes I think about what a
rock is when I’m trying to go to sleep, and I comfort myself with the idea that there must be,
somewhere, an answer to what the universe is. But I have no idea how to look for it, wheth-
er through science or another route. It is so easy to make stuff up, and the bookshelves are
full of metaphysical proposals. But we want real knowledge, which means there must be
a way to confirm a proposed answer. This limits us to science. If there’s another route to
reliable knowledge of the world besides science, I’m unlikely to take it, because my life is
centered around a commitment to the ethics of science.

As for science itself, we can’t predict the future (that’s the point of this book), but the re-
lationalist view makes me doubt that science can tell us what the world really is. This is be-
cause relationalism claims that the quantities physics can measure and describe all concern
relationships and interactions. When we ask about the essence of matter, or of the world,
we are asking what it is intrinsically—what it is in the absence of relationships and inter-
actions.10 The relationalist stance is that there’s nothing real in the world apart from those
properties defined by relationships and interactions. Sometimes this idea seems compelling
to me; at other times it seems absurd. It does neatly get rid of the question of what things
really are. But does it make sense for two things to have a relation—to interact—if they are
nothing intrinsically?

It may be that all there is to existence is relationship. But if so, is there an insight yet to
be had about how this can or must be the case?

These are questions that are too deep for me. Someone with a different training and tem-
perament might be able to make progress on them, but not I. The one thing I can’t do is
dismiss the question of what the world really is by calling it an absurd question. Some ad-
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vocates of science insist that questions science cannot answer are meaningless, but I find
this unconvincing—and unattractively narrow-minded. The pursuit of science has led me
to conclude that the future is open and novelty is real. Since I define science by adherence
to an ethic rather than a method, I must accept the possibility of scientific methodologies
that no one has yet conceived.

This brings us to the really hard problem: the problem of consciousness.
I get a lot of e-mails about consciousness. To most of them I reply that whereas there are

real mysteries about consciousness, they’re beyond what science can tackle with present
knowledge. As a physicist, I have nothing to say about them.

There’s only one person I allow to talk to me about the problem of consciousness—a
dear friend named James George. Jim is a retired diplomat who was the Canadian high
commissioner to India and Sri Lanka and ambassador to Nepal, Iran, and the Gulf States,
among other countries. He is, I am told, legendary as an exponent of Canadian diplomacy
in the age of prime ministers Pearson and Trudeau, when Canada spread the idea of peace-
keeping to the world. Now in his nineties, he writes books on the spiritual foundations of
environmental issues and helps run a foundation dedicated to environmental causes.11 He is
much admired by his wide circle of friends and acquaintances for his sage advice—and he
is one of the few people I know who appears to live guided by a level of wisdom I cannot
imagine attaining.

So when Jim says to me, “What you’re telling me about the meaning of time in physics
is fascinating, but you’re leaving out the key element that all your thought points to, which
is the role of consciousness in the universe,” I listen. I listen, but I don’t have much to say.

But at least I know roughly what he’s talking about. Let me be clear about what I mean
by the problem of consciousness. I don’t mean the question of whether we could program
a computer to know or reflect on its own state. Nor do I mean the question of how systems
evolve from networks of chemical reactions to become autonomous agents, a term Stuart
Kauffman uses to refer to systems that can make decisions to their own benefit. These are
hard problems, but they appear to be solvable, scientific ones.

By the problem of consciousness, I mean that if I describe you in all the languages phys-
ical and biological sciences make available to us, I leave something out. Your brain is a
vast and highly interconnected network of roughly 100 billion cells, each of which is itself
a complex system running on controlled chains of chemical reactions. I could describe this
in as much detail as I wanted, and I would never come close to explaining the fact that you
have an inner experience, a stream of consciousness. If I didn’t know, from my own case,
that I’m conscious, my knowledge of your neural processes would give me no reason to
suspect that you are.

What’s most mysterious, of course, is not the content of our consciousness but the fact
that we’re conscious. Leibniz imagined shrinking himself down and walking around inside
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someone’s brain the way he might walk around inside a mill (these days, we would say “a
factory”). In the case of the mill, you could give a complete description of it by describing
what a person walking around inside it would see. In the case of a brain, you couldn’t.

One way to tell that something is left out of the physical description of the workings of
the brain is to mention some questions that the physical description doesn’t answer. You
and I look at the woman in the red dress sitting at the next table. Do each of us experience
the same sensation (of red, I mean)? Might it be that what you experience as red is the same
sensation I experience as blue? How can we tell?

Suppose your sight was extended to the ultraviolet. What would the new colors look
like? What would the raw sensation of them be?

What’s missing when we describe a color as a wavelength of light or as certain neurons
lighting up in the brain is the essence of the experience of perceiving red. Philosophers give
these essences a name: qualia. The question is, Why do we experience the qualia of red
when our eyes absorb photons of a certain wavelength? This is what the philosopher David
Chalmers calls the hard question of consciousness.

Here’s another way to ask it: Suppose we mapped the neuronal circuits in your brain
onto silicon chips and uploaded your brain into a computer. Would that computer be con-
scious? Would it have qualia? Yet another question serves to focus our thoughts: Suppose
you could do that without harming yourself. Would there now be two conscious beings with
your memories whose futures diverge from there?

The problem of qualia, or consciousness, seems unanswerable by science because it’s an
aspect of the world that is not encompassed when we describe all the physical interactions
among particles. It’s in the domain of questions about what the world really is, not how it
can be modeled or represented.

Some philosophers argue that qualia simply are identical to certain neuronal processes.
This seems to me wrong. Qualia may very well be correlated with neuronal processes but
they are not the same as neuronal processes. Neuronal processes are subject to description
by physics and chemistry, but no amount of detailed description in those terms will answer
the questions as to what qualia are like or explain why we perceive them.

I don’t doubt that there’s a lot we could learn about the relationship between qualia and
the brain that would take us closer to formulating the problems of consciousness and qualia
as scientific questions. We can do experiments on conscious subjects that might teach us a
lot about exactly what features or aspects of neuronal processes are associated with qualia.
These are scientific questions, amenable to the methodologies of science.

The questions about qualia make consciousness a genuine mystery, one that hasn’t yet
been penetrated by the methods of science. I don’t know whether it ever will be. Perhaps
when we know a lot more about biology and the brain, it will lead to a revolutionary trans-
formation in the language we use to describe living and thinking animals. After that revolu-



tion, we may have concepts and language unimaginable to us now that will let us formulate
the mysteries of consciousness and qualia as scientific questions.

The problem of consciousness is an aspect of the question of what the world really is.
We don’t know what a rock really is, or an atom, or an electron. We can only observe
how they interact with other things and thereby describe their relational properties. Perhaps
everything has external and internal aspects. The external properties are those that science
can capture and describe—through interactions, in terms of relationships. The internal as-
pect is the intrinsic essence; it is the reality that is not expressible in the language of inter-
actions and relations. Consciousness, whatever it is, is an aspect of the intrinsic essence of
brains.

One further aspect of consciousness is the fact that it takes place in time. Indeed, when I
assert that it is always some time in the world, I am extrapolating from the fact that my ex-
periences of the world always take place in time. But what do I mean by my experiences?
I can speak about them scientifically as instances of recordings of information. To speak
so, I need not mention consciousness or qualia. But this may be an evasion, because these
experiences have aspects that are consciousness of qualia. So my conviction that what is
real is real in the present moment is related to my conviction that qualia are real.

•

Science is one of the great human adventures. The growth of knowledge is the spine of any
telling of the human story, and for those fortunate enough to participate in it, it is the core
of our lives. While its future is unpredictable—otherwise there would be no research—the
only certainty is that we will know more in the future. For on every scale, from an atom’s
quantum state to the cosmos, and at every level of complexity, from a photon made in the
early universe and winging its way toward us to human personalities and societies, the key
is time and the future is open.



Notes

PREFACE

1. This book can be taken as an introduction to, or popularization of, a rigorously argued
work in natural philosophy I am collaborating on with Roberto Mangabeira
Unger—which will result in a book tentatively titled The Singular Universe and the Real-
ity of Time, in which we advocate the reality of time and the evolution of laws and exam-
ine possible resolutions of what we have called the meta-laws dilemma (see chapter 19).

2. Earlier versions of the arguments presented here may be found in the following papers, as
well as in research publications listed in the notes below:
Lee Smolin, “A Perspective on the Landscape Problem,” arXiv:1202.3373v1
[physics.hist-ph] (2012);
——, “The Unique Universe,” Phys. World, June 2, 21-6 (2009);
——, “The Case for Background Independence,” in The Structural Foundations of
Quantum Gravity, ed. Dean Rickles et al. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007);
——, “The Present Moment in Quantum Cosmology: Challenges for the Argument for
the Elimination of Time,” in Time and the Instant, ed. Robin Durie (Manchester, U.K.:
Clinamen Press, 2000);
——, “Thinking in Time Versus Thinking Outside of Time,” in This Will Make You
Smarter, ed. John Brockman (New York: Harper Perennial, 2012);
Stuart Kauffman & Lee Smolin, “A Possible Solution to the Problem of Time in Quantum
Cosmology,” arXiv:gr-qc/9703026v1 (1997).

INTRODUCTION

1. This view diminishes more than time, for it reduces all aspects of our experience of the
world—color, touch, music, emotions, complex thoughts—to rearrangements of atoms.
This is the core of the atomists’ view of the world proposed by Democritus and Lucretius,
formalized in John Locke’s “primary and secondary qualities,” and seemingly confirmed
by every aspect of the progress of science since. In this view, what is real is motion—in
the modern conception, transitions among quantum states. All else is to some extent illu-
sion. My purpose is not to challenge any of this wisdom, much of which must be taken as
true, so well supported is it by science. My aim is only to challenge the last step, which
claims that time, too, is an illusion.



2. The only exception, as we will see developed in chapter 11, is if our universe can be ar-
gued to be a typical member of the collection of universes.

3. Some readers will immediately ask whether there must be laws that govern the evolution
of laws. This leads to the meta-laws problem, discussed at length in chapter 19.

4. Charles Sanders Peirce, “The Architecture of Theories,” The Monist, 1:2, 161–76 (1891).
5. Roberto Mangabeira Unger, Social Theory: Its Situation and Its Task, vol. 2 of Politics,

(New York: Verso, 2004), pp. 179–80.
6. Paul A. M. Dirac, “The Relation Between Mathematics and Physics,” Proc. Roy. Soc.

(Edinburgh) 59: 122–29 (1939).
7. Quoted in James Gleick, Genius: the Life and Science of Richard Feynman (New York:

Pantheon, 1992), p. 93.
8. “Richard Feynman—Take the World from another Point of View,” NOVA (PBS, 1973).

Transcript at http://calteches.library.caltech.edu/35/2/PointofView.htm.
9. The first publication of this idea was Lee Smolin, “Did the Universe Evolve?” Class.

Quantum. Grav. 9: 173–91 (1992).
10. “Dynamical” is a word I use often in this book. It means changeable, subject to law.

1. FALLING

1. This is despite many serious attempts by Islamic and medieval philosophers to under-
stand the causes of motion.

2. Mathematicians like to speak of curves, numbers, and so forth as mathematical “objects,”
which implies a kind of existence. If you aren’t comfortable adopting a radical philo-
sophical position by a habit of language, you might want to call them concepts instead.
I will use either word interchangeably when discussing mathematics, so as not to preju-
dice the question of what kind of existence they have.

3. It’s also not quite true to say that the truths of mathematics are outside time, since, as hu-
man beings, our perceptions and thoughts take place at specific moments in time—and
among the things we think about in time are mathematical objects. It’s just that those
mathematical objects don’t seem to have any existence in time themselves. They are not
born, they do not change, they simply are.

4. Many other great mathematicians believe this, such as Alain Connes. See Jean-Pierre
Changeux & Alain Connes, Conversations on Mind, Matter, and Mathematics, ed. &
trans. M. B. DeBevoise (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998).

2. THE DISAPPEARANCE OF TIME

1. One wonders whether anyone in antiquity noticed that water from a fountain traces a
parabolic path. There are Greek vases which show water from fountains falling along
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what look like parabolas, so it would not have been impossible for a mathematician to
have observed that and wondered whether falling bodies generally trace parabolas.

2. Aristotle, On the Heavens, Book 1, chapter 3.
3. I know several mathematicians and physicists who had to choose between a career in

music and science. One is João Magueijo, who was trained as a composer of contempor-
ary classical music before he decided to switch to physics. Being a person of extremes,
he says he has not touched a piano since. Knowing him helps me to imagine the charac-
ter of Galileo.

4. Image from: Peter Apian, Cosmographia (1539). Reprinted in Alexandre Koyre, From
the Closed World to the Infinite Universe (Baltimore, MD; Johns Hopkins, 1957).

5. As suggested in Agora, a 2009 film by the Spanish-Chilean director Alejandro
Amenábar.

6. When Newton presented the consequences of his laws of motion in his Principia
Mathematica, he used more basic mathematics, rather than the calculus he had invented
long before. This appears mysterious until you realize that he hadn’t yet published the
calculus; thus he had to explain his discoveries in mathematics his readers would have
known.

7. Consider a ball falling near the surface of the Earth. It’s pulled by the gravity of every
atom making up the Earth. A key insight of Newton’s was that all these forces can be
added together, and the result is as if there were a single object pulling on the ball from
the center of the Earth. If I throw the ball up, that distance may increase by a few meters,
which is a very small change indeed, so the force hardly changes at all. The force on an
object thrown or dropped can be taken to be constant. This implies that the acceleration
is constant, which was Galileo’s great discovery.

3. A GAME OF CATCH

1. Some would object that mathematics can code time—i.e., f(t) is a function of time. This
completely misses the point, which is that the function f(t) is timeless.

4. DOING PHYSICS IN A BOX

1. Sara Diamond et al., CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances (Rotterdam: Dutch
Electronic Arts Festival, 2003).

2. Thanks to Saint Clair Cemin for discussions on this.
3. Consider a system of stars moving under their mutual gravitational influence. The inter-

action of two stars can be described exactly; Newton solved that problem. But there is
no exact solution to the problem of describing the gravitational interaction of three stars.
Any system of three or more bodies must be treated approximately. Such systems show



a wide range of behaviors, including chaos and an extreme sensitivity to initial condi-
tions. Although this is the next simplest system to the two-star problem, which Newton
solved in the 17th century, these phenomena were not discovered until early in the 20th,
by the French mathematician Henri Poincaré. Comprehending the so-called three-body
problem required the invention of a whole new branch of mathematics: chaos theory.
More recently, systems of thousands or millions of bodies can be treated in simulations
carried out on supercomputers. These have given us insights into the behavior of stars in
galaxies and even the interactions of galaxies in clusters. But the results gained, while
useful, are based on the roughest of approximations. Stars consisting of vast numbers of
atoms are treated as if they were points, and the influence of anything outside the system
is usually ignored.

5. THE EXPULSION OF NOVELTY AND SURPRISE

1. Where we will raise and explain the apparent paradox that the laws of thermodynamics,
such as the law that entropy can only increase, are not reversible in time, whereas the
more fundamental laws are reversible.

2. Ludwig Boltzmann, Lectures on Gas Theory (Dover Publications, 2011).

6. RELATIVITY AND TIMELESSNESS

1. The Principle of Relativity (Dover Publications, 1952), consisting of seven of Einstein’s
papers, two by Hendrik Antoon Lorentz, and one each by Hermann Weyl and Hermann
Minkowski.

2. “On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies,” Ann. der Phys. 17(10): 891–921; “Does
the Inertia of a Body Depend upon Its Energy Content?” Ann. der Phys. 18: 639–41
(1905).

3. Those readers who want to see the arguments thus explained can consult the on-line ap-
pendices at www.timereborn.com.

4. Strictly speaking, it is not necessary to assume that the speed of light is a speed limit, but
it makes the pedagogy much simpler.

5. This isn’t the same as saying that there is a fact about whether two events are simul-
taneous but it’s impossible to know what it is. Because different observers will disagree
about whether two events are simultaneous, there is no objective meaning to saying they
are or aren’t.

6. This does not mean that all clocks will tick the same number of times between two
events. Consider two moving clocks that pass each other when they both read noon, then
separate. One of them accelerates and reverses direction, passing the other clock again
when that clock reads 12:01. The accelerating clock will display a different time. But
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the point is that all observers will agree about how many times one particular clock ticks
between events. The clock that ticks the most times between two events is the one that is
free-falling—and because the time a free-falling clock measures is distinguished in this
way, we call it the proper time.

7. Hermann Weyl, Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science (Princeton, NJ: Prin-
ceton University Press, 1949).

8. If the region of spacetime is limited in space, you can also get from any A to any B in A’s
causal future by a series of steps using several intermediate X’s. So the infinite extent
of Minkowski spacetime helps make the argument in a single elegant step, but it’s not
essential.

9. Hilary Putnam, “Time and Physical Geometry,” Jour. Phil. 64: 240–47 (1967).
10. John Randolph Lucas, The Future (Oxford, U.K.: Blackwell, 1990) p. 8.
11. The geodesics of spacetime, as opposed to space, are the paths that take the most proper

time rather then the shortest distance. This is a quirk of the way spacetime geometry
is formulated; a free-falling clock ticks faster and thus more often than any other clock
traveling between two events. This leads to a good piece of advice: If you want to stay
young, accelerate.

12. The technical name for this property is general coordinate invariance; it is closely re-
lated to another property called diffeomorphism invariance. Newtonian mechanics can
also be formulated in a way in which the clock can be part of the system and there
is complete freedom to specify it. This formulation was developed by Julian Barbour
in collaboration with Bruno Bertotti. It goes some way toward making the Newtonian
paradigm relational, but it still is based on timeless laws acting on a timeless configura-
tion space.

7. QUANTUM COSMOLOGY AND THE END OF TIME

1. Charles W. Misner, Kip S. Thorne, & John Archibald Wheeler, Gravitation (San Fran-
cisco: W. H. Freeman, 1973).

2. More on the different interpretations of quantum theory and their implications for the
arguments of this book can be found in the on-line appendices.

3. The quantum state yields these probabilities via a two-step process. In the first step, the
quantum state can be represented by giving a number for every possible configuration,
called the quantum amplitude for that configuration. In the second step, you take the
square of the amplitude of each configuration to get the probability that the system is in
that configuration. Why these two steps? The amplitude is a complex number—a com-
bination of two ordinary real numbers. This coding allows probability distributions for
other quantities, such as momentum, to be coded into the same quantum state.



4. So if you want to check the prediction coming from a quantum state for the probabilities
of finding the atom’s electrons in various places, you prepare many atoms in that state
and measure the positions of the electrons in each atom. Summing these gives you an ex-
perimental probability distribution. You can compare the experimental probability with
the theoretical one computed from the quantum state. If they agree to within a reason-
able margin of error, you have evidence that the initial assertion that the system was in a
particular quantum state is correct.

5. The constant of proportionality is h, the famous Planck constant, denoting the value of a
quantum of energy and named for Max Planck, its discoverer.

6. There are approximate descriptions of quantum cosmological states corresponding to ex-
panding universes but these rely on extremely delicate choices of initial conditions. The
generic state is a superposition of expanding and contracting universes. I should also
mention that this isn’t the only argument for the elimination of time in quantum cos-
mology, but it suffices for our purposes. Other arguments are given in the context of
path-integral approaches to quantum gravity; also, Connes and Rovelli propose that time
emerges as a consequence of the universe’s having a finite temperature.

7. Yet another problem arises from the fact that in quantum mechanics, not all properties
that can be observed have definite values at all times. So not all quantum states of a
system have definite values of the system’s energy, but some of them do. These states
of definite energy, it turns out, also vibrate with a definite frequency. Indeed, that’s all
they’re doing—vibrating in place with a frequency proportional to the system’s energy.
For many systems, there is a discrete set of states with definite energy. We say that the
energy of these systems is quantized. But most quantum states do not have definite val-
ues of energy; in such a state, there are probabilities for the system to have different en-
ergies. Systems in these states also lack definite values of frequency.
To get a quantum system to do more than simply oscillate in place, you have to put it
into a state without a definite energy value. This is easy to do, because of a principle
known as the superposition principle, which says that quantum states can be added up.
This is an aspect of the wave properties of a quantum system: A guitar or piano string
vibrates at several frequencies simultaneously, and the string’s motion is the sum of os-
cillations at each individual frequency. Throw two stones into a bucket of water: Each
generates a wave, and the pattern on the water when they meet is the sum of the patterns
made by each individual splash. The superposition principle works like that; given any
two quantum states, you can make a third by adding them up.
This ability to add up quantum states is essential to our argument that Newtonian physics
approximates quantum mechanics. We need it to reproduce the simple fact that in New-
tonian physics configurations change as particles move around in space. This cannot be
deduced from states that just oscillate in time, as do states of definite energy. To repro-
duce motion, we must have states whose behavior is more complex, and this requires



states with indefinite energy values. These are built by adding up, or superposing, states
with different energies.
But in quantum cosmology, all states have the same energy, so the usual way of extract-
ing ordinary motion from quantum physics fails. We cannot deduce the predictions of
general relativity from the quantum state of the universe.

8. Abhay Ashtekar, “New Variables for Classical and Quantum Gravity,” Phys. Rev. Lett.
57:18, 2244–47 (1986).

9. Ted Jacobson & Lee Smolin, “Nonperturbative Quantum Geometries,” Nucl. Phys. B.,
299:2, 295–345 (1988).

10. Carlo Rovelli & Lee Smolin, “Knot Theory and Quantum Gravity,” Phys. Rev. Lett.
61:10, 1155–58 (1988).

11. Thomas Thiemann, “Quantum Spin Dynamics (QSD): II. The Kernel of the Wheel-
er–DeWitt Constraint Operator,” Class. Quantum Grav. 15, 875–905 (1998).

12. Recently developed quantum-cosmology models study the quantum versions of simpli-
fied cosmological models like those we discussed in chapter 6. These are called loop-
quantum-cosmology models. Earlier quantum-cosmology models were studied with
crude approximations that muddied the fundamental issues; the recent models are simple
and precisely defined enough to have yielded exact solutions to these equations. Impress-
ive as this is, it must be emphasized that they are vastly simplified models. In particular,
the problem of time is sidestepped, by speaking not of time but of correlations between
the values of different observables. One field is treated as a clock with respect to which
the changes in the other fields are measured. This provides an approximate, and relation-
al, approach to extracting time from a timeless description of the world. Moreover, the
issues are not limited to loop quantum gravity or loop quantum cosmology, even if they
are most urgent in those contexts. String theory, to the extent that it can be applied to a
closed cosmological context, has an analog of a Wheeler-DeWitt equation. And some of
the speculation about infinite universes, eternal inflation, and the like is set in the con-
text of the Wheeler-DeWitt equations. The problems of interpreting the timeless universe
that results is a challenge for all theorists who think about unification or the very early
universe.

INTERLUDE: EINSTEIN’S DISCONTENT

1. Jim Brown tells me that Carnap had in mind something like the distinction between
primary and secondary quantities. We experience red, but what is really happening is
that atoms are vibrating and giving off light at a certain frequency. We experience time
passing, but what is really true is that we are a bundle of world lines in a block universe,
with the ability to perceive and store memories. To me, this is a way of stating the issue
but does not resolve it.



2. The Philosophy of Rudolf Carnap: Intellectual Autobiography, ed. Paul Arthur Schillp
(La Salle, IL: Open Court, 1963) pp. 37–8.

8. THE COSMOLOGICAL FALLACY

1. Carlo Rovelli, The First Scientist: Anaximander and His Legacy (Yardley, PA: Wes-
tholme Publishing, 2011).
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1. To be sure, the block-universe picture could incorporate the idea that laws change in
time, but my claim is that it could not explain how and why they changed.

2. It might be thought that the aether was demolished by the Michelson-Morley experiment,
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the same speed, to such an accuracy that the observations could have revealed whether
one photon gains on another by a second after the pair has traveled together for 10 billi-
on years. These results disappointed theorists who expected that quantum-gravity effects
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16. THE LIFE AND DEATH OF THE UNIVERSE

1. Richard Dawkins, Climbing Mount Improbable (New York: W. W. Norton, 1996).
2. A fluctuation is one of those words physicists use that can be confusing for lay readers.

A fluctuation is a small random change in a small part of a system. A fluctuation can
disorder a system, as when a drop of paint from a paintbrush ruins a carefully crafted
portrait. But a fluctuation can also spontaneously lead to a higher degree of organization,
as when a mutation resulting from a random change in a DNA molecule produces a fitter
animal.

3. It’s of interest to note that organic (or prebiotic) molecules have been detected not just
on Earth but in meteorites, comets, and interstellar clouds of dust and gas.

4. Because the logarithm of 1 is zero. For technical reasons, we usually take the entropy to
be the logarithm of the number of equivalent microstates.

5. “Über die von der molekularkinetischen Theorie der Wärme geforderte Bewegung
von in ruhenden Flüssigkeiten suspendierten Teilchen,” Ann. der Phys. 17 (8): 549–60
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sevier, 1970).

7. See, for example, Time’s Arrow, by Martin Amis, or The Curious Case of Benjamin But-
ton, a film based on the short story by F. Scott Fitzgerald.

8. Many thanks to Steven Weinstein of the University of Waterloo for discussions in which
he convinced me of the importance of the electromagnetic arrow of time. His 2011 paper,
“Electromagnetism and Time-Asymmetry,” arXiv:1004.1346v2, strongly influenced the
following section.

9. Roger Penrose, “Singularities and Time-Asymmetry,” in S. W. Hawking & W. Israel,
eds., General Relativity: An Einstein Centenary Survey (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge
University Press, 1979), pp. 581–638.

10. Many physicists and philosophers have wondered whether there really are several dis-
tinct arrows of time. Might one or more arrows be explained by the others? The cosmo-
logical arrow of time is probably not related to the others.
It’s easy to imagine an expanding universe that expanded so fast that no gravitationally-
bound structures would have time to form. Such a universe would remain in equilibrium
forever and thus would not have a thermodynamic arrow of time. So the fact that the
universe is expanding is not, by itself, sufficient to explain the thermodynamic arrow of
time.
It’s also possible to imagine a universe that expands to its maximal size and then col-
lapses. As far as we know now, this isn’t the universe we live in, but there are solutions
to the equations of general relativity that behave this way. This would be a world where
the cosmological arrow of time reversed halfway through. Would the thermodynamic



arrow reverse as well, so that all of a sudden spilt milk cleaned itself up and Humpty-
Dumpty reassembled himself? Science-fiction writers like to imagine this, but it’s wildly
implausible.
But the biological arrow of time may well be a consequence of the thermodynamic ar-
row. We age, it is claimed, because disorder accumulates in our cells. The thermodynam-
ic arrow is also taken to explain at least some of the experiential arrow. We remember
the past and not the future because memory is a form of organization, and organization
decreases in the future—or so it is claimed.
Finally, can the thermodynamic arrow of time be reduced to the choice of initial con-
ditions? This was proposed by Penrose, who argued that his Weyl curvature hypothesis
could explain the thermodynamic arrow of time because a universe with initially no
black or white holes has much less entropy than it might if it were filled randomly with
black and white holes. He relies here on the idea that black holes have entropy, an amaz-
ing fact uncovered by Jacob Bekenstein in 1972 and developed by Stephen Hawking
soon afterward. Black holes have huge amounts of entropy, since the most irreversible
thing you can do is to send something into a black hole. Taking into account the vast
amount of entropy that might exist in all the black holes the universe might have started
off with but didn’t, the actual universe, without any initial black holes, started in a state
of almost minimal entropy.
Penrose’s proposal succeeds as long as we retain the condition that the universe expands
slowly and uniformly enough that gravitationally-bound structures can form. From this
perspective, a complex universe is highly improbable, since most initial conditions
would lead to a universe that started and stayed in equilibrium. It would be filled with
light and gravity waves present from the beginning and carrying no images of the past or
future. Black holes and white holes would dominate from the beginning. Within a world
governed by time-symmetric laws, the explanation for why we live in a complex uni-
verse rests largely on the extremely improbable choice of time-asymmetric initial condi-
tions.

11. The fundamental time-asymmetric law would have to lead to time-symmetric laws
when approximated by an effective theory at low energy and away from regions of high
spacetime curvature. Thus, the time asymmetry would be very pronounced in the very
early universe, which would explain the need for highly time-asymmetric initial cosmo-
logical conditions.

12. Note that we are talking about properties of the whole universe, which are not proper-
ties of small subsystems of it. We can always apply probability to small subsystems or
regions of the universe, but these do not exhaust all we want to know about the universe.

13. Of course, given infinite time, every scale of fluctuation happens infinitely many times.
This makes it a bit tricky to say that rarer fluctuations happen fewer times, because the
ratio of two infinite numbers is ill-defined.



17. TIME REBORN FROM HEAT AND LIGHT

1. The reader may ask whether Leibniz’s principle of the identity of the indiscernibles is
in contradiction with Bose statistics, which allows and encourages bosons to share the
same quantum state. A brief response, expanded in the on-line appendices, is that Leib-
niz’s principle forbids two events from having the same expectation values of quantum
fields.

2. As I pointed out in chapter 10, this forbids the universe to be perfectly symmetric.
3. For more on self-organization see the books by Bak, Kauffman and Morowitz in the bib-

liography. One version of the principle of driven self-organization is the cycle theorem
described in Morowtiz’s book, another is the phenomena of self-organized criticality de-
scribed in Bak’s book.

4. Julian Barbour and Lee Smolin, “Variety, Complexity and Cosmology,” hep-th
/9203041.

5. Alan Turing, “The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis,” Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond.
237:641, 37–72 (1952).

18. INFINITE SPACE OR INFINITE TIME?

1. This is mind-boggling, but there’s a simple argument for it. For details, see Brian
Greene’s latest book, The Hidden Reality: Parallel Universes and the Deep Laws of the
Cosmos (New York: Knopf, 2011), or a discussion in the online appendices.

2. Imagine a flat two-dimensional plane. Pick a point, then pick a direction going outward
from that point. That defines a line in the plane. Follow that line as far as it goes. It goes
an infinite distance, but in the mind’s eye of a mathematician it nonetheless goes some-
where. Where it goes is called a point at infinity. Pick another direction from the original
point. You get another line. Follow that as far as it goes; it takes us to another point at
infinity. The points at infinity make up a circle. The directions you can go from a point
in a plane define a circle. Following those directions as far as they go, you reach the
boundary of points at infinity. The same thing obtains in flat three-dimensional space,
except that the points at infinity make up a sphere. It also obtains if the space is infinite
but negatively curved, like a saddle.
When you set out to solve the equations of general relativity, you have to specify in-
formation about what’s happening at that boundary. You have to specify what is com-
ing in from the boundary, and what is going out to it. The need to specify information
about what’s happening at the infinite boundary is not optional; it is required by the the-
ory. (For the experts, the Einstein equations for a spatially infinite universe cannot be
derived from a variational principle unless there are boundary terms added to the ac-



tion and boundary conditions specified at spatial infinity.) You cannot describe what’s in
the universe without saying what’s coming into and going out of the universe from the
boundary. Even if the boundary is infinitely far away.

3. In the practice of general relativity, we often use spaces with infinite boundaries as con-
venient models of isolated systems. Consider a galaxy. In reality, it’s a small part of the
universe, but for some purposes we might want to model it as isolated; for example,
we might want to model the interaction of the black hole in the center with stars in the
galactic disk. So we draw a boundary around the galaxy and construct a solution of gen-
eral relativity containing only what is within that boundary. But there are some technical
hassles in dealing with information to be specified at a finite boundary. So, purely for
technical convenience, we idealize the situation and push the boundary out to infinity.
This greatly simplifies the description, because we can impose the condition that all the
matter in that model is contained in the one galaxy. Nothing can come in or go out except
gravitational waves and light, which we can use to observe the galaxy.
This kind of use of infinite spaces is pragmatic, and there can be no objection to it. The
fact that information must be specified coming in from the infinite boundary reminds us
that we’re dealing with an idealization in which we cut out a part of the universe and de-
scribe it as if it were all there is. But it’s nonsensical to model the whole universe as hav-
ing an outer boundary, which requires the specification of information coming in from
outside the infinite universe. Yet this is what we must do if we use general relativity as
our cosmological theory and take the universe to be spatially infinite.

4. For more on these cyclic cosmologies, see Paul J. Steinhardt & Neil Turok, Endless Uni-
verse: Beyond the Big Bang (New York: Doubleday, 2007).
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(2002);
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——, “The Semiclassical Limit of Loop Quantum Cosmology,” arXiv:gr-qc /0105113v1
(2001);
——, “Dynamical Initial Conditions in Quantum Cosmology,’’ arXiv:gr-qc /0104072v1
(2001); and
Shinji Tsujikawa, Parampreet Singh, & Roy Maartens, “Loop Quantum Gravity Effects
on Inflation and the CMB,” arXiv:astro-ph/0311015v3 (2004).

6. Jean-Luc Lehners, “Diversity in the Phoenix Universe,” arXiv:1107.4551v1 [hep-ph]
(2011).

7. Roger Penrose, Cycles of Time: An Extraordinary New View of the Universe (New York:
Knopf, 2011).

8. Claims that circles have been detected are in:
V. G. Gurzadyan & R. Penrose, “CCC-Predicted Low-Variance Circles in CMB Sky and
LCDM,” arXiv:1104.5675v1 [astro-ph.CO] (2011);



——, “More on the Low-Variance Circles in CMB Sky,” arXiv:1012.1486v1 [astro -
ph.CO] (2010);
——, “Concentric Circles in WMAP Data May Provide Evidence of Violent Pre–Big-
Bang Activity,” arXiv:1011.3706v1 [astro-ph.CO] (2010).
Several papers argue that this is consistent with noise:
I. K. Wehus & H. K. Eriksen, “A Search for Concentric Circles in the 7-Year WMAP
Temperature Sky Maps,” arXiv:1012.1268v1 [astro-ph.CO] (2010);
Adam Moss, Douglas Scott, & James P. Zibin, “No Evidence for Anomalously Low-
variance Circles on the Sky,” arXiv:1012.1305v3 [astro-ph.CO] (2011); and
Amir Hajian, “Are There Echoes from the Pre–Big Bang Universe? A Search for Low-
Variance Circles in the CMB Sky,” arXiv:1012.1656v1 (2010).

19. THE FUTURE OF TIME

1. This idea is realized in a model in Lee Smolin, “Matrix Universality of Gauge and Grav-
itational Dynamics,” arXiv:0803.2926v2 [hep-th] (2008).

2. ——, “Unification of the State with the Dynamical Law, arXiv:1201.2632v1 [hep-th]
(2012).

3. Wheeler also said, “No phenomenon is a real phenomenon until it is an observed phe-
nomenon.” I must say I come to appreciate his enigmatic and provocative challenges to
us more and more as I mature.

EPILOGUE

1. For more on the view developed here and references, see Lee Smolin, “Time and Sym-
metry in Models of Economic Markets,” arXiv:0902.4274v1 [q-fin.GN] (2009).

2. For an introduction to neoclassical economics, see Ross M. Starr, General Equilibrium
Theory, 2nd edition (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011).

3. This is shown by the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem, or “anything goes the-
orem,” proved in 1972 by three highly influential economists. One of them is Hugo
Sonnenschein, who is not just a member of the Chicago school of economists but
served as president of that university. Hugo Sonnenschein, “Market Excess Demand
Functions,” Econometrica, 40:3, 549–63 (1972). Debreu, G. “Excess Demand Func-
tions,” Journal of Mathematical Economics 1: 15–21 (1974), doi:10.1016/0304
-4068(74)90032-9; R. Mantel, “On the Characterization of Aggregate Excess Demand,”
Jour. of Econ. Theory 7: 348–353 (1974), doi:10.1016/0022-0531(74)90100-8.

4. W. Brian Arthur, “Competing Technologies, Increasing Returns, and Lock-In by Histor-
ical Events,” Econ. Jour. 99:394, 116–31 (1989).



5. Pia Malaney, “The Index Number Problem: A Differential Geometric Approach,” Har-
vard PhD thesis, 1996.

6. Malaney and Weinstein’s ideas prompted Samuel Vazquez, then a postdoc at Perimeter
Institute, to measure path dependence in real market data. What he was doing was im-
possible and heretical in the framework of neoclassical economics theory, but there it
was, in real data, showing that the existence of funds with successful long-short arbit-
rage strategies proves that there is indeed curvature, and hence path dependence, in the
market. Samuel E. Vazquez & Simone Farinelli, “Gauge Invariance, Geometry and Ar-
bitrage,” arXiv:0908.3043v1 [q-fin.PR] (2009).

7. Vince Darley & Alexander V. Outkin, A NASDAQ Market Simulation: Insights on a Ma-
jor Market from the Science of Complex Adaptive Systems (World Scientific, 2007).

8. I see the beginnings of this common conception in the fact that the theoretical biologist
Stuart Kauffman and the philosopher of law Roberto Mangabeira Unger both speak of
the need to formulate their domains in terms of the adjacent possible—the set of next
steps—rather than in abstract timeless spaces of all possible configurations.

9. The implications of these two principles are further developed in chapter 17 of my 2006
book, The Trouble with Physics.

10. Notice that relationships are exactly what mathematics expresses. Numbers have no in-
trinsic essence, nor do points in space; they are defined entirely by their place in a sys-
tem of numbers or points—all of whose properties have to do with their relationships
to other numbers or points. These relationships are entailed by the axioms that define a
mathematical system. If there’s more to matter than relationships and interactions, it is
beyond mathematics.

11. James George is the author of Asking for the Earth (Barrytown NY: Station Hill Press,
2002) and The Little Green Book on Awakening (Barrytown NY: Station Hill Press,
2009). He is also a cofounder of the Threshold Foundation and president of the Sadat
Peace Foundation, and he led the international mission to Kuwait to assess environment-
al damage in the wake of the Persian Gulf War.
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Brain, Boltzmann, [>], [>]
Brief History of Time (Hawking), [>]–[>]
Broglie, Louis de, [>], [>]

de Broglie–Bohm approach to quantum mechanics, [>]
Brown, Jim, [>], [>]
Buddhism, [>]

Calculus, Newton’s invention of, [>], [>]
Carnap, Rudolf, [>]–[>], [>] n. [>]
Causal dynamical triangulations, [>], [>]
Causality

as illusion (Barbour), [>]
and logic, [>], [>]
and relativity of simultaneity, [>]
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Cell phone network, and dimensionality, [>], [>]
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CERN, Large Hadron Collider at, [>]
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Common law, and principle of precedence, [>]
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Complexity, [>]–[>], [>], [>]

in history of universe, [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
life at end of spectrum of, [>]
and time, [>]
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Computer(s)
and deterministic physical theory, [>]–[>]
quantum computers, [>]
as reversing law of physics, [>]
universe as, xxi–xxii

Configuration space, [>]–[>], [>]
as timeless, [>]–[>], [>], [>]

Configuration of the system, [>]
and meta-configuration, [>]–[>]

Conic sections, [>], [>]
Consciousness, [>]–[>]
Conservation laws, [>]
Consumer Price Index, and path dependence, [>]
Contrary properties (quantum theory), [>]–[>], [>]
Conway, John, [>], [>]
Copernicus and Copernicanism, [>], [>], [>]–[>]
Cosmic microwave background (CMB), [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>] n. [>]
Cosmological arguments for expulsion of time, [>]
Cosmological arrow of time, [>], [>] n. [>]
Cosmological challenge, [>]–[>], [>]
Cosmological constant, [>]–[>], [>]

and anthropic theories vs. cosmological eternal Boltzmannian universe, [>]
and anthropic theories vs. cosmological natural selection, [>]–[>]
dark energy as, [>]–[>], [>]
in future of, [>]–[>]
negative, [>], [>], [>] n. [>]

as decreasing to negative values, [>]
and string theories, [>]

Cosmological dilemma, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]
Cosmological fallacy, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]

infinite Boltzmannian tragedy as, [>]–[>]
Cosmological inflation, [>]–[>], [>]
Cosmological law, [>], [>]
Cosmological natural selection, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
Cosmological science, crisis of, [>]
Cosmological theory, deterministic, [>]–[>]
Cosmological theory, true (new), [>]–[>]

and quantum theory, [>], [>], [>]
real time in vision of, [>]
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required principles of, [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
conservation laws absent from, [>], [>]
explanation of natural laws in, [>]
initial conditions problem solved, [>], [>]
and laws of nature as evolving, [>]
symmetries absent from, [>], [>]
and time, [>]–[>]

Cosmology, physics extended to, [>], [>]
CPT (charge, parity, and time reversal), [>]
Critical value, [>], [>]
Cyclic models or cosmologies, [>]–[>], [>]

Dark energy, [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]
and nonlocal links, [>]

Dark matter, [>], [>] n. [>]
cloud of, [>]

Darwinian evolutionary biology, [>], [>]–[>]
Dawkins, Richard, [>]
Dead universe, eternal, [>]
Democracy, and new social theory, [>]–[>]
Density fluctuations, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]

scale of, [>]
Descartes, René, [>], [>], [>], [>]
Determinism, [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>]

and classical mechanics, [>]
vs. free-will theorem, [>]
vs. principle of precedence, [>]–[>], [>]

Deterministic cosmological theory, [>]–[>]
DeWitt, Bryce, [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]
Dialogue Concerning Two New Sciences (Galileo), [>]
Dirac, Paul, [>]
Dirac equation, [>]
Disordering locality, [>]–[>]
Double stars, [>]
Driven self-organization, [>]
Duality

of general relativity and shape dynamics, [>]
of wave and particle, [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>]

Dynamical steady state, [>]
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Earth
discovered to be round, [>]
and nature of falling, [>]

Ecliptic, [>]
Ecological damage, [>]
Ecology, and economics, [>]
Economics

efficient-market hypothesis in, [>]
equilibrium(ia) in, [>]–[>]
and path-dependence, [>]–[>]
and time, [>]–[>]

Effective theory(ies), [>], [>]–[>]
Ehrenfest, Paul and Tatiana, [>]
Einstein, Albert, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>]

on aether, [>]
and Aristotelian rest, [>]
and atoms, [>]
cosmological constant of, [>]–[>], [>] (see also Cosmological constant)
on ensemble interpretation, [>]
on expulsion of time, [>]
on gravity, [>], [>], [>]
isolated experimentation of, [>]
and Leibniz, [>]
on light, [>]–[>]
molecule-fluctuation experiment of, [>]–[>]
and negative curvature, [>]
and principle of unreciprocated actions, [>]
on quantum mechanics, [>]
teachings of, [>]
theory beyond quantum theory sought by, [>], [>], [>]
and time, [>]
and timeless quantum cosmology, [>], [>]–[>]
on universe, [>]–[>]

as finite but unbounded, [>]–[>]
on wave-particle duality, [>]–[>], [>]–[>]

Einstein equations
and causal dynamical triangulations, [>]
and dynamics of spacetime, [>]
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and rules for graphs, [>]
for spatially infinite universe, [>] n. [>]

Einsteinian relativity. See Relativity
Electromagnetic arrow of time, [>], [>]–[>]
Electromagnetism, as fundamental force, [>]
Electron, mass of, [>]–[>]
Ellipses, [>], [>], [>], [>]
Ellis, George F. R., [>]
Emergence, [>]–[>]

of general relativity, [>], [>], [>]
of space, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
of spacetime, [>], [>], [>]
of time, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>] n. [>]

End of Time, The (Barbour), [>]
Enlightenment, new stage of, [>]
Ensemble interpretation of quantum mechanics, [>]–[>]
Entanglement, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>]
Entropy, [>], [>]–[>]

and arrow of time, [>]
and black holes, [>]
and complexity, [>]
fluctuations in, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

in solar system and surroundings, [>]–[>]
law of increase of, [>]
and second law of thermodynamics, [>]
of solar system, [>]

Epicycles, [>]–[>], [>]
Equilibrium, [>], [>], [>]–[>]

as absent from much of universe, [>]
arrow of time absent from, [>]
and early universe, [>]
and entropy, [>]
for small subsystems only, [>]
thermal, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
thermodynamic, [>], [>], [>]
of universe, [>], [>]

in far future, [>]–[>]
Equilibrium(ia) in economics, [>]–[>]
Equivalence principle (Einstein), [>], [>]
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Eternal Boltzmannian universe, [>]
Eternal dead universe, [>]
Eternal inflation, [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
Eternalism, [>]
Euclid, [>], [>]
Evolution

in cosmological natural selection, [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>] (see also Cosmological
natural selection)
of dynamical part of divided universe, [>]
of geometry of space, [>], [>]
of graphs in time, [>], [>], [>]
of initial conditions, [>]
of laws of nature, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

vs. anthropic principle, [>]
and Big Bang, [>]
and cosmological constant, [>]
as explanation (Peirce), [>], [>], [>]
hypotheses on, [>], [>]
through meta-law, [>]–[>], [>]
and principle of precedence, [>]–[>]
and shape dynamics, [>]

of laws of physics, [>]
of meta-configuration, [>]–[>]
through natural selection (in nature), [>]
of network of relationships, [>]
of quantum gravities, [>]
of quantum states, [>]
and quantum universe, [>]
and relationism, [>]
of states of affairs, [>]
and successful conception of nature, [>]
of triangulated surfaces, [>]–[>]
of universe, [>], [>], [>]

and complexity, [>], [>]
as falsifiable, [>]

of wave, [>]
Evolutionary biology, Darwinian, [>], [>]–[>]
Evolutionary dynamics, [>]
Experiential arrow of time, [>]
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Explanation, vs. naming, [>]
Explanatory closure, principle of, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]

Facebook, [>]
Feedback mechanisms, in self-organizing systems, [>]–[>]
Feynman, Richard, [>]
Fifth Solvay Conference, [>]
Fitness landscape, [>]
Fixed-background structures, [>], [>] n. [>] (ch. 9)
Fluctuations, [>], [>] n. [>]

in climate, [>]–[>]
in CMB, [>], [>]
density, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]
in entropy, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]

in solar system and surroundings, [>]–[>]
in path independence, [>]

Four fundamental forces of nature, [>], [>]–[>]
Free will, [>]
Free-will theorem, [>], [>], [>], [>]
Friedmann, Alexander, [>]
FRWL universes, [>]
Fuller, Buckminster, [>]
Fundamental law, time asymmetry of, [>]–[>]
Fundamental theory(ies), [>], [>]
Future, [>]

as determined by present, [>]–[>], [>]
formula for, [>]
as partly open, [>]
of universe, [>], [>]–[>]

as infinite, [>]
as unpredictable, [>]

Galaxies, [>], [>]
and anthropic theories vs. cosmological natural selection, [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>],
[>] n. [>]
as anti-thermodynamic, [>]
black holes in, [>]
and critical value, [>]
and dark matter, [>] n. [>]
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Einstein on, [>], [>], [>]
as emergent and approximate, [>]–[>]
as fundamental force, [>]
and general relativity, [>], [>]
and Newton, [>], [>]
and parabolas, [>]–[>], [>], [>]
and quantum theory, [>], [>]
quantum theory of, [>], [>] (see also Quantum gravity)
and Standard Model, [>]
and thermodynamics, [>]
as timeless, [>]

Grossman, Marcel, [>]
Gryb, Sean, [>]
Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, [>]

Hardy, Lucien, [>], [>]
Hawking, Stephen, [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>]
Heat death of the universe, [>], [>]
Heraclitus, [>]
Hermann, Grete, [>]
Hidden variables theory, [>], [>]–[>]

preferred global time in, [>]
and shape dynamics, [>]

Higgs particle, [>]
History, and time, [>]
Hooke, Robert, [>]
Horizon radiation, [>]
Hubble, Edwin, [>]
Hughston, Lane, [>]
Human agency, [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>]
Hypatia, [>], [>], [>]
Hyperbola, [>]

Identity of indiscernibles, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
vs. Boltzmann brain paradox, [>], [>]

Imagination, [>]–[>], [>]
Incompatible questions, [>]–[>]
Inertial observers, [>]
Infinite Boltzmannian tragedy, [>]–[>]
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Infinity, [>]

of space, [>]–[>], [>]
of time, [>]
of universe, [>]–[>], [>]

Inflation, cosmological, [>]–[>], [>]
Inflation, eternal, [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
Inflation(ary) models, [>], [>], [>]
Information

entropy as inverse of, [>]
as relational, [>]

Initial conditions, [>], [>], [>]–[>]
and determination of future, [>], [>]
and effect of general law, [>]
laboratory control of, [>]

vs. cosmological laws, [>]
need to explain, [>], [>], [>]
for small subsystems, [>]
in theory of time as inessential, [>]
of universe, [>], [>]

and anthropic principle, [>], [>]
of Boltzmannian universe, [>]
and electromagnetic arrow of time, [>]
as finely tuned, [>]
and future expansion vs. collapse, [>]
and geometrogenesis, [>]
as improbable, [>], [>]
infinite choice of, [>], [>]
and preferred state of rest, [>]
as time-asymmetric, [>], [>], [>]
and true cosmological theory, [>], [>]

Initial singularity, [>], [>], [>], [>]
Institute for Theoretical Physics (Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics), [>]
Intellectual Autobiography (Carnap), [>]
Internet, and dimensionality, [>]
Inverse problem, [>]–[>]
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Isolated systems, [>]–[>]

laws of thermodynamics in, [>], [>], [>]
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Jacobson, Ted, [>]

Kant, Immanuel, [>]
Kaons, [>]
Kauffman, Stuart A., [>], [>]
Kepler, Johannes, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
Kochen, Simon, [>], [>]
Koslowski, Tim, [>]

Landscape of theories, [>], [>]
Laplace, Pierre-Simon, [>]
Large Hadron Collider, CERN, [>]
Law of angular momentum, [>]
Law of conservation of energy, [>]
Law of decreasing returns, [>]
Law of motion. See Motion
Laws of nature, [>]

as background hypothesis, [>]–[>]
choices of, [>]
and cosmological law, [>]
as emergent and approximate, [>]
evolution of, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>] (see also Evolu-
tion)

vs. anthropic principle, [>]
and Big Bang, [>]
and cosmological constant, [>]
as explanation (Peirce), [>], [>], [>]
hypotheses on, [>], [>]
through meta-law, [>]–[>], [>]
and principle of precedence, [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
and shape dynamics, [>]

explanation needed for, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]
and falling bodies, [>], [>]
and far future, [>]
fine tuning in, [>]–[>], [>]
and gravity, [>]–[>]
and initial conditions, [>]
new conception of needed, [>]
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questions on behavior of, [>]
and Standard Model of Particle Physics, [>]
and states of affairs, [>]
for subsystems of universe, [>]–[>]
as timeless, [>], [>], [>]
as time-symmetric, [>]

Laws of physics, [>]
and computer, [>]
and determination of future, [>]
and time-reversibility, [>]

Laws of thermodynamics, [>], [>], [>]
derivation of, [>]
and nuclear fusion, [>]
second, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>] (see also Second law of thermodynamics)

Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
on identical places in universe, [>]
on open future, [>]
and principle of identity of indiscernibles, [>], [>]–[>], [>]
and principle of sufficient reason, [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>] (see also Sufficient
reason, principle of)
and relationalism, [>], [>]–[>], [>]
teachings of, [>]

Leibnizian universe, [>], [>], [>], [>]
Lemaître, Georges, [>]
Leonardo da Vinci, [>]
Life of the Cosmos, The (Smolin), [>], [>]
Light, [>]–[>], [>]

initial production of, [>]
speed of, [>]

Linde, Andrei, [>]–[>], [>]
Linear equation, [>]
Locality property, [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]

disordering of, [>]–[>]
and relativity of simultaneity, [>]

Locke, John, [>], [>]–[>]
Logic, and causality, [>], [>]
Loll, Renate, [>], [>]
Loop quantum gravity, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]
Lucas, John Randolph, [>]
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and Aristotelian physics, [>]
and general relativity, [>]
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and Newtonian paradigm, [>]
and Newtonian physics, [>], [>]
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and time-bound reality, [>]
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partial decoding of, [>]
pre-Newtonian ignorance of, [>]

measurement of, [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>]
natural motion (change in), [>]
prediction of, [>]–[>]
relativity of, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]

Müller, Markus, [>], [>]
Multiverse(s), [>], [>], [>]

and anthropic principle, [>], [>]
and cosmological constant, [>]
and eternal inflation, [>]
and research program, [>]

Murchadha, Niall Ó, [>]
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Mysticism, [>], [>]
Mystics and mystifiers, [>], [>]

vs. pragmatists, [>], [>]

Natural/artificial divide, [>]–[>]
Natural laws. See Laws of nature
Natural selection, cosmological, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>],
[>]
Natural selection, mathematics not needed for, [>]
Negative curvature space, [>]
Nelson, Edward, [>]
Neumann, John von, [>]
Neutron stars, [>]
Newton, Isaac, [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>]

and absolute meaning to position, [>]–[>]
on absolute notion of time, [>]
and absolute vs. relational notions of space, [>]
and gravity, [>], [>]
hypothetical forerunner of, [>]
isolated experimentation of, [>]
and laws of motion, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
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first, [>]
as overturned by relativity and quantum theory, [>]
second, [>]–[>]

and Leibniz, [>]
on light, [>]
and Locke, [>], [>]
Mach’s refutation of, [>]
on natural motion, [>]
possible theories surpassing, [>]
and prediction of motion, [>]–[>]
on reality of mathematical representation, [>]
on relativity of inertial frames, [>]
on relativity of motion, [>]
religiosity of, [>]
on space, [>], [>], [>]
teachings of, [>]
and time, [>], [>]–[>]

on expulsion of, [>]
Newtonian mechanics, seen as fundamental theory, [>]
Newtonian paradigm, [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>]

abandoning of, [>]
and Boltzmann brain paradox, [>]
and cosmological dilemma, [>], [>]
dynamic part and static background in, [>]
extension of to universe, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
fundamental theory impossible in, [>]
and general relativity, [>], [>]
and improbability, [>]
and infinite universe, [>]–[>]
and lawfulness of universe, [>]
and laws of nature, [>]
loop quantum gravity in, [>]
and mathematical objects, [>]
and organization of universe, [>]
paradoxes ensuing from, [>]
and quantum spacetimes in a box, [>]
re-evaluation of theories within, [>]–[>]
and success of physics, [>]
and timeless view of physics, [>], [>]
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two hypotheses behind, [>]–[>]
and cosmological inflation, [>]

unanswerable questions for, [>]–[>]
and uniqueness of every event, [>]
and universe, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

Newtonian physics, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>]
as deterministic, [>]–[>]
as effective theory, [>], [>]
and general relativity, [>]
and quantum mechanics, [>] n. [>]
symmetry of, [>]
and time, [>]

Noether, Emmy, [>]
No Exit (Sartre), [>]
No isolated systems, principle of, [>]
Noncommitting variables, [>]–[>]
Nonlocality, [>], [>], [>]
Nonlocal link, [>]–[>]
No unreciprocated actions, principle of, [>], [>], [>]
Now, Einstein on, [>], [>]. See also Time
Nuclear forces, strong and weak, [>]

Open future, principles of, [>]
Open systems, [>]

and states of higher organization, [>]–[>]
Operationalism, [>], [>], [>], [>]

Parabolas, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
and ellipses, [>]
and Galileo, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

Parallel universes, [>]
Path dependence vs. path independence, [>]–[>]
Patterns

astronomical, [>], [>]
formation of, [>], [>]
as music-mathematics affinity, [>]
of Pythagoras, [>]

Peirce, Charles Sanders, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
Penrose, Roger, [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
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Perimeter Institute, [>]
Photons, [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>] n. [>]
Photosynthesis, [>]–[>]
Physics

Aristotelian, [>]
in a box (artificial experimentation), [>]–[>]

as cosmological fallacy, [>], [>], [>] (see also Cosmological fallacy)
and determinism, [>]–[>]
and initial conditions, [>]–[>]
on isolated vs. open systems, [>]–[>]
and laws of thermodynamics, [>]
Newtonian paradigm as, [>], [>], [>]
and quantum gravity, [>]
quantum mechanics as, [>], [>]

elementary particles in, [>]
great 20th-century theories of, [>]
as invariant under translating systems in space, [>]
laws of, [>], [>], [>], [>]
Newtonian, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>] (see also Newtonian physics)
operationalism in, [>]
and psychology (Carnap), [>]
and reality of time, [>]–[>]
and relational vs. absolute notions of space, [>], [>]
reversal of, [>]–[>]
of stars, [>]
time-asymmetric physics, [>], [>]
and timelessness, [>], [>]
truncations of nature studied in, [>], [>]–[>]

vs. fundamental laws, [>]
unification as current goal of, [>]
unsolved problems in, [>]

Pi, [>]–[>]
Planets, [>], [>]

and epicycles, [>]–[>]
Galileo finds imperfections in, [>]
orbits of, [>], [>]

Plato and Platonism, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]
Poincaré recurrence time, [>], [>]
Pragmatists, [>], [>], [>]
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Precedence, principle of, [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]
Preferred global time, [>]–[>], [>]

and preferred state of rest (observers), [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
Principle of driven self-organization, [>]. See also Self-organization
Principle of explanatory closure, [>], [>], [>]
Principle of identity of indiscernibles, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

vs. Boltzmann brain paradox, [>], [>]
Principle of maximal freedom, [>], [>]
Principle of no isolated systems, [>]
Principle of no unreciprocated actions, [>], [>], [>]
Principle of precedence, [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]
Principle of relativity, [>]–[>]
Principle of open future, [>]
Principle of sufficient reason. See Sufficient reason, principle of
Principle of universality of meta-law, [>]
Probabilities, [>]

and entropy, [>]–[>]
with infinite number of copies, [>]
in quantum mechanics, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>]
theories characterized by (Hardy), [>]–[>]
thermodynamics in, [>]

Proper time, [>]
Psychology vs. physics (Carnap), [>]
Ptolemy, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
Putnam, Hilary, [>]
Pythagoras, [>]

Quantum amplitude, [>] n. [>]
Quantum black holes, [>]
Quantum computers, [>]
Quantum cosmology, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>] n. [>], [>]

measure problem in, [>]
as timeless, [>], [>], [>]

Quantum field theory, [>]
Quantum force, [>]
Quantum geometry, [>], [>]–[>], [>]
Quantum graphity models, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>] n. [>] (ch. 9)
Quantum gravity, [>], [>], [>]

and changes in Standard Model, [>]
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and space, [>]–[>]
loop quantum gravity, [>]–[>], [>], [>]

and universe’s bounce, [>]
Quantum mechanics or physics, [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>]

as approximation of more fundamental theory, [>], [>]
valid only for small subsystems, [>]

as emergent and approximate, [>]–[>]
ensemble interpretation of, [>]–[>]
explanation of individual events needed, [>]
extension of to whole universe, [>]–[>]
and free-will theorem, [>]–[>]
and infinite universe, [>]
information as subject of, [>]
as leading to true cosmological theory, [>], [>], [>]
and Newtonian paradigm, [>]
and Newtonian physics, [>]–[>] n. [>]
and principle of maximal freedom, [>]
and principle of precedence, [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>]
probabilities in, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>]
and quantized energy of atom, [>]
and reality of time, [>]
in research program, [>]
seen as fundamental theory, [>]
strange notions in, [>]
and time, [>]–[>], [>]
as time-reversible, [>]

Quantum revolution, [>]
Quantum spacetime, [>]
Quantum state, [>]
Quantum theory, [>], [>], [>]

Bohr on goal of, [>]–[>]
and cosmological theory, [>]
and free-will theorem, [>]
and quantum cosmology, [>]
and uncertainty principle, [>]
and wave-particle duality, [>]–[>], [>]
See also Quantum mechanics or physics

Quantum universe, [>]
Quark, top, [>]
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Questions
incompatible, [>]–[>]
unanswerable, [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>]
unanswered, [>]

Real-ensemble interpretation of quantum mechanics, [>]
Reciprocity

and de Broglie–Bohm theory, [>]
and principle of no unreciprocated actions, [>], [>], [>]

Recurrence time, Poincaré, [>], [>]
Reductionism, [>]–[>], [>]
Relational hidden variables, [>]
Relationalism, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
Relational revolution, [>]–[>]
Relational world, [>]–[>]
Relative frequency of moments, [>]–[>]
Relativism, [>], [>]
Relativity, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

and block universe, [>], [>]
and Einsteinian arguments for expulsion of time, [>]
general, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>]

as approximate theory,108
and black holes, [>]
as confirmed by experiment, [>], [>]
and cosmological constant, [>]–[>]
as effective theory, [>], [>]–[>]
and fixed structures, [>]
and global time, [>]
leaders in study of, [>]–[>]
and loop quantum gravity, [>], [>], [>]
and Newtonian paradigm, [>], [>]
and Newtonian physics, [>]–[>], [>]
and preferred observers, [>]
and quantum cosmology, [>]
and quantum universes, [>]
and shape dynamics, [>]–[>], [>]
and social theory, [>]
and space, [>], [>]
and spin-foam models, [>]
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and time, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
and true cosmological theory, [>]
and white holes, [>]

and hidden variables theory, [>], [>]
de Broglie–Bohm theory, [>]

of inertial frames, [>], [>], [>]
of motion, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]
and preferred global time, [>]
of simultaneity, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>] (see also Simultaneity)
and spacetime, [>]–[>]
space-time merger in, [>]
special, [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>]

and block universe (geometrical representation), [>]–[>]
as confirmed by experiment, [>], [>]
and ensemble interpretation, [>]
on identity of energy and mass, [>]
and preferred state of rest, [>]
vs. quantum physics, [>]

and time, [>], [>]–[>]
in general relativity, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

and variable speed-of-light theories, [>]
Religion

and desire for transcendence, [>]
of Newton, [>]

Renaissance, [>], [>]–[>]
Robertson, H. P., [>]
Rovelli, Carlo, [>], [>]

Sartre, Jean-Paul, No Exit, [>]
Scale of density fluctuations, [>]
Schrödinger equation, [>], [>]
Science

descriptive (Aristotelian), [>]
and evolution of laws of nature, [>]
fallibility of, [>]–[>]
future of, [>]–[>]
illusions dismissed by, [>]
mathematics in, [>], [>]
vs. mystifiers, [>]
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and ordinary language, [>]
progress in, [>]
purpose of, [>], [>]–[>]
as testable (falsifiable), [>], [>], [>]
and time, [>]

and contemporary developments, [>]
transcendence through, [>]
unanswerable questions for, [>]–[>], [>]
unanswered questions for, [>]
uncertainty of, [>]
usefulness of, [>]

Scientific Revolution, [>], [>]
Second law of thermodynamics, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

and Boltzmann, [>]
and heat flow, [>]

Self-organization, [>]–[>], [>]
driven, [>]
of solar system, [>]
of universe, [>]

Self-reference, [>]
Shape dynamics, [>]–[>], [>], [>]
Simplicity, and truth, [>]–[>]
Simultaneity, [>]

relativity of, [>], [>]–[>]
and block universe, [>], [>], [>]
and de Broglie–Bohm theory, [>]
and global time, [>]
and hidden-variables theory, [>]
and locality, [>]
and new cosmological theory, [>]
vs. principle of sufficient reasons, [>]
and relativity, [>], [>]
and space as emergent, [>]
vs. state of rest, [>]

Social system, as networked, [>]
Social theory, [>]–[>]
Solar system(s)

as anti-thermodynamic, [>]–[>]
early scientific study of, [>]–[>]
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as extraneous in part to our existence, [>]
fluctuation in, [>]–[>]
self-organization in, [>]

Space, [>]–[>]
absolute vs. relational notions of, [>]–[>]
configuration space, [>]–[>], [>]

as timeless, [>]–[>], [>]
curvature of, [>]–[>]
as emergent, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
as finite, [>]
and general relativity, [>]
as illusion, [>], [>], [>]
infinity of universe in, [>]–[>], [>]
Leibniz vs. Newton on, [>]
low dimensionality of, [>]–[>]
and Newton, [>], [>]
quantum-gravity approaches to, [>]–[>]

loop quantum gravity, [>]–[>]
as real, [>]
vs. time, [>]

Spacetime, [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
block universe as, [>]–[>], [>] (see also Block universe)
dynamical-triangulation approach to, [>]–[>]
dynamics of, [>]
emergence of, [>], [>], [>]
and general relativity, [>], [>]
and identity of indiscernibles, [>]–[>]
and loop quantum gravity, [>]–[>]
quantum, [>]
as spatially closed, [>]
and special relativity, [>]

Speed, as relative, [>]–[>]
Speed of light, [>]
Speed-of-light theories, variable, [>]
Spin-foam models, [>], [>]
Standard Model of Particle Physics, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

as approximate theory, [>], [>]
change in, [>]
in cosmological natural selection, [>]
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as effective theory, [>], [>], [>]
and eternal inflation, [>], [>]
in explanation of natural laws, [>]
and history of universe, [>]
in natural selection, [>]–[>], [>]
and quantum field theory, [>]
and string theory, [>]
and true cosmological theory, [>], [>]
and universal law, [>]

Star clusters, as anti-thermodynamic, [>]
Stars, [>], [>]–[>], [>]

as anti-thermodynamic, [>]
double, [>]
formation of, [>]

Steady state, dynamical, [>]
Steinhardt, Paul, [>]
Stoppard, Tom, Arcadia, [>]
Straight line, [>]
String theories, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>] n. [>]

and approaches to space, [>]
and duality of general relativity and shape dynamics, [>]
matrix models of,186
on spacetime, [>]

Strominger, Andrew, [>], [>]
Sufficient reason, principle of, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]

vs. Boltzmann brain paradox, [>], [>]
and freedom of quantum systems, [>], [>]
and hidden-variables theories, [>]
and quantum theory extended to universe, [>]
vs. relativity of simultaneity, [>]
and universe with infinite boundary, [>]

Supernova, [>], [>]
Symmetries, [>]–[>], [>]

of theories, [>]–[>]

Taylor, Washington, [>]
Technology, progress in, [>]
Texas Symposium on Relativistic Astrophysics, 6th, [>]
Theory of Everything, [>]
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Thermal equilibrium, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
Thermal radiation, Hawking, [>]
Thermodynamic arrow of time, [>], [>] n. [>]
Thermodynamic equilibrium, [>], [>], [>]
Thermodynamics, [>]

of far-future galaxy clusters, [>]
and gravity, [>]
probability in, [>]
two levels of, [>]–[>] (see also Entropy)

Thermodynamics, laws of, [>], [>], [>]
derivation of, [>]
and nuclear fusion, [>]
second, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>] (see also Second law of thermodynamics)

Thiemann, Thomas, [>]
Thorpe, Kip, [>]
Time, [>]

absolute vs. relative, [>]
ancient metaphysical ideas about, [>]
arguments for expulsion of from physics, [>]–[>]
arrow of, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>] n. [>] (see also Arrow of time)
and artificial-natural distinction, [>]–[>]
and block universe, [>], [>], [>], [>] (see also Block universe)
as change, [>], [>], [>]
and computer universe, [>]
and configuration space, [>]–[>]
and consciousness, [>]
directionality of, [>], [>]–[>], [>] (see also Arrow of time)
and economics, [>]–[>]
and Einstein, [>], [>]–[>]
embracing of, [>]
and eternal inflation, [>], [>]
and evolution of complexity, [>]
as geometry, [>]
global, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>]

preferred global notion, [>], [>]
as illusion, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

assertions implied by, [>]–[>]
and developments in physics, [>]–[>]
and Einsteinian relativity, [>], [>]
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and memory, [>]–[>]
and recording of motion, [>]–[>], [>], [>]

as infinite, [>]
mathematical objects as outside of, [>]
and Newton, [>], [>]–[>]
Newtonian paradigm, [>]
and photons, [>]
proper, [>]
and quantum mechanics, [>]–[>], [>]
and quantum universe, [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
question of identical moments of, [>]–[>]
reality of, [>], [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

and arrow of time, [>] (see also Arrow of time)
assertions implied by, [>]–[>]
and asymmetric laws, [>]
and beginning of time, [>]
vs. block universe, [>], [>]
and complexity, [>], [>]
and cosmological scale, [>]
and cultural coherence, [>]
vs. emergence, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>] n. [>]
and evolution of natural laws, [>], [>]
and hospitality toward life, [>]
and inadequacy of logic or mathematics to capture nature, [>]
and Leibnizian universe, [>]–[>]
and macro world, [>]
and mathematics in physics, [>]
and novelty, [>]
and present moment, [>], [>]
and quantum mechanics, [>], [>]–[>], [>]
and relational revolution, [>]
scientific cosmology from, [>]
and selection of laws of physics, [>]
and true cosmological theory, [>]

rebirth of, [>]
as relational

Einstein on, [>]
and external clock, [>]

and relationships, [>]
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and relativity, [>], [>]–[>], [>]
general relativity, [>], [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]

and shape dynamics, [>]
vs. space, [>]
spatializing of, [>]–[>], [>], [>]
as stopping with collapse of universe, [>]
and successful conception of nature, [>]
and time-asymmetry, [>]
and timelessness, [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
and true cosmological theory, [>]–[>]
and uncertainty, [>]–[>]
understanding of as goal, [>]

Time-asymmetric physics, [>], [>]
Time-reversal laws, [>]–[>], [>]
Topology, [>], [>], [>], [>] n. [>]
Top quark, mass of, [>]
Transcendence, [>], [>]
Triangulation of surface, [>]–[>], [>]
Trok, Neil, [>]
True cosmological theory. See Cosmological theory, true
Truth

Platonic, [>]
and relationalism, [>]
simplicity and beauty of, [>]–[>]
as timeless, [>]

Turing, Alan, [>]
Twistor theory, [>]

Uncertainty
scientific approach to, [>]
and time, [>]–[>]

Uncertainty principle, [>], [>] n. [>]
Unger, Roberto Mangabeira, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
Unified quantum theory of nature, general relativity as approximation of, [>]
Unified theory as current goal, [>]

of gravity and quantum theory, [>]–[>]
of quantum theory and general relativity, [>]

Universe
accelerated expansion of, [>]
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and block-universe picture, [>] (see also Block universe)
causal structure of, [>]
complexity and order of as accident, [>]
as computer, [>]–[>]
and control of initial conditions vs. laws of nature, [>]
and cosmological challenge, [>]–[>]
division of

changing/unchanging, [>]–[>]
earth/heaven of, [>]–[>], [>], [>], [>]–[>]

Einstein on, [>]–[>]
entirety of as object of study, [>]–[>]

and Leibniz, [>]
in equilibrium, [>], [>], [>]
exact symmetries absent from, [>]
as finite but unbounded (Einstein), [>]–[>]
future of, [>], [>]–[>]

as infinite, [>]
heat death of, [>], [>]
hierarchy of self-organizing systems in, [>]
history of

in earliest stage, [>]–[>], [>], [>]
and laws of nature, [>]
as mathematical object, [>], [>]
from simple to complex, [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>]
and understanding present state, [>]

as improbable, [>]–[>], [>]
and infinity, [>]–[>], [>] (see also Infinity)
initial conditions of (and preferred state of rest), [>], [>]
interesting organization of, [>]
as Leibnizian vs. Boltzmannian, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
and Newton’s framework, [>], [>], [>], [>], [>], [>]
overall volume of, [>]
parallel universes, [>]
Ptolemaic version of, [>]
and quantum theory, [>], [>]–[>], [>]–[>] (see also Quantum cosmology)
rebirth of (sequential universes), [>]–[>]

and bounce, [>]–[>]
through spawning new universes, [>], [>], [>], [>]

and research on timeless universe, [>]–[>]
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1. The Five Great Problems in Theoretical Physics

FROM THE BEGINNING of physics, there have been those who imagined they would be the last
generation to face the unknown. Physics has always seemed to its practitioners to be al-
most complete. This complacency is shattered only during revolutions, when honest people
are forced to admit that they don’t know the basics. But even revolutionaries still imagine
that the big idea—the one that will tie it all up and end the search for knowledge—lies just
around the corner.

We live in one of those revolutionary periods, and have for a century. The last such period
was the Copernican revolution, beginning in the early sixteenth century, during which Aris-
totelian theories of space, time, motion, and cosmology were overthrown. The culmination
of that revolution was Isaac Newton’s proposal of a new theory of physics, published in his
Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica in 1687. The current revolution in physics
began in 1900, with Max Planck’s discovery of a formula describing the energy distribution
in the spectrum of heat radiation, which demonstrated that the energy is not continuous but
quantized. This revolution has yet to end. The problems that physicists must solve today are,
to a large extent, questions that remain unanswered because of the incompleteness of the
twentieth century’s scientific revolution.

The core of our failure to complete the present scientific revolution consists of five prob-
lems, each famously intractable. These problems confronted us when I began my study of
physics in the 1970s, and while we have learned a lot about them in the last three decades,
they remain unsolved. One way or another, any proposed theory of fundamental physics
must solve these five problems, so it’s worth taking a closer look at each.

Albert Einstein was certainly the most important physicist of the twentieth century. Per-
haps his greatest work was his discovery of general relativity, which is the best theory we
have so far of space, time, motion, and gravitation. His profound insight was that gravity
and motion are intimately related to each other and to the geometry of space and time. This
idea broke with hundreds of years of thinking about the nature of space and time, which un-
til then had been viewed as fixed and absolute. Being eternal and unchanging, they provided
a background, which we used to define notions like position and energy.

In Einstein’s general theory of relativity, space and time no longer provide a fixed, abso-
lute background. Space is as dynamic as matter; it moves and morphs. As a result, the whole
universe can expand or shrink, and time can even begin (in a Big Bang) and end (in a black
hole).

Einstein accomplished something else as well. He was the first person to understand the
need for a new theory of matter and radiation. Actually, the need for a break was implicit in
Planck’s formula, but Planck had not understood its implications deeply enough; he felt that
it could be reconciled with Newtonian physics. Einstein thought otherwise, and he gave the



first definitive argument for such a theory in 1905. It took twenty more years to invent that
theory, known as the quantum theory.

These two discoveries, of relativity and of the quantum, each required us to break defin-
itively with Newtonian physics. However, in spite of great progress over the century, they
remain incomplete. Each has defects that point to the existence of a deeper theory. But the
main reason each is incomplete is the existence of the other.

The mind calls out for a third theory to unify all of physics, and for a simple reason.
Nature is in an obvious sense “unified.” The universe we find ourselves in is interconnec-
ted, in that everything interacts with everything else. There is no way we can have two
theories of nature covering different phenomena, as if one had nothing to do with the other.
Any claim for a final theory must be a complete theory of nature. It must encompass all we
know.

Physics has survived a long time without that unified theory. The reason is that, as far
as experiment is concerned, we have been able to divide the world into two realms. In the
atomic realm, where quantum physics reigns, we can usually ignore gravity. We can treat
space and time much as Newton did—as an unchanging background. The other realm is
that of gravitation and cosmology. In that world, we can often ignore quantum phenomena.

But this cannot be anything other than a temporary, provisional solution. To go beyond
it is the first great unsolved problem in theoretical physics:

Problem 1: Combine general relativity and quantum theory into a single theory that can
claim to be the complete theory of nature.

This is called the problem of quantum gravity.
Besides the argument based on the unity of nature, there are problems specific to each

theory that call for unification with the other. Each has a problem of infinities. In nature, we
have yet to encounter anything measurable that has an infinite value. But in both quantum
theory and general relativity, we encounter predictions of physically sensible quantities be-
coming infinite. This is likely the way that nature punishes impudent theorists who dare to
break her unity.

General relativity has a problem with infinities because inside a black hole the density of
matter and the strength of the gravitational field quickly become infinite. That appears to
have also been the case very early in the history of the universe—at least, if we trust gener-
al relativity to describe its infancy. At the point at which the density becomes infinite, the
equations of general relativity break down. Some people interpret this as time stopping, but
a more sober view is that the theory is just inadequate. For a long time, wise people have
speculated that it is inadequate because the effects of quantum physics have been neglec-
ted.

Quantum theory, in turn, has its own trouble with infinities. They appear whenever you
attempt to use quantum mechanics to describe fields, like the electromagnetic field. The
problem is that the electric and magnetic fields have values at every point in space. This



means that there are an infinite number of variables (even in a finite volume there are an
infinite number of points, hence an infinite number of variables). In quantum theory, there
are uncontrollable fluctuations in the values of every quantum variable. An infinite num-
ber of variables, fluctuating uncontrollably, can lead to equations that get out of hand and
predict infinite numbers when you ask questions about the probability of some event hap-
pening, or the strength of some force.

So this is another case where we can’t help but feel that an essential part of physics has
been left out. There has long been the hope that when gravity is taken into account, the
fluctuations will be tamed and all will be finite. If infinities are signs of missing unifica-
tion, a unified theory will have none. It will be what we call a finite theory, a theory that
answers every question in terms of sensible, finite numbers.

Quantum mechanics has been extremely successful at explaining a vast realm of phe-
nomena. Its domain extends from radiation to the properties of transistors and from
elementary-particle physics to the action of enzymes and other large molecules that are the
building blocks of life. Its predictions have been borne out again and again over the course
of the last century. But some physicists have always had misgivings about it, because the
reality it describes is so bizarre. Quantum theory contains within it some apparent con-
ceptual paradoxes that even after eighty years remain unresolved. An electron appears to
be both a wave and a particle. So does light. Moreover, the theory gives only statistical
predictions of subatomic behavior. Our ability to do any better than that is limited by the
uncertainty principle, which tells us that we cannot measure a particle’s positon and mo-
mentum at the same time. The theory yields only probabilities. A particle—an atomic elec-
tron, say—can be anywhere until we measure it; our observation in some sense determines
its state. All of this suggests that quantum theory does not tell the whole story. As a result,
in spite of its success, there are many experts who are convinced that quantum theory hides
something essential about nature that we need to know.

One problem that has bedeviled the theory from the beginning is the question of the re-
lationship between reality and the formalism. Physicists have traditionally expected that
science should give an account of reality as it would be in our absence. Physics should be
more than a set of formulas that predict what we will observe in an experiment; it should
give a picture of what reality is. We are accidental descendants of an ancient primate, who
appeared only very recently in the history of the world. It cannot be that reality depends
on our existence. Nor can the problem of no observers be solved by raising the possibility
of alien civilizations, for there was a time when the world existed but was far too hot and
dense for organized intelligence to exist.

Philosophers call this view realism. It can be summarized by saying that the real world
out there (or RWOT, as my first philosophy teacher used to put it) must exist independently
of us. It follows that the terms by which science describes reality cannot involve in any es-
sential way what we choose to measure or not measure.



Quantum mechanics, at least in the form it was first proposed, did not fit easily with
realism. This is because the theory presupposed a division of nature into two parts. On one
side of the division is the system to be observed. We, the observers, are on the other side.
With us are the instruments we use to prepare experiments and take measurements, and the
clocks we use to record when things happen. Quantum theory can be described as a new
kind of language to be used in a dialogue between us and the systems we study with our
instruments. This quantum language contains verbs that refer to our preparations and meas-
urements and nouns that refer to what is then seen. It tells us nothing about what the world
would be like in our absence.

Since quantum theory was first proposed, a debate has raged between those who accept
this way of doing science and those who reject it. Many of the founders of quantum mech-
anics, including Einstein, Erwin Schrödinger, and Louis de Broglie, found this approach
to physics repugnant. They were realists. For them quantum theory, no matter how well it
worked, was not a complete theory, because it did not provide a picture of reality absent
our interaction with it. On the other side were Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, and many
others. Rather than being appalled, they embraced this new way of doing science.

Since then, the realists have scored some successes by pointing to inconsistencies in the
present formulation of quantum theory. Some of these apparent inconsistencies arise be-
cause, if it is universal, quantum theory should also describe us. Problems, then, come from
the division of the world required to make sense of quantum theory. One difficulty is where
you draw the dividing line, which depends on who is doing the observing. When you meas-
ure an atom, you and your instruments are on one side and the atom is on the other side.
But suppose I watch you working through a videocam I have set up in your laboratory. I
can consider your whole lab—including you and your instruments, as well as the atoms
you play with—to constitute one system that I am observing. On the other side would be
only me.

You and I hence describe two different “systems.” Yours includes just the atom. Mine
includes you, the atom, and everything you use to study it. What you see as a measurement,
I see as two physical systems interacting with each other. Thus, even if you agree that it’s
fine to have the observers’ actions as part of the theory, the theory as given is not sufficient.
Quantum mechanics has to be expanded, to allow for many different descriptions, depend-
ing on who the observer is.

This whole issue goes under the name the foundational problems of quantum mechanics.
It is the second great problem of contemporary physics.

Problem 2: Resolve the problems in the foundations of quantum mechanics, either by
making sense of the theory as it stands or by inventing a new theory that does make sense.

There are several different ways one might do this.



1. Provide a sensible language for the theory, one that resolves all puzzles like the
ones just mentioned and incorporates the division of the world into system and ob-
server as an essential feature of the theory.

2. Find a new interpretation of the theory—a new way of reading the equations—that
is realist, so that measurement and observation play no role in the description of
fundamental reality.

3. Invent a new theory, one that gives a deeper understanding of nature than quantum
mechanics does.

All three options are currently being pursued by a handful of smart people. There are un-
fortunately not many physicists who work on this problem. This is sometimes taken as an
indication that the problem is either solved or unimportant. Neither is true. This is probably
the most serious problem facing modern science. It is just so hard that progress is very slow.
I deeply admire the physicists who work on it, both for the purity of their intentions and for
their courage to ignore fashion and attack the hardest and most fundamental of problems.

But despite their best efforts, the problem remains unsolved. This suggests to me that it’s
not just a matter of finding a new way to think about quantum theory. Those who initially
formulated the theory were not realists. They did not believe that human beings were cap-
able of forming a true picture of the world as it exists independent of our actions and ob-
servations. They argued instead for a very different vision of science: In their view, science
can be nothing but an extension of the ordinary language we use to describe our actions
and observations to one another.

In more recent times, that view looks self-indulgent—the product of a time we hope we
have advanced beyond in many respects. Those who continue to defend quantum mechan-
ics as formulated, and propose it as a theory of the world, do so mostly under the banner of
realism. They argue for a reinterpretation of the theory along realist lines. However, while
they have made some interesting proposals, none has been totally convincing.

It is possible that realism as a philosophy will simply die off, but this seems unlikely.
After all, realism provides the motivation driving most scientists. For most of us, belief in
the RWOT and the possibility of truly knowing it motivates us to do the hard work needed
to become a scientist and contribute to the understanding of nature. Given the failure of
realists to make sense of quantum theory as formulated, it appears more and more likely
that the only option is the third one: the discovery of a new theory that will be more amen-
able to a realist interpretation.

I should admit that I am a realist. I side with Einstein and the others who believe that
quantum mechanics is an incomplete description of reality. Where, then, should we look
for what is missing in quantum mechanics? It has always seemed to me that the solution
will require more than a deeper understanding of quantum physics itself. I believe that if



the problem has not been solved after all this time, it is because there is something missing,
some link to other problems in physics. The problem of quantum mechanics is unlikely to
be solved in isolation; instead, the solution will probably emerge as we make progress on
the greater effort to unify physics.

But if this is true, it works both ways: We will not be able to solve the other big problems
unless we also find a sensible replacement for quantum mechanics.

The idea that physics should be unified has probably motivated more work in physics
than any other problem. But there are different ways that physics can be unified, and we
should be careful to distinguish them. So far we have been discussing unification through
a single law. It is hard to see how anyone could disagree that this is a necessary goal.

But there are other ways to unify the world. Einstein, who certainly thought as much
about this as anyone, emphasized that we must distinguish two kinds of theories. There are
theories of principle and constructive theories. A theory of principle is one that sets up the
framework that makes a description of nature possible. By definition, a theory of principle
must be universal: It must apply to everything because it sets out the basic language we use
to talk about nature. There cannot be two different theories of principle, applying to differ-
ent domains. Because the world is a unity, everything interacts ultimately with everything
else, and there can be only one language used to describe those interactions. Quantum the-
ory and general relativity are both theories of principle. As such, logic requires their uni-
fication.

The other kind of theories, constructive theories, describe some particular phenomenon
in terms of specific models or equations.1 The theory of the electromagnetic field and the
theory of the electron are constructive theories. Such a theory cannot stand alone; it must
be set within the context of a theory of principle. But as long as the theory of principle al-
lows, there can be phenomena that obey different laws. For example, the electromagnetic
field obeys laws different from those governing the postulated cosmological dark matter
(thought to vastly outnumber the amount of ordinary atomic matter in our universe). One
thing we know about the dark matter is that, whatever it is, it is dark. This means it gives
off no light, so it likely doesn’t interact with the electromagnetic field. Thus two different
theories can coexist side by side.

The point is that the laws of electromagnetism do not dictate what else exists in the
world. There can be quarks or not, neutrinos or not, dark matter or not. Similarly, the laws
that describe the two forces—strong and weak—that act within the atomic nucleus do not
necessarily require that there be an electromagnetic force. We can easily imagine a world
with electromagnetism but no strong nuclear force, or the reverse. As far as we know, either
possibility would be consistent.



But it is still possible to ask whether all the forces we observe in nature might be mani-
festations of a single, fundamental force. There seems, as far as I can tell, no logical argu-
ment that this should be true, but it is still something that might be true.

The desire to unify the various forces has led to several significant advances in the his-
tory of physics. James Clerk Maxwell, in 1867, unified electricity and magnetism into one
theory, and a century later, physicists realized that the electromagnetic field and the field
that propagates the weak nuclear force (the force responsible for radioactive decay) could
be unified. This became the electroweak theory, whose predictions have been repeatedly
confirmed in experiments over the last thirty years.

There are two fundamental forces in nature (that we know of) that remain outside the
unification of the electromagnetic and weak fields. These are gravity and the strong nucle-
ar force, the force responsible for binding the particles called quarks together to form the
protons and neutrons making up the atomic nucleus. Can all four fundamental forces be
unified?

This is our third great problem.
Problem 3: Determine whether or not the various particles and forces can be unified in

a theory that explains them all as manifestations of a single, fundamental entity.
Let us call this problem the unification of the particles and forces, to distinguish it from

the unification of laws, the unification we discussed earlier.
At first, this problem appears easy. The first proposal for how to unify gravity with elec-

tricity and magnetism was made in 1914, and many more have been offered since. They
all work, as long as you forget one thing, which is that nature is quantum mechanical. If
you leave quantum physics out of the picture, unified theories are easy to invent. But if
you include quantum theory, the problem gets much, much harder. Since gravity is one of
the four fundamental forces of nature, we must solve the problem of quantum gravity (that
is, problem no. 1: how to reconcile general relativity and quantum theory) along with the
problem of unification.

Over the last century, our physical description of the world has simplified quite a bit. As
far as particles are concerned, there appear to be only two kinds, quarks and leptons. Quarks
are the constituents of protons and neutrons and many particles we have discovered sim-
ilar to them. The class of leptons encompasses all particles not made of quarks, including
electrons and neutrinos. Altogether, the known world is explained by six kinds of quarks
and six kinds of leptons, which interact with each other through the four forces (or interac-
tions, as they are also known): gravity, electromagnetism, and the strong and weak nuclear
forces.

Twelve particles and four forces are all we need to explain everything in the known
world. We also understand very well the basic physics of these particles and forces. This
understanding is expressed in terms of a theory that accounts for all of these particles and
all of the forces except for gravity. It’s called the standard model of elementary-particle



physics—or the standard model, for short. This theory does not have the problem of infin-
ities mentioned earlier. Anything we want to compute in this theory we can, and it results
in a finite number. In the more than thirty years since it was formulated, many predictions
made by this theory have been checked experimentally. In each and every case, the theory
has been confirmed.

The standard model was formulated in the early 1970s. Except for the discovery that
neutrinos have mass, it has not required adjustment since. So why wasn’t physics over by
1975? What remained to be done?

For all its usefulness, the standard model has a big problem: It has a long list of ad-
justable constants. When we state the laws of the theory, we must specify the values of
these constants. As far as we know, any values will do, because the theory is mathematic-
ally consistent no matter which values we put in. These constants specify the properties of
the particles. Some tell us the masses of the quarks and the leptons, while others tell us the
strengths of the forces. We have no idea why these numbers have the values they do; we
simply determine them by experiments and then plug in the numbers. If you think of the
standard model as a calculator, then the constants will be dials that can be set to whatever
positions you like each time the program is run.

There are about twenty such constants, and the fact that there are that many freely speci-
fiable constants in what is supposed to be a fundamental theory is a tremendous embarrass-
ment. Each one represents some basic fact of which we are ignorant: namely, the physical
reason or mechanism responsible for setting the constant to its observed value.

This is our fourth big problem.
Problem 4: Explain how the values of the free constants in the standard model of particle

physics are chosen in nature.
It is devoutly hoped that a true unified theory of the particles and forces will give a

unique answer to this question.
In 1900, William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), an influential British physicist, famously pro-

claimed that physics was over, except for two small clouds on the horizon. These “clouds”
turned out to be the clues that led us to quantum theory and relativity theory. Now, even as
we celebrate the encompassing of all known phenomena in the standard model plus general
relativity, we, too, are aware of two clouds. These are the dark matter and the dark energy.

Apart from the issue of its relationship with the quantum, we think we understand gravity
very well. The predictions of general relativity have been found to be in agreement with
observation to a very precise degree. The observations in question extend from falling bod-
ies and light on Earth, to the detailed motion of the planets and their moons, to the scales of
galaxies and clusters of galaxies. Formerly exotic phenomena—such as gravitational lens-
ing, an effect of the curvature of space by matter—are now so well understood that they are
used to measure the distributions of mass in galactic clusters.



In many cases—those in which velocities are small compared with that of light, and
masses are not too compact—Newton’s laws of gravity and motion provide an excellent
approximation to the predictions of general relativity. Certainly they should help us predict
how the motion of a particular star is influenced by the masses of stars and other matter in
its galaxy. But they don’t. Newton’s law of gravity says that the acceleration of any object
as it orbits another is proportional to the mass of the body it is orbiting. The heavier the
star, the faster the orbital motion of the planet. That is, if two stars are each orbited by a
planet, and the planets are the same distances from their stars, the planet orbiting the more
massive star will move faster. Thus if you know the speed of a body in orbit around a star
and its distance from the star, you can measure the mass of that star. The same holds for
stars in orbit around the center of their galaxy; by measuring the orbital speeds of the stars,
you can measure the distribution of mass in that galaxy.

Over the last decades, astronomers have done a very simple experiment in which they
measure the distribution of mass in a galaxy in two different ways and compare the results.
First, they measure the mass by observing the orbital speeds of the stars; second, they make
a more direct measurement of the mass by counting all the stars, gas, and dust they can see
in the galaxy. The idea is to compare the two measurements: Each should tell them both the
total mass in the galaxy and how it is distributed. Given that we understand gravity well,
and that all known forms of matter give off light, the two methods should agree.

They don’t. Astronomers have compared the two methods of measuring mass in more
than a hundred galaxies. In almost all cases, the two measurements don’t agree, and not
by just a small amount but by factors of up to 10. Moreover, the error always goes in one
direction: There is always more mass needed to explain the observed motions of the stars
than is seen by directly counting up all the stars, gas, and dust.

There are only two explanations for this. Either the second method fails because there is
much more mass in a galaxy than is visible, or Newton’s laws fail to correctly predict the
motions of stars in the gravitational field of their galaxy.

All the forms of matter we know about give off light, either directly as in starlight or re-
flected from planets or interstellar rocks, gas, and dust. So if there is matter we don’t see, it
must be in some novel form that neither emits nor reflects light. And because the discrep-
ancy is so large, the majority of the matter in galaxies must be in this new form.

Today most astronomers and physicists believe that this is the right answer to the puzzle.
There is missing matter, which is actually there but which we don’t see. This mysterious
missing matter is referred to as the dark matter. The dark-matter hypothesis is preferred
mostly because the only other possibility—that we are wrong about Newton’s laws, and by
extension general relativity—is too scary to contemplate.

Things have become even more mysterious. We have recently discovered that when we
make observations at still larger scales, corresponding to billions of light-years, the equa-
tions of general relativity are not satisfied even when the dark matter is added in. The ex-



pansion of the universe, set in motion by the Big Bang some 13.7 billion years ago, appears
to be accelerating, whereas, given the observed matter plus the calculated amount of dark
matter, it should be doing the opposite—decelerating.

Again, there are two possible explanations. General relativity could simply be wrong. It
has been verified precisely only within our solar system and nearby systems in our own
galaxy. Perhaps when one gets to a scale comparable to the size of the whole universe, gen-
eral relativity is simply no longer applicable.

Or there is a new form of matter—or energy (recall Einstein’s famous equation E = mc2,
showing the equivalence of energy and mass)—that becomes relevant on these very large
scales: That is, this new form of energy affects only the expansion of the universe. To do
this, it cannot clump around galaxies or even clusters of galaxies. This strange new energy,
which we have postulated to fit the data, is called the dark energy.

Most kinds of matter are under pressure, but the dark energy is under tension—that is,
it pulls things together rather than pushes them apart. For this reason, tension is some-
times called negative pressure. In spite of the fact that the dark energy is under tension, it
causes the universe to expand faster. If you are confused by this, I sympathize. One would
think that a gas with negative pressure would act like a rubber band connecting the galaxies
and slow the expansion down. But it turns out that when the negative pressure is negative
enough, in general relativity it has the opposite effect. It causes the expansion of the uni-
verse to accelerate.

Recent measurements reveal a universe consisting mostly of the unknown. Fully 70 per-
cent of the matter density appears to be in the form of dark energy. Twenty-six percent is
dark matter. Only 4 percent is ordinary matter. So less than 1 part in 20 is made out of mat-
ter we have observed experimentally or described in the standard model of particle phys-
ics. Of the other 96 percent, apart from the properties just mentioned, we know absolutely
nothing.

In the last ten years, cosmological measurements have gotten much more precise. This
is partly a side effect of Moore’s law, which states that every eighteen months or so, the
processing speeds of computer chips will double. All the new experiments use microchips
in either satellites or ground-based telescopes, so as the chips have gotten better, so have
the observations. Today we know a lot about the basic characteristics of the universe, such
as the overall matter density and the rate of expansion. There is now a standard model of
cosmology, just as there is a standard model of elementary-particle physics. Just like its
counterpart, the standard model of cosmology has a list of freely specifiable constants—in
this case, about fifteen. These denote, among other things, the density of different kinds of
matter and energy and the expansion rate. No one knows anything about why these con-
stants have the values they do. As in particle physics, the values of the constants are taken
from observations but are not yet explained by any theory.



These cosmological mysteries make up the fifth great problem.
Problem 5: Explain dark matter and dark energy. Or, if they don’t exist, determine how

and why gravity is modified on large scales. More generally, explain why the constants of
the standard model of cosmology, including the dark energy, have the values they do.

These five problems represent the boundaries to present knowledge. They are what keep
theoretical physicists up at night. Together they drive most current work on the frontiers of
theoretical physics.

Any theory that claims to be a fundamental theory of nature must answer each one of
them. One of the aims of this book is to evaluate just how well recent physical theories,
such as string theory, have done in achieving this goal. But before we do that, we need to
examine some earlier attempts at unification. We have a great deal to learn from the suc-
cesses—and also from the failures.
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